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MAT Learners for 
Recognizable. Tree Languages and Tree Series 
Frank Drewes* 
Abstract 
We review a family of closely related query learning algorithms for un-
weighted and weighted tree automata, all of which are based on adaptations 
of the minimal adequate teacher (MAT) model by Angluin. Rather than pre-
senting new results, the goal is to discuss these algorithms in sufficient detail 
to make their similarities and differences transparent to the reader interested 
in grammatical inference of tree automata. 
Keywords : algorithmic learning, grammatical inference, tree automaton, 
tree language, tree series 
1 Introduction 
This article discusses a family of algorithms for grammatical inference of unweighted 
and weighted tree automata. Traditionally, the area of grammatical inference stud-
ies the problem of learning a formal (string) language L by automatically inferring 
an explicit automata-theoretic or grammatical description A of L from examples 
or some other, type of information about L. In other words, the aim is to come 
up with a learner, an algorithm that exploits a source S of information about L in 
order to construct A. Different so-called learning models are obtained by specifying 
(a) which source S of information the learner is provided with, (b) how the learner 
gets access to this information, and (c) what the exact criterion of success is. 
The three most well-established categories of learning models in grammatical 
inference are Gold's learning from examples with identification in the limit [23], 
Valiants probably approximately correct (PAC) learning [39], and Angluin's query 
learning [4]. 
Here, we focus on query learning. This model, which is also called active learn-
ing, gives the learner access to a teacher, an oracle able to answer certain types of 
queries. Suppose that £ is a regular string language and the goal is to construct 
a corresponding finite-state automaton A. The most well-studied type of teacher 
is the so-called minimal adequate teacher (MAT) [3]. The MAT will answer two 
different sorts of queries regarding L. The first is the membership query, in which 
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the learner passes the teacher a string u, and the teacher checks whether u £ L. 
In the second type of query, the equivalence query, the learner passes the teacher a 
proposed automaton A!, and the teacher checks whether A' correctly describes L. 
If so, A! is accepted and the learning process terminates. Otherwise, the teacher 
returns a counterexample to the learner, i.e., an element of the symmetric difference 
of L and the language described by A'. 
A learning model closely related to MAT learning is learning from representative 
samples and membership queries [2]. Here, the learner has access to a weaker 
teacher who will only answer membership queries. To compensate for the lack of' 
equivalence queries, the learner is initially provided with a representative sample, 
a set of strings in L, such that every transition of A is used at least once when 
processing the strings in the sample. 
Here, we want to consider algorithms for learning unweighted and weighted tree 
automata rather than ordinary finite-state automata. Why would such extensions 
be of interest? Apart from theoretical curiosity and the fact that tree languages 
play an important role in many application areas, motivation is provided by the fact 
that almost all results regarding the inference of context-free languages are nega-
tive. However, recognizable (or regular) tree languages may be seen as context-free 
languages whose strings are enriched with explicit structural information. Thus, 
positive results for grammatical inference of recognizable tree languages make it 
possible to learn context-free languages if the learner is provided with the addi-
tional structural information (cf. [32]). 
If we want to use the learning models described above, they have to be adapted. 
This can be done in a straightforward way. In membership queries, trees rather than 
strings must be passed to the teacher, and in equivalence queries, tree automata 
of the type considered must be checked by the teacher. Similarly, a representative 
sample is now a set of trees. Moreover, in the weighted case, membership queries 
must be replaced with coefficient queries (i.e., the teacher returns the coefficient 
of the tree passed, with respect to the sought tree series), and the counterexample 
returned as an answer to an equivalence query must be a tree for which the proposed 
automaton computes a coefficient that differs from the one it should compute. 
The appropriateness of the MAT model is not undisputed. Obviously, the as-
sumption of having access to an oracle able to answer equivalence queries is strong 
and may be considered unrealistic. Moreover, it has been argued in [6] that mem-
bership queries are oversimplified and should be replaced by a type of query yielding 
a more informative result, e.g., so-called correction queries. To a certain extent, 
this criticism is certainly justified. In particular, future research should continue to 
explore reasonable alternative settings. However, in the author's opinion, this does, 
not diminish the value of the algorithms reviewed in the next two sections. In gen-
eral, one should keep in mind that the learning models considered are idealizations 
that - as always in Theoretical Computer Science - trade realism for mathematical 
elegance and simplicity. Having read this paper, the reader who has never seen 
these algorithms before will hopefully acknowledge that they axe based on beauti-
ful formal reasonings. In particular, they make elegant use of Myhill-Nerode-like 
characterizations of the tree languages and series to be learned. 
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Since grammatical inference is an inherently difficult goal, there seem to be only 
two ways to achieve positive results whose correctness can formally be proved. One 
either has to simplify the goal, e.g., by placing severe restrictions on the concepts 
to be learned, or give the learner access to a rather powerful source of information, 
such as a MAT. Clearly, both approaches have their advantages and disadvantages. 
This paper focuses on the second, because we are interested in the grammatical 
inference of unrestricted recognizable tree languages and tree series. For this task, 
there do not yet seem to exist many, algorithms other than the ones discussed here. 
Moreover, these algorithms are all very closely related to each other, which makes 
them interesting (in the authors opinion), because it indicates that they are based 
on "robust" ideas worth being explored. 
As mentioned above, the MAT model is a formal idealization. Therefore, one 
cannot expect that learning algorithms based on a formal setting such as the MAT 
model can directly be applied to learning tasks in, say, natural language processing. 
However, it may be an interesting goal to pursue in future research to identify prac-
tical scenarios in which the teacher can be simulated by, e.g., statistical methods. 
Of course, such an approach would ho more be guaranteed to yield an affirmatively 
correct answer, but it may perform sufficiently well in practice - and hopefully 
much better than an ad-hoc approach. In fact, it may then be a theoretically inter-
esting and practically well-motivated question under which assumptions imperfect 
teachers give rise to reasonably good results, e.g., in a PAC-like setting. -
From what has been said above, it should be clear that this paper is not a 
general survey of the large field of grammatical inference. In fact, it does not even 
attempt to cover the subarea of grammatical inference of tree languages and tree 
series. Readers who wish to obtain a general overview of grammatical inference 
are referred to the various existing survey papers [1, 13, 21, 28, 34]. Readers 
interested in inference of tree languages, using other methods and models than the 
ones discussed here, may also wish to have a look at [33, 27, 20, 29]. 
In the next section, learners for recognizable tree languages based on (variations 
of) the MAT model are discussed. In Section 3, we discuss generalizations of these 
algorithms, that learn recognizable tree series. The paper concludes with some final 
remarks in Section 4. 
2 Learners for Recognizable Tree Languages 
As mentioned above, grammatical inference is the task to construct an automaton 
or a grammar describing a language L, given certain information about L. For 
the moment being, let us consider the string case. Suppose that we are interested 
in learning a class C{A) of string languages, where A is a class of automata, and 
C(A) = {L(A) | A £ A} is the class of languages generated by A. The task of the 
learner is to construct, for a given language L € C(A), an automaton A £ A with 
L{A) = L. For this, the learner needs to have access to information regarding L. 
Here, we mainly want to study the case where this information is provided by a 
MAT [3]. This oracle that will (correctly) answer two different sorts of queries: 
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Membership query Given a string u £ E* (provided by the learner), the mem-
bership query member(u) will be answered by returning 1 if u £ L, and 0 if 
u £ L. (Thus, member computes the characteristic function of L\ see below.) 
Equivalence query Given an automaton A £ A (provided by the learner), the 
equivalence query eqQuery(A) will be answered by returning the special token 
JL if L{A) = L. Otherwise, a counterexample u £ L(A) A L is returned, where 
the operator A yields the symmetric difference of sets. 
The learner L* proposed in [3] learns the class of regular languages from a MAT 
in polynomial time, where A is the set of total deterministic finite-state automata. 
It makes use of the Myhill-Nerode theorem for regular languages to construct the 
canonical finite-state automaton recognizing L.1 To achieve this goal, the learner 
maintains a so-called observation table, which can be seen as an adapted version 
of the state characterization matrix introduced by Gold [24] for identifying regular 
languages from positive and negative examples in the limit. In the following, we 
discuss extensions and variations of L* that learn tree automata. 
Let us first recall a few basic definitions and facts. A ranked alphabet E is a 
finite set of ranked symbols ( / , k), where / is a symbol and k £ N, its rank, is a 
non-negative integer. We let E^) = { ( / , I) £ E | / = k}. In the following, a ranked 
symbol ( / , k) will simply be denoted by / , or by fW if it is necessary to specify 
its rank. The set Ts of trees over E is the smallest set of formal expressions such 
that / [ i i , . . . ,tk] G Ts, for every /(*> g E (fc G N) and all i i , . . . , tk £ T E . . Here, 
the brackets and commas are special symbols not in E. For k = 0, the tree /[] may 
simply be denoted by / . For a set T of trees, we let E(T) denote the set of all trees 
of the form f[ti,... ,tk], where fW £ E and ti,... ,tk £ T. The set of all subtrees 
of a tree t = f[t\,... ,tk] is given by subtrees(t) = { i } U U*=i subtrees(ii). A tree 
language is a set L C T^. The characteristic function of L is denoted by XL- Thus, 
for i 6 T S l Xi( i ) = 1 iit £ L, and XI(t) = 0, otherwise. 
Definition 2.1. A deterministic bottom-up finite tree automaton (fta) is a tuple 
A = (E ,Q,5 ,F) consisting of a ranked alphabet E, a ranked alphabet Q of states 
such that Q — Q{p), o, transition table 6, and a set F C Q of final states. The 
transition table is a partial function 5: E(Q) —> Q. This extends to trees in the 
canonical way, yielding a partial function 6: T j —> Q. A tree t G T j is accepted by 
A ifS(t) £ F. The language recognized by A consists of all trees accepted by A, i.e., 
L(A) — {t £ Ts | S(t) G F}. and is called a recognizable (or regular) tree language. 
As usual, an fta is said to be total if the transition table S is a total function. 
We note that 6 can also be regarded as a set of transitions f[qi,..., qk] —> q, where 
5(f[qi,... ,qk]) = q. In other words, a transition is a pair in E(Q) x Q. Since 
we consider only the deterministic case, transitions have pairwise distinct left-hand 
sides f[q\,. • •, qk\. However, unless the fta is total, not all left-hand sides need to 
be present. 
1 It may be interesting to note that the class of regular languages is not learnable in polynomial 
time from membership or equivalence queries alone [5]. This provides some justification for calling 
the oracle above a minimal adequate teacher. 
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The first extension of L„ to so-called skeletal tree languages2 was given by Sakak-
ibara [32]. Let us have a look at this learner, which we may call Lj;fta. It constructs 
the canonical total fta recognizing the target language L. In the presentation be-
low, we drop the restriction to skeletal tree languages, since it is not important for 
the correctness of L^fta. In fact, this slight generalization has the advantage that 
L* may be seen as a special case of L'fta, by identifying a string ai • • • an with the 
monadic tree a„[- • • ai[e] • • • ]. (The string case can, of course, even be simulated 
using skeletal trees, but this seems to require the use of a representation that maps 
strings to trees in a non-surjective way, for example, by representing u = a\ • • • an 
as tree(u) = *[•••* [oj, <22], • • • an\. As a consequence, if A is a deterministic finite-
state string automaton, an fta recognizing {tree(it) j u G L(A)} will in general 
contain more states than A.) 
As indicated in the introduction, the idea behind L* and all its descendants 
is to construct an automaton by exploiting the Myhill-Nerode congruence of the 
target language. Let o ' 0 ' ^ E be a special symbol, and let Cs be the set of.all 
trees in TEU{D| with exactly one occurrence of •, called contexts over The 
concatenation c • t of c G CE with t G Ts U Cs is the tree obtained from c by 
replacing • with t. Now, the Myhill-Nerode congruence =L on T E is given by 
t =L t' if and only if XL{C • t) = XL(C • t') for all c G CE-
It is well known that =L is of finite index (i.e., its congruence classes are finite in 
number) if and only if L is recognizable. The canonical (total) fta Â L recognizing 
L can be obtained as usual, by taking the congruence classes \t]=L, t G T E , as 
states and defining <5(/[[ii]=L,..., [ifc]=J) = [f[ti, • •.,ifc]]=t. By the congruence 
property, the choice of the representatives t\,..., ifc does not matter. A state [i]=L' 
is final if t G L. 
Now, let us define an equivalence relation o n T^ by replacing CE in the 
definition of =1 with a finite set of contexts. For C C Cs, let t t' if and only 
if, for all c G C, XL{C • t) = XL(C ' t')- By definition, =L = ^c^- Moreover, if =/, is 
of finite index, there is a finite set C of contexts such that =1 = The learners 
based on L* (and, in fact, several other learners as well), discover such a set C and 
construct the target automaton from it. Note that, for arbitrary C C C j , ~ c is 
not necessarily a congruence. 
Following the same idea as L„, the learner L' fta uses membership and equivalence 
queries to discover trees representing different congruence classes, together with 
suitable separating contexts. The data structure used for this is the previously 
mentioned observation table. Its rows are indexed by the trees in E(S), for a finite 
set S C T E , and its columns are indexed by contexts from a finite set C C C j 
containing •. The cell in row t and column c contains the value XL{C • t), which 
the learner obtains by asking a membership query. For t G £(S), if the observation 
table Q in question is clear from the context, we let (t) denote the C-indexed vector 
given by the row of t in Q. For a set T C E(5), we let (T) = {{t) \ i G T}. 
2A tree language L is skeletal if L C T j for a ranked alphabet E with |S(fc)| < 1 for all k > 1. 
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We require that S be subtree-closed, meaning that s i , . . . , sk G 5 for every tree 
/ [ s i , . . . , Sfc] G S. In other words, S C E(S), which means that Q even contains 
rows for the trees s G S. Note that, for t,t' G E(S), (i) ^ (¿') implies t t', 
because ~ c =L• Moreover, as observed above, there exists an observation table 
for which the converse holds as well. The aim of the learner is to build such an 
observation table. 
During its run, the learner L»fta repeatedly uses the tentative observation table Q 
it has built in order to construct a total fta AQ consistent with the observations in Q. 
This fta is passed to the teacher, and if it is not approved, then the counterexample 
received is used to enlarge FL. To be able to construct AQ from f2, the following 
two properties are needed. 
1. ft is closed, meaning that (t) G (S), for every t G E(S). 
2. Ct is consistent. To define this property, let ED(S) = C E fl E(5 U { • } ) . The 
observation table fi is consistent if (c • s) = (c • s'), for all c G £•(£) and all 
•s, s' G S with (s) = (s'). Note that (c • s) ^ (c • s') would mean that there 
is a d G C such that • c) • s) XL((d • c) • s'), i.e., d • c would be a 
context witnessing that s ^L s', despite the fact that (s) = (s'). Moreover, 
the addition of d • c to C would make the rows of s and s' different, thus 
resolving the inconsistency. • 
If Q. is both closed and consistent, AQ, can be defined by a construction similar 
to the construction of the canonical fta from =£. The set of states is (S), a 
state (s) being final if s G L. For every tree t = f[si,..., sk] G E (S) , we let 
6(f[(si),... ,{sk)]) = (t). Note that, by the closedness of Q, (t) belongs to (S). 
Consistency is needed to ensure that 5(f[{si),... ,{sk))) is uniquely determined. 
Moreover, using subtree-closedness, one can easily verify the following lemma by 
structural induction on t. 
Lemma 2.1. If Q is a closed and consistent observation table, then 5(t) = (t) for 
all t G E(S). In particular, for t G E(S), we have t G L(AQ) if and only ift&L. 
The learner L^fta starts with the observation table given by S = 0 and C = {•}. 
In its main loop, it first makes sure that f2 is closed and consistent. This is done 
by a straightforward procedure complete that adds appropriate trees and contexts 
to S and C, resp., until ft is closed and consistent. Then, L«fta constructs AQ. and 
passes it to the teacher in an equivalence query. If the teacher accepts it, learning 
has been successful. Otherwise, subtrees(i) is added to S and the next iteration 
starts. Whenever elements are added to S or C, the required membership queries 
are asked to fill the new cells (t, c) of the table with the membership information 
xUc-t). 
Below follows the pseudo code of the learner. In this pseudo code, we denote 
an observation table by the components S and C: 
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t := eqQuery (yln) ; (ask equivalence query) 
if t = J_ then return. An 
else S := S U subtrees(i) 
procedure complete(S, C) 
loop 
if 3c 6 ED (5), s, s' € S: (s) = (s') A (c • s) (c • s') then (table inconsistent) 
choose d € C with member(d • c • s) ^ member(d • c • s'); 
|_C : = C U {d • c} (add witness to C) 
else if 3i € E(S) such that (i) ^ (S) then (table not closed) 
[ 5 := SU{t } 
else return; 
Clearly, as long as fl is not closed and consistent, each iteration of complete 
enlarges (S). In particular, complete terminates, because the index of L is finite. 
Now, consider the main procedure of L' fta, and let be the new observation 
table fi' obtained by adding subtrees(i) to S (where t is a counterexample). If fi' 
would still be closed and consistent, on the one hand, it could easily be shown that 
AQ = AQ,I. On the other hand, Lemma 2.1 would apply to Aw, stating that t is 
not a counterexample for Aw, contradicting the fact that it is a counterexample for 
An- Thus, ft' cannot be closed and consistent. By the reasoning above, this means 
that the following call of complete enlarges (5). We conclude that L' fta terminates 
after at most n executions of the main loop, where n is the index of L. 
Theorem 2.1 ([32]). Let A\ = (E ,Q,6,F) . The learner L'fta returns an fta 
isomorphic to A\, and runs in time polynomial in mT and |<5[, where m is the 
maximum size of counterexamples returned by the teacher, r is the maximum rank 
of symbols in E, and |5| is the number of transitions. 
Note that the number |<5| of states of AlL (i.e., the index n of L) does not occur 
in the preceding statement, because the totality of the fta implies that |5| > \Q\. 
Let us have a look at an example. 
Example 2.1. Let E = {f^2\ a'0)}, and consider the tree language L consist-
ing of all trees in T E that do not contain two nodes such that one is a child of. the 
other and both are labelled with the same symbol. 
The learner L' f ta starts with the table (0, {• } ) , which is not closed, because 
(5) = 0 does not contain (a), but a € E(S). Thus, complete adds a to S. The 
resulting observation table is the first one shown in Figure 1. Here, the trees in 
S are those above the single horizontal line, and the trees in E(S) \ S are those 
shown below it. The table is obviously closed and consistent, because all trees in 
E(S) have equal rows. The transitions of the resulting automaton AQ are shown 
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to the left of the rows they result from. Since the state (a) is accepting (because 
a £ L, which is signified by the fact that (a) equals 1 at •), we have L(AQ) = Tg. 
Hence, the teacher may give the counterexample t = g[g[a)]. The table resulting 
from the addition of subtrees(t) to S is inconsistent, since the two trees shown in 
boldface letters have equal rows, whereas the trees they are subtrees of do not. 
After the addition of <?[•] to C, the table is closed and consistent. The resulting 
fta is passed to the teacher in another equivalence query, and the teacher returns a 
counterexample. Again, the table needs to be made consistent using complete. As 
the reader may check, the fta AQ obtained from the resulting table is isomorphic 
to A l 
Let us say that a tree t is live (with respect to a recognizable tree language 
L C. Ts) if it occurs as a subtree of at least one tree in L. Otherwise, t is dead. 
As a direct consequence of this definition, the set of dead trees forms a congruence 
class of =L (or is empty). The state of AlL corresponding to this.congruence class is 
said to be the dead state of A^ (if it exists). The canonical partial fta recognizing 
L, denoted by APL, is constructed in the same way as A%L, but taking as its state set 
the set {[f]=L | t £ T E is live}, and restricting the transition function accordingly. 
In other words, A£ is obtained from A\ by deleting its dead state, if it exists, and 
is equal to AlL, otherwise. If a computation of AlL reaches the dead state on one 
of the subtrees of the input tree, then this input tree cannot be accepted. Hence, 
we obviously have L{AVL) = L(ATL) = L. We shall now consider a learner that 
constructs A^ instead of AlL. 
The learner L' fta has the advantage that it asks at most n equivalence queries, 
where n is the index of L. Its major disadvantages are that (a) S potentially 
contains a lot of redundant information, since all subtrees of all counterexamples 
received end up in S, and (b) the observation table contains |E(5)| rows to make 
AQ total. Together, (a) and (b) are responsible for the appearance of mr jn Theo-
rem 2.1. Moreover, AlL always contains at least nr transitions, whereas the number 
of transitions of APL may be much smaller. The learner L*ta developed in [18] avoids 
these disadvantages at the price of potentially asking a considerably larger number 
of equivalence queries. 
Even L»ta uses an observation table. However, rather than indexing the rows by 
the trees in E(S), they are now indexed by trees in a set T such that S C T C E(5). 
Thus, this set T takes the role of E(S), but will typically not contain all trees in 
E (S). As before, columns are indexed by contexts from a finite set C C Cj> 
Since S C T C E(S), both T and S are subtree-closed. In addition to this, 
L j a maintains the invariant that, for every tree t £ T, there is exactly one tree 
s £ S such that (s) = (t). This means that closedness and consistency do not need 
to be checked explicitly, because S never contains redundant information. As a 
consequence, AQ = (Q, E, 5, F) can be defined as before, the only difference being, 
that it is total only if it happens to be the case that T = E (S). As the trees in S 
have pairwise distinct rows, the correspondences between S and Q and between T 
and 5 (viewing 5 as a set of transitions) are bijections. In particular, each transition 
is represented by a unique tree in T. . 
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Figure 1: A run of L' f ta, showing (partial) observation tables, inconsistencies (in 
boldface letters), transitions resulting from the rows of consistent tables (except for 
the final table), and counterexamples that the teacher may choose to return. 
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Similar to L' f ta, L t̂a starts with the observation table given by S = 0 (and, thus, 
also T = 0), and C — {• } . It repeatedly constructs AQ and asks an equivalence 
query. As long as a counterexample t is received, fi is extended by a tree (and 
possibly a context) extracted from t, and the process continues: 
procedure Ltta where fi = (S, T, C) 
0 := (0,0, {•}) 
loop 
construct An; 
t := eqQuery (An) ; (ask equivalence query) 
if t = _L then return An 
else fi := extend(Q,i) 
The heart of L t̂a is the procedure extend, which examines a counterexample in 
a bottom-up manner to find out where things go wrong, rather than adding all 
subtrees of t to S. The technique used for this was introduced by Shapiro [35] and 
is known as contradiction backtracking. The pseudo code looks like this: 
procedure extend(fi,t) where fl = (S,T,C) 
loop 
decompose t into t = c • t' where t' = f[s\,... ,Sk] 6 £(S) \ S; 
if t' £ T then 
let s be the unique tree in S with (s) = (i') 
if member(c • s) = member(t) then t := c s (case la) 
else return close(S,T, CU {c}) • (case lb) 
else return close(S,TU {t'},C) (caseS) 
Here, the decomposition of t into c • t' can be done by a simple algorithm that 
checks in a bottom-up manner which subtrees of t belong to S, and returns the 
first tree t' encountered which is not in S (but which, therefore, must necessarily 
be in E(5)). The procedure close is a simplified version of the procedure complete 
of L*fta, corresponding to the second case in the latter. It checks the trees t G T 
one by one, and adds t to 5 if S does not yet contain a tree s with (s) = (t). Let S 
be the transition function of AQ. If t' G T, then <5(c • S) = 8(c • T') = S(t), because 
5(s) = (s) = (£') = 5(t'). In other words, AQ returns the same answer if run on t 
and c • s. Together with the condition member(c • s) = member(i), this means that 
c • s is also a counterexample, in case la. In case lb, we have found a context c 
that separates the trees s and t' that have been equivalent according to fi. Finally, 
in case 2, we have found a missing transition. 
The use of contradiction backtracking in extend makes sure that the trees in S 
represent pairwise distinct states, those in T represent pairwise distinct transitions, 
and the total number of contexts added does not exceed the number of states. 
Moreover, it guarantees that no dead tree is ever added to T. Indeed, only case 2 
results in the addition of a tree t' to T. Since the transition represented by t' is not 
in T, we know that AQ rejects t = c-t'. Hence, t must be a positive counterexample, 
which shows that t' is live.3 These properties make L t̂a quite efficient. 
3This fact, showing that c is a so-called sign of life for t', will turn out to be of some importance 
in Section 3. 
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Theorem 2.2 ([18]). The learner returns an fta (E, Q, 5, F) isomorphic to 
AFl, and runs in time 0(r • |Q| • |5| • (|<5| + m)), where m is the maximum size of 
counterexamples returned by the teacher, r is the maximum rank of symbols in E, 
and 15] is the number of transitions. 
The algorithm requires |Q| + |5| + 1 equivalence and m + |Q| • (|5| + 1 ) member-
ship queries. As mentioned above, the number of equivalence queries asked is the 
major disadvantage of L*ta in comparison with L*fta. In practice, the number of 
equivalence queries used by L*ta can often be reduced by re-using counterexamples 
[17]; see also the following example. 
Example 2.2. Let E = be as in Example-2.1, and consider the 
tree language L consisting of all trees of the form c • f[t,a], where c S C{g} and 
t 6 Thus, the trees in L consist of a chain of gs at the top, followed by a 
single / , whose first subtree is a chain of gs (ending in an a), whereas the second 
is a single a. 
In the first step, the teacher will be given the empty automaton, which accepts 
the empty language. Suppose the teacher returns the left-most tree in Figure 2 as 
a counterexample. Searching for a subtree in E(5) \ S in a bottom-up manner, we 
immediately encounter one of the leaves a and observe that it represents a missing 
transition (case 2). Therefore, a is added to T (and close adds it to S, because S 
does not yet contain any tree whose row is 0). Following L?a strictly, we would 
now build the new automaton AQ. and ask the teacher a new equivalence query. 
However, since the current tree is still a counterexample (it is not accepted by the 
new automaton either), we can as well continue using the current tree (see [17]). 
We now find the subtree g[a], which represents again a new transition, but not a 
new state. In the next iteration (again re-using the counterexample), we find that 
g[a] is in T and can be replaced with a without invalidating the counterexample 
(case la). Thus, we continue with the third tree in Figure 2, and find that f\a,a] 
represents a new transition and state. Finally, we also find that g[f[a, a]] represents 
a transition. When this has happened, the automaton correctly accepts the tree, 
so that we have to ask a new equivalence query. 
Suppose the teacher chooses the leftmost tree in the second row of Figure 2. We 
find that p[a] cannot be replaced with a once more, because f[a,a] £ L (case lb). 
Consequently, f[a, •] is a context that distinguishes between a and g[a}. 
Finally, when processing the last counterexample, we first discover that 5[5[a]] 
represents a transition, and then that /[<7[a],a] represents another one. Now, an 
equivalence query reveals that the resulting automaton is the correct one. 
Recently, Besombes and Marion [7] have proposed the learner L«ep (called A L -
T E X in [7]), that avoids the use of equivalence queries. Instead, it exploits a set of 
positive examples in which all the transitions of the sought automaton are required 
to be represented (see also [2]). Intuitively, there is a close relation between the two 
learners, because L t̂a uses equivalence queries precisely in order to discover such 
representatives. It may be interesting to try to find out whether there is a deeper 
formal relationship. 
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Figure 2: A run of L^ta, showing the trees inspected, the resulting observation 
tables, and the transitions. Steps according to case la (preserving the property of 
being a counterexample) are indicated by '—>', whereas / » indicates steps according 
to case lb (yielding a separating context). 
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Let us have a coarse look at L*ep. A set R C T^ is a representative sample 
for L if subtrees(ii) contains, for every live tree t = f[ti,... ,£*], a tree t' = 
f[t'i, • • • ,t'k] such that t[ =L ti,...,t'k =l tk- In other words, the transition 
/ [ [ i i ]= L , . . . , —> [i]=/, of the canonical fta is represented by a subtree of 
at least one of the trees in R. Now, learning starts with the observation table given 
by T = subtrees(-R) and C = {c e C E | 3i € T E : c • t € R}'. The set T is never 
going to change, and there is no distinguished subset S of trees representing states. 
Somewhat similar to the situation in Lf/ta, and in contrast to L^ta, il may 
be inconsistent, which now means that there are trees t = f[ti, • • • ,th] and t' = 
f[t[,...,t'k] in T such that {U) = (i<) for i = 1 ,...,k, but (t) ^ (t'). It can 
be shown that, in this case, there is an inconsistency with TI =L T\ for all but 
one i S { 1 , . . . , * } . With this in mind, the situation becomes entirely similar 
to L^fta: if j is the unique index with tj tj, and d e C is a context sep-
arating t from t' (which exists because (t) ^ (t')), then the context d • c with 
c = f[t\,..., tj-i, C^ij+i, . . . ,tk] separates tj from tj. 
The learner can now choose such a separating context d for every inconsistent 
pair of trees t and t' as above, and ask a membership query for each of the trees 
d • f\t\,..., tj-i^t'j, tj+i,... ,tk] (j £ { 1 , . . . , k}), until the answer differs from the 
table entry for t in column d, to find c. In this way, a context d • c that separates 
tj from tj is obtained.4 Having found such a context, L»ep adds it to C and checks 
again whether the observation table is consistent. Since the index of L is finite, 
the process must eventually terminate, yielding a consistent table! This table gives 
rise to an fta An. in a similar manner as before. For a consistent table, using the 
fact that every transition is represented in T = subtrees(Ti), it can be shown by 
induction on the size of minimal separating contexts that, for t, t' £ T, if (t) = (t'), 
then t =L t'. From this, it follows easily that AQ, is isomorphic to A^.5 
Theorem 2.3 ([7]). The learner L*ep returns an fta (E,Q,S,F) isomorphic to APL 
in time polynomial in X^tefl W (w^ere denotes the size oft). 
Let us have a look at an example. 
Example 2.3. Let S = {/<2\ a<0', 6(0)} and L = T s \(T { / i a } U {6}) , i.e., L contains 
all trees over E of size greater than one that contain at least one b. The canonical 
fta contains states qa,Qb,Qu where qt is final. Its transition table is 
{ qa if t € {a,f[qa,qa]} 
qb Ht = b 
qf otherwise. The set R of trees shown in Figure 3 is a representative sample. Building the 
4Alternatively, following the description in [7], the learner could simply pick any inconsistent 
pair t, t' as above and a separating context d, and add all contexts d-f[ti,..., tj —i, tj+i, • • •, tk] 
to C, because it will eventually also encounter the right one and include it. However, it seems 
clear that this may have a negative impact on the efficiency. 
5 The proof of this fact given in [7, Lemma 5] does not seem to be convincing, but it is easily 
corrected by the inductive argument mentioned, showing that (t) = (t') implies t =L t'. 
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Figure 3: A representative sample R 
corresponding initial observation table, we see that divides T = subtrees(ii) 
into two equivalence classes, namely T\L = {a,b, f\a, a]} and T fl L. The reason 
is that, among the contexts in C, only • separates any trees at all, because every 
c £ C \ { • } (i.e., every context obtained from a tree in R by replacing a proper 
subtree with •) contains a b, which means that XL(C • t) = 1 for all t € Tg. 
Thus, we should be able to find a pair of trees in T revealing an inconsis-
tency. Indeed, there are three, obtained by combining f[a,b],f[b,a],f[b,b] € L 
with f[a,a] L. This gives rise to the context f[a, •] separating a from b. Of 
course, /[•,<!] would do as well, but it may be interesting to note that neither 
/[•,&] nor f[b, •] does (see also footnote 4). As the reader may wish to verify, the 
table Q' enlarged by this context is consistent, and AW is isomorphic to APL. 
3 Learning Tree Series 
It is now a natural step to wonder whether learning of recognizable tree series 
is possible as well. The number of papers addressing this problem is still rather 
small. One may roughly divide them into two categories. The first deals with 
the special case of stochastic tree automata, weighted tree automata (wta) with 
weights in [0,1] that compute a probability distribution on T^. This case is of 
particular interest because stochastic languages play an important role in, e.g., 
natural language processing. To learn stochastic tree languages, it is probably 
most natural to consider a learning-from-text-like setting: positive examples are 
drawn according to a probability distribution D, and the goal is to learn D in the 
limit by, e.g., constructing an appropriate wta. A learner of this kind has recently 
been presented by Denis and Habrard [16]. 
The second category of learners does not assume that the sought wta is a 
stochastic tree automaton. There seem to be only two results of this kind, both 
using the MAT model and the general algorithmic idea explained in the previous 
section. Let us first give some basic definitions. Readers who wish to read a more 
decent introduction to weighted tree automata are referred to the excellent survey 
by Fülöp and Vogler [22]. 
Let S = (§ ,+, - , 0,1) be a (commutative) semiring, i.e., a set § together with 
binary addition and multiplication operations + and • and distinct elements 0,1 6 S 
such that (§, +, 0) and (S, •, 1) are commutative monoids, multiplication distributes 
over addition, and 0 is absorbing with respect to multiplication. From now on, we 
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simply denote S by S. A tree series is a mapping ip'• I s —> S. Given such a tree 
series, we call the set supp(i/>) = {t G TE | tp(t) / 0} the support ofip. 
Below, for a finite index set I, we let S7 denote the set of all vectors over § 
indexed by I. As usual, the zth component of v € S7 is denoted by vt, for i € I. 
The inner product of u, v G SJ is u • v = ^¿e/ ui'Vi-
Definition 3.1. Let § be a semiring. A weighted tree automaton (wta) over § is 
a tuple A = (E, Q, fi, A) consisting of a ranked alphabet E, a ranked alphabet Q of 
states such that Q = Q(Q), a, transition weight table \i € §SWX<3, and a roof weight 
mapping A G Thus. \i assigns a weight /jr to every transition r G E(Q) xQ. A 
is (bottom-up) deterministic (a dwta) if for every I G E(Q), there is at most one 
q G Q such that ^ 0. 
For t = f[t\,...,ife] G TE , we define fi(t) G by setting 
£(*)<? = J 2 ^/[«i-.-.gfc]-« • Ei i 
i= l k 
for all q € Q. 
The tree series recognized by A is given by Vm(£) = A • /!(£), and is called a 
recognizable tree series.. 
In the following, we want to consider the problem of learning a wta in the MAT 
model, first for dwta over a semifield, and then for nondeterministic wta over a field. 
Clearly, for this to be possible, the teacher has to be given appropriate capabilities. 
Thus, if A is the class of wta to be learned, and tp is the target series, membership 
queries become coefficient queries: given a tree t G 7s, the procedure coef(i) will 
return ijj(t). Similarly, equivalence queries have to be extended: the input is a 
wta A G A, and eqQuery(A) will either return _L, indicating that ipA = ip, or a 
counterexample, a tree t G T E such that ipA (t) / ip(t). 
As mentioned, we are first going to have a look at the deterministic case. For 
readers who are not yet familiar with wta, a small example (which will be continued 
later) follows. 
Example 3.1. We consider the semifield S = (Z U {oo},min,+,oo,0). To avoid 
confusion, the reader should keep in mind that + plays the role of multiplication in 
this example, with oo being the absorbing element, and 0 being the neutral element. 
As in Example 2.2, let E = { / ( 2 ) , g ( 1 ) , aW} . For a tree t of the form c • f[t!,a], 
where c G C{g j and t' G T{9 i a} , let ip(t) == 2m + n, where m is the number of 
occurrences of g in c, and n is the size of t'. For all other trees t G Ts , let. 
ip(t) = oo. Thus, the support of ip is the tree language in Example 2.2. 
A dwta over § recognizing ?[> can be constructed by using states qi,q2, <73- Except 
for the addition of weights, the automaton is the same as the one in Example 2,2. 
It will be in state q\ when it has just read an a, in state qi when it has read a 
number of gs above an a, and in state when it has read a tree in supp(ip). For 
the specification of concrete dwta, it is convenient to write /x as a set of rules of the 
form Z—1>q, where I G E(Q) and q is the unique element of Q such that w = 
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is non-zero (which, in the present case, means that w ^ oo). Using this notation, 
A contains the following rules: 
</[92] ^92, 
1 1 2 
/ [ « l .g i ] - » 93, /[92,9I] ->93, £/[93]->93-
Furthermore, A9l = Xq2 = 00 and Ag3 = 0. 
Now, let us have a look at the MAT learner L»wta for dwta over a (commutative) 
semifield § by Maletti [30]. It extends to the weighted case and generalizes 
an earlier version proposed by Drewes and Vogler [19], which was restricted to the 
class of "all-accepting" dwta. 
The learner L*wta makes use of the Myhill-Nerode theorem for deterministically 
recognizable tree series over commutative semifields [8]. Thus, from now on, every 
a £ § \ {0} is assumed to have a multiplicative inverse. As in L^ta, observation 
tables are given by sets S,T C Te and C C C j . The entry in row t and column 
c is now the coefficient ijj(c • t). The fact that in T, only collects live trees 
becomes now crucial for the correctness of the learner. In the context of tree series, 
a tree t £ Te is live if there exists a sign of life for t, a context c £ Ce such that 
• t) 0. The case of tree series poses a difficulty not present in the language 
case: if fi,(t)g ^ 0 but Xq = 0, then the value of fl{t)q is hidden in the sense that a 
coefficient query on t will yield tp(t) — 0. To determine the right coefficients during 
the construction of AQ, we thus have to make sure that C contains a sign of life, for 
every t £ T. In the algorithm extend, this is easily guaranteed by changing case 2 
in such a way that c is added to C (see footnote 3 on p. 258). 
Thus, the crucial invariant maintained by L^wta is that, as in L*ta, the obser-
vation table fl = (S,T,C ) satisfies S C T C £(«S). In addition, C now contains a 
sign of life for every tree in T. For t, t' £ T, what used to be the equality of (t) and 
(£') in- the unweighted setting, is now replaced by the requirement that one row be 
a multiple of the other. More precisely, let (t) « (t') if and only if there exists an 
a £ § such that (t) = a - (t') (where a • (£') denotes the scalar multiplication of the 
row (t') by a). Note that, due to the existence of signs of life, a is non-zero and 
is uniquely determined for every pair of trees in T (if it exists). Similar to L»ta, 
for every tree t £ T, 5 will always contain exactly one tree s such that (s) « (t). 
Given i £ T, we will denote this particular tree s £ S by repn(i). 
Now, we can assign a weight ipn(t) to every tree t £ T: i>n(t) is the unique 
factor a € § such that {t} = a - (repn(i)). In particular, ipn(s) = 1 for every s £ 5.6 
Using these definitions, an observation table O = (5, T, C) gives rise to the dwta 
AN = (E, Q, N, A), where 
• Q = (S), 
• for every transition r = ( / [ ( s i ) , . . . , (sjt)] —> (t)) : where t = f[s 1 , . . . , s^] £ T, 
we let nT = ipn(t), 
6This definition of ip<n{t) differs from the one given in [30], but fulfills the same purpose. This 
illustrates the fact that there may be several minimal wta recognizing tp, which differ in their 
transition weights (and in A). 
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• all remaining transition weights ¡ir are 0, and 
• A(s) = tp(s) for all s £ S. 
In the same way as Lj,ta, L^wta now starts with the observation table fi = 
(0,0, {• } ) . It repeatedly constructs asks an equivalence query, and passes the 
counterexample received (if any) to the procedure extend. In other words, the main 
procedure of L^wta looks exactly like that of L'ta (although it does now work with 
dwta rather than fta, of course). Even extend looks quite the same as before, the 
major difference being that we now add the context c as a sign of life in case 2: 
procedure extend(Q,i) where Q = (S,T,C) 
loop 
decompose t into t = c-t' where i'=/[si,... ,Sfc] 6 E(S) \ S ; 
let s = repn(i'); 
if t' 6 T then 
if coef(i) = il>n(t') • coef(c • s) then t : = c-s (case la) 
else return close(S, T, C U {c}) (case lb) 
else return close(5,TU{i'},CU{c}) (case 2) 
The following result, similar to Theorem 2.2, holds under the assumption that 
all relevant operations on S (addition, multiplication, and taking inverses) can be 
computed in constant time. Compared to Theorem 2.2, an additional factor \Q\ 
results from the fact that rows are not bit strings anymore, and thus cannot be 
stored as single integers. 
Theorem 3.1 ([30]). The learner L^wta returns a minimal dwta A = (T,,Q,n, X) 
recognizing ip in time 0(r • \Q\2 • |<5| • (|Q| + m)), where m is the maximum size of 
counterexamples returned by the teacher, r is the maximum rank of symbols in E, 
and |<5| is the number of transitions r G E(Q) x Q such that ¡iT ^ 0. 
Let us have a look at an example. 
Example 3.2. Consider the tree series ip in Example 3.1, where,, again, S = 
(Z U {oo},min,+,oo,0). We now apply L^wta in order to construct, by means 
of learning, a dwta over S recognizing ip. The counterexamples used as well as the 
states and transitions discovered are the same as in Example 2.2. In particular, 
counterexamples are re-used if possible. Furthermore, the context c in case 2 of 
extend is not added to the table if the table already contains a sign of life for t'. To 
save space in Figure 4, the very first step, in which a is found to be a new state and 
transition, is omitted. Otherwise, the figure is very similar to Figure 2. Indeed, the 
resulting wta recognizes ip, as the reader may easily check, although the transition 
weights differ from those used in Example 3.1. 
It seems to be clear that the learner L*ep discussed in the previous section carries 
over to deterministic wta over § in quite exactly the same way as L^ta. Thus, the 
resulting learner would use coefficient queries and a representative sample, the latter 
being a subset of supp(^) covering every transition of a minimal dwta recognizing 
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р[</ка]>] - (/[а, а]) 
д[Ш)] - <sM> 
Л<"> = Л<9[а]>'= ОО. Л(/[а,а]) = 1 
Figure 4: A run of L*wta, similar to the run of"L*ta in Figure 2. 
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ip. Note that, even though there may be various minimal dwta recognizing ip, 
their representative sets coincide, because two minimal dwta recognizing the same 
tree series over S differ only in the weights of their transitions (and in their root 
weights). 
We now turn to the second learner for recognizable tree series, proposed by 
Habrard and Oncina [26]. In contrast to the one explained above (and, in fact, also 
in contrast to all other extensions of L* known to the author), this learner works for 
nondeterministic wta. This becomes possible by making the stronger assumption 
that S, the semiring considered, is a field. Thus, from now on, § is even assumed 
to have additive inverses. Prom the point of view of MAT learning, the important 
consequence of this assumption is that we, again, can make use of a Myhill-Nerode 
theorem; see [22, Theorem 3.31]. 
Below, since we are now dealing with nondeterministic wta A = (E, Q, ¡JL, A), it 
is occasionally convenient to specify /x as a function ¡I: E(Q) —> The connection 
between the two views is, of course, that Hi~>q = n{l)q for all I G E(Q) and q G Q. 
Before turning to the discussion of the learner, let us have a look at an example 
of a nondeterministic wta. 
Example 3.3. Let E = { / ( 2 ) , 3 ( 1\a(°)} and § = Q, where addition and multipli-
cation are as usual. For a tree t G Te , let ip(t) = m + n, where n is the number 
of nodes labelled / in t, and m is the number of nodes labelled / in t that do 
not have a child node labelled / . In other words, we count /s, and those which 
do not have another / as a direct descendant are counted twice. A minimal wta 
A = (E, Q, fi, A) recognizing ip has three states qi,q2, <?3- The intuition behind them 
is as follows. At the root of a (sub-)tree t, state qi carries the weight w = 0 if the 
root of t is labelled / , and w = 1 otherwise. At the same time, q^ carries the weight 
1 — w. State <73 always carries the weight ip(t). Consequently, denoting v G S« as 
(vqi, vq2, %,), the specification of ¡i reads as follows: 
/i(a) = (1 ,0 ,0 ) 
M s M ) = (1.0,0) M/[<7i,<7il) = (0,1,2) 
MffteD = (1,0,0) M/[<7,<?']) = (0 ,1 ,1 ) i fg2e{<z,<z'}c {qi,q2} 
M ^ N ) = (0,0,1) M / M ) = (0 ,0 ,1 ) if{<M'}e{{<zi,<Z3},{<?2,<?3}}. 
The root weights are given by A = (0,0,1). Figure 5 illustrates a computation. 
Now, suppose that ip is a recognizable tree series over a field S. For the mo-
ment, let ft denote the infinite observation table obtained by taking all of T^ as T 
(indexing the rows) and all of C j as C (indexing the columns). Then the rank of 
fi, viewed as a matrix, is finite. Moreover, it is not difficult to show that, for every 
set S C Te , if there exists a tree t G Ts such that (t) is linearly independent of 
(S), then a tree with this property can even be found in E (S). Therefore, there is a 
finite subtree-closed set7 S C Te such that, for all s G S, (s) is linearly independent 
of (S) \ {<«)}, and every row in (Te) is a linear combination of rows in (S). 
TRecall that subtree-closedness of S means that S even contains all subtrees of trees in 5. 
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/ \ / \ / \ 
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I I 
a (i,o,o) 
Figure 5: A computation of the wta in Example 3.3. 
Assume that we have discovered such a set 5, and let Q — (S). For every tree 
t G Ts, let ¡5(f) G S*3 be the unique vector such that (f) = J23£s'№)(s) ' (s)-
In other words, ji(t) is the vector of coefficients of (i), if expressed as a linear 
combination of rows in (S). Then, for a tree t and a context c, we have 
ip(c-t) = fi(i,c) = = ^M(i)(s> •V'(c-s). 
ses ses 
In particular, choosing c = • and setting A(s) = ^(s), we get ip(t) = A • jl(t). Since 
this is just the definition of ipA(t), it remains to show how to discover S, together 
with a weight table n such that fi = Ji. 
This is done as follows, again using an observation table. As in L' f ta, rows are 
indexed by the trees in E(5), i.e., E(S) plays the role of T. Each time new contexts 
have been added to C, the learner makes sure that the table is closed, which now 
means that (t) is a linear combination of (S), for every tree t G E(5). Closedness can 
be achieved by an straightforward iterative procedure close that preserves subtree-
closedness. Given that Q is closed, a corresponding wta AQ = (E, Q, /j, A) with 
Q = {S) can be obtained along the lines of the preceding discussion: for every 
tree I = /[(si) , • • •, (sfc)] G E(Q), we let /i(Z) be the unique vector such that (t) = 
SsesMO(s) " (s)- Furthermore, A(3> = tp(s) for all s G S. 
Now, here is the pseudo-code of the main routine of the learner: 
procedure L"ta 
il = (S,C7) := (0,0) 
loop 
construct An; 
t := eqQuery(>ln); (ask equivalence query) 
if t = -L then return An; 
else 
\C := CU{cG CE I 3t' e T S : c-t' = t}\ 
_.\_S := close (5) ; 
Thus, when a counterexample is received, C is enlarged by all contexts obtained 
from this counterexample. Since it can be shown that this increases the rank of fi, 
termination is guaranteed. (In fact, the learner in [26] is slightly more optimized 
than the version described here. Before asking a new equivalence query, it is checked 
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whether there is a tree t € T such that ipAn{t) ''Pit)- In other words, there is 
a context c £ C such that c-t is a counterexample. In this case, the learner can 
obviously proceed by using c-t as a, counterexample, thus avoiding the need to ask 
an equivalence query.) 
Every counterexample increases |S|, which never gets larger than the number 
of states of a minimal wta recognizing ip. Furthermore, every counterexample t 
leads to the inclusion of at most |i| new contexts in C. As all the basic steps in the 
algorithm can be performed in polynomial time in the size of Q (i.e, in |E(5)| + |C|), 
we get the following theorem. 
Theorem 3.2 ([26]). For every recognizable tree series over S, L^ta learns a min-
imal wta A recognizing ip in polynomial time with respect to the size of A and the 
size of the largest counterexample returned by the teacher. 
Again, let us have a look at an example. 
Example 3.4. We apply L" ta to the tree series in Example 3.3. The initial wta, 
without any states, assigns the weight 0 to all trees. The teacher may respond with 
the counterexample f[a,a], which leads to the first observation table in Figure 6. 
In the figure, only as many contexts of C are shown as needed. For example, f[a, •] 
is left out in the first table. Furthermore, for the sake of clarity, the part below the 
horizontal line in each table lists all of T, rather than only T \ S . 
The teacher may now give the counterexample t = f[f[f\a, a], a], f[a, a]], be-
cause ipAn (t) = 27/4 rather than 6. Of the contexts obtained from t, we need only 
/ [ / [ / [• ,a] ,a] , / [a , a]] to distinguish between three states; see the second table in 
Figure 6. AQ, now recognizes IP, even though the "intuition" of the learner differs 
from the one used to construct the (equivalent) wta in Example 3.3. More precisely, 
let root/(i) be the predicate which is true if and only if the root symbol of t is / . 
Then, if fi(t) — (vi,v2,v3), we have 
Indeed, given the choice of A, this means that AQ recognizes ip. 
4 Final Remarks 
We have considered a family of grammatical inference algorithms for tree languages 
and tree series that can be regarded as more or less direct descendants of the learner 
L* proposed by Angluin in [3]. An approach that has not been discussed here is 
the one presented in [6, 38] for string and tree languages, respectively (see also 
[37, 36]). This approach uses so-called correction queries instead of membership 
queries. Given a recognizable tree language L C Tg to be learned, a correction 
query correct(i) (where t £ Ts) is answered by returning the smallest context 
c £ Ce such that c-t £ L. Here, contexts are ordered according to a Knuth-Bendix 
order. A special token is returned if no c with c • t £ L exists, i.e., in case t is 
if rootf(t) 
otherwise. 
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• /[•,<*] 
A(Sl> = 0 
x(s2) = 2 
^(a) = (1,0) 
M5[(si)]) = ( l ,0) 
M # 2 > ] ) = ( i 1) 
M № i ) , ( s i ) ] ) = (0, l ) 
a»№i>,(«2>]) = ( - | , | ) 
Kf[(S2),(Sl)])^(-l |) 
• /[•,«] / [ / [ / [ • , a], a],/[a, a]] 
Si = a 0 2 6 A(si) = 0 
S2 = /[a, a] 2 3 7 A<S2> = 2 
S3 = 0[/[a,a]] 2 4 8 A<*3> = 2 
a 0 2 6 H(a) = (1,0,0) 
f[si] 0 2 6 Mff[(si>]) = (1,0,0) 
s M 2 4 8 M(3[(s2)]) = (0,0,1) 
9 [sa] 2 4 8 MtfKss)]) = (0,0,1) 
/[Sl,Si] 2 3 7 M / K s i M s ! » ) = (0,1,0) 
/ [si ,s2 ] 3 . 4 8 M(/[(si),(s2)]) = ( - 1 1 \ 2 ' ' 2' 
/ [s i ,s 3 ] 4 5 9 M(/[<si),<s3>]) = ( - 1 ,1 ,1 ) 
/ [s 2 , s i ] 3 4 8 M(/[(s2),<S!)]) = ( - 1 1 V 2 , •L1 2> 
/[S2,S2] 5 6 10 M(/[(s2),(s2)]) = ^ 2' ' 2> 
/ [s2 ,s3 ] 5 6 10 M(/[(s2),(s3)]) = Y_3 1 3n V 2> A> 2> 
/[s3,si] 4 5 9 M(/[<S3>,<S1>]) = ( - 1 , 1 ,1 ) 
/[S3,S2] 5 6 10. M/[(s3) , (s2)]) = V 2' ' 2' 
/[S3,S3] 6 7 11 M(/[(s3),(s3)]) = : ( - 2 ,1 ,2 ) 
Figure 6: Applying L^ta to the tree series ip in Example 3.3 
dead. It seems to be an interesting question whether this approach carries over the 
weighted setting in a reasonable way. 
In the case of weighted tree automata, the learners mentioned in Section 3 seem 
to be the only ones known so far. In contrast, a variety of learning approaches for 
stochastic string languages and recognizable string series have been proposed in the 
si 
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literature (see, e.g., [31, 9, 12, 10, 11, 14, 15, 25]). It could be interesting to see 
whether these approaches extend to stochastic tree languages or tree series as well. 
Another question that may be worth studying is whether grammatical inference 
of tree series is easier if some aspects of the target series are already known, such 
as the support or the yield of the support. 
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Weighted Tree-Walking Automata* 
Zoltán Fülöpi and Loránd Muzamel^ 
Abstract 
We define weighted tree-walking automata. We show that the class of tree 
series recognizable by weighted tree-walking automata over a commutative 
semiring K is a subclass of the class of regular tree series over K\ If K is not 
a ring, then the inclusion is strict. 
K e y w o r d s : semirings, regular tree series, weighted tree-walking automata 
1 Introduction 
The concept of a tree-walking automaton (for short: twa) was introduced in [1] 
for modelling syntax-directed translations from strings to strings. Recently its 
importance grew in XML theory, see, e.g. [23, 25, 26]. A twa A is a sequential 
finite-state tree acceptor with finitely many transition rules. Obeying its state-
behaviour, A walks along the edges of an input tree s £ Ts, where E is the input 
ranked alphabet of A. Then A accepts s if there is an accepting run on s, i.e., 
a finite walk on s from the initial state to the accepting state. Tree languages 
recognized by twa are effectively regular. Unfortunately there is no straight proof 
of this fact in the literature, but it can be obtained, e.g., as the special case of the 
main result of [14]. However, there exists a regular tree language that cannot be 
recognized by any twa [4]. There are several extensions of twa which still recognize 
regular tree languages, such as twa with weak pebbles [13], strong pebbles [14], 
invisible pebbles [15], and also the alternating pebble twa of [24]. 
Another kind of automata in which we are interested is the weighted tree au-
tomaton (for short: wta). It is a natural generalization of the classical tree au-
tomaton [10, 19, 20]. The generalization lies in that input trees are supplied with 
weights taken from an underlying semiring K. In fact, each transition rule of the 
wta has a weight represented by an element of K. The weight of a run over an 
input tree s S T s is just the (semiring) product of the transitions which take part 
*The full version of a submission presented at Weighted Automata: Theory and Applications 
(Dresden University of Technology, Germany, May 13-16, 2008). The research was supported by 
the Hungarian Scientific Fund under Grant T 46686 and by the Fund for Teaching and Research 
in Informatics. 
t Department of Foundations of Computer Science, University of Szeged, Árpád tér 2., H-6720 
Szeged, Hungary,E-mail: {fulop,muzamel}9inf .u-szeged.hu 
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in that run. Then, the weight of s is the (semiring) sum of all runs over s. In 
this way a wta recognizes a tree series, i.e., a mapping from Ts to K. Tree series 
recognizable by wta are called regular, and the class of regular tree series which are 
recognizable by weighted tree automata over £ and K is denoted by REG(£, K). 
Note that REG(£,B), where IB is the Boolean semiring, is the class of recognizable 
tree languages [19, 20]. Wta were defined and considered in several works, see e.g. 
[3], [2], [8], [5], [16], [11], [22], and the survey paper [18]. 
In this paper we introduce the weighted version of a twa, following the idea that 
led from classical tree automata to wta. In a weighted tree-walking automaton A 
(over £ and K) (for short: wtwa), every transition rule has a weight taken from 
the semiring K. We assume that A is non-looping, i.e., it cannot enter into an 
infinite cycle from the initial configuration. The weight of a run of A on an input 
tree s £ Te is the product of the weights of the applied transition rules, then the 
weight of s computed by A is the sum of the weights of all the accepting runs of A 
on s. Since A is non-looping, it has only finitely many such accepting runs. The 
tree series recognized by A is SA Tz —» K, where SA(S) is the weight of s for 
every input tree s £ T^. We denote the class of tree series which are recognizable by 
non-looping wtwa over £ and K by TWA(E, K). Hence, wtwa with their sequential 
processing are alternative tools besides the classical weighted tree automata, which 
process trees parallelly. We note that arbitrary (i.e., maybe looping) wtwa over B 
are exactly the twa of [1]. 
As the main result, we show that if K is commutative, then TWA(£, K) C 
REG(£, K) (Theorem 17). The proof of that the tree series recognized by a non-
looping wtwa A is regular is performed according to the following steps. We encode 
an accepting run of A by annotating the nodes of the input tree by the rules applied 
in that run. Thus we obtain the concept of a run tree of A. Then we construct 
two twa such that a Boolean combination of the tree languages recognized by them 
turns out to be the set of run trees of A. Hence, the run trees of A form a regular 
tree language (Corollary 15). This implies that the tree series S that associates 
á run tree with the weight of the run it encodes is regular. Finally, we define an 
appropriate relabeling r from the set of run trees of A to the set of input trees 
such that the extension of r to tree series takes S to SA- Since such an extension 
preserves regularity of tree series, we obtain that SA is regular (Theorem 16). 
Then we show that if, in addition, the semiring K is proper, i.e., is not a ring, 
then the inclusion is strict, i.e., REG(£, if)—TWA(£, K) ^ 0. Hereby we generalize 
the main result of [4]. We prove this by taking a surjective homomorphism h: K —» 
B. Now, if TWA(£ , íO = REG(£, K), then also /i(TWA(£, K)) = TWA(E,B) = 
h{REG(E, K)) = REG(£, B) which contradicts the celebrated result TWA(£, B) c 
REG(E,B) of [4]. 
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we introduce the necessary 
notions and notation. In Section 3 we define weighted tree-walking automata, then 
we prove our main results in Section 4. In Section 5 we summarize our results and 
show an open problem. 
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2 Definitions and notation 
2.1 Sets, relations, and strings 
We denote the set of nonnegative integers by N. For every n £ N, we let [n] = 
{ 1 , . . . , n}. The empty set is denoted by 0. 
For a set A, we denote by 2A the power set of A and by A* the set of strings 
over A. We denote empty string by e. Sometimes we write a for a singleton {a}. 
Let p C A x A be a binary relation. The fact that (a, b) € p for some a, b £ A is 
also denoted by apb. Moreover, the transitive closure and the reflexive, transitive 
closure are denoted by p+ and p*, respectively. 
2.2 Trees and tree languages 
A ranked alphabet is an ordered pair (S,rank), where E is a finite, nonempty set 
and rank is a mapping of type E —> N. For every k > 0, we define E ^ = { a £ 2j 
rank(cr) = k}. We define maxrank{E) = max{rank(a) \ a £ E}. In the sequel we 
drop rank and write a ranked alphabet as E. Moreover, in the rest of the paper E 
and A will denote arbitrary ranked alphabets. 
The set of trees over E indexed by A, denoted by T%(A), is the smallest set 
T C (E U { ( , ) } U { , } )* such that U A C T and whenever fc > 1, tr € 
and ti,...,tk € T, then a[t\,..., tk) € T. In case A = 0, we write T2 for TE(A). 
Certainly, T2 ^ 0 if and only if E (0 ) / 0. Every subset L C Ts is called a tree 
language. 
For every tree s £ Te, we define the set pos(s) C N* of the nodes of s as follows. 
We let pos(s) = {e} if s £ £(°\ and pos(s) = {e} U {iu | 1 < i < k, u £ pos(sj)} if 
s = CT(si, . . . , Sfc) for some k > 1, a £ E ^ and s i , . . . , sk £ Is -
Now, for a tree s £ T^ and a node u £ pos(s), the label of s at node u, denoted 
by s(u), is defined in a standard way. By the root of s we mean the node e. A 
node u of s is a leaf if ul 0 pos(s). Moreover, we define the parent of u, denoted 
by parent (u), and the child number of u, denoted by childno(u), as follows: 
(i) if u — e, then childno(u) = 0 and parent (u) is undefined, 
(ii) if u = u'j, where u' £ pos(s) and j £ N, then childno(u) = j and parent (u) = u'. 
We will freely use the concepts of a regular tree language and a (finite) tree 
automaton. The unfamiliar reader can consult the works [19, 20], and [9] for these 
concepts. Moreover, we will need the following known closure properties for regular 
tree languages, see, e.g., Theorem 4.2 of [19]. 
Proposition 1. Regular tree languages are closed under Boolean operations. 
2.3 Semirings and tree series 
A semiring is an algebraic structure (K , +, •, 0,1) with binary operations addition 
+ , multiplication •, and constants 0 and 1 (with 0 / 1 ) such that ( i f ,+ ,0 ) is a 
commutative monoid, (K, -, 1) is a monoid, multiplication distributes over addition 
(both from left and right), and a • 0 = 0 • a = 0 for every a G K. Frequently we 
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will write just K for (K, +, •, 0,1). We say that K is commutative if a • b = b • a for 
each a,b £ K. The semiring K is proper if it is not a ring, i.e., there is no additive 
inverse of 1. 
Examples of commutative semirings are the Boolean semiring B = 
( {0,1} , V, A,0,1) and the arctic semiring Arct = (NU{—oo},max, + , —oo, 0), where 
the operations max and + are extended to N U {—oo} in the obvious way. Note 
that both ® and Arct are proper. 
A tree series (over E and K) is a mapping S :Tz —> K where (S, s) is usually 
written rather than S(s) for s £ We denote by K({Tz)) the set of tree series 
over E and K. Now we give an example of a tree series over Arct. 
Example 2. Let E be such that £ ( 0 ) = {a, /3}. The tree series height^ £ Arct((TE)) 
delivers, for s £Tz, the length of the longest path from the root of s to an a-node. 
More exactly, 
(i) {heigkta,s) = {°_ob fflZfr' 
(ii) (heighta,s) = 1 + max{(heighta, Sj) | 1 < i < k} if s = a(si,..., sk) for some 
k > 1, a £ £(fe), and s i , . . . , s f c € TE. 
In an analogous way, we can define heightp £ Arct((TS)). Now by an a-/3-path in 
s we mean a path from an a-node to a /3-node of s along the edges of s such that 
the a-node precedes the /3-node in the usual lexicographical order of the nodes and 
that every edge is taken at most once in the path. Finally, we define the tree series 
widthap £ Arct((Te)) which delivers, for s £ Tg, the length of the longest a-/3-path 
in s. More exactly, 
(i) (widthap, s) = —oo if s = a or s = p, 
(ii) (widthap, s) = max{ max{(heighta, Si) + (heightp, Sj) + 2 | 1 < i < j < k}, 
max{(widthap,Si) \ 1 < i < A;}} 
if s = c ( s i , . . . , Sk) for some k>l, a £ and sy,...,sk £ T 
In particular, let E = { C T ^ ^ 1 ) ^ 0 ) , / ^ 0 ) } . Then, for the tree s = 
a(a(a(a(f3,a),p),j(a(P,a))),P), we have heightQ(s) = 4, heightp(s) = 4, and 
widthap(s) = 6. The longest a-/3-path in s is visualized in Fig. 1. 
Weighted tree automata were defined in several works in several ways, see e.g. 
[3], [2], [8], [5], [16], [11], [22], and the survey paper [18]. Here we give a definition 
which is equivalent with the standard one and, at the same time, is easy to handle. 
A weighted tree automaton (wta) over K is a system M = (Q, E, R, u), where 
Q is a finite set of states, E is the input ranked alphabet, v is a mapping of type 
Q —> K, and ii is a finite set of (weighted) rules of the form a(qi, • • • q, 
where k > 0, a £ T,(k\ q\,... ,qk, q £ Q, and a £ K. In case k = 0 we write a A q 
rather than cr() A q. 
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Figure l:..The longest a-/?-path in the tree s = a(cr(a(a(f3,a),/3),-y(cr(/3,a))),(3). 
The tree series Sm,q £ K((T^)) recognized by M in a state q £ Q is defined as 
follows. For every input tree s = <r(si,... ,Sk) £ i s with k > 0, a £ and 
Sj,... ,Sfe £ Te, we have 
for every input tree s e T j . 
A tree series is regular if it can be recognized by a weighted tree automaton. 
We denote the class of regular tree series over E and K by REG(E, K). 
Next we define the concept of a characteristic tree series and some operations 
on tree series which we need in the sequel. For a tree language L C Te the 
characteristic tree series of L is XL £ defined by (XL,S) = 1 if s € L and 
(XL, S) = 0 otherwise for every s e T j . 
Let Si,¿>2 £ K((Ts)) be tree series and a £ K. We define the tree series 
aSi £ K({Ts)) by (aSi, s) = a- (Si, s) for every s £ Te. The sum and the Hadamard 
product of Si and S2 are denoted by Si + S2 and Si © S2 in K({Tz)), respectively, 
and are defined as (Si + Si,») = (Si,s) + (S2,s) and (Si 0S2,s) = (Si,s) • (S2,s) 
for each s £ Te-
Regular tree series have the following closure properties. 
Proposition 3. Let K be commutative. 
(a) If L C Te is a regular tree language, then XL £ REG(E, K). 
(b) If Si, S2 G REG(£, K) and a £ K, then aSi, Si + S2, and Si © S2 are also 
in REG(£,Ar). 
For the proof of (a) we refer the reader to Lemma 3.3 of [12]. The closure 
under the multiplication with a, the sum, and the Hadamard product were proved 
in Lemmata 6.3 and 6.4 of [11] (cf. also Lemma 3.3 of [12]), and in Corollary 3.9 
Moreover, the tree series recognized by M is defined by 
{SM, S) = ^ ( S M , g , s ) • V(q) 
geQ 
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of [6]. Let us note that the proof of (a) and of the closure under sum do not need 
commutativity of K. 
Now we define the concept of relabeling. A (deterministic) relabeling is a map-
ping r : E —» A such that for each k > 0 and A G £(fe) we have T(CT) 6 A(fc). Then 
r extends to the mapping r' : —> 7a , where r'(s) = t(o-)(t/(si), . . . , r'(sfc)) for 
every s = er(si,. •., Sfc) with A; > 0, a G £(fc\ and Si,...,S& € For each tree 
i G 7a, the set {s G 7s | i = r ' (s ) } is finite. Finally, r ' (and hence r ) extends to 
the mapping f : if((Ts)) K((TA)), where 
( r ( s ) , i ) = £ (5>s)-
serE ,T ' («)=t 
for each 5 G K((TS)) and t G TA. 
We will need the following result which was proved in Lemma 3.4 of [12]. 
Proposition 4. Let K be commutative. If S G REG(£, K) and r : E —> A is a 
relabeling, then T(S) G REG(A, i f ) . 
Now let K' be another semiring and h : K —> K' a semiring homomorphism. 
Then h extends to the mapping h : K({Ts)) K'{{TE)} by defining h(S) = ho S 
for every S G K((Ts)). We will need the following result, cf. Lemma 3 of [7] and 
Theorem 3.9 of [18]. 
Proposition 5. (a) For every S G REG(£, K) and semiring homomorphism h : 
K K', we have h(S) G REG(£,-K"'), i.e., h(REG(E,K)) C REG(E,X / ) . (b) If, 
in addition, h is surjective, then /i(REG(£, K)) = REG(E, K'). 
3 Weighted tree-walking automata 
In this section we define weighted tree-walking automata. For the definition of the 
classical (unweighted) case, see [1] and [13]. 
Informally, a weighted tree-walking automaton A over a semiring K works as 
follows on input tree s. It is equipped with a pointer that walks on the edges of 
s, obeying its state behaviour. In a given moment of the computation, the current 
node is the node of s pointed by the pointer. Each computation step is determined 
by the state of the given moment, the label, and the child number of the current 
node. Besides, each computation step has a weight over K. An accepting run of 
A on s is a walk starting at the root of s in the initial state and finishing at an 
arbitrary node of s in the (only) accepting state. The weight of an accepting run 
is the product of the weights of the corresponding computation steps. Finally, the 
weight of s, computed by A, is the sum of the weights of the accepting runs of A 
on s. Now we give the exact definition. 
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Syntax 
For each a £ E, the set of instructions determined by a is the set 
j _ f {stay, up, downi | 1 < i < rank(a)} if j > 0, 
\ {stay, downi | 1 < » < rank(a)} if j = 0. 
Let i f be a semiring. A weighted tree-walking automaton (shortly: wtwa) over K 
is a system A = (Q, E, qo, qa, P), where 
• Q is a finite set, the set of states, 
• E is the input ranked alphabet, 
• Qo,Qa € Q are the initial and accepting state, respectively, such that go ^ Qa, 
and 
• P is a finite set of rules of the form (q,<r,j) (q' ,<p), where q £ Q — {q a } , 
a £ E, j £ { 0 , . . . , maxrank{£)}, a £ K such that a ^ 0, q' £ Q — {qo} and 
<p £ I<j,j • 
A rule 7r = {q, a, j) A {q',f} is called both a ¿/-rule and a cr-rule. The left-state, 
right-state, and the weight of it are defined by lstate(-K) — q, rstate(ir) = q', and 
wt(n) = a, respectively. Moreover, we let test(ir) = (a,j) . Rules with left-state qo 
(right-state qa) are called initial rules (accepting rules). 
Computation relation 
Let s £TS be an input tree. For a node u £ pos(s), we define test3(u) = (cr,j), 
where a = s(u) and j = childno(u). If s is clear from the context, then we will 
write test(u) for tests{u). Now assume that test{u) = (cr,j) and let tp £ Iaj be an 
instruction. Then we define the effect of <p on u by 
{ u if <p = stay, 
parent(u) if ip = up, 
ui if (p = downi. 
A configuration (of A over s) is a tuple (q, u), where q £ Q and u £ pos(s). We 
denote the set of configurations of A over s by CA,S and write just CS if A is clear 
from the context. In particular, (qo, e) is the initial configuration and (qa,u) is an 
accepting configuration for every u £ pos(s). 
Let 7r £ P be a rule. The n-transition relation (of A with respect to s) is 
the binary relation I~A,S,TV over CS defined as follows. For arbitrary configurations 
(Q,u), (Q ',u ') £ Cs we have (q, u) Ha.s.tt (Q',U') if and only if • 7r has the form (q,a,j) A (q',ip), 
• test(u) = (a, j), and u' = <p(u). 
If A is clear from the context, then we write bSi7r for Finally, we define the 
transition relation bs (of A with respect to s) as b s = |J hSi7r. 
* eP 
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Looping property 
We define A to be looping if there is an input tree s € 2s and a configuration 
(q,u) € Cs such that (qo,e) h* {q,u) b+ (q,u). Otherwise, A is non-looping. We 
call {q, it) a looping configuration. The looping problem of wtwa is decidable. In 
fact, the decidability of the more general circularity problem is proved in a more 
general setting for pebble macro tree transducers, cf. Section 4. of [17]. 
Accepting runs 
Let s e Te be an input tree. An accepting run (of A on s) is a string 
r= (qo,uo)TTo(qi,ii>i)'iri • • .Trk(qk+i,uk+i) 
over CSUP, where k > 0, (qo,uQ),(qk+1,uk+i) e Cs withu0 = £ and qk+t = qa, -
TTo,...,nk G P, and (qi,Ui) h3i7ri (q i+i,Ui+i) for each 0 < i < k. The weight of r 
is wt(r) = wt(7To) •... • wt(7rk). We denote the set of accepting runs of A on s by 
Accrun3. 
Tree series recognized by non-looping wtwa 




for each s € T^. Note that we need non-looping property to guarantee that the set 
Accrun3 is finite and hereby the above sum has finitely many members. We denote 
by TWA(E, K) the class of tree series that are recognizable by non-looping wtwa 
over E and K. 
Example 
Next we give an example of wtwa which recognizes the tree series widthap defined 
in Example 2. 
Example 6. Let A = ({qo,qa,Qi,Q2^Qup,qup},'S',qo,qa,P) be a wtwa over Arct, 
where E is the particular alphabet in Example 2 and P is the set of the following 
rules. 
Initial rules: 
7rj : (go,o-,0) (qi,doumi) ir2 : (qo,<r,0) (qi,down2) 
7T3 : (9o,7>0) {qi^down-i) 
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Note that A is non-looping. Moreover, A works on an input tree s as follows. 
1) In the first phase, A moves the pointer nondeterministically to an a-node of 
s with its rules 7Ti-7rg. The weights of these steps are 0. 
2) Then A moves its pointer upwards (using ttiq and 7rn), such that states qup 
and qup store whether the previous step was made from the left child or the right 
child, respectively. If A is in state qup and the pointed node is labeled by <7, then 
A nondeterministically decides whether to continue moving up (using 7ris — 7T2o) or 
to move down to the second child in state q2 (using 7ri2 — KIA)- Each of these steps 
has weight 1. (We do not need 7-rules with left-state qup because going up to a 
node labelled by 7 leads to state gup.) 
3) In the third phase, A searches nondeterministically for a /3-node of s by 
descending with its rules Each of these steps has weight 1. If it finds a 
/3-node, then the run terminates in the accepting state qa with the O-weighted rules 
7T27 Or 7T28-
Now it is easy to see that an accepting run r of A on s contains an a-(5 path 
in s and that the weight of r is the length of that a-0 path. Hence we conclude 
that, for each input tree s € 7e, the wtwa A computes (widthap,s) and thus it 
recognizes the tree series widthap. 
An accepting run of A on the input tree s of Example 2 is 
r = (qo,e)ni(qi, l)7r4(gi, ll)7r4(gi, lll)7r5(gi, 1112)7Tii(g$, 111)7Ti7 
<9$, ll)7ri5(g$, l>7ri3<«2,12)7r26(92, 121>7t2i (92,1211)7r27<g., 1211). (3.1) 
In fact, r contains the longest a-(3-path in s, which can be seen in Fig. 1. 
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Tree-walking automata as the Boolean case of wtwa 
Later in the paper we will consider wtwa over B. For such a wtwa A, the weight 
of each rule and hence of each accepting run is 1. Moreover, since 1+1=1 in B, 
we do not need the restriction that A is non-looping to define the semantics of A. 
Hence, we define SA for an (arbitrary) wtwa A over B by the formula used for a 
non-loping one. It is easily seen that (SA,S) = 1, i.e., A accepts s, if and only if 
there is an accepting run of A on the input tree s (even in the case that A has 
infinitely many accepting runs on s, i.e., that Accruna is infinite). In this way A 
can also be considered as a tree recognizer and we obtain the tree-walking automata 
(twa) of [1], cf. also [13]. In fact, we call a wtwa A over B a twa, we drop the 
weight 1 from the specification of its rules, and we denote by L(A) the set of trees 
accepted by A and call it the tree language recognized by A. 
Twa with one pebble 
We will also need a more general tree recognizer, the so called one pebble tree-
walking automata (1-ptwa), see e.g. [13]. 
A 1-ptwa A works as follows on input tree s. Similarly to a twa, A is equipped 
with a pointer that walks on the edges of s. Moreover, A has one pebble that is 
able to mark a node of s, i.e., that can be dropped at and lifted from the current 
node. After marking a node by the pebble, A can walk away from the marked node. 
When accessing a node, A is able to test whether the current node is marked by 
the pebble or not and the further computation of A may depend on the result of 
this test. This gives an extra computation power for A. Like a twa, A will accept 
s if and only if it has at least one accepting run on s, and the set of trees accepted 
by A is denoted by L(A). Again, we call L{A) the tree series recognized by A. For 
a formal definition of a 1-ptwa, the reader is advised to consult [13] or [14]. 
The tree languages recognized by 1-ptwa (and hence by twa) are effectively 
regular, which is proved in [13] for ptwa and also in [24] for the more general pebble 
alternating tree-walking automata. This yields the following proposition. 
Proposition 7. The tree languages recognized by 1-ptwa (and hence by twa) are 
effectively regular. 
4 The recognizing power of non-looping wtwa 
We can prove our main results for non-looping wtwa over commutative semirings. 
Therefore in the rest of this paper K denotes a commutative semiring 
and A = (Q,£,qo,qa,P) denotes a non-looping wtwa over K. 
We will prove that the tree series recognized by A is effectively regular. For this, 
we will consider annotated input trees. These are trees the cr-nodes of which are 
annotated by sets of cr-rules in P, where a € E. The annotation of a node by a set 
of rules intuitively means that those rules may be applied at that node. Since A is 
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non-looping, it will be sufficient to consider consistent annotations. More exactly, 
let P(<r) be the set of all cr-rules in P and define a pair (a, J) £ E x P(cr) with 
J = {tti , • • •, 7rm} to be consistent if the following conditions hold: 
a) test(7Ti) = ... = test(-nm) and 
b) the states lstate(ni),..., lstate(irm) are pairwise different. 
Then, we introduce the ranked alphabet E(P) C £ x P(cr) such that 
E(P)W = {(a, J) £ E(fe) x P(<r) | (a, J) is consistent} 
for every k> 0. Finally we define rules ((a, J)) .= J. 
It is useful to introduce the tree series weight £ K((T^p))) which associates an 
annotated tree t £ Is(/>) with the product of the weights of the rules appearing in 
t. More exactly, for every t £ Te(p), we have 
(weight, t) = JJ wt(ir), 
u € pos(t) 
7r 6 rules(t(u)) 
where the empty product yields weight 1. We will need the following result. 
Lemma 8. The tree series weight is regular. 
Proof. Let M = ({9}, £(P), R, v) be a wta such that v(q) = 1 and R the smallest set 
containing all rules {a, J)(q,... ,q) A q with (a, J) £ £ (P) such that a = wt(tt). 
•n- s j 
It is easy to see that SM — weight. • • 
In particular, we will be interested in those annotated trees which encode an 
accepting run. We call such trees run trees and define them in the following way. 
Let s £ T s be an input tree and 
r= {qo,u0)iTo(qi,u-i)-n-i...{qk,Uk)itk(qa.,uk+i) 
an accepting run on s. The run tree of s and r is the tree rtree(s,r) £ T 2 x 2 p 
defined by the following conditions: 
• pos(rtree(s,r)) = pos(s) and 
• for each u £ pos(rtree(s, r)) we have 
rtree(s, r)(u) = (s(u), {ifi £ P | 0 < i < f c , w ,= u}). 
We say that rtree(s,r) encodes r. Moreover, the set of run trees of s is Rtrees = 
{rtree(s,r) \ r £ Accruns}. In Fig. 2 we visualize the run tree rtree(s,r), where s 
is the input tree of Example 2 and r is the run of A on s appearing in Example 6. 
We can prove easily that run trees are in fact trees over E(P). 
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(a, {̂ 4,̂ 13}) ( M ) 
(<T,{7r4;7ri5}> <7, {"26 }) 
</M> <cr, {TT2i}> 
/ / \ 
(A0> <a.{Tn}> <a,0> 
Figure 2: A run tree. 
Lemma 9. For every s £ T^, we have Rtrees C 
Proo/. Let t € Rtrees be a run tree and u £ pos(t) (= pos(s)) a node. Assume 
that t(u) = (a, {IT-Y,..., 7rm}), where 7Ti,..., 7rm £ P. We show that both a) and 
b) of the definition of consistency hold. Since t £ Rtrees, there is an accepting run 
r £ Accruns such that t = rtree(s,r). 
Condition a) obviously holds because a rule n can be applied at a node u of s 
only if test(ir) = test(u). 
We prove b) by contradiction. Assume that there are q £ Q, fi, and u such 
that I < fj. v < m and q = lstate(7rM) = lstate(7iv). Then it directly follows that 
configuration (q, u) occurs twice in the accepting run r, i.e., (qo,£) s (q,u) bj[ s 
(q,u). This contradicts the fact that A is non-looping. • 
We will also need the following straightforward result. 
Lemma 10. Let s £T% be an input tree. For each accepting run r £ Accruns we 
have wt(r) = (weight, rtree(s,r)). 
Next we show that Accruns and Rtree3 have the same number of elements. For 
this, we define the mapping 6S : Accrun3 —> Rtrees such that 9s(r) = rtree(s, r) for 
each r € Accruns and show that it is a bijection. 
Lemma 11. The mapping 6S is a bijection. 
Proof. It should be clear that 6S is surjective. To show that it is injective, we 
consider 7*1,7*2 £ Accruns with rtree(s,r\) = rtree(s,r2) and show that r 1 = r2. 
Let 
r í = (qo,uo)no(qi,ui)ni... (qk,Uk)TTk(qa,Uk+i) 
and 
r2 = (9o,uó)7r^(gí,u'1)7r;...(^,uí)7rí(g0,u;+1} 
where uq = u'0 = e. 
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First we prove by contradiction that 7Tj = for every 0 < i < min{fc, /}. Assume 
that there is an i such that 7r* ^ n^ and irj = n'j for every 0 < j < i. The latter 
implies qj = q'3 and Uj = u'j for every 0 < j < i. Since 7Tj G rules (rtree(s,r2)(ui)) 
and, in particular, rtree(s,r\)(ui) = rtree(s,r2)(ui), there is an i < m < I such 
that u'm = Ui and Tr'm = 7Tj. If i = 0, this is a contradiction because the left-state 
of 7r'm cannot be qo- If 0 < i, then we get 
(qi,Ui) = <gt'X> b+ (q'm,u'm) = {qum), 
which is a contradiction again because A is non-looping. Hence the statement 
follows. 
This statement and the fact that there are no rules with left-state qa imply that 
k = l. From the latter uk+1 = u'k+\ follows, hence r\ = r2- • 
Thus we obtain the following, which we need later. 
Corollary 12. For each input tree s € Tj; we have ( S A , S ) = ^ (weight, t). 
t€Rtree, 
Proof. 
(SA,s) = £ wt(r) 
r^Accruna 
= (weight, rtree(s^r)) (by Lemma 10) 
r€.Accruns 
— ( w e i g h t ( b y Lemma 11). 
t€Rtreea 
• 
The set of run trees of A is Rtree,4 = (Js6Te Rtrees. 
We will show that RtreeA is a regular tree language. In fact, we will construct 
a twa A' and a 1-ptwa A" and then show that RtreeA is the Boolean combination 
L(A') n L(A") of the tree languages recognized by them. 
The twa A' works on trees over E(P) and accepts all the run trees of A, i.e., 
RtreeA Q L(A'). Let A! = (Q,Z(P),q0,qa,P'), where, for every (a, J) € E(P), the 
set P' contains the rule 
(q,(°,J)d) (g'.v) 
if and only if the rule (q, a,j) —> (q', <p) is in J. Note that A' is deterministic in the 
sense that, due to condition b) of the definition of consistency, it has no different 
rules with the same left-hand side. 
Let us consider an input tree t G p) to A' and let s € T^ be the tree obtained 
from t by dropping the rule sets from its labels. It should be clear that A! simulates 
on t the steps of A on s which apply the rules in the nodes of t in a state-to-state 
and node-to-node manner. Hence A! accepts t if and only if A accepts s applying 
the rules in the nodes oft . In particular, for every s E the twa A' accepts each 
t G Rtrees because such a t encodes an accepting run of s. (Here we use Lemma 9.) 





{a, {?r5,7r17}) </3,0> 
/ \ \ 
(a, 0) 
Figure 3: A tree accepted by A!. The circled rules are superfluous. 
Hence RtreeA Q L(A'). Note that A' may also accept trees which do not encode 
accepting runs because they contain some "superfluous rules" in their labels. 
In Fig. 3 we show a tree which is accepted by A! but is not a run tree of A, 
where A is now the wtwa of Example 6. At the same time, the tree contains the 
accepting run shown in Fig. 2. 
In order to clarify the relation between RtreeA and L(J4/), we define the concept 
of the superfluous rule in an exact way. 
Let t G L(A') be a tree and u G pos(t). A rule IT G rules(t(u)) is superfluous at 
node u (in t) if the tree t' is also in L(A'), where t' is obtained from t by dropping 7r 
from the set rules(t(u)). If this is the case, then we say that t contains a superfluous 
rule. 
Lemma 13. RtreeA = {t G L(A') \ t contains no superfluous rules}. 
Proof. If t G RtreeA, then t G L(A'). We show that t contains no superfluous rules 
by contradiction. For this, let s G Tz and r G Rtrees be such that t = rtree(s,r). 
Consider an accepting run 
of A' on t and let 7r» be the rule of A corresponding to n^, 1 < i < n, see the 
definition of A' above. It should be clear that the sequence obtained from r' by 
replacing If, with 7r* for every 1 < i < n is the accepting run r of A on s. Assume 
that t contains a superfluous rule. Since r contains all rules in the nodes of t there 
is an index i such that 7Tj is superfluous at u,. Assume that i is minimal. Since TTQ 
is the only initial rule in r, we have i > 0. Let t' be the tree obtained from t by 
dropping 7Tj (whose left-state is qt) from rules(t(ui)). Note that, by definition, A! 
accepts t' with an accepting run f. Since i is minimal and the run r' simulates r, 
the first i — 1 rules applied in r are H i , . . . , IIj_i. Then, the left-state of the ith rule 
r' = (go.wo)no(gi,ui)lli...(gfc,ufc)llfc(g0,tife+i) 
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of A' in r is also qi. This means, by the definition of Athat there is a rule of A 
in rules(t'(ui)) with left state g,, i.e, there are more than one rules in rules(t(ui)) 
with left-state qi. This contradicts the definition of £(P) , hence t does not contain 
any superfluous rule. 
To prove the other inclusion, assume that t £ L{A') contains no superfluous 
rules. Let s £ T^ be the tree obtained from t by dropping the rule sets from its 
labels. By the above discussion concerning A!, we get that A accepts the tree s 
applying the rules in the nodes of t. Let r be the so obtained accepting run on 
s. Since all rules in the nodes of t are applied, t encodes r, hence t £ Rtrees C 
RtreeA- d 
Next we informally introduce a 1-pebble twa A" that accepts those trees in 
L(A') which contain superfluous rules. Intuitively, the 1-ptwa A" works as follows 
on an input tree t £ 7e(p). 
Phase 1: A!' nondeterministically chooses a node u of t and places the pebble . 
at u. Assume that t(u) = (a, J). If J = 0 then, there is no next step and the 
computation terminates without acceptance. 
Phase 2: If J ^ 0, then A" nondeterministically picks a rule 7r = (q,0,j) —» 
(q',<p) £ J- Let II = (q, {A,J) , j ) —> {q', <p) be the rule of A' corresponding to IT. 
Our A" stores II in its state. 
Phase 3: In the rest, A" computes deterministically. First A" moves back to 
the root node and then it simulates A' on t. However, during the simulation of A', 
our A" is not allowed to use the rule II (stored in its memory) at node u (being 
marked by the pebble). 
It is clear that A" has an accepting computation on t if and only if A' has an 
accepting computation on t which does not apply at least one rule in a label of t. 
Hence, we obtain the following result. 
Lemma 14. L(A") = {t £ T^(p) \ t £ L(A') and t contains a superfluous rule}. 
Now we can prove the following statement easily. 
Corollary 15. The tree language RtreeA is effectively regular. 
Proof. It follows from Lemmata 13 and 14 that RtreeA — L(A') n L(A"). Finally, 
by Propositions 1 and 7, we obtain that RtreeA is effectively regular. • 
Now we are ready to prove our main result. For this we will need the relabeling 
T : E(P) —* E which drops the rule component from each symbol, i.e., which 
is defined by r((<7, J)) = a for every (a, J) £ £(P) . Note, for later use, that 
Rtrees = { i £ RtreeA I i"'(i) = s}. 
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Theorem 16. The tree series Sa is effectively regular. 
Proof. By Corollary 15 and Proposition 3(a), the characteristic tree series XRtreeA : 
T-£(p) —» K is effectively regular. Moreover, since the tree series weight is effectively 
regular (see Lemma 8), we obtain by Proposition 3(b) that the Hadamard product 
S = XfitTeeA O weight is an effectively regular tree series. 
Let us note that for each tree t GT^(P) we have 
/q _ / {weight,t) iitGRtreeA, 
^ ' ' \ 0 otherwise. 
Moreover, T(S) is a tree series in K{{T%)), were r : £ (P ) —> £ is the relabeling 
introduced above, and it follows from Proposition 4 and the fact that S is regular 
that T(S) is effectively regular. Finally, for every tree s E T^, 
( f (S) ,s) = £ (S,t) = E (XRtreeAQ weight, t) 
t€T r ( P ) ,T ' (t)=S t€Ti;(f,),T'(t)=S 
= £ (weight,t) = £ (weight,t) t€RtreeA,T'(t)=s tzRtree„ 
= (SA,S), 
where the last equality is justified by Corollary 12. Hence SA = T(S), which proves 
that SA is also effectively regular. • 
Since A is an arbitrary non-looping wtwa over K, we also proved the following 
result. 
Theorem 17. TWA(E, K) C KEG(E,K). 
In the remainder of the paper we show that the inclusion is strict provided K 
is proper. For this, let K' be another commutative semiring and h : K —> K' a 
semiring homomorphism. Then we can prove easily the analogy of Proposition 5 
for wtwa, i.e., that h preserves recognizability by wtwa. 
Proposition 18. (a) For every S E TWA(£, K) and semiring homomorphism 
h : K ^ K', we have h(S) E TWA(£ ,# ' ) , i.e., /i(TWA(S, K)) C TWA(E,i i / ) . 
(h) If, in addition, h is surjective, then h(TWA(E,K)) = TWA(E, K'). 
Proof. Let A = (Q,Y,,qo,qa,P) be a wtwa over K. Construct the wtwa A = 
(Q,Z,qo,qa,P') such that P' = {(q,a,j) ^ (q',<p) | (q,a,j) A (q>,<p) € P } . It is 
easy to see that SA' = h(SA). Moreover, if h is surjective, then every wtwa over 
K' appears as the "image" of a wtwa over K. • 
Now we recall an important result from [4], namely, that there is a regular tree 
language which cannot be recognized by any twa. It is well known that regular tree 
languages and regular tree series over B can be identified, cf. e.g. [18], and it is 
easy to see that the same holds for tree languages recognizable by twa as well as 
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for tree series recognizable by wtwa over B. Thus, the above mentioned result of [4] 
can be written in the form REG(E,B) - TWA(£,B) =/= 0. Then we can prove the 
following result and thus generalize the main result of [4] for tree series recognizable 
by wtwa over proper commutative semirings. 
Theorem 19. If K is proper, then REG(S,K) - T W A ( Z , K ) ^ 0. 
Proof. Assume, on the contrary, that REG(£, K) C TWA(£, K). Since K is 
proper, by Theorem 2.1 of [27], there is a surjective homomorphism h : K —> B. 
Then obviously we have /i(REG(£,.ftr)) C /i(TWA(X!, K)). On the other hand, by 
Propositions 5 and 18, we have /i(REG(E,i<:)) = REG(E,B) and /i(TWA(E, K)) = 
TWA(E,B), which is a contradiction. • 
5 Conclusion and an open problem 
We generalized tree-walking automata of [1] by equipping each transition rule with 
6 weight taken from a semiring K. For two reasons, we considered the non-looping 
model, i.e., which cannot fall into infinite computation from the initial configura-
tion. The first reason is that the weight of an input tree s is defined as the sum 
of the weights of the accepting runs on s. The second one is that the proofs of 
Corollaries 12 and 15, and hence of Theorem 16 work only for non-looping wtwa. 
If a wtwa is looping, then there may be infinitely many accepting runs on s, 
hence computing the weight of s leads to an infinite sum in the semiring. This 
problem can be handled by considering underlying semirings which are complete, 
i.e., in which the sum of infinitely many elements exists [21, 22]. Therefore, it is an 
open problem whether our main result can be generalized to arbitrary (including 
looping) wtwa over complete semirirfgs. 
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Weighted Automata Define a Hierarchy of 
Terminating String Rewriting Systems 
Andreas Gebhardt* and Johannes Waldmann^ 
Abstract 
The "matrix method" (Hofbauer and Waldmann 2006) proves termination 
of string rewriting via linear monotone interpretation into the domain of vec-
tors over suitable semirings. Equivalently, such an interpretation is given by 
a weighted finite automaton. This is a general method that has as parameters 
the choice of the semiring and the dimension of the matrices (equivalently, 
the number of states of the automaton). We consider the semirings of non-
negative integers, rationals, algebraic numbers, and reals; with the standard 
operations and ordering. Monotone interpretations also allow to prove rel-
ative termination, which can be used for termination proofs that consist of 
several steps. The number of steps gives another hierarchy parameter. We 
formally define the hierarchy and we prove that it is infinite in both directions 
(dimension and steps). 
Keywords : string rewriting, relative termination, weighted automaton, 
matrix interpretation, monotone algebra. 
1 Introduction 
Rewriting is pattern replacement in context. It serves as a model of computation 
that is Turing-complete. Thus all "interesting" semantic properties are undecidable, 
including the very natural question of termination [18]: for a given rewriting system, 
are all derivations finite? Since the problem is significant in practice, e.g. for the 
analysis of software, one is interested in semi-algorithms: computable methods of 
proving termination that are sound, but not complete. 
One method to prove termination of rewriting is "matrix interpretation" [13]. 
These interpretations are in fact N-weighted finite automata. Several automated 
termination provers now implement this method, and indeed the outcome of recent 
Termination Competitions is heavily influenced by "matrix .proofs". 
* Martin-Luther-Universität Halle-Wittenberg, Von-Seckendorff-Platz 1, D-06120 Halle , Ger-
many. E-mail: andreas.gebhardtSinformatik.uni-halle.de 
tHochschule für Technik, Wirtschaft und Kultur (FH) Leipzig, Fb IMN, PF 30 11 66, D-04251 
Leipzig, Germany. E-mail: waldmannSimn:htwk-leipzig.de 
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Related to that, investigations of matrix method(s) mainly focused on proving 
correctness, and then efficiency of implementation in solving the corresponding 
constraint systems for the matrix entries. 
With the present paper, we intend to start a systematic study of matrix 
method(s) as proof systems. We define a suitable hierarchy of termination problems 
and explore its properties. 
One parameter of this hierarchy is the size of the matrices used in the proof, 
corresponding to the number of states of the automata. 
Another parameter is the underlying (semi)ring. In the present paper, we con-
sider weight rings that include N. In [8] we reported on some experiments with 
non-negative rationals. 
The matrix interpretation method in fact solves a more general problem: that 
of relative termination. A rewriting system R terminates relative to a rewriting 
system S if each mixed derivation (containing R and S steps in any order) contains 
only finitely many R steps. While being an interesting concept in itself [10], 
relative termination helps to solve standard termination problems because it allows 
to compose termination proofs: if R terminates relative to S then termination of 
Rl)S follows from termination of S, and the latter can be proved separately. That 
way, termination of a rewriting system can be shown incrementally, and the number 
of proof steps gives another interesting parameter for the hierarchy. 
In the present paper, we focus on string rewriting. The matrix method has been 
generalized to term rewriting [6], but we leave the investigation of the corresponding 
hierarchy of terminating term rewriting systems for further study. 
After giving preliminaries on string rewriting in Section 2 and on termination 
proofs via weighted word automata in Section 3, we define the corresponding hier-
archy of (relatively) terminating rewriting systems in Section 4. Then we discuss 
the hierarchy with respect to matrix dimension in Section 5 (with a particular case 
in Section 6), choice of the weight semiring in Section 7, and number of proof steps 
in Section 8. 
We obtain these results: 
• the hierarchy is infinite with respect to matrix dimension (Theorem 2) 
• rational weights are strictly more powerful than integral weights (Theorem 5) 
• the hierarchy is infinite with respect to the number of proof steps (Theorem 6). 
Some of the results in this paper have been announced in contributions to the 
Workshop on Termination [8] and to the Workshop on Weighted Automata [9]. 
2 Notation and Preliminaries 
Strings and Rewriting. Given a finite alphabet E, denote by E* the set of 
finite words with letters from E. In fact E* is a monoid under the operation • of 
concatenation, with the empty word e as unit. 
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A string rewriting system [3] is a set R of rules, where a rule is a pair of words. 
We often write the rule (l,r) as (I —> r). A string rewriting system R defines a 
(one-step) rewrite relation over E* by u — V if there exists (I, r) £ R and x, y £ E* 
such that u = x • I • y and v = x • r • y. For example, for R = {ab —> baa} over 
E = {a, 6}, we have abb —>R baab —babaa —>R bbaaaa. We often write R (the 
system) as a shorthand for —>R (the relation). 
Relations and Termination. For a relation —>, we write SN(—>) if this —> is 
well-founded, that is, if there is no infinite chain xq —•> x\ —> . . . We also say that 
—» is terminating. 
We denote the composition of relations —>1 and —»2 by —>i o —>2, the transitive 
closure of a relation —> by —>+, and the transitive and reflexive closure by —•*. 
For relations —>i, —>2, define —>i / —>2 as — o — T h e n SN(—>! / —>2) denotes 
that — i s terminating relative to —>2: there is no ( — U —>2)-chain containing 
infinitely many —>a steps. Note that —>i /0 =—>j. 
By the above remark, we write SN(i?) ("the system R is terminating") for 
SN(—>ij) ("the derivation relation of R is terminating"). 
Semirings. A semiring [11] has a carrier D with operations + (addition) and • 
(multiplication) and designated elements 0 (zero) and 1 (unit), such that (D,+,0) 
is a commutative monoid, and (D, •, 1) is a monoid, addition distributes over mul-
tiplication from both sides, and 0 • a = 0 = a • 0. A semiring is partially ordered [7] 
if there is a relation > on D that is compatible with the operations. In the present 
paper, we use semirings over the domains of natural numbers N, non-negative ra-
tional numbers Q>o, algebraic numbers Alg>0, and real numbers R>o; each with 
standard operations. For N, we use the standard ordering; for the others, see below 
(after Theorem 1). The given domains are in fact positive cones of rings, but we 
rarely subtraction. 
Weighted automata. A weighted automaton [2, 5, 15] A = (Z), 2], <5, A, -y) 
consists of a semiring D, an alphabet E, a set of states Q, and mappings 
A : Q -» D, n : {Q x E x Q) D, 7 : Q -» D. 
We picture such an automaton as a directed labelled graph (possibly with loops 
and parallel edges), with an edge p -™> q for each fi(p, x, q) = w. An incoming edge 
(no source) q denotes X(q) = w, an outgoing edge (no target) p denotes 
7 (p) = w. We omit all edges with weight 0. As an ongoing example for this section, 
a: 1 a : 1 
6 : 1 6 : 3 
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A path in the automaton is a sequence qo ql . . . The label 
of this path is x\x? ... xn £ £*, and the weight of this path is ui\ • ui2 wn € D. 
For instance, the path 1 1 2 —> 2 has label aab and weight 3. For each 
state q, there is an empty path from q to q with label e and weight 1. 
The function fi* : (Q x S* x Q) —> D computes the weight of a word x = 
X\X2 • • -xn from state qo to qn as the sum of the weights of all paths from p to q 
with label x: 
, X\ ... xni 
= £ n Mot-i ,Xk,Qk) 
qi 9 n - i £ < 2 1 <fe<n 
For instance, fi*(l,aab, 2) is computed from the paths 1 1 2 2 and 
1 2 2 2, so the total weight is 6. We identify fi* with /¿, and find it 
convenient to write [i(p, x, q) = d as p -~>A q-
The weight assigned by A to a word w is obtained by considering the functions 
A and 7 that give the weights for entering and leaving a state, 
A(w)= £ AC»)- /i*(t, wj)- 7(/). 
iJeQ 
In the example, A(aab) = A(l, aab, 2) = 6. 
We say that state q G Q is initial if A (q) — 1, and zero elsewhere; and q is 
final if 7(q) — 1, and zero elsewhere. An automaton with unique initial state i and 
unique final state / is called (i, f)-pointed. 
Reduced automata. We say that states p is connected to state q in A if there 
is some w € £* such that fi(p, w, q) ^ 0. We write p —>*A q. An (i, /)-pointed 
automaton is called reduced if for each q e Q, we have i —q — / . For each 
automaton A, there is a reduced automaton A' that computes the same weight 
function as A. This A! can be obtained from A by simply deleting all unconnected 
states. 
Matrices. The function'/x of a weighted automaton can also be visualized as a 
mapping that assigns to each letter x € £ a square matrix, also called /i(x), that 
is indexed by Q x Q. For the example automaton, we have these matrices 
M a ) = ( j J ) . M ( 6 ) = ( J 3 ) 
This mapping can be extended from letters to words, by matrix multiplication: 
p,{x 1 . . . xn) = n(xi) •... • n{xn), and this corresponds with the function /1* defined 
above, that is, the entry at position (p, q) in the matrix product ¡i(xi ... xn) is the 
weight of the word x\.. .xn from p to q, as defined above. • In the example, we 
compute 
fi{aab) = fi(a) • fi{a) • fi(b) = ( * 
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If we view A as a row vector and 7 as a column vector, then A(w) = A • /z(w) • 7. 
For example, 
A(aab) = \-n(aab)-1=(l 0) • ( j 3 ) ' ( ? ) = 6 
For (i, /)-pointed automata, A and 7 are unit vectors, so A(w) is just the entry 
at position (i, / ) in the square matrix fi(w). Usually, i is the first index and / is 
last, so (i, / ) marks the top right position. 
3 Termination Proofs from Weighted Automata 
An (i, /)-pointed automaton A is is called weakly compatible with a rewriting system 
R, if Va G E : fi(i,a,i) > lA/x(/ , a, f) > 1 and for each rule (I —> r) G R, and states 
p,q € Q, we have /i(p, I, q) > n(p, r, q). The automaton is called strictly compatible 
with R if additionally for each rule (Z —> r) G R, n(i,l,f) > [¿(i,r,f). (In this 
paper we only use sub-semirings of M>o, so all weights are non-negative.) 
The main result of [13], written here in the language of weighted automata, is 
Theorem 1. If there is an N-weighted automaton A that is strictly compatible 
with a rewriting system R and weakly compatible with a rewriting system S, then 
SN (R/S). • 
The intution is that for a rewrite step xly —> xry using a rule (Z —> r) G R, each 
path i —> i f f has strictly larger weight than the corresponding path 
i i / / . The total weight of xly (xry, resp.) may include contributions 
from other paths, but for these we require a weak decrease. By strictness of "<" 
w.r.t. addition, we get a total decrease. 
We give an example where Theorem 1 is applied with S = 0. 
Example 1. For the rewriting system R = {ab —> baa}, consider the (1,2)-pointed 
automaton with transition matrices 
" M - G ! ) • < • < » > - [ ; ! ) 
By matrix multiplication, we compute 
M ( a & ) = ( j 3 ) , m W = ( J 3 ) 
and we note p,(i,ab,f) = 3 > 2 = baa, / ) , and weak inequalities (in fact, 
equalities) elsewhere. This shows that the automaton is strictly compatible with 
R. From the theorem, we conclude SN(i?/0), thus SN(ii). . • 
In [8] it was observed that the theorem also holds if we replace N by Q>o, and 
this easily extends to Alg>0 and K>o- Now > is not well-founded on Q>o and 
indeed we use a different ordering: x >e y x > e + y where 
e = inf {fi(i, I, f) - n(i, r, f)\{l-^r)€R}. 
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If the automaton is strictly compatible with a finite system R, then this is a positive 
number, and therefore > e is well-founded. Under the conditions of the theorem, 
we have u —>R V implies fi(i,u,F) >e N(i,v,F). 
The following is' an easy observation: 
Lemma 1. If A fulfills the conditions of Theorem 1, then there is a reduced au-
tomaton A! with the same properties. 
Proof. We take A' as the reduced automaton of A, obtained by deleting states that 
axe unreachable from i or do not reach / . Denote by \x' the transition function of A'. 
For states p, q of A', and letter x £ £, we have fi'{p,x,q) — fi(p,x,q). Therefore, 
also for w € E* we have n'(p,w,q) = fi(p,w,q). Since initial and final state of A 
and coincide (respectively), we are done. • 
The following example shows an application of the theorem with non-empty S. 
Example 2. Take S = {ab —> baa} and R = {cb —> 6cc}, and the (1,2)-pointed 
automaton with matrices 
p ( a ) = ( J /*(&)= (J J ) , M c ) = ( ® J ) 
We compute 
= (o l) ' = (o l) ' = ^baa^ = (o l) " 
This shows that the automaton is strictly compatible with R and weakly compatible 
with S, thus SN(R/S). • 
Now we introduce an additional notation: 
Definition 1. For rewriting systems R, S we write 
i ? f - S -R 2 S A SN((i? \ S)/S). -
Example 3. Example 1 shows that {ab —> baa} |— 0. Example 2 shows that 
{ab —> baa, cb —> bbc} \-{ab —» baa}. • 
Proposition 1. R |— S if and only if each infinite R-derivation ends with an 
infinite S-derivation. 
Proof. We have SN((R\S)/S) if and only if each /^-derivation contains only finitely 
many steps from R\S. • 
The notation "J—" supports the idea of composing termination proofs. Indeed, 
Proposition 2. The relation \— is transitive. 
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Proof. Given R | S and 5 |— T, we have to show that each infinite ii-derivation 
ends with an infinite T-derivation. Assume there is an /^-derivation with infinitely 
many steps from R\T. If this derivation contains infinitely many steps from R\S, 
then this contradicts R |— S. So it contains only finitely many steps from R\S. 
After the last of these, we have an S-derivation. By S \— T, it contains only finitely 
many steps from S\T, and then continues as an infinite T-derivation. • 
We obtain the following 
Corollary 1. IfR\~* 0, then SN{R). • 
Here is a typical application: 
Example 4. By Example 3, we have 
{ab —> baa, cb —> bbc} \- {ab baa} [- 0, 
thus the rewriting system on the left is terminating. • 
4 A Hierarchy of Relative Termination 
We relate the general idea of relative termination, as denoted by "j—", with the 
idea of matrix interpretations. 
Definition 2. We denote by iUt( W, n) the set of pairs of rewriting systems (R,S) 
for which an automaton exists with weight domain W and n states that is strictly 
compatible with R\S and weakly compatible with S. We also write R\ —— S. 
Indeed 9Jl(W, n) is a relation on rewriting systems, and by Theorem 1, we have 
i m(w,n) -i 
that R| S implies R\~S. 
For relations 9Jt(W, n) we will make use of standard operations on relations like 
composition, iteration (exponentiation) and (reflexive and) transitive closure. 
Example 5. By Example 1 we get {ab —> baa} l9"^'2^ 0. • 
By abuse of notation we sometimes write R € %Ji(W, d) for (R, 0) € 9Jt(W, d). 
Example 6. By Examples 1,2, and the above abuse of notation, 
{ab baa, cb bbc} € 9Jt(N, 2)2. 
The exponent 2 indicates that the termination proof is composed of two steps. • 
Definition 3. The matrix termination hierarchy consists of the classes 9Jl(W, d)s 
of pairs of rewriting systems, where 
• W e {N, Q>o, Alg>0,M>o} is a weight semiring, 
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• d is a natural number > 0 giving the matrix dimension (automaton size), 
• and s is a natural number > 1 counting the proof steps s. 
We abbreviate U„>09Jt(VF, n) by 9Jl(W). Then in our notation 9Jt(N) is the set 
of all rewriting systems that have a one-step termination proof using some natural-
weighted automaton. Using transitivity, 9Jt(N)+ is the set of all systems with a 
multi-step termination proof using such automata. 
We have these immediate observations: 
Proposition 3. 1. If n< n', then for all W, Tt(W, n) C M{W, n'). 
2. If W is a sub-semiring ofW', then for all n, DJl(W, n) C 9Jt(W',n). 
3. If 1 < s < s', then for all W, n 
№(w,n) c m{w,n)^s c c fm(w,n)*. 
Proof. (1) We can introduce useless states in the automaton. (2) Each W-inter-
pretation is also a W-interpretation. (3) Each sequence with < s steps is also a 
sequence with < s' steps. • 
While these statements are obvious, the following problems are not: 
• Which of the obvious inclusions are strict? 
• Are there non-obvious inclusions? 
• Are the hierarchies (w.r.t. number of states, number of steps) infinite? 
• What levels VJl(W, n)s are inhabited? 
We will answer some of them in the rest of the paper. 
5 Number of States 
In this section we present a terminating rewriting system that needs large matrices 
for a termination proof. The construction works for any size, so we infer that the 
"matrix size hierarchy" is infinite. 
We consider, for d> 2, the alphabet E<j = {s, 1 , . . . , d, / } . These are d numbers 
and two extra letters s, f (start and final). We take any enumeration e\,... of even 
permutations of { 1 , . . . , d} and enumeration 0\,... of odd permuations of { 1 , . . . , d}. 
Then consider the string rewriting system 
Rd = {sekf -> sokf \l<k< d\j 2}. 
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Example 7. For d = 4, we get the rule set 
si234/ s2134/, s2314/ s2341/, s3124/ sl324/, 
s3241/ s3214/, sl342/ -> s3142/, s3412/ s3421/, 
s2143/ sl243/, s2431/ s2413/, sl423/ ->s4123/, 
s4213/ -> s4231/, s4132/ -> sl432/, s4321/ ->s4312/. 
Lemma 2. There is no strict subset S of R^d such that (R2d,S) G 9Jt(N, d). 
Proof. We use the Amitsur-Levitzki Theorem [14, 4]. It says that the elementary 
symmetric polynomial in 2d variables 
s(x1,...,x2d)= E ( - l ) s g n ( 7 r )x 7 r ( 1 ) - . . . -x f f ( 2 d) 
7r is a permutation of {1,. . . , 2d} 
is identically zero for d x ¿¿-matrices. 
Any d-dimensional matrix interpretation [•] has 
(l->r)€R 
If [•] is weakly compatible with R2d, then S(;_r)efl2d([Z] — [r]) > 0, and this 
implies V(Z —> r) G R2d '• [Z] = M- So, [•] cannot be strictly compatible with any 
rule of R2d• n 
Lemma 3. For d' = 2d + 3, R2d € ®l(N, d')(2d)!/2 
Proof. For each k, we give a matrix interpretation [•] of dimension d' that is weakly 
compatible with all rules of R2d and strictly compatible with rule sekf —> sokf. 
The interpretation represents an automaton that just counts the number of factors 
sekf. This is a word with 2d + 2 letters, so counting can be done with 2d + 3 
states. The counting automaton consists of loops at initial and final state, and a 
path labelled sekf (and all unit weights) from initial to final state. 
E E 
— — ' - ^ o — ^ o — — • 
This works since sekf is not self-overlapping (no non-trivial prefix is equal to a 
suffix). The count reduces by one at each rewrite step, since there are no overlaps 
between sekf and sok>f either. Applying these interpretations for all k, in any 
order, gives the result: termination of R2d can be shown by a sequence of (2c?)!/2 
matrix interpretations of size d'. • 
Lemma 4. For d' = 2 + (2d + l)(2d)!/2, we have R2d G 9Jt(N,d'). 
Proof. We build an automaton that contains all the automata constructed in the 
proof of Lemma 3 in parallel. 
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It has one initial and one final state, and (2d)\/2 paths each using (2d+l) individual 
As a corollary, we obtain 
Theorem 2. For each W G {N,Q>0, Alg>0,M>0}: The hierarchy VR(W,d)d=0,i,.:. 
is infinite. 
Proof. Assume, to the contrary, that there is d such that VJl(W, d) = dJl(W, d +1) = 
. . . B y Lemma 2, the system R2d is not in M(W,d), and by Lemma 4, R2d £ 
m(W, d') for some d' > d. • 
6 Small Automata 
We have more information on the lower levels of the hierarchy: 
Proposition 4. These inclusions are strict: 
Proof. We prove i?i = {a b} G 9Jt(N, 1) \ fOT(R>o,0). A strictly compatible 
1-dimensional interpretation of the required shape is given by [a] = 2, [6] = 1. Any 
interpretation in 9Jt(N, 0) is necessarily constant, so it is strictly compatible only 
with the empty set of rules, and not with Ri. 
We prove R2 = {ab ba} G 9Jt(N,2) \ OT(R>0,1). A strictly compatible 
2-dimensional interpretation is given by 
Any one-dimensional matrix interpretation [•] is commutative, so [a6] = [6a] and it 
cannot be strictly compatible with R2. 
We prove R3 = {aa aba} G OT(N,3) \ 9Ji(M>0,2). A strictly compatible 
3-dimensional interpretation is 
Any two-dimensional interpretation [•] of the required shape has main diagonal 
entries >.1 and thus [aba] > [aa], contradicting strict compatibility with R3. • 
states. • 
£W(N, 0) C 97Í(N, 1) C QJt(N, 2) C 9K(N, 3). 
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If the automata under consideration have only one state, the weight domain is 
not really important, and the "step hierarchy" collapses. 
Lemma 5. fm(R>0,1) C SEK(N, 1). 
Proof. An interpretation [•] by a one-state R>o-weighted automaton corresponds 
to a multiplicative weight assignment (the weight of a word is the product of the 
weight of its letters). Note that all weights are positive, by definition. Taking loga-
rithms, we get an additive assignment (the weight of a word is the sum of its letter 
weights). The conditions of weak and strict compatibility give rise to a system of 
linear equalities and inequalities between letter weights. The coefficients are natu-
ral numbers (namely, numbers of occurences of letters in sides of rules). If such a 
system has any solution at all, then it also has a rational solution. Since the sys-
tem is moreover homogenous (the linear functions contain no absolute parts), any 
rational solution can be scaled to give an integer solution. In fact the components 
are naturals, since weights must be non-negative. From natural additive weights 
we can get back to multiplicative weights by exponentiation. If we take any natural 
base, then the weights are natural (they are powers of the base). • 
Example 8. For R = {aaa —> bca},S = {b —> cac} we obtain the system of 
inequalities 
log [a] > 0 A log [6] > 0 A log[c] > 0 
A2 log [a] - log [6] - log [c] > 0 A - log [a] + log [6] - 2 log[c] > 0. 
One solution is log[a] = 4, log[6] = 6, log[c] = 1. We can take base 2 and obtain 
multiplicative weights [a] = 16, [6] = 64, [c] = 2. This proves R U S |——— S. • 
As a corollary to Lemma 5, we obtain 
Theorem 3. 9H(N, 1) = 27t(Q>0,1) = 5DT(Alg>0,1) = 97t(R>0,1). • 
Now we consider the number of proof steps when using one-state automata. We 
show that two-step proofs are not stronger than one-step proofs. 
Lemma 6. ©t(N, l)2 = SDt(N, 1) 
Proof. We are given a two-step one-dimensional termination proof, and we need 
to construct an equivalent one-step proof. Assume weight function / is strictly 
compatible with R and weakly compatible with 5 U T , and weight function g is 
strictly compatible with S and weakly compatible with T. We construct a weight 
function h. that is strictly compatible with R U S and weakly compatible with T, 
as follows. (In light of the previous, we write the weight functions additively.) 
We will define 
h(x) = f(x) •c + g(x), 
for a suitable natural number c > 0. Such an interpretation h is weakly compatible 
with T, since both / and g have this property. Interpretation h is strictly compatible 
with 5, since / is weakly compatible with S and g is strictly compatible with S. 
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We put 
c = 1 + sup{max(0, g(r) - g(l)) | (/ -> r) € R) 
This is one plus the maximal increase of g weights, for R rules. 
It remains to check that h is strictly compatible with R. If u —>/j v, then 
f(u) — f(v) > 1 by strict compatibility (and using that weights are natural), and 
g(u) — g(v) > — c + 1 by definition of c. By definition of h we get h{u) — h(v) > 
c + (—c -f 1) = 1, and this proves the claim. • 
Example 9. We have {a2 —» 63 , 65 —> a 3 } {b5 —> a3 } by the interpretation 
/ : a ¡-> 5, b h-> 3; and {b5 —> a3 g : a h-> 0, b >-> 1. Since g(a2) = 
0, g(b3) = 3, we put c = 4 and get {a2 63, b5 a3 } 0 by h : a >-> 20, b 
13. • 
As a corollary to Lemma 6, we obtain 
Theorem 4. VJt(N, 1)* = DJl(N, 1) • 
7 Choice of Weight Domain 
We compare the power of matrix interpretations w.r.t. the weight domain. 
We give an example (R U S, S) S 97i(Q>0,3)2 \ 9JT(N)*, that is, with a two-step 
termination proof of rational-weighted automata of size 3, but no natural-weighted 
termination proof of any size and number of steps. 
The rewriting systems are 
R = {baa —• abc, ca —> ac, cb —> ba}, S = {e —» b}. 
L e m m a 7. {R U 5, S) G 97t(Q>0 ,3) o S0T(N, 1). 
Proof. We use the following interpretation 
M = 10 § 6 1 , [6] 
0̂ 0 
giving these interpretations for the rules: 
[baa] = i o | 4 ) [abc)=(l | | 
\0 0 1 / \0 0 1 
1 6 12 
[ca] = | 0 f f | [ac] 
0 0 1 
1 1 0 \ / 1 1 0 
[cb] = | 0 f 1 [ba] = 0 | 3 
o o l / V o o i 
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1 3 J ! ( Q > o , 3 ) 
This proves R U S | — {cb -> 6a, e ^ 6}. 
By another interpretation [a] = [b] = 1, [c] = 2 we get 
• 
Lemma 8. There is no T C RUS such that (R U S, T) G OT(N). 
Proof. Assume there is a matrix interpretation of any size (an N-weighted automa-
ton with any number of states) that is weakly compatible with R U S and strictly 
compatible with one of the rules from R. (It cannot be strictly compatible with S 
since S is non-terminating.) 
We assume the automaton is reduced. All edges labelled by b are unit loops: 
they go from some state q to q and have weight one. The reason is that weak com-
patibility with S requires [e] > [6], but [e] is the unit matrix, for any interpretation 
[•]• 
The plan of the proof is now: we show that the interpretation of b is indeed the 
unit matrix (each state has a b loop), and then we derive a contradiction from that. 
Consider the subset A of states that are reachable from the initial state i of the 
automaton by a edges. (Here and in the following, when we speak of an edge, then 
we mean that it has a non-zero weight.) 
We claim that state q in A is also reachable from i by c edges, and has a b loop. 
The proof is by induction on the distance to i. Assume the transition p A q has 
weight > 0, and the claim holds true for p. Then we have a path p p A q. 
cb By weak compatibility with rule cb —> ba, there must be a path p —> q. Since b 
c b transitions are loops, this can only take the form of p —* q —> q. 
Every state r reachable from i by any mixture of a and c steps is also in A 
(that is, reachable by a steps alone): assume by induction that there is a transition 
q A r and the claim holds true for q. Then q is in A, so there is a transition p A q, 
thus a path p A q q A r. By weak compatibility with baa —> abc, there must 
be a path p A r. Since a b edge is a loop, there is some q' such that the path is 
p —> p A q' A r. This shows that r is in A, since it is reachable from p G A by a 
steps. 
The final state / does also belong to A: since the interpretation was assumed 
to be strictly compatible with some rule (I r) G R, there must be a path i —> /. 
Since b steps (loops) are irrelevant for reachability, the claim follows. 
Since the automaton was reduced, we have shown that each state belongs to A, 
thus each state has a b loop. This implies that the interpretation of letter b is the 
unit matrix. Now we replace b by e in R, obtaining R' = {aa —> ac, ca —» ac, c —> a}. 
We claim that the automaton is weakly compatible with R' and strictly compatible 
with at least one rule from R'. This holds true since \baa\ = [aa] etc., and the 
automaton was assumed to be weakly compatible with R and strictly compatible 
with at least one rule from R. 
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On the other hand, there is a looping /¿'-derivation 
ggg —> aca —» aac —» aaa —*... 
that uses each rule of R' infinitely often. This contradicts the fact that the au-
tomaton is strictly compatible with at least one rule of R', since this rule must be 
relatively terminating w.r.t. the others. 
In all, this proves that the interpretation (automaton) does not exist. • 
As a corollary to Lemma 7 and Lemma 8, we get 
Theorem 5. 97t(Q>0,3)2 \ 9R(N)* is non-empty. 
8 Number of Proof Steps 
We first recall an example that shows that two-step proofs (even of dimension two) 
are more powerful than one-step proofs (of any dimension). Then we generalize, 
and show that the "step hierarchy" is infinite. The underlying reason is derivational 
complexity. The following is a basic fact of linear algebra: 
Lemma 9. Let A be any finite set of square matrices of - identical shape. The 
coefficients in a product of any k matrices from A are bounded by an exponential 
function of k. • 
This will be used in the following form: 
Corollary 2. For disjoint rewriting systems R andS: if there is a family of RUS-
derivations 
di : witi -y ... -» wi<ni, d2 : w2,i —>...—> w2iTl2,... 
such that the number of R steps in dk is not bounded by an exponential function of 
|u;fc,i|, then (RUS,S) £ 9Jt(R>0). 
Proof. Assume to the contrary that there is some (i, /)-pointed automaton A with 
the given properties: strictly compatible with R and weakly compatible with S. 
Then u -*r v implies fi(i,u,f) > fi(i,v,f), and u —>s v implies n(i,u,f) > 
• fi(i,v,f)-, So the number of R steps in the derivation starting in is bounded 
by fj.(i,Wk,i, f), which is an exponential function by Lemma 9, contradicting the 
assumption. • 
Lemma 10. There is Re 9Jt(N, 2 )2 \ fm(R>0). 
Proof. The following example is already presented in [13]. Let R = {ab —> baa, cb —> 
66c}. There are derivations (for each k > 0): 
akb —>* ba2k,abk —>* bka2k 
cbk —>* b2kc,ckb —>* 62kcfe 
ackb -* ab2k ck —>* 62VV 
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The resulting string has length 22<c, thus the derivation also took this number of 
steps, since each step extends the length by one. 
By Lemma 9, there can be no matrix interpretation that is strictly compatible 
with both rules of R. 
On the other hand we have R £ 2H(N, 2)2 by Example 6. • 
We modify, and generalize this example. For any n > 1, define a rewriting 
system over alphabet En = {1 , . . . , n} by 
Rn = {i(i - 1) (i - lfi \2<i<n}u{(i-l)->(i-2)\3<i<n}. 
For n > 2, this system has 2n — 3 rules. Note that R\ is empty. 
Example 10. R3 = {32 223,21 -> 112,2 1}. • 
Lemma 11. For each i and k, there is a Rn-derivation from ik(i — 1) to some word 
containing (i — l)2 (i — 2) as a factor and using each of the rules i(i — 1) —> (i — l)2i 
and (i — 1) —> (i — 2) at least 2 f e _ 1 times. 
Proof. For each I, we have i(i — 1)' —(i — 1 )2li, and by iteration, 
Now we apply rule (i — 1) —» (i — 2) for 2fe~1 times to get 
(i-lf-1(i-2f~\k. 
• 
Using Lemma 11 repeatedly, we get 
Lemma 12. For each i and k, there is a Rn-derivation from ik(i — 1) using at 
least exp(exp(fc)) steps of each rule j(j — 1) —• (j — l )2 j and (j — 1) —> (j — 2), for 
j<i. • 
Lemma 13. If a matrix interpretation is weakly compatible with Rn and strictly 
compatible with some subset S C Rn, then Rn-i H S — 0. 
Proof. By Lemma 12, there is a family of derivations that uses all rules in Rn-I 
more than exponentially often. By Corollary 2, the claim follows. • 
Lemma 14. Rn+2 15H(R>0)n. 
Proof. R2 $ 9Jl(M>o)° since R2 is non-empty. By Lemma 13, if Rn+i \— ^ R', 
then Rn CI R'. Then the claim follows by induction. • 
Lemma 15. Rn+i £ 2rt(N,2)n. 
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Proof. Ri € 9Jl(K>o, 2)° since R\ is empty. The following interpretation 
(J ; ) , , „ ; ) . 
shows Rn [ 
®l(N,2) 
Rn-j. Then the claim follows by induction. • 
We obtain as a corollary: 
Theorem 6. Each inclusion 9Jt(K>0)s C 97L(R>0)s+1 is strict. The "proof length 
hierarchy" (9rt(K>o)s)ji=i,2,... is infinite. 
9 Discussion 
Summary. Termination proofs by weighted (word and tree) automata are being 
investigated only since 2006. (resp. 2003, if we include the Match Bounds method, 
which later turned out to be related to the Min/Max semiring.) The focus of 
investigation mainly was the construction of automata, with the goal of actually 
implementing and running the algorithms. This has been achieved rather success-
fully: the various "matrix methods" play a decisive role in the regular Termination 
Competitions. 
With the present paper, we start a systematic investigation into the expressive-
ness of these methods as proof systems. 
To this end, we have defined a two-dimensional hierarchy DJl(W, d)s for termi-
nation proofs for string rewriting via weighted word automata, and we proved that 
the hierarchy is infinite in both directions. 
Still, we have no exact information on which levels are actually inhabited (notice 
the "gap" from d to d! in Lemma 4), and which levels (if any) are decidable. These 
questions remain as challenging open problems. Other extensions are at hand, and 
we list a few. 
Decidability. As noted in the proof of Lemma 5, existence of a one-dimensional 
interpretation is equivalent to the feasibility of a system of linear inequalities. 
Therefore, 9H(R>0,1) is decidable. 
For larger dimensions, the weak and strong compatibility conditions give rise 
to a system of inequalities between polynomials, where the unknowns are the ma-
trix entries (the weights of the automaton transitions). Then we can use Tarski's 
decision method [16], and obtain that for each d, 9JÏ(R>o, d) is decidable. 
In fact if the system of polynomial (in)equalities has a solution, then it also has 
a solution in algebraic numbers. So we don't really need real numbers: for each d, 
OTt(Alg>0,d) =m(R>0,d). 
Except for these immediate observations, we have no information (and no intu-
ition) on decidability of any 9Jl(W, d). 
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Non-strict semirings. One can use semirings with non-strict addition for ter-
mination, e.g. the max/plus semiring, or the max/min semiring [17]. Again, a cor-
responding hierarchy can be defined but it needs different methods than presented 
here. If we try the construction of Section 5, using a suitable polynomial identity 
Yl[l»] = £[ri] in the arctic semiring, we can no longer infer from Vz : [Z,] > [r*] 
that Vz : [¿¿J = [r,], since arctic addition is not strictly monotonic in its arguments. 
For the proof step hierarchy we cannot use the methods of Section 8, because of 
the following: Arctic interpretations give a linear bound on derivational complex-
ity, and by the reasoning in Lemma 6, even a combination of such interpretations 
might not achieve more than linear derivation lenghts. So, the "arctic termination 
hierarchy" is a subject of further study. 
Term rewriting. The method of interpretation via weighted automata has been 
generalized to term rewriting [6]. The definition of our hierarchy can be generalized 
as well. Still we note that matrix interpretations for term rewriting use a rather 
restricted form of weighted tree automata. 
Parallel composition of proofs. Our hierarchy uses the concept of combining 
termination proofs sequentially. There are methods of proving termination that cor-
respond to a parallel composition: after the Dependency Pairs transformation [1], 
the resulting relative termination problem can be decomposed into several inde-
pendent sub-problems, corresponding to the strictly connected components of- the 
dependency graph [12]. In all, a termination proof thus gets a tree structure. While 
we presently compare proof sequences by length, proof trees should be compared 
structurally, e.g. with respect to embedding. 
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Statistical Language Models within the Algebra of 
Weighted Rational Languages 
Thomas Hanneforth* and Kay-Michael Wiirzner* 
Abstract 
Statistical language models are an important tool in natural language pro-
cessing. They represent prior knowledge about a certain language which is 
usually gained from a set of samples called a corpus. In this paper, we present 
a novel way of creating Af-gram language models using weighted finite au-
tomata. The construction of these models is formalised within the algebra 
underlying weighted finite automata and expressed in terms of weighted ra-
tional languages and transductions. Besides the algebra we make use of five 
special constant weighted transductions which rely only on the alphabet and 
the model parameter N. In addition, we discuss efficient implementations of 
these transductions in terms of virtual constructions. 
Keywords: computational linguistics, weighted rational transductions, statistical 
language modeling, AA-gram models, weighted finite-state automata 
1 Introduction 
Weighted finite-state acceptors (WFSA) provide a convenient way to compactly 
represent A -̂gram language models (cf. [3]) since they admit equivalence transfor-
mations like determinisation and minimisation [22] which compress common pre-
fixes and suffixes without changing the counts or probabilities associated with an 
individual N-gram. Moreover, it is possible to represent all sub-distributions of 
M-grams (with 1 < M < N) simultaneously with almost no additional space. 
The usual way is to construct the language models on the basis of the manipula-
tion of states and transitions. Since the models are also required to be. robust, it is 
necessary to reserve some probability mass for unseen AT-grams. This is commonly 
achieved by combining a discounting method with a back-off [17] or interpolation 
mechanism [15]. The adjusted probabilities are then reassigned for each Â -gram 
to existing or newly created transitions. The finite automata thus merely serve as 
a data structure. 
'University of Potsdam, E-mail: {tom,wuerzner}01ing.uni-potsdam.de 
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In this paper, we present an approach which treats the creation of TV-gram 
models as a problem of modifying weighted languages rather than states and tran-
sitions. In particular, we only use operations from the algebra of weighted regular 
languages (WRLs) and transductions (WRTs) like union and intersection to get 
from a set of samples to a robust back-off model. Such an algebraic formalisation 
has - at least to our knowledge - never been done before. 
The results outlined in the remainder are by now mainly of theoretical interest. 
We do not aim to replace the many excellent statistical toolkits by the machinery 
proposed here. This work is rather a "case study" in viewing an important tool in 
natural languages processing from a theoretical viewpoint. As such, we describe it 
in a self-contained form. 
This article is organised as follows: In Section 2, we will recall the notion of 
language models in general and TV-gram models in particular (may be skipped by 
readers familiar with the topic). Section 3 introduces the formal preliminaries and 
establishes the notation. The subsequent sections 4-7 deal with the creation of TV-
gram and back-off models from scratch in the manner explained above. Matters of 
complexity and implementation aire discussed in each section. Proofs of correctness 
of the outlined methods have been put in the appendix for reasons of readability. 
2 Language Models 
Language modeling is the task of assigning a probability to sequences of words. 
Pr(w) is the prior probability of the sequence of words w. Language models are 
used in many applications in natural language processing such as speech recognition, 
machine translation, optical character recognition or part-of-speech tagging. See 
[16] for an introduction to these topics and their relation to language models. 
Using conditional probabilities, the joint probability of a sequence of words can 
be decomposed as: 1 
The interdependencies of words are reflected by assuming that the occurrence 
of a word is a consequence of the occurrence of its predecessors. The conditional 
probability of a: sequence of words can be computed by normalising its frequency 
relative to the frequency of its history (C(s) denotes the number of occurrences of a 





1 Wc denote a substring Wj .. .wj with j > i in a morii compact, way by wIf i = j, wc omit 
the superscript and write simply v>i for the i"' character of w (starting at 1). If the subscript 
excccds the superscript, we implicitly denote the empty string e. 
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Frequency information is obtained from a (text) corpus which is usually defined as 
a large collection of (annotated or unannotated) texts. In the remainder of this 
article, we use the term corpus as denoting a finite disjunction of sentences. A 
sentence roughly corresponds to its linguistic definition, but is not limited to that. 
Some big natural language corpora are the DWDS-Korpus [11] or the Brown corpus 
[18]. A probability distribution with respect to £* is an assignment of probabilities 
to the strings in E* such that all the individual string probabilities sum up to one. 
2.1 iV-Gram Models 
iV-gram models are the most widely used type of language models. Their success 
is based in their simplicity: They can be derived unsupervised, by just counting 
sequences of words in a corpus and computing their relative frequency. 
In the field of language modeling, an iV-gram is a sequence of N elements taken 
from a fixed and finite alphabet £, for example letters [29], words [3], morphemes, 
etc. 
In order to limit the number of possible contexts of a word, it is assumed that 
sequences of words form Markov chains [20]. Thus, only the last TV — 1 words 
(sometimes also called the history of Wi) affect the word Wf. 
P r ^ K f 1 ) « Pr(u;i|^lJJV_1)) . (3) 
The number of possible contexts is then the size of the alphabet to the power of 
N — 1 and therefore finite. The boundary case at the beginning of the sentence is 
handled by N — 1 beginning-of-sentence markers (see Section 6 for details). 
2.2 Smoothing 
While theoretically possible, one will never find all potential iV-grams in a corpus in 
practice. The common solution to this problem is smoothing: Probability mass is 
assigned to unseen events and/or other distributions which account for those events 
are consulted. For ,/V-gram models, this means to change the model in such a way 
that it assigns a probability to any combination of N words of the vocabulary, deals 
adequately with out-of-vocabulary items and, is still a probabilistic model. 
Probabilistic N-gram models are characterised by the property that for every 
context the probabilities of possible continuations sum up to one (h € E^ - 1) : 
Wi£Pr(^|/ i ) = 1 . (4) 
Wi 
Many different smoothing methods for different purposes are available (cf. [6] for 
a detailed summary and comparison of important smoothing methods). 
For the purpose of this work, we recall the notions of discounting and back-off 
smoothing. 
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2.2.1 Discounting 
The main idea behind this class of procedures is to redistribute probability mass 
from seen to unseen events. A simple but effective discounting algorithm is the 
so called Witten-Bell discounting, referring to method C in [30]. Witten-Bell dis-
counting is based on the intuition that the probability of novel events decreases 
with the number of different events that are observed in the corpus. To implement 
this idea, the frequencies of the TV-grams are normalised by the number of different 
TV-grams sharing the same (TV — l)-gram prefix. The number of different events in 
an event space is often called the number of types. 
Definition 1 (Witten-Bell Type Number). Let T be a function E* —> N : 
TK^jv+I) = £ 1 . 
a€S,C(uijlJ,+1-a)#0 
Definition 2 (Witten-Bell Token Number). Let N be a function E* —• N : 
NK i_Jv+i) = E C K = U i - a ) • 
aSE 
With the help of the functions T and N it is possible to discount frequencies, 
denoted by C: 
< 5 > 
Adjusted probabilities Pr can be computed from C [16]. The freed frequency mass 
is computed by: 
E C(wlN+1)-C(wl_N+1) 
•wLn+I^» 
- V c(wi ) T ( w i - " + i ) (6) 
2.2.2 Smoothing by Combining Different Distributions 
Spreading saved probability mass equally among all unseen events is often too 
simple. It seems reasonable to take different distributions into account. A common 
way of doing that is the back-off strategy [17] which recursively uses the (TV — 1)-
gram distribution whenever the TV-gram distribution assigns a zero probability. 
Equation (7) formalises this behavior by defining the back-off probability Pr: 
Pr(ti>i|tu£k+1) =Pi(wi\wlZN+1) 
+ 0 ( P r K K l ] v + 1 ) ) (7) 
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Function <f> indicates the need for backing-off to the immediately lower' ordered 
distribution: 
_ fo i f z ^ O 
1 1 otherwise . 
This ensures that one of the summands in Equation (7) will always be equal to 
0. Pr and a depend on the particular discounting algorithm and represent the 
adjusted probabilities and the normalised freed probability mass, respectively: 
• E ^ P r K i / i ) i f > o 
otherwise . 
The second case in Equation (9) covers.events where the (N — l)-gram history is not 
available. The lower ordered distribution is used unweighted in such cases. Since 
lower ordered distributions are probabilistic by definition, the whole model keeps 
this property. 
The back-off recursion is terminated either by the (undiscounted) unigram dis-
tribution 
PrfaO = Pr(«7i) . (10) 
or by a uniform distribution which handles out-of-vocabulary items. Such a uni-
form distribution involves a non-probabilistic model, since any number of out-of-
vocabulary items is possible: 
Pr(£) = Pr 00 = = J — . (11) 
untf ¿^bez1 
Back-off smoothing is compatible with all discounting algorithms. We use Witten-
Bell discounting as explained above. 
3 Formal Preliminaries 
In this section, we define the formal apparatus used in the remainder of this ar-
ticle. We start with the notion of a semiring, define weighted rational languages 
and transductions, move to the definition of weighted finite-state acceptors and 
transducers and a number of operations defined on them and finally clarify the re-
lationship between weighted languages on the one and finite automata'on the other 
hand. 
3.1 Semirings 
The weights of languages, transductions and automata are expressed in terms of a 
semiring. The advantage in doing so lies in the abstraction and well-definedness of 
operations and algorithms for different types of weights (e.g. [19, 25, 24]). 
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Definition 3 (Semiring). A structure K, = (K, ©,®, 0,1) is a semiring if 
1. (K, ®,0) is a commutative monoid with 0 as the identity element for ©, 
2. (K, (g>, 1) is a monoid with I as the identity element for <S>, 
3. <g> distributes over © (distribution of one operation over another will be de-
noted by y, e.g. <8> y ®) , and 
4- 0 is an annihilator for V a € K , a ® 0 = 0 ® a = 0 . 
Examples for semirings are the boolean semiring B = ({0,1}, V, A, 0,1), the real 
semiring 7Z = (MU{oo), +, 0,1), the log semiring C = (MU{oo}, +iog, +, oo, 0)2 or 
the tropical semiring T = (R+ U {oo}, min, +, oo, 0). A special significance in the 
remainder of this work lays on the probability semiring V = (R+ U {oo}, +, - ,0,1) 
since its properties make it suitable for representing probabilities.3 
To be well-defined, some operations on languages and automata demand partic-
ular properties of the used semirings. See [19] for a detailed summary on semirings 
and their properties. For the scope of this article, we need the definitions of idem-
potency, divisibility, commutativity and completeness. 
Definition 4 (Idempotent Semiring). A semiring K. is called idempotent i/affia = a 
for all a S K . 
Definition 4 means that in case of non-idempotent semirings the © operation 
is effectively additive in a sense that it sums weights. The probability and the log 
semiring are non-idempotent. 
Definition 5 (Division Semiring). A semiring K. is a division semiring iff Va € 
K\ {0}, 3\b e K such that a®b = T. 
Divisibility (cf. [9]) is a formalisation of the demand for closure under multi-
plicative inversion needed for division of elements in K. This property is adapted 
from a special class of rings called the divisible rings. 
Definition 6 (Commutative Semiring). A semiring is said to be commutative when 
the ® operation is commutative; that is Va, 6 s K , a®b = b ® a. 
The requirement that sums of an infinite number of elements are well defined 
is expressed as completeness (e.g. [10]). 
Definition 7 (Complete Semiring). A semiring K. is called complete if it is possible 
to define sums for all families (a^z € I) of elements in K, where I is an arbitrary 
index set, such that the following conditions are satisfied: 
2a +iog b =def - log(2-° + 2~b) . 
3The terms 'probability semiring' and 'real semiring' are interchanged freely in the correspond-
ing literature. The following distinction seems sensible: Since real numbers can be both positive 
and negative, the recil semiring should be defined over R. Probability on the other hand will 
always be positive, thus in R + . 
I 
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ß) ©¿60 ai = Ö> ©¿e{j} ai = ai> ©¿e{j,fc} ai = ai © ak forj ^ k , 
(ä) © j g j ( © i 6 / j a«) = ©¿6/ */ Ujej = I and I0 n Ir = 0 for j ± f , 
(in) © i € J (c <g> en) = c (g> ( 0 i e i ai), © i e /(tii <8> c) = ( 0 i € / aO ® c . 
In the following, we restrict our attention to commutative, divisible, complete 
and non-idempotent semirings. For better transparency, we primarily use the real 
semiring TZ and the probability semiring V in definitions, lemmas and proofs, but 
also use the more general semiring notation with © and <g>.4 
We will denote semirings with capital letters in calligraphic character style like 
3.2 Weighted Rational Languages and Transductions 
Every formal language can be represented as a weighted language. 
Definition 8 (Weighted Language). A weighted language L is a mapping E* —> K., 
where E denotes a finite set of symbols (called the alphabet) and 1C a semiring. 
This definition applies to all formal languages. The different types of languages 
are distinguished by the operations that are allowed to construct the subset of E* 
from the singletons in E (see below). 
Definition 9 (Weighted Transduction). A weighted transduction § is a mapping 
E* x r* —> K, where £ and T denote finite sets of symbols (called the input and the 
output alphabet, resp.) and tC a semiring. 
Weighted rational languages (WRL) and weighted rational transductions (WRT) 
are a proper subset of the weighted languages and transductions. They can be con-
structed from singletons in a finite alphabet E using scaling, union, concatenation, 
composition and closure [26]. In addition to these, we use a set of operations on 
WRLs and WRTs summarised in Table 1. 
Definition 10 equates any WRL with its identity transduction. 
Definition 10 (Identity Transduction). Given a WRL H : E* —> K, its identity 
transduction ID(&) : E* x E* —> K is defined as: 
An often used complex operation is application: 
Definition 11 (Application). The application of a WRTS : E* x T* —> K. to a 
WRL £ : E* —• K, is a mapping S[£] : T* —> K defined by 
V, K. 
V y e r , S[H](y)= 0 £ , ( z ) ® S ( x , y ) . 
i 6 S * 
4In practice, V's isomorphic counter part, the log semiring C would be used instead for reasons 
of numerical stability. 
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Table 1: Operations on WRLs and WRTs 
Let §: E* x A* —> /C, and Q: A* x T* —> K, denote two WRTs and let -Cj: E* —> /C, 
and £>2: E* —> /C, denote two WRLs.° Let a,b and c,d be chosen from the same 
alphabet (augmented with e), respectively. For § (also §1,82)1 let the operands x 
and y range over E* and A*, resp. For Q, let x and y range over A* and F*, resp. 
For £1 and £2, x,y £ E*. 
singleton {(a, c)}(6,d) — T if a = b and c = d, 0 otherwise 
singleton {a} (b) = 1 if a = b, 0 otherwise 
union (sum) (§1 U §2)(x,y) = §1 (x, y) © §2(x,y) 
concatenation (Si-S2)(x,y) = ^ ^ S\(t,v) ® i>2(u,w) 
tu—x,vw=y 
scaling kQ(x,y) = fc <8> Q(x,y) (k £ K.) 
power Q°(e, e) = 1 
Q ° { x ^ e , y ^ e ) = 0 
Q n+1(x,y) = (Q.Q n)(x,y) 
closure Q*(x,y) = у) 
k> 0 
composition (§oQ)(x,y) = ^^ §(ж, z) <g> Q(z, y) 
гед* 
1st projection 7T1(S)(x) = ^ ^ §(x, y) 
ye Д* 
Xd projection 1r2(S)(?/) = 0 8 (x ,y ) 
crossproduct (¿1 x £2)(i,!/) = £i(z) <g> И2(у) 
intersection (¿lfiyW = £а(я) ® &2(x) 
"Using the identity transduction from Definition 10, the operations union, concatenation, 
power, scaling, and closure also apply to weighted rational languages. 
Application is a short-cut for composing the identity transduction of JH with § 
and taking the 2nd projection afterwards. 
Definition 12 (Language Projection). Given a WRL H : E* —> K., the language 
projection of L - denoted by irL(&) - is defined as 
V x . E * , n ^ ) ( x ) = i l ^ ^ ^ 
0 otherwise . 
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Since language projection is an operation which only replaces the weights of its 
operand, WRLs and WRTs are closed under it (see the result for length preserving 
homomorphisms in [8]). 
Definition 13 (^-negation). Given a WRL Z : E* —» fC over a division semiring 
K, the negation of & - denoted by - is defined as 
V . E E = i f ^ ) ^ ® A a ® £ , ( « ) = ! 
I 0 otherwise . 
Further on, we use capital script letters like ? to denote weighted languages 
and transductions. 
3.3 Weighted Finite-State Automata 
Every WRL and every WRT can be represented by at least one weighted finite-state 
acceptor or transducer, respectively. 
Definition 14 (WFSA). A weighted finite-state acceptor (henceforth WFSA, cf. 
124J) 21 = (E, Q, qo, F, E, A, p) over a semiring JC is a 1-tuple with 
1. £, the finite input alphabet, 
2. Q, the finite set of states, 
3. qo € Q, the start state, 
4• F C.Q, the set of final states, 
5. E C Q x Q x (E U {e}) x K, the set of transitions, 
6. A € JC, the initial weight, and 
7. p : F —> IC, the final weight function mapping final states to elements in K,. 
An extension of WFSAs are the weighted finite-state transducers. 
Definition 15 (WFST). A weighted finite-state transducer (henceforth WFST) 
(E, A, Q, qo, F, E, A, p) over a semiring JC is a 8-tuple with 
1. £, Q, qo, F, A and p are defined in the same manner as in the case of WFSAs, 
2. A, the finite output alphabet, and 
3. ECQxQx(Y,\J {e}) x (A U {e}) x JC, the set of transitions. 
The weight assigned by a WFSA 21 to a string x € E* is determined by Defini-
tion 16. 
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Definition 16 (Weight of a String). Let 21 = <E, Q, q0, F, E, A, p) be a WFSA over 
a semiring K.. Let IT be a path in 21, that is, a sequence of adjacent transitions. 
Let n[7r]- denote the state reached at the end of N. Let Y1(QI,X,Q2) denote the set 
of all paths from qi £ Q\ to q2 £ Q2 labeled with x £ E*. Let w(ir) denote the 
<g>-multiplication of the weights of the transitions along the path 1r. The weight 
assigned to a string x £ E* by 21, denoted by is defined as: 
W a = © A®w(7r)®p(n(7r)) . 
»enaio).*^) 
A WFSA is called unambiguous, if there is for each input string x at most a single 
path in 21. As a special case, each state q in a deterministic WFSA has at most a 
single target state for each a £ E. Note that in case of unambiguous/deterministic 
WFSAs, the ©-operation in Definition 16 has no effect, since there is for every 
input string only a single path from go to a final state. 
In addition to the automata-algebraic operations like union, intersection, con-
catenation etc., we use three equivalence operations, e.g. operations which only 
change the structure of a WFSA but not the weighted language it accepts, para-
metrised with respect to a semiring )C: m-£/c for e-removal, det/c for determinisa-
tion of WFSAs, and minic for minimisation. We omit the subscript for the semiring 
if it is understood from the context. 
If K. is a divisible semiring, we denote by neg® the operation, which replaces 
the initial weight A and each transition and final_state weight a of a WFSA 21 by 
its multiplicative inverse, denoted by A -1 and a - 1 respectively. Note that 21 must 
be at least unambiguous to obtain the correct result corresponding to Definition 
13. Although not every WFSA can be determinised [21], those WFSAs to which 
we apply neg® have an equivalent deterministic counterpart. 
Typographically, we will render acceptors and transducers with letters in Gothic 
type, for example (£, 
4 iV-Gram Counting 
As shown in Section 2, frequencies of events are necessary for creating iV-gram 
word models. This section shows how to obtain these frequencies. . . 
4.1 Text Corpora as Weighted Finite-State Automata 
Text corpora can be easily represented as acyclic weighted finite state acceptors 
over the real semiring. This approach is advantageous since acyclic WFSAs always 
admit equivalence transformations like determinisation and minimisation [21]. 
Fig. 1 shows a WFSA £ constructed from a toy corpus.5 
5We adopt the convention that transition labels axe of the form a/w in case of acceptors and 
a : b/w when depicting transducers: a 6 E U {e} denotes the input "symbol of the transition, 
b £ A U { E } is its output symbol and w 6 K its weight. In the context of an VVFST, a;transitiori 
labeled with a stands for the identity transduction a : a. Similax, the final weight p(p). assigned to 
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Figure 1: A toy corpus over E = {a, 6} represented as a WFSA 
The number of occurrences of a given sentence s can be computed along Defi-
nition 16; for example [aa66]]'S = 1 • 8 • 0.5 • 1 • 1 • 1 = 4. 
4.2 N-gram Counting 
An approach for counting TV-grams with WFSTs has been proposed in [2]. We adopt 
this approach and repeat the resulting definitions using the notation introduced in 
Section 3. For the purpose of counting iV-grams, a special transducer which realises 
a rational transduction 3": E* x E* —> TZ is used: 
Vz,y e £*, J(x,y) = ((£ X {£})* • ID{L) • (E x {e})*) (x,y) . (12) 
where £ is a WRL mapping E* to TZ, such that the number of strings x with 
L>(x) / 0 is finite. In the case of N-gram counting, the domain of L needs to 
be T,N (in which case we write y)). To gain some information about which 
words occurred at the beginning or end of a sentence in the corpus, we augment 
the alphabet E with two special symbols <s> and < / s > marking the beginning 
and the end of each sentence, respectively. For that purpose, we prefix our corpus 
WRL with N — 1 <s>-symbols and append N — 1 </s>-symbols at its end (this 
also simplifies the computation of the conditional probabilities, see Section 6). Fig. 
2 shows an example for N = 3. Note that the delimiter symbols are treated in an 
optimised manner. 
Counting is performed by applying the counting WRT to the weighted 
language X given by the corpus: 
Definition 17 (TV-gram counting). Given a WRL 0C : E* —> TZ representing a 
corpus, the N-gram counts G^ : E* —> TZ are obtained by: 
C>c = 3AT [3C] . 
a final state p (printed as a double circle) is stated after /; If the weight is-omitted, it is assumed 
to be 1. ..:. . . 
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Figure 2: Transducer for counting trigrams over E = {a, b, <s>, < /s>} . 
We also call Cx an N-gram count WRL. For details on the procedure and a 
proof of its correctness we refer the reader to [2]. 
The trigram counts for the example corpus (Figure 1) are shown, in Figure 3 
(after optimising - that is removal of e-transitions, determinisation, and minimi-
sation - the. corresponding WFSA). Note that for the purpose of demonstrating 
non-robust language models first (cf. Section 6) we have chosen a corpus over 
E = {a, b, < s > , < / s > } which contains each meaningful trigram in at least 
once resulting in an almost complete WSA.6 Note that trigrams ending in <s> or 
starting with </s> cannot exist. 
To get the count C(wi...W^) associated with a specific A -̂gram W\.. .WN we 
compute Jtui.ti/AfJ^ - the weight assigned to WX... WN by €N according to 
Definition 16. For example, [a6</s>] of Figure 3 is 1 • 28 • 0.5 • 0.5 • 1 = 7. 
4.3 Implementation and Complexity 
The structure and therefore the size of the WFST corresponding to 3jv depends 
on the model parameter N and the size of the underlying alphabet. Its state 
number |<3| equals AT + 1 and the number of transitions is |E|(Ar + 2). Its space 
complexity is within 0(JV|E|), thus the size of SAT may become problematic for 
huge alphabets. As already suggested in [2], a solution to this problem are lazy 
automata, the states and transitions of which are constructed on-demand. Such 
automata are usually obtained from lazy versions of the finite-state algorithms. 
For example, an algorithm for the lazy composition of WRTs is presented in [28]. 
The drawback of such approaches is that the basic operands have to be explicitly 
represented. 
Other, approaches (among others, see [4]) try to construct automata virtually 
right from the beginning. Regularities in their structure are used to define states 
. 6A (W)FSA is called complete with respect to an alphabet E if each state has outgoing tran-
sitions for each symbol a 6 E. 
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a/0.3 
Figure 3: Trigrams in the toy corpus after optimisation. 
and transitions implicitly by some calculation specification. 
The simple structure of makes it suitable for a virtual construction: The 
set of states Q is simply U^LoW N being the only final state. The set of 
transitions E has three different subsets: EI, containing all transitions from the 
initial state, EM, containing all transitions from non-initial and non-final states 
and EF containing all transitions to the final state. Transitions in EM for example 
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lead from state q to state q+1 with each symbol a € £ while emitting this symbol. 
The formal construction of can be found in Definition 35 in Appendix B. 
Definition 35 enables a virtual construction. Implementations of access func-
tions to states and transitions work in 0(1) time while consuming only a constant 
amount of memory. We have implemented this special representation of 3T\T within 
the framework of [12]. 
Given a corpus WFSA A and an TV-gram counter Jjv, counting is performed 
most efficiently by the following sequence of automata operations: 
£n = min(det(rm-£(n2(Si o$N)))) . (13) 
Since the number of TV-gram paths after composition is bounded by and since the 
result is acyclic, c-removal, determinisation (which is essentially the construction 
of a trie from the found TV-grams), and minimisation (including weight-pushing) 
can be performed in 0(|£|) time [27, 25, 24, 13].7 
5 Probabilisation 
The next step in constructing an TV-gram language model is to compute the con-
ditional probabilities of the events according to their frequency. This is done by 
normalising their counts (this equation is also called maximum likelihood estima-
tion, see [16]): 
" " ' V (W) E • a) 
Thus, the frequency of an TV-gram is divided by the sum of the frequencies of 
all TV-grams sharing the same (TV — l)-gram prefix. 
5.1 Conditional Probabilities 
In order to normalise the TV-gram counts as stated in equation (14), the weights of 
all TV-grams sharing the same (TV — l)-gram prefix have to be collected. Both parts 
of the division need to have the same language projection to guarantee that no 
TV-grams are lost. The TV-grams are therefore 'reweighted' by their corresponding 
collected prefix weights. This reweighting is done by a suffix expansion performed 
by a WRT ¿kN : T,N x EjV —> 1Z which maps all TV-gram suffixes of length k to each 
other, what effectively assigns each weight to every symbol. 
Definition 18 (Suffix expansion). Given a finite alphabet E and model parameters 
TV > 0 and k<N, a WRT £% : x E* -> 1Z is defined as 
Vx,y s £kN(x,y) = (ID(ZN~k) • (E x E)k) (x,y) . 
7|2l| = |Qa | + |, that is, the size of a WFSA 21 is measured in terms of the size of its state 
set and its number of transitions. 
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The first TV — k steps of this transduction are an identity mapping. The following 
k steps create - to speak in terms of the underlying WFST - non-deterministic 
paths: The crossproduct of E with E results in |E| transitions for every symbol 
a 6 E. The corresponding transducer for £3 is shown in Figure 4.8 By applying 
Figure 4: The unigram suffix expansion for trigrams (£3 for E = {a, b, <s>, </s>}. 
to the iV-gram counts, the weights of all TV-grams are expanded. The chosen 
k = 1 cares for the summing over the unigram suffixes and the iV-grams bear 
the sum of the weight of the TV-grams sharing the same (TV — l)-gram prefixes as 
demanded by Equation (14). The extended weights are ^-negated and intersected 
with the TV-gram counts to perform the normalisation. Given the TV-gram counts 
as computed in Section 4, ^ ( C ^ ) : -> 7Z,w = w^ Pr^jvl^f - 1 ) 
implements this series of rational operations. 
Definition 19 (Conditional TV-gram probabilisation). Given a WRL Cjv : Ew —> 
TZ, w? ^ C{w), y°N{eN) is defined as9 
= (CJV n (£jv[eAr])_T) • 
An example of the application of Definition 19 is shown in Figure 5. 
In Figure 5, the probability of seeing a b after having seen an ab - that is, 
Pr(6|ab) = [abb] - is 0.4. 
8Again, some transitions related to the delimiters were removed for reasons of clarity. 
®Note that the joint N-gram probabilisation (which reflects the joint probability of each N-
gram), is computed by ^ ( C y v ) = (CN l~l (fij^tejv))"1). The language weight of such an proba-
bilisation, that is © i e e N '33N(<~IV)(x)> equals 1. 
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a/0.3 
Figure 5: Conditional probabilised trigrams from the example corpus. 
Lemma 1 (Correctness of conditional iV-gramprobabilisation). Definition 19 com-
putes the conditional probability of each N-gram as a special case of Equation (14) 
(with i = N): 
Pr ( u > „ K - * ) = fft^j • (15) 
E C K • a) a€£ 
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Proof. See Appendix A. • 
Note that an advantage of the automata/language theoretic approach is that 
Definition 19 computes the conditional probabilities of all found iV-grams simulta-
neously. 
5.1.1 Implementation and Complexity 
The most efficient implementation of Definition 19 in terms of WFSA operations 
is the following: 
£n D neg®{min(det(Tr2(£N o <E )̂))) . (16) 
A problem could arise through the constant factor associated with the alphabet 
size in Definition 18, since the number of transitions in a WFSA corresponding to 
(ExE)fc is |E|2i\ So the approach may become unfeasible in case of the big alphabet 
sizes commonly encountered in corpus linguistics. The composition operation o 
maps every transition t in (£jv leading to a final state to |E| transitions in the 
result. Since the operand of neg® must be deterministic, all transitions resulting 
from suffix expansion must be (additively) combined by determinisation. 
To get rid of the constant introduced by the size of the alphabet, we define a 
special symbol <?>, called the default symbol (see [5]). During intersection and 
composition, <?> matches every unmatched symbol labeling a transition leaving a 
state q. The definition of suffix expansion is then changed to the one in Definition 
20: 
Definition 20 (Revised sufBx expansion). Given two finite alphabets E and A and 
model parameters N > 0 and k < N, a WRT £^A : x (T,N~k • Ak) -> TZ is 
defined as 
Vx,y € E " , £^A(X,J/) = ( /£>(£""*) • (E x A)fe) (x,y) . 
Note that is a special case of Definition 20. The special sufBx expansion 
using < ? > is then 
To reflect the special semantics of <? >, the implementations of fl and o are 
changed to fl<?> and o< ? > , respectively. Equation (16) becomes 
<Ln n < ? > neg®(min{det{-K2(£N o<?> .Cj,)))) . (17) 
The complexity of the suffix expansion, projection, determinisation and minimisa-
tion is then in 0(|Cjv|). If we assume that is deterministic, the complexity of 
the final intersection step is also in 0(|£jv|), since both operands contain exactly 
the same Af-grams (they have the same language projection), thus are isomorphic. 
The possible types of symbols in a (W)FSA may be cross-classified according 
to Table 2. Following Table 2, the default symbol < ? > can be seen as a con-
ditionally interpreted input consuming symbol. We will need its non-consuming 
counterpart, the failure transition symbol 4> (see [1]) in Section 7 to create robust 
back-off language models. 
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+consuming -consuming 
+conditional < ? > <t> 
-conditional a € E £ 
Table 2: A cross-classification of symbols labeling transitions in an FSA 
In parallel to the counting WRT, it is possible to define a calculation for 
which enables its virtual construction. The calculation is given in Definition 36 (see 
Appendix B). 
We move to the creation of non-robust language models. 
6 Creating Non-Robust Language Models 
The result of the counting and the normalisation procedure is a weighted lan-
guage T,N —> TZ. It assigns the conditional probability to every 
iV-gram in the corpus. A maximum likelihood model is characterised by the fol-
lowing equation: 
' m 
P r « ) = n p r ( u , i K : j v + 1 ) . (is) 
¿=i 
It is a weighted language E* —> TZ. Therefore, has to be transformed to accept 
sequences of any length. Simply taking its closure is not sufficient, since the result 
would be a mapping from (T,N)* —> TZ: every ./V-gram could be followed by any other 
TV-gram, every input symbol would have to be processed TV times (as illustrated in 
example 1) and. only strings with a length equal to a multiple of TV would be in its 
domain. 
Example 1 (Illustration of the necessary bigram overlapping). 
Given input a b c 
W\ W2 w3 
Pr(w?) = Pr(a) • Pr(b |a) • Pr(c|b) 
To process (overlap) a ab be 
To correctly reflect Equation (18), TV-grams need to be overlapped in a way 
such that every (TV-l)-gram suffix is simultaneously treated as an (TV —l)-gram 
prefix. In order to achieve this, a specialisation of the concatenation operation 
called overlapping or domino concatenation is introduced. 
Definition 21 (Domino (Overlapping) Concatenation). The overlapping concate-
nation of two WRTs 8 : E* x A* TZ and Q : E* x A* TZ - denoted byS-N Q 
- is a mapping E* x A* —> TZ defined by 
Vz € £*,Vi/£ A*, (§-AT Q)(x,y) = 0 S(u • s) ® Qiv?'1-w,t) . 
X=U-Vi -1 'W,y = st 
The -TV operator is rational, as long as TV is a constant. 
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6.1 TV-Gram Models as WRLs 
With the overlapping concatenation at hand, it is possible to use the closure of the 
conditional probability distribution as the basis of the TV-gram model. It is used to 
filter non-overlapping sequences of TV-grams. A transduction D^ : (T,N)* x E* —> 7Z 
is defined which uses • N in this way. To avoid their multiple processing, Djy deletes 
overlapping prefixes by simply omitting them from its output. 
Definition 22 (TV-gram Concatenator). Given a finite alphabet E, the N-gram 
concatenator is a WRTDN • (EN)* x E* —> 1Z, defined as 
Fig. 6 shows a trigram concatenator for E = {a, b}. Note that the TV-gram con-
Figure 6: Trigram concatenator for E = {a, b}. States are labeled with their 
histories. The dashed transitions correspond to the overlaps. 
catenator factors out the structure of an TV-gram model (cf. [14], p.83) and makes 
it available to the algebraic formalisation independently from the corpus under 
consideration. 
To handle the special cases for 1 < M < TV in Equation (18) uniformly, we 
prefix our input sentence with TV — 1 <s>-symbols marking the sentence begin. 
Additionally, we postfix it with the same number of < /s >-symbols marking its 
end, in order to guarantee that our language model seen as a WFSA has a unique 
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final state (which is reached after reading the last </s>-symbol). For the model's 
structure, this means that only those //-grams starting with (<s>)JV_1 and those 
ending in ( < / s > ) N _ 1 may be accepted in the beginning and at the end, respec-
tively. To reflect this, we unfold the closure of the conditional probabilities 7CN by 
intersecting it with the WRL IIAT. 
Definition 23 (Unfolding TV-grams). Let E be an alphabet and TV the model pa-
rameter. Ujv E* —> 7Z is defined as: 
Vx G (E")*, UaK*) = ( i ^ " - 1 } " E • (£")* * E * {</5>J V _ 1}) (x) . 
Definition 24 applies the N-gram concatenator Djv to the intersection of the 
closure of the probabilised TV-grams and the unfolding WRL. 
Definition 24 (Non-robust language models). Let be an N-gram count WRL as 
defined in Definition 17, such that C/f(x) ^ 0, Vx G EN . The non-robust language 
model MJV(CN) is a weighted rational transduction E* —> V, x G E+ i—> Pr(x) 
MN(eN) = VN[(?cN(eN))* n UJV] . 
Note that for the following theorem, we make the assumption that our input 
corpora are complete, that is, they contain every possible TV-gram w G EN . We 
will relax this condition in Section 7. 
Theorem 1 (Adequacy of Definition 24). MN(CN)(W) correctly computes the de-
composed conditional probability of Equation (18) for each delimited input string 
w. 
Proof. The proof is a special case (the two cases la) of the proof of Theorem 2 (cf. 
Appendix A). • 
There is a relation between automata representing TV-gram models and de 
Bruijn graphs [7]: A de Bruijn graph is a directed graph which represents the 
overlaps of sequences of a certain length n given a finite alphabet E. Each length 
n sequence of symbols in E is represented as a vertex in the graph. Let q denote 
the vertex for a sequence w*+n~1, then q has a single edge for each symbol a G E 
connecting it to the vertex r representing u ; ^ " - 1 • a. Thus, the structure of de 
Bruijn graphs is comparable to that of TV-gram models over complete corpora. 
6.2 Implementation and Complexity 
Again, combining the WFSA for ?CN and the WFST for T>N is basically application 
followed by optimisation: 
9JliV = r7n-e(7r2(((^rnHN)o2)Ar)) • (19) 
If-(^P^)* H iljv is deterministic and since DN is input deterministic by definition, 
their composition will be input deterministic too. After taking the 2nd projection, 
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the e-transitions resulting from the overlaps have to be removed. Although the 
result is a cyclic WFSA, its (unconnected) e-subgraph will be acyclic, in fact, we 
will find a number of unconnected e-chains of length N — I. These e-transitions can 
be removed in linear time with respect to the size of the result of the application 
[23], which in turn is bounded by the size of Thus, the time complexity of 
Equation (19) is in 0(|q3^|). 
Even though DJV depends only on the (constant) alphabet E and the model 
constant N, its space complexity is in 0(E N _ 1 ) , since has to keep track of 
the different histories of length N - 1 to ensure correct overlaps. So, a naive 
implementation runs into difficulties even with moderate alphabet sizes. But we 
can do better if we exploit the regular structure of D ̂  and replace actual states and 
transitions by functions computing them on demand. The trigram concatenator of 
Figure 6 is shown slightly modified in Figure 7. Labels of states have been replaced 
by state numbers and two additional states are introduced to simplify the virtual 
construction. In addition, we assume a bijective function idx : E —> N mapping 
each alphabet symbol to a unique index r, 0 < r < |E|. The labels of the transitions 
are replaced by their corresponding indices. Ignoring state 0, the first part of the 
Figure 7: Trigram concatenator for E = {a, b}. States are labeled with numbers. 
automaton shown in Figure 7 can be seen as a binary tree with root 1, yield 4 . . . 7 
and a consecutive labeling. The successor of a state q given an alphabet symbol a 
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can be calculated by q * |E| + idx(a) — (|E| — 2) in the general case. 
Example 2. Consider state 3 and symbol b with idx(b) = 1 in Figure 7. The 
correct destination state of the transition is state 7. Thus, 
7 = 3*2 + 1 - ( 2 - 2 ) . 
The transitions within the tree part are denoted by Et. 
Transitions from states greater or equal than the first state of the yield qy (state 
4 in Figure 7) perform the overlap. 
Definition 25 (Calculation of qy). Given a finite alphabet E and a model parameter 
N, the state qy is calculated as follows: 
_ | E r - 1 + ( | S | - 2 ) 
Q y ~ |E| — 1 
qy is used to identify the states which do not allow branching. The transitions 
leaving those states are divided into the overlap transitions Ea and the loop transi-
tions Ei. The computation of their destinations is simple, but one has to take care 
of the fact that only one symbol may be processed. 
The complete calculation specification which enables a virtual construction of Q ^ 
is given in Definition 37 in Appendix B. The virtual construction of ii/v is straight-
forward. 
The next section focuses on robust language models. 
7 Robust Language Models 
Up to this point, the achieved models are only robust when based on corpora 
containing all possible iV-grams which is an unrealistic assumption. As described 
in Section 2.2, smoothing methods have to be applied in order to solve this problem. 
Back-off smoothing can be described as 'relying on the highest order distribution 
which is available'. The following figure illustrates this behavior on the automata 
level (taken from [2]): 
Figure 8: A trigram back-off model represented as a schematic FSA. 
As suggested in [2], in those cases where - given a specific history - no transition 
for the next word Wi is available, a failure transition (marked by (j>) to the nearest 
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shorter history is traversed and Wi is processed if possible. If not, the history is 
shortened again until the history-less state is reached. Language models as achieved 
in Section 6 have to be extended to include such failure transitions to the lower 
ordered distributions. Following Section 2.2, it is necessary to apply a discounting 
algorithm in order to free probability mass for them. 
For computing the probability of a (delimited) string in a back-off model, 
we use the Markov probability decomposition as in Equation (18), but replace Pr 
with the back-off probability Pr: 
7.1 Discounting 
From the many existing discounting approaches, it is especially Witten-Bell dis-
counting which is suited for modifying TV-gram counts in a finite-state algebraic 
manner. The calculations for the discounted frequencies as well as for the freed 
frequency mass were given above in equations (5) and (6). 
As explained above, Witten-Bell discounting uses the number of observed types 
following a history to estimate the probability of previously unseen events. Frequen-
cies are discounted in relation to this number. Given a representation of TV-gram 
counts, the number of types for each history can be computed with the help of the 
language projection (Definition 12) and the suffix expansion operator (Defini-
tion 18). The idea is to first map all TV-gram counts to 1 and then sum over the 
1-gram suffixes. 
Definition 26 (Witten-Bell Type Number). Given a WRL £ : ZN TZ, a WRL 
7/v : £jV —* TZ is defined as follows: 
7m directly corresponds to function T from Definition (1). 
Lemma 2 (Correspondence of T and T^). Given a WRL £ : T,N —» 1Z, Vwf G 
Definition 27 defines the analogon to N of Definition 2. 
Definition 27 (Witten-Bell Token Number). Given a WRL £ : T,N -> TZ, a WRL 
: "En —> TZ is defined as follows: 
N n (£) = £]v[£] • 
TO 
(20) 
TJV(£) = £3vbrL(£)] • 
Proof. See Appendix A. • 
Lemma 3 (Correspondence of N and KJV). Given a WRL £ : T,N —> TZ, Vwf G 
: K i v ( £ ) « ) = N « ) . 
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Proof. The proof is analogous to the proof of Lemma 2. • 
The nominator of Equation (5) (which is at the same time the first summand 
of the denominator) has been used for obtaining conditional probabilities before 
(Section 5). Thus, everything needed for Witten-Bell discounting is at hand: we 
reconstruct Equation (5) using corresponding operations on WRLs. To reflect the 
N-gram discounting process, we actually operate on GN. 
Definition 28 (Witten-Bell Discounting). Given a WRL £ : T,N —> 1Z, we define 
Wß(L) : ZN -» K,w e EN H-» C(w) as 
The second part of Definition 28 computes the freed frequency mass by refor-
mulating Equation (6). 
Again, we make use of the fact that the real semiring 7Z is closed under mul-
tiplicative inverses to show that Definition 28 corresponds to the Witten-Bell dis-
counted frequencies (resp. the freed frequency mass). 
Lemma 4 (Reconstruction of Witten-Bell Discounting). Given an N-gram count 
WRL eN : 71, w? i-> maps an N-gram to its Witten-
Bell discounted frequency C(w^). 
Proof. See Appendix A. • 
The following equivalence holds: 
Lemma 5 (Witten-Bell Decomposition). Given an N-gram count WRL £ : 
An example of the discounting process is shown in Figure 9. Both parts of 
the Witten-Bell decomposition are used for reconstructing the back-off strategy as 
explained in the next section. 
The previously reserved frequency mass now has to be reallocated to the lower 
ordered distributions which need to be discounted as well (except the unigram dis-
tribution terminating the recursion). All involved distributions axe then combined 
in a special representation to which the robust overlapping concatenation operator 
is applied. 
The first step is to transform the adjusted frequencies into conditional probabil-
ities. In principle, the procedure from Section 5 can be used with the difference that 
W£(JC0 = XL D CM-C) n (NJVOG) u 0V(£))-T) , 
and W f t ( £ ) : TZ, w e T,N » C{w) - C(to) as 
Wft(£) = £ n (TjvOG) H U Tn(£)) -T) . 
71, W£(£ )UW$(£) = £. 
Proof. See Appendix A. • 
7.2 Back-off 
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Figure 9: Wit ten-Bell decomposition for the bigrams of the corpus. The WFSA 
on the left is the discounted WFSA. Both WFSAs are already probabilised after 
Definition 29. 
both have to be normalised in relation to the original counts instead of normalising 
them in relation to themselves. ycN is therefore modified to use the discounted 
frequencies (resp. the discounts, indicated by a second superscript) as the first 
argument of the integrated intersection operation. 
Definition 29 (Witten-Bell Discounted Probabilities). Let £ denote an N-grarn 
count WRL £jV -> 1Z, then 7%° : EN 11 is defined as 
and yCfjR : £jV —> 7Z is defined as 
T C / ( £ ) = W £ ( £ ) n p M £ ) ) - T . 
and denote the Witten-Bell discounted probabilities and the freed 
probability mass of the -/V-grams when applied to C^, respectively. Note that the 
union of ?%D and yields VCN. 
Lemma 6 (Witten-Bell Discounted Probabilities). Given Cjv : —» 1Z, w = 
lif £ E " H C(u>), y%D{eN)(w) and ?%R{QN)(w) compute Pi(wN\w?'_1) and 
Pr(wAr|wjv_1), the Witten-Bell discounted probabilities and the freed probability 
mass, respectively: 
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Proof. Lemma 6 results from Lemma 1 and Lemma 4. • 
Lemma 7 (Union of and Let £ denote an N-gram count WRL T,N —> 
1Z: 
Proof. See Appendix A. • 
7.2.1 The Unified Distribution 
To create a model which contains all N . . . 1-gram distributions, these have to be 
combined in some way. The aim is to enable the application of an overlapping filter 
- as in the non-back-off case - to the closure of the combination y ¡y which therefore 
must, according to Equation (7), meet some requirements: 
1. The single distributions must be discriminated from each other, since exactly 
one may account for a single event. 
2. The single distributions must be ordered in a way that the back-off strategy 
is reflected. 
3. The discounting factors a() of Equation (7) are context-dependent. They 
have to be assigned correctly. 
The first point is realised by prefixing each M-gram distribution with N — M 
a-symbols. Hence, their difference and hierarchy originates in the number of ccs 
preceding them, a is a special symbol which is not part of £. It has no special 
semantics, is processed as any other symbol and will be deleted later. To comply 
with the third point, an a is appended to every (M — l)-gram prefix (1 < M < N). 
This a will be identified with the back-off weight of the prefix it is attached to. We 
define the unified distribution ^ /v. 
Definition 30 (Unified Distribution ^N)- Given a WRL L : S* —> 1Z representing 
a corpus, the combined representation of all 1... N-gram distributions v(£) : 
T,N —> TZ is defined as: 
M=2 ^ ' 
The base part of is defined by the unigram distribution CP^ î [£]) which 
is prefixed with N—1 a-symbols. Note that in the case of unigrams, conditional and 
joint distributions are the same. The other part of the unified distribution contains 
for every M (with 1 < M < N) a sublanguage which is the union of two weighted 
subsets: first the discounted M-gram probability distribution !P^)d(5'M[£]) and 
second the residual probability mass For the latter, the suffix expan-
sion WRT E.)̂  ensures that it consists of words w\... WM-i • a whose associated 
weight corresponds to the a(iojw_1)-value in Equation (7) and which is computed 
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Figure 10: Unified distribution containing all {l,2,3}-gram subdistributions. 
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by the smoothing method. Note that the strings in ^N(^) are by definition all of 
length TV. 
Fig. 10 shows the unified distribution for the trigrams of the example corpus. 
Lemma 8 (VAT defines a conditional probability distribution over (E U {a})^). 
Proof. All strings in ̂ jv are of length N and are either of the form aA r _ 1E (unigram 
case) or of the form a N _ M E M _ 1 (a|E) (for 1 < M < N) and originate from a 
single subset in Definition 30 since all those subsets are mutually disjoint. In the 
unigram case, for each symbol a 6 CP Ĵi [£,]), aN~17l(3 :i [£]) is associated with the 
conditional probability Pr(a|aiV_1), since ^(Si[£]) is a probability distribution 
by construction. By Lemma 7, the union of T^f and gives a conditional 
probability distribution over (E U {cc})M. Prefixing it with N — M as results in a 
conditional probability distribution over (E U { a } ) • 
7.2.2 Back-off Navigation 
Concerning the second point in the enumeration above, the possible sequences of 
M-grams according to Equation (7) have to be taken into account. 
Example 3. Consider the trigram case and the input abcde, c\ab has been pro-
cessed, thus d\bc is to be read next. If the trigram bed and the bigram cd are not 
available we back-off successively to d\c and to d. Now that d has been processed, e 
comes next. Since we already know that cd does not exist, concatenating e\cd can 
not be correct. The correct continuation is e\d, the second case in Equation (9). 
This motivates why the Wj-transition from the e-state in Figure 8 first traverses a 
bigram state before eventually going back to the trigram level. 
Simply using the closure of y n as the input of the TV-gram concatenator is thus 
not correct. Instead, we define a WRT called back-off navigator which ensures that 
incorrect sequences of M-grams are filtered from (̂ yv)*-
Definition 31 (Back-off Navigator). A WRL "BN : ((£ U {a})N)* 11 is defined 
for a finite alphabet E and the model parameter N as follows: 
The back-off part ¥>M,N (with 0 < M < N) is recursively defined in the following 
way: 
({s} if M = 0 
3M , N = | A N _ M } % M _ I I F F . S M . * if M > o . 
"BM,N accounts for the impossibility of recognizing a symbol in the M + 1-
subdistribution of an TV-gram model (0 < M < TV). This failure - indicated 
by a - may happen after having read M symbols. We then enter the nearest 
subdistribution which .we find in (^jv)* after reading an a-prefix of length TV — M. 
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Here, we may successfully process the TW-gram or recursively back-off to the lower 
ordered distribution. In both cases - motivated by Example 3 and defined in 
Equation (9) - we continue processing in the nearest superdistribution which we 
find in (yN)* after reading a prefix of TV — M — 1 as. Note that the length of all 
strings in BAT is a multiple of TV. 
Fig. 11 shows the trigram navigator implementing the back-off strategy for 
N = 3. Since we prefix the input to the model as well as the sentences of the 
training corpus with N — 1 delimiter symbols, failure can only occur after reading 
N — 1 symbols, because every suffix of an TV-gram of length TV — 1 also acts as a 
prefix of an TV-gram (this can be easily shown by induction). This motivates why 
the back-off navigator in Figure 11 has a transitions only in state 2 (back-off from 
trigrams to bigrams) and state 5 (back-off to the unigrams). The remaining a-
transitions serve to navigate to the nearest sub- (states 3, 6, 7) or superdistribution 
(state 9). 
Figure 11: Back-off Navigator <83. 
Lemma 9 (Backoff-as). Let yff A 
< M < N) be as defined in Definition 29. 
For each string w^1, [CP^/2]) (w1M-:1a) is equal to in Equation (7). 
Proof. As defined in Equation (9), a(u;jli_1) is the residual probability mass com-
puted by the discounting method for history . By Lemma 6, con-
tains exactly that probability mass for all M-grams. By definition of application, 
(¿-M [^a/2]) maps the sum of all conditional probabilities of all strings 
wf _ 1a for a G E to • 
7.2.3 Robust Overlapping Concatenation 
The overlapping concatenation • N is the basis for the operator T>N which filters 
sequences of non-overlapping TV-grams from the closure of all TV-grams (EN)*. In 
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parallel, a robust overlapping concatenation is defined which allows the short-
ening and extension of histories during overlapping. 
Definition 32 (Robust Overlapping Concatenation). The robust overlapping con-
catenation S -jv Q of two weighted transductions § and Q is a mapping (E U {a})* x 
(A U {a})* -» 71 defined by 
\/x e £*,Vy € A*, (S-%Q)(x,y) = §(x,y)^Q(x,y) U 
AT-l 
0 U S(u- < - 2 • a, s) ® Q(a* • -w,t) . 
x = u - v 1 ~~ -a w,y=st 
•% successively increases the number of as to be processed while shortening the 
*r N 
iV-gram history vx 
Example 4. In the trigram case, Definition 32 boils down to the following cases 
for input abc(d):10 
a-be -jv be • d Normal, non-failure case 
a -ba -pf ab • c Processing in the 2-grams by shortening the history to b 
a- bet -jy aa • c Processing in the 1-grams by shortening the history to e 
a - ac • jv ac - d 1-grams —• 2-grams 
Cases 2 and 3 in Example 4 are distinguished from the others by the failure-
indicating a at the last position of the first trigram. Note that the last case is 
handled by the standard overlapping mechanism if a is treated as a normal symbol 
in E. 
Now, everything is prepared to define the WRT which repeatedly applies to 
an input string. The as which trigger the shortening of the histories in Definition 
32 are introduced by occurrences of failure symbols cj> in the input string. 
Definition 33 (Robust JV-gram Concatenator D^). Let T>% be as in Definition 
22 with (Eu{a}) in place of E and instead of-pj. is a mapping (EU{a})* x 
(E U {<£})* 71 defined by 
Di = D%o (ID(E \ {a}) U ({a} x {ft))* . 
Note that T>% outputs - as before - only the last symbol of each JV-gram, 
which may be a in the failure case (cf. Definition 22). then simply replaces 
this occurrence of a by <j>. Observe furthermore that Definition 33 is over-general, 
since it admits more as than necessary. This over-generality is harmless since the 
sequences of as and Es are further constrained by the back-off navigator Hjv (see 
Definition 34). 
Fig. 12 shows the robust version of the trigram concatenator of Figure 6. Dashed 
transitions correspond to backing-off to the lower bigram and unigram distributions. 
Note that the actual implementation of D^ (see Figure 12) uses a weaker equiv-
10These cases axe also the base of the proof of Theorem 2 (cf. Section 7.3). 
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Figure 12: Robust trigram concatenator for £ = {a, 6}. The dashed transitions 
account for the back-off cases. 
alence relation with respect to the states' right relation.11 The implementation 
merges some non-equivalent states to allow for a compact representation of T>̂ N 
which only differs minimally from the non-robust counterpart (following the back-
off scheme, we would have to split for example state 10 in Figure 12 into two states 
to distinguish between the two possible continuations after having failed with the 
last input symbol b or successfully processed it. The concatenator in Figure 12 thus 
accepts for example the sequence bbbaab which is not admissible after the back-off 
scheme in Figure 11). Again, this coarsening is harmless because of the filter HN-
7.3 Putting It All Together 
The back-off language model is obtained by applying "Bjv, 11% and T>̂ N to the unified 
distribution. 
Definition 34 (Robust language model). Let £ be a weighted language over E*. 
Let 11jy be the N-gram unfolder of Definition 23 where (£ U {a}) is used in place 
o/£ . The robust language model is a WRT E* £* >-> Pr(to): 
n{£>)* n U% fl . 
11 The right relation of a state q in a WFST % (right language in the case of WFSAs) is the 
WRT accepted by X when q is taken as the start state. Two states axe equivalent (and can thus 
be merged during minimisation), if they have the same right relation. 
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We assume a mechanism which introduces the special failure symbol <j) at the 
"right" places in w. Since the interpretation of 4> is procedural in nature, we 
delegate this task to a special WFSA intersection algorithm. Note that the length 
of is 0. 
From a procedural viewpoint, Definition 34 works in the following way: 
• Each symbol in the input - a "normal" symbol a € £ or <j> - triggers a full 
cycle through VJV- Symbols a S E are mapped to themselves while <j> is 
mapped to the appropriate a()-value of the back-off Equation (7). 
• An occurrence of <f> is found in the input w (actually, the places where 4> can 
occur are constrained by ^jv)-
• (j> is mapped to a in the upper part of the relation by Definition 33. 
• This a triggers other as to be inserted into the relation's upper part by 
Definition 32. 
• These additional as determine the correct subdistribution in including 
the determination of the correct a()-values of Equation (7). 
• In addition, these as are subject to the filtering of the back-off navigator 
Hwhich also handles the navigation to the correct superdistribution after 
having read a number of </>s. 
Since complete trigram models tend to be large and our focus lies on the demonstra-
tion of the back-off mechanism, we depart from our previous example. Fig. 13 shows 
a back-off model following Definition 34 on the basis of the corpus a I baaaa I baaaa. 
For a better understanding of this example, the states are labeled with their histo-
ries. Also, the two states corresponding to the initial <s>-prefix have been deleted. 
Theorem 2 (Robust language model M^). Given M^(L)(w) as defined in Defi-
nition 34, M,ff(L)(w) computes the correct probability for a delimited input string 
w after equations (20), (7) and (9). 
Proof. See Appendix A. • 
7.4 Implementation and Complexity 
The observations of Section 6.2 carry over to the back-off case. Of course, the 
intersection of 11% and 13jv in Definition.34 can be done by a virtual intersection 
algorithm. Due to their sizes, all three WRTs should be virtually constructed as 
well. 
The application of the language model M r̂ to a (delimited) input string w is as 
usual the intersection of the trivially weighted WFSA for w with the WFSA 
corresponding to M^,. Since contains transitions labeled with the special 
failure symbol cf>, the normal intersection algorithm must be augmented with a 
mechanism which treats 0 as a conditional e-transition. 
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©/0.333 
Figure 13: A back-off trigram model for the corpus (a|6aaaa|6aaaa). 
8 Conclusion and Further Work 
In the previous sections, we have tried to show - to our knowledge for the first time -
that the construction of language models can be defined on the formal language level 
alone without resorting to algorithms which manipulate the underlying WFSAs on 
a state level. We therefore make use of certain semiring properties, as for example 
divisibility, to model arithmetic statements like discounting procedures within the 
algebra of WRLs - an approach which may be applied to many other problems in 
the field of language processing. 
Our formalisation is modular and can be seen as generator - - and a sequence 
of filters: 
• The unified distribution yn accounts for the probabilities and combines dis-
counted and residual probabilities for various values of M without caring 
about the back-off structure and specific iV-gram histories. 
• The iV-gram unfolder ensures the macro structure of the model (cf. [14], 
p.83) with the delimiters at the beginning and end of each sentence. 
• The back-off navigator reproduces the back-off strategy at a very general 
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level, again without distinguishing specific iV-gram histories or calculating 
probabilities. 
• Finally, the robust overlapping concatenation mechanism provides a correct 
handling of iV-gram histories of various length by filtering out illegal ones. 
We gave hints for efficient implementations of the five auxiliary WRTs which depend 
only on £ and N. All steps are already implemented in the framework of [12].12 
As previously pointed out, our work is primarily a theoretical one. The huge 
intermediate automata may prevent its practical application for corpora of the sizes 
currently used in NLP. Future work will therefore have to concentrate on mecha-
nisms which allow the creation of individual language models for small parts of the 
underlying corpus and their subsequent combination. In addition, we currently in-
vestigate parallel versions of the automata algorithms which exploit multi-processor 
technology now available. 
Another task is the reformulation of state-of-the-art discounting and smoothing 
methods and the clarification of the relationship between back-off and the other 
important strategy - interpolation - on a language-theoretic level. 
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A Proofs 
Lemma 1 (Correctness of conditional TV-gram probabilisation). Definition 19 com-
putes the conditional probability of each N-gram as a special case of Equation (14) 
(withi = N): 
P r ^ K " 1 ) = . • (21) 
a€E 
Proof. 
= (Cjy(a;) <g> ¿^(x,«;^)) def. of application 
xes* 
= 0 (ejv(®) ® (ID^-1) • (E x E))(X,W1n)) def. of 
x€E* 
= 0 ( e ^ ( t i ; f - 1 - a ) ® E ; v - 1 ( u ; f - 1 ) ® ( E x E ) ( a , u ; N ) ) def. ID, • 
a€E 
a6E 
® { ( ^ f - 1 ) } ^ - 1 ) ® s ( a ) ® E(WAT)) def. of U and x 
a£E 
® { ( ^ f _ 1 ) } ( < _ 1 ) ® (a}(a) ® {tWivXtu^)) def. of U 
= 0(eAr(wf~1 • a) ® 1) def. of singleton 
aes 
= ^^ C/v^wf-1 • a) neutral element 
a€E 
Since both operands of the intersection in Definition 19 have the same language 
projection, ^-negation replaces each weight of an TV-gram by its multiplicative 
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inverse, and intersection ^-multiplies weights, Definition 19 mimics Equation (15). 
• 
Lemma 2 (Correspondence of T and Tjv). Given a WRL L : T,N —> 1Z, Vtuf G 
E " : ? „ ( £ , ) ( < ) = T ( < ) 
Proof. 
=£]v[7ri(IL)]Kw) def. 26 
= 0 (TTL(L)(X) <g> £ N ( X , W?)) . def. of application 
i 6 E * 
= © ® (IDCE*-1) • (E x E))(x, wf)) def. of 
xeE* 
= • a) ® EAr~1(u;f-1) ® (E x E)(a,wN)) def. ID, • 
aSE 
aes 
® { ( W F _ 1 ) <g> E(A) <g> E(IOJV)) def. of U and x 
= © 6 r L ( < C ) « - 1 - a ) 
a€S 
' ® { ( « j " - 1 ) } ^ - 1 ) ® M(a) ® {wN}{wN)) def. of U 
= © ( 7 r L ( £ ' ) ( w f • a)) def- singleton, T 
a££ 
JV-1 
J—i |0 otherwise . 
def. 71 
• 
Lemma 4 (Reconstruction of Witten-Bell Discounting). Given a WRL G^j : T,N —> 
1Z. Wi i-> C(wi), maps an N-gram to its Witten-Bell discounted 
frequency C(u>i). 
Proof. 
= (e N n (XN(eN) n (JMCJV) U T(e,v))-T)) (tuf) def. 28 
=eJV(tuff) ® {J*N(QN){WI ) ® (Njviejv)^) © 7(eN)(u;f ) ) _ 1 ) def. of U and D 
= C(wf) ® ( N ( < ) ® ( N « ) e T ( < ) ) _ 1 ) . def. ofC, N, T 
Since a - 1 is ^ in the probability semiring, the last line is equal to Equation (5). 
The proof for WjJ is constructed in the same manner. • 
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Lemma 5 (Witten-Bell Decomposition). Given a WRL £ : EN TZ, W$(£) U 
W « ( £ ) = £ . 
Proof. 
W £ ( £ ) U W * ( £ ) 
= (£ n n (Wn(£) U ^ ( £ ) ) - T ) ) u 
(£ n (0V(£) n (XN(L) U 7n (£)) -T ) ) def. of 
= ((£ n tfjvOG)) n (Njv(£) UT JV(£))-T)U 
((£ N 7AT(£)) D (NJV(£) U 7tf(£))_T) assoc. of n 
=((£ n U (£ fl Tiv(£))) n (WJV(£) U Tjv(£))~T n x U 
n U Tw(£)) fl ( % ( £ ) U ^ ( t ) ) " 1 ) n ^ u 
xEC v 
((Xjv(£)(a;) © T N ( L ) ( X ) ) ® ( N ^ X * ) © 7w(£)(x))-T)^ def. of £, U, n 
= 0 ( £ ( x ) ® I ) def. o f - T ' 
=£ def. of £, T 
• 
Lemma 7 (Union of 7%D and V%R). Let £ denote a WRL -» TZ: 
Proof. 
? C / ( £ ) U ? ^ ( £ ) 
= (W#(£) n '(WJV(£))-T) U (W£(£) n (Kjv(£))-T) by def. 29 
= (W^(£)UW^(£))n(N i V(£))-T b y n x U 
= £n(Kjv(£))"T bylem. 5 
= £n(£]v[£])-T by def. 27 = T^(£) by def. 19 • 
Theorem 2 (Robust language model 3Vt̂ ). Given M%(L)(w) as defined in Defi-
nition 34, (£) (w) computes the correct probability for a delimited input string 
w after equations (20), (7) and (9). 
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Proof. Introductory remarks: 
• For reasons of simplicity, we restrict the proof to the case of N = 3. Proofs 
for other values for N are analogous. 
• Observe that the length of all.strings in VAT(-C)*, U%, BJV and 7R1(D r̂) is a 
multiple of N. The back-off navigator H>N places the most specific constraints 
on the form of the strings to which ©^ is applied. Thus, in the trigram case, 
the shortest strings in ^(/L)* fi 13 3 (besides e, which is ruled out by U%) are 
of one of the following forms: £3 or E2a • a£2 or £ 2a • aEa • a 2 £ • a£2 . 
• Note that the length of <j) is 0. 
• For the reader's better understanding, we spell out the three different cases 
of Equation (7) for N = 3: 
{MwAwT-l) if C(wi_2) > 0 
P r ^ K l z ) = a[w\l\) • PritBilttfi-i) if C(iu|_2) = 0 & > 0 
a(wlZ2) • ^(^¿-l) • Pr(«;i) otherwise . 
(22) 
Remember that the values of the as in Equation (22) may be 1 in case the 
history is not present (cf. Equation (9)). 
Since U3 introduces the sentence delimiters, the proof is by induction on the length 
of the string w =<s>2w' </s>2 . 
Induction hypothesis: 
Let w\ =<s>2 w' </s>2 an input string of length k > 4 (= 2(N - 1)): 
fc 
B | [ W n U J n i , ] ( « ) { ) = n PrKK=2) - (23) 
i=3=N 
Induction base: |io| = 0. 
Case la: w = e (this means that the trigram <s>2</s> is in y3(ZL)) 
.©i[0i3)*]«B>2</s>2) 
= © ((Vs)(®) ® D^(x,<s>2</s>2)) def. of appl. 
x € £ * 
=(y3)(<s>2</s> • < s x / s > 2 ) 
® (E3(<s>2</s>) 
® { ( < s x / s > 2 , < / s > ) } ( < s x / s > 2 , < / s > ) ) def. of T>f 
=(yl)(<s>2</s> • < s x / s > 2 ) ID, singleton, T 
=(y3)(<s>2</s>) <g> (y 3 ) (<sX/s> 2 ) closure 
=(^ ' D ) (<s> 2 </s>) ® ( f f ) ( ^ > < / s > 2 ) def. 6f 
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=Pr(</s> I <s>2) ® Pr(</s>|<s></s>) lem. 6 
=Pr(</s> | <s>2) <8> Pr(</s> | <s></s>) eqs. (20), (22, case 1) 
Case lb: w = 4><p (this means that the trigram <s> 2</s> is not in ^(L) , which 
in turn entails that the trigram a < s x / s > will also not be present in ^(.C)). 
Dg will decompose <s>2 (fxp </s>2 into 
(<s>2a, <S>24>) • (a<s>a, (F>) • (a2</s>, </s>) • (a</s>2 , </s>) 
whose first projection is also in U3 fl 15 3. 
y3(<s>2 a • a <s> a • a2 </s> • a </s>2) 
=V3(<s>2 a) ® ¥3(0: <s> a) ® ^ ( a 2 </s>) ® y3(a </s>2) closure 
=?ij'R(<s>2a) ® y^R(<s>a) ® ?\(</s>) ® ?£° (< /s> 2 ) def. 30 
= (a(<s>2) ® a(<s>) ® Pr(</s>)) ® Pr(</s>|</s>) lem. 9, lem. 6 
=Pr(</s>|<s>2) ®Pr(</s>|</s>) eq. (22, case 3) 
=Pr(</s>|<s>2) ® (I ® Pr(</s>|</s>)) neutr. element of ® 
=Pr(</s>|<s>2) ® Pr(</s>|<sx/s>) eqs. (9), (22, case 2) 
Induction step: Assume, the induction hypothesis holds for strings w\ —<s>2 
w' </s>2 with 4 (=2(iV—1)) <i <k. We show that it also holds for k + 1. 
For the proof, there are two possible cases concerning the history of lUfc+i:13 
1. wf = vj"wk_1 or w\ = w"wk~ 1 <j> Wk~- the history is present. Here 
we have three subcases, depending on in which distribution we successfully 
process Wk+1: 
a) = WiWk+i: trigrams 
b) = wfywk+i'- bigrams 
c) wk+1 = Wi4>4>Wk+v unigrams 
2. w\ = w"wk-1 4><j> Wk: the history is not present, since Wk was processed 
(after reading two occurrences of <j)) in the unigram distribution. Here we have 
two subcases to consider, which can only occur after case lc) above or 2b) 
below: 
a) wk+1 = lOj-1 4>4> wkwk+i: bigrams (superdistribution) 
b) = luf -1 <j)<t> Wk <t> Wk+i: unigrams 
In the following, we give proofs for the 5 subcases mentioned above. 
13 Remark: With respect to the back-off navigator in Figure 11, this distinction is reflected in 
the particular state the navigator is after having processed In the first case, this state is 0, 
while it is 9 in the second. In the general case of an iV-gram navigator, there will be N — 1 such 
states, and in turn N — 1 main cases to consider. 
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1. a) Dt maps Wk+1 to wk_1, which is also in T>3. 
Uwkkt\) 
=V%D(wkk±{) def. 30 
=Pr(i0fc+i J) lem. 6 
=PrHH-i|™]fc-i) eq. (22, case 1) 
b) D3 maps <j>wk+1 to wk-1a • awk+1, which is also in S3. 
Tziw^a-aw^1) 
=y3(wk_1a) ® y3(awl+l) def. of closure 
=yC3R(Wk-ia)®y2D(™kk+1) def. 30 
=a(wk_1) ® Pr(ii;fc+i|ti;fc) lem. 9, lem. 6 
=Pr(iyfc+i eq. (22, case 2) 
- c) D3 maps <f><t>wk+1 to wk_la-awkCt-a2wk+\. This string is not in ®3, but 
is a prefix of one of its strings, namely wk_1a • awka • a2wk+i • awk+1. 
The "missing" suffix awk+1 will be covered in case 2a) or 2b), which are 
the only possible cases following lc). 
%(wk-ia ' awkOi • a2wk+1) 
—y3{wk-ia) ®y3(<xwkOt) <8> y3(a2wk+1) def. of closure 
=r3'R(wkk_ia) ® r2'R(wka) ® yUwk+i) def. 30 
=a(wk_1) ® a(wk) ® Pr(u;fe+i) lem. 9, lem. 6 
=Pr(iufc+i|^_1) eq. (22, case 3) 
2. The following subcases cover the "missing" suffix of case lc) above. 
a) D3 maps wk+\ to awk+1. 
r3(awk+1) 
=y3(awk+1) def. of closure 
=<J>c2'D(wk+1) def. 30 
=Pr(iLife+i |tiijt) lem. 6 
=1 ® Pr(iWfc+i eq. (9, case 2) 
=Pr(zwfc+i|ttijt_:1) eq. (22, case 2) 
b) maps 4>wk+1 to awka • a2wk+1. 
%(awka • a2wk+i) 
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=^3(awka) ®^3(c2Wk+i) def. of closure 
=T^R{wka)®?l{wk + x) def. 30 
=a(wk) ®Pr(wk+i) lem. 9, lem. 6 
= 1 ® a(wk) <8> Pi(wk+i) eq. (9, case 2) 
=Pr(wfc+i lit;^!) eq. (22, case 3) 
Combining this with the induction hypothesis, we get 
fc+i 
Df M ^ ) * nli?n B3](™ki+1) = I I P ' K K - a ) • (24) 
i=N 
Note that the N — 1 sentence delimiters </s> ensure that the iV-grams a </s>N~1 
or a < /s> J V _ 1 for some a € E are always present in such that the last step 
of the computation of the decomposed back-off probability of an delimited input 
sentence will always be case la) or case 2a). • 
B Constructions 
Definition 35 (Construction of The weighted finite state transducer wrt 
a semiring 1Z is an 8-tuple {Q, E, E U {e}, 0, F, Ei U Em U Ef, 1, p) where 
Q = \J{i} 
i-0 
F = {N} 
Ei = (J {(0,0, a,'e,I)} U (J {(0,1, a, a,I)} 
A€S ASE 
JV-1 





Definition 36 (Construction of <B%). The weighted finite state transducer <EkN wrt 
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a semiring 1Z is an 8-tuple (Q, E, E, 0, F, Em U Ek, 1, p) where 






E"= U U (J{̂ i+1-a'6'T)> 
i=N-ka 6Eb€E 
VqeF,p(q) = 1 
Definition 37 (Construction of QN)- The weighted finite state transducer SN wrt 
a semiring TZ is an 8-tuple (Q, E, E,0, F,Eo U Et U Ea U Ei, 1, p) where (using qy 
from Definition 25):14. 
9B+|E|JV-1*(Ar-i)-i-
Q= U « 
¿=0 
gv+|E|N-1-l 




•E*= U U {(i,(i*|S| + idx(a))-(|E|-2),a,a,T)} 
i=l aSE 
Eo= U {(¿,¿4- |X;iAr-1>a,eJT)|idx(a) -
»=?v 
mod |E|} 
iv+IEÎ -1*(AT—1) —1 
Ei= (J {(z, idx(a) + 2,a,£,î)|idx(a) = (i - qy) mod |E|} 
t=g„+|E|"-i*(iV-2) 
p(q) = l,Vq£F. 
Received 15th August 2008 
}4 |a:J denotes the floor value of a number. E.g. [2.34J = 2. 
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Abstract 
We use weighted tree automata as certificates for termination of term 
rewriting systems. The weights are taken from the arctic semiring: natural 
numbers extended with - c o , with the operations "max" and "plus". In order 
to find and validate these certificates automatically, we restrict their transition 
functions to be representable by matrix operations in the semiring. The 
resulting class of weighted tree automata is called path-separated. 
This extends the matrix method for term rewriting and the arctic ma-
trix method for string rewriting. In combination with the dependency pair 
method, this allows for some conceptually simple termination proofs in cases 
where only much more involved proofs were known before. We further gener-
alize to arctic numbers "below zero": integers extended with —oo. This allows 
to treat some termination problems with symbols that require a predecessor 
semantics. 
Correctness of this approach has been formally verified in the Coq proof 
assistant and the formalization has been contributed to the CoLoR library of 
certified termination techniques. This allows formal verification of termina-
tion proofs using the arctic matrix method in combination with the depen-
dency pair transformation. This contribution brought a substantial perfor-
mance gain in the certified category of the 2008 edition of the termination 
competition. 
The method has been implemented by leading termination provers. We 
report on experiments with its implementation in one such tool, Matchbox, 
developed by the second author. 
We also show that our method can simulate a previous method of quasi-
periodic interpretations, if restricted to interpretations of slope one on unary 
signatures. 
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1 Introduction 
One method of proving termination is interpretation into a well-founded algebra. 
Polynomial interpretations (over the naturals) are a well-known example of this 
approach. Another example is the recent development of the matrix method [22,13] 
that uses linear interpretations over vectors of naturals, or equivalently, N-weighted 
automata. In [38, 37] one of the authors extended this method (for string rewriting) 
to arctic automata, i.e., on the max/plus semiring on {—oo}UN. Its implementation 
in the termination prover Matchbox [36] contributed to this prover winning the 
string rewriting division of the 2007 termination competition [31, 1]. 
The first contribution of the present work is a generalization of arctic termi-
nation to term rewriting. We use interpretations given by functions of the form 
( f i , . . . , x n ) i—> M\ • xi + ... + Mn • xn + c. Here, Xi are (column) vector vari-
ables, c is a vector and Mi , . . . , Mn are square matrices, where all entries are arctic 
numbers, and operations are understood in the arctic semiring. 
Functions of this shape compute the transition function of a weighted tree au-
tomaton [10, 9]. The vectors correspond to assignments from states to weights. 
Since the max operation is not strictly monotone in single arguments, we obtain 
monotone interpretations only for the case when all function symbols are at most 
unary, i.e., string rewriting. For symbols of higher arity, arctic interpretations 
are weakly monotone. These cannot prove termination, but only top termination, 
where rewriting steps are only applied at the root of terms. This is a restriction 
but it fits with the framework of the dependency pair, method [4] that transforms 
a termination problem to a top termination problem. 
The second contribution is a generalization from arctic naturals to arctic in-
tegers, i.e., {—oo} U Z. Arctic integers allow for example to interpret function 
symbols by the predecessor function and this matches the "intrinsic" semantics 
of some termination problems. There is previous work on polynomial interpreta-
tions with negative coefficients [19, 20], where the interpretation for predecessor 
is also expressible using ad-hoc max operations. Using arctic integers, we obtain 
verified termination proofs for 10 of the 24 rewrite systems Beerendonk/* from the 
Termination Problem Database [2] (TPDB), simulating imperative computations. 
Previously, they could only be handled by the method of Bounded Increase [17] 
and polynomial interpretations with rational coefficients [30]. 
The third contribution is that we can express quasi-periodic interpretations [39] 
of slope one, another powerful method for proving termination of rewriting, as an 
instance of arctic interpretations for unary signatures. 
The next contribution is the fact that the correctness of this method for proving 
top termination has been formally verified with the proof assistant Coq [34]. This 
extends previous work [27] and is now part of the CoLoR project [7] that gathers 
formalizations of termination techniques and employs them to certify proofs found 
by tools for automatic termination proving. This contribution was crucial in en-
abling CoLoR to win against the competing certification back-end, A3PAT [8], in 
the termination competition of 2008 [1]. 
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A method to search for arctic interpretations is implemented for the termination 
prover Matchbox. It works by transformation to a boolean satisfiability problem 
and application of a state-of-the-art SAT solver (in this case, Minisat [11]). For a 
number of problems Matchbox produced certified termination proofs, where only 
un-certified proofs were available before. Recently the arctic interpretations method 
was also implemented in AProVE [16] and TjT2 [28]. 
The paper is organized as follows. We present notation and basic facts on rewrit-
ing in Section 2 and give an introduction to proving termination of rewriting using 
the monotone algebra framework in Section 3. Then we give preliminaries on the 
arctic semiring in Section 4, and we relate the monotone algebra approach to the 
concept of weighted tree automata in Section 5. We present arctic interpretations 
for termination in Section 6, for top termination in Section 7 and the generalization 
to arctic integers in Section 8. In Section 9 we show that quasi-periodic interpreta-
tions of slope one for proving termination of string rewriting [39] are a special case 
of arctic matrix interpretations. We report on the formal verification in Section 10 
and on performance of our implementation in Section 11. We present some discus-
sion of the method, its limitations and related work in Section 12 and we conclude 
in Section 13. 
Preliminary versions of the results from this paper have been presented at the 
Workshop on Termination [37], at the Workshop on Weighted Automata [26], and 
at the Conference on Rewriting Techniques and Applications [25]. We thank the 
anonymous referees for their comments. 
2 Term Rewriting 
In this section we shortly introduce the basic notions on term rewriting. For more 
details we refer to [5]. 
Let E be a signature, that is, a set of operation symbols each having a fixed 
arity in N. For a set of variable symbols V, disjoint from E, let T(E, V) be the set 
of terms over E and V, that is, the smallest set satisfying 
• x G T (E , V) for all x G V, and 
• if the arity of / G E is n and U G T(E, V) for i = 1, . . . , n, then f(t\,... ,tn) G 
T(£,V). 
Terms are identified with finitely branching labeled trees. We denote a root of a 
term t by root(i) and root(/(ii,..., tn)) = f. By < we denote the sub-term relation 
on terms and we have t < u if t is a sub-tree of u. 
A term rewriting system (TRS) TZ over E, V is a set of pairs (I, r) G T(E, V) x 
T(E,V), for which i V and all variables in r occur in i. Pairs (i, r) are called 
rewrite rules and are usually written as i —» r. 
A TRS with all functions having arity one is called a string rewriting system 
(SRS). For SRSs it is customary to write terms as strings, so ai(a2(- • • (an(^)) • • •)) 
becomes a\02---an and x becomes e. 
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For a substitution a : V —> T(E, V) and a term t the application of a to t, 
denoted by to, is a term defined inductively as: 
• xa = a(x) for all x £ V, and 
• f(ti ,...,tn)cr = / ( i i < 7 , . . . , tna). 
For a TRS TZ the top rewrite relation ^n on T(E, V) ,is defined by t ^n u if 
and only if there is a rewrite rule t —> r £ TZ and a substitution a : V —» T(E, V) 
such that t = £a and u = ra. The rewrite relation — i s defined to be the smallest 
relation satisfying 
• if i —?tz u then t —>n u, and 
• if W — U i and tj = uj for j ^ i, then / (¿ i , . . . , i „ ) —>n / (ui , . . . ,un) for 
every / € E of arity n. 
A relation —» is terminating if it does not admit infinite descending chains 
to —y t\ —>•••, denoted as SN(^). For relations —>1,—»2, we define —>1 / —>2 by 
( — • (—>2)*- If SN(—>1 / —>2), we say that —>1 is terminating relative to —>2. 
When given as arguments to SN we will often identify TRSs with the rewrite 
relations generated by them and hence abbreviate — b y lZt0p and — b y TZ. 
Now we will shortly introduce the dependency pair method [4] — a powerful 
approach for proving termination of rewriting, used by most of the termination 
provers. 
Definition 2.1. [Dependency pairs] Let TZ be a TRS over a signature E. The 
set of defined symbols is defined as T>n — {root(Z) | I —> r £ TZ}. We extend a 
signature E to the signature E*1 by adding symbols f* for every symbol / £ T>ft. If 
t £ T(E, V) with root(i) £ V-JZ then i" denotes the term that is obtained from t by 
replacing its root symbol with root(t)K 
If I —> r £ TZ and t<r with root(i) £ T>n then the rule —> t" is a dependency 
pair of TZ. The set of all dependency pairs of TZ is denoted by DP(7£). o 
The main theorem underlying the dependency pair method is the following. 
Theorem 2.2 ([4]). Let TZ be a TRS. SN(TZ) iff SN(DP(ft)top/ft). • 
In this paper we will consider problems of termination of rewrite relations gen-
erated by some term rewriting systems. Three types of problems will be of interest: 
• Full termination: given a TRS TZ, is it terminating, i.e., does SN(TZ) hold? 
• Relative termination: given two TRSs TZ, S, does TZ terminate relative to S, 
i.e., does SN(ft/<S) hold? 
• Relative top termination: given two TRSs TZ, S does TZ terminate relative to 
S if we allow only top reductions in TZ, i.e., does SN(7^top/lS) hold? 
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Note that termination is a special case of relative termination as SN(7£) 
SN(7?./0), hence we will present results for relative termination only as they are 
immediately applicable for the full termination case. Relative top termination 
is of special interest due to its close relation with the dependency pair method, 
established in Theorem 2.2. 
We will illustrate some term rewriting notions on an example. 
Example 2.3. Consider the following three rules TRS TZ, AG01/#3.41 from the 
TPDB [2], over the signature £ = {0,p,s, fac, times}: 
p(s(x)) x 
fac(0) -> s(0) 
fac(s(x)) —»times(s(a:), fac(p(s(a;)))) 
This TRS represents computation of the factorial function (without the rules for 
addition and multiplication) with natural numbers represented with zero (0), suc-
cessor (s) and predecessor (p) and the factorial function (fac) expressed using mul-
tiplication (times). 
We have the following reduction sequence (with the redex at every step under-
lined): 
fac(s(s(0))) times(s(s(0)), fac(p(s(s(0))))) —>n 
times(s(s(0)),fac(s(0))) times(s(s(0)), times(s(0),fac(p(s(0))))) — 
times(s(s(0)), times(s(0),fac(O))) times(s(s(0)),times(s(0),s(0))) 
calculating that factorial of two equals 2 x (1 x 1). We also have two defined symbols, 
T>n = {p, fac}, extended signature E® = E U {p", fac"} and two dependency pairs: 
fac'(s(z)) fac"(p(s(a:))) 
fac«(s(s)) -»p"(s(®)) 
We will prove termination of this example in the following section. <1 
3 Monotone Algebras 
We will now introduce the definitions and results of monotone algebras, following 
the presentation of [13]. 
Definition 3.1. [Monotonicity] Let A be a non-empty set. An operation [/] : 
A x • • • x A —> A is monotone with respect to a binary relation —> on A if for all 
o i , . . . , aj, a[,... an e A with a* —> a[ we have 
[ /](ai, . . . ,ai , . . . ,an) -»• [/](ai,... . . . ,o„) o 
Definition 3.2. [S-algebra] A T.-algebra, (A, {JA}/es) consists of a non-empty set 
A together with a map [/A] • An —> A for every / S S, where n is the arity of / . o 
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Definition 3.3. [Weakly monotone E-algebra] Let TZ be a TRS over a signature 
E. A well-founded weakly monotone T,-algebra is a quadruple A = (A, {/A}/SE, >, 
>) such that: 
• (A, { / A } / 6 E ) is a E-algebra, 
• all algebra operations are weakly monotone, i.e., monotone with respect to > 
• > is a well-founded relation on A, and 
• relations > and > are compatible, that is: > > C > o r > > C > . 
An extended monotone H-algebra (A, {/A}fez, >, is a weakly monotone E-
algebra (A, {/A}/e£> in which moreover for every / € E the operation [/] is 
strictly monotone, i.e., monotone with respect to >. o 
Definition 3.4. For a weakly monotone E-algebra A = (A, {/A}/eEi >, we 
extend the order > on A to an order > a on terms, as 
t >a U Va:V-»/l : [í]a > Ma 
> is extended to >Q in a similar way. o 
Now we present a slight variant of the main theorem from [13], for proving 
relative (top)-termination with monotone algebras: 
Theorem 3.5. Let TZ,TZ',S,S' be TRSs over a signature E. 
(a) Let (A, [-],>,^) be an extended monotone algebra such that; [C] > a [r] for 
every rule t r e TI U S and [Í] > a [r] for every rule I r G TZ' U S'. Then 
SN(TZ/S) implies SN(TZ U TZ'/S U S'). 
(b) Let (A, [•],>, >) be a weakly monotone algebra such that: [¿] > a [r] for every 
rule £-yre TZUS and [¿] >Q [r] for every rule I r € TZ'. Then SN(^top/<S) 
implies SN(7̂ top WR-'top/S)- 1=1 
We will illustrate the application of this theorem on a simple example using the 
matrix interpretation method [13]. 
Example 3.6. Consider the TRS from Example 2.3. We will show how Theo-
rem 3.5a can be applied to this TRS in order to simplify the related termination 
problem. 
For that we first need to choose a suitable monotone algebra. For the domain 
A we take vectors over N of length 2 with the following orders: 
(ui,u2)>(vi,v2) U-Í > vi A u2 > v2 
iui,u2) > (vi,v2) til > Vi Au2 > v2 
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Compatibility of those orders and well-foundedness of > are immediate. For in-
terpretations we take linear functions over this domain, so an n-ary symbol f is 
interpreted by: 
where xi,..., xn, c 6 N2 and Mi,.:., Mn G N2x2. So an interpretation of a symbol 
of arity n is given by n square matrices Mi,..., Mn of size 2 x 2 and one constant 
vector c of dimension 2. Such interpretations are always weakly monotone. We want 
to use Theorem 3.5a so we need an extended monotone algebra which requires strict 
monotonicity. For that we need some restrictions and it is easy to see that it can 
be guaranteed by requiring Mj[ 1,1] > 0 for 1 < i < n. 
Now our goal is to prove termination of the given TRS and we will do that by 
applying Theorem 3.5a instantiated with the extended monotone algebra that we 
just introduced. We recall that termination is a special case of relative termination 
so we will apply this theorem with S = S' = 0. We need to find interpretations 
for all / € E. Typically this is done automatically by dedicated tools — we will 
address this issue in Section 11. One of such tools, TPA [24], applied on this TRS 
generated the following interpretations: 
Note that the lack of the constant vector c in some of the above interpretations 
indicates that this constant is the zero vector (0,0). 
Let us compute interpretations of the left and right hand side of the second rule 
So using our order on vectors we obtain [fac(0)] > [s(0)]. In a similar way 
we compute interpretations for the remaining rules. Note that the fact that we 
restricted ourselves to linear functions means that their composition is linear too 
and hence all the interpretations that we obtain are of the same shape as in Equa-
tion (1). 
[f(fi,.. .,£„)] = Mixi + . . . + Mnxn + c (1) 
fac(0) s(0). 
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[times(s(x),fac(p(s(x))))]= ( j [s(x)\ + ^ [fec(p(8(x)))] = (J J) x 
For both of the rules it is easy to see that regardless of the assignment to the 
vector x we always obtain that the interpretation of the left hand side is bigger or 
equal than that of the right hand side of a rule. 
All in all we apply Theorem 3.5a with 
V, = { p(s(x)) —• x, fac(s(x)) —> times(s(:r), fac(p(s(:r)))) } 
-R! = { fac(O) -» s(0) } 
S = S' = 0 
This allows us to remove the second rule and conclude termination of the whole 
system from termination of 1Z only, which is easy to show, for instance, with the 
standard method of polynomial interpretations in combination with the dependency 
pair method. <1 
4 The Arctic Semiring 
A commutative semiring [18] consists of a carrier D, two designated elements 
do,d\ G D and two binary operations ©,<8> on D, called semiring addition and 
semiring multiplication, respectively, such that both (D,do,®) and (D,di,<3>) are 
commutative monoids and multiplication distributes over addition: Vx,y,zeD '• x ® 
{y © z) = (x ® y)@(x® z). 
One example of a semiring are the natural numbers with the standard operations 
© = + and <g> = *. We will need the arctic semiring (also called the max/plus 
algebra) [15] with carrier A^ = {—oo} U N, where semiring addition is the max 
operation with neutral element —oo and semiring multiplication is the standard 
plus operation with neutral element 0, so: 
x@y = y if x = —oo, £ <g>y = — oo if x = — oo or y = — oo, 
x®y = x if y = —oo, x®y = x + y otherwise, 
x © y = max(x, y) otherwise. 
We also consider these operations for arctic numbers below zero (i.e., arctic inte-
gers), that is, on the carrier Az = {—oo} U Z. 
For any semiring D, we can consider the space of linear functions (square ma-
trices) on n-dimensional vectors over D. These functions (matrices) again form a 
semiring (though a non-commutative one), and indeed we write © and ® for its 
operations as well. 
A semiring is ordered [14] by > if > is a partial order compatible with the 
operations: VX)!,i2 : x > y ==> x(Bz > y®z and Vx,y,z '• y => x®z > y®z. 
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The standard semiring of natural numbers is ordered by the standard > relation. 
The semiring of arctic naturals and arctic integers is ordered by >, being the 
reflexive closure of > defined a s . . . > l > 0 > — 1 > . . . > —oo. Note that standard 
integers with standard operations form a semiring but it is not ordered in this sense, 
as we have for instance 1 > 0 but 1 * (—1) = —1^0 = 0* (—1). 
We remark that > is the "natural" ordering for the arctic semiring, in the 
following sense: x > y x = x © y. Since arctic addition is idempotent, some 
properties of > follow easily, like the one presented below. 
Lemma 4.1. For arctic integers 01,02,61,62, if ai > 02 A 61 > 62, then ai © 61 > 
a2 ® 62 and ai <g> 61 > a2 <S> b2. • 
Arctic addition (i.e., the max operation) is not strictly monotone in single 
arguments: we have, e.g., 5 > 3 but 5 © 6 = 6 ^ 6 = 3 © 6. It is, however, "half 
strict" in the following sense: a strict increase in both arguments simultaneously 
gives a strict increase in the result, i.e., ai > 61 and a2 > b2 implies ai©02 > 6i©62. 
There is one exception: arctic addition is obviously strict if one argument is arctic 
zero, i.e., —00. This is the motivation for introducing the following relation: 
Below we present some of its properties needed later: 
Lemma 4.2. For arctic integers a,a\,a2,b\,b2, 
1. if ai » a2 A 61 » 62, then a\ © 61 » a2 © b2. 
2. if ai » a2 A bi > b2, then ai ® 61 » a2 <g> b2. 
3. if 61 62, then a <g> 61 a ® b2. 
Proof. By simple case analysis (whether an element is —00 or not) and some prop-
erties of addition and max operations over integers. • 
Note that properties 2 and 3 in the above lemma would not hold if we were to 
replace with >. 
An arctic natural number a £ An is called finite if a ^ —00. An arctic integer 
a £ Az is called positive if a > 0 (that excludes —00 and negative numbers). 
Lemma 4.3. Let m, n € Apj and a, 6 £ Az, then: 
1. if m is finite and n arbitrary, then m © n is finite. 
2. if a is positive and 6 arbitrary, then a © 6 is positive. 
3. if m and n are finite, then m ® n is finite. 
Proof. Direct computation. • 
a > 6 (a > 6) V (a = b = -00) 
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By analogy to linear algebra over (N, +, •), we consider sequences (vectors) and 
rectangular arrays (matrices) of arctic numbers. Sequences Ad form a semimodule 
over A, the elements of which we call arctic vectors. Operations in the semimodule 
are ® : Ad x Ad —» A defined by component-wise addition and component-wise 
multiplication by a scalar value ® : A x Ad —» Ad. Then, arctic matrices represent 
linear functions from vectors to vectors: An arctic matrix M maps a (column) 
vector x to a (column) vector M ® x and this mapping is linear: M ®(x ®y) = 
M ® x ® M ®y. 
We can combine those linear functions (matrices) in the usual way, and we re-
use symbols © and ® for matrix addition and matrix multiplication. Square arctic 
matrices form a non-commutative semiring with these operations. E.g. the 3 x 3 
identity matrix is (0 -oo —oo\ -co 0 —oo —oo —oo 0 J 
We will be interested in linear functions over arctic vectors of the following 
shape: 
Definition 4.4. Let A be an arctic domain (so either arctic naturals AN or arc-
tic integers Az). An (n-ary) arctic linear function (over A) (with linear factors 
Mi,..., Mn and an absolute part c) is a function of the following shape: 
= Mi®xi © ... © Mn®xn © c 
So an arctic linear function over column vectors xi,..., xn G Ad is described by a 
column vector c € Ad and square matrices M\,..., Mn e Adxd. o 
Note that for brevity from now on we will omit the semiring multiplication sign 
® and use the following notation for arctic linear functions: 
f(xi ,...,£„) = Mixi © ... © Mnxn © c 
Example 4.5. Consider a linear function: 
Evaluation of this function on some exemplary arguments yields: 
«(T)-(4.)>-(I :~)(TM~O°° T) ( -LMTMT) 
<3 
5 Weighted Tree Automata 
In this section we instantiate the monotone algebra framework with the initial 
algebraic semantics of weighted tree automata of a certain shape. This .allows to 
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put the matrix method (Example 3.6) into perspective, and it also is the basis for 
the generalization to arctic matrices (following sections). 
A weighted tree automaton [10, 9] is a finite-state device that computes a map-
ping from trees over some signature into some semiring. This computational model 
is obtained from classical (Boolean) automata by assigning weights to transitions. 
Formally, a £>-weighted tree automaton is a tuple A — (D, Q, E, 5, F) where D 
is a semiring, Q is a finite set of states, E is a ranked signature, 8 is a transition 
function that assigns to any /c-ary symbol / £ E& a function 5f : Qk xQ —» D and 
F is a mapping Q —> D. The idea is that . . . ,qk,q) gives the weight of the 
transition from (qi,...,qk) to q, and F(q) gives the weight of the final state q. 
We use the following tree automaton as an ongoing example for this section. 
This example is related to the matrix interpretation shown in Example 3.6, in a 
way that will be made precise later. 
Example 5.1. For the signature E = {0/0,p/l ,s / l , fac/l ,times/2} (from Ex-
ample 2.3), a N-weighted tree automaton with states Q = {a, b, c} is given by: 
(0) So(b) = 2,5o(c) = 1, 
(p) 6p(a, a) = 5p(a, b) = 5p(c, c) = 1, 
(s) Ss(a, a) = 5s(b, a) = 1, 5s(a, b) = Ss(b, b) = 3, Ss(c, c) = 1, 
(fac) S{ac(a,a) = 1, 5{ac{b,a) = 5{ac(b,b) = Siac(c,b) = 2, ¿fac(c,c) = 1, 
(times) ¿times(a,c,a) = 1, Stimes{c,b,a) = 2, ¿times(c, c, c) = 1, 
F(a) = 1, and all other transitions have weight 0. <1 
For any tree t = f(ti,... ,tk) over E, and q e Q, denote by Aq{t) the weight 
that A assigns to t in state q: 
Aqil) = • • •' Qk, q) • Agi (fx) •... • Aqk (tk) I Qi,..., qk, q G Q} 
and the total weight A(t) is Eí^í? ) • Aq(t) \ q e Q } . 
Example 5.2. (continued) We find Ao(0) = 0,Ab(0) = 2,AC(0) = 1, since the 
symbol 0 is miliary and thus Ag(0) = S0(q)- Then, for example, A¡,(s(0)) = Ss(a, b) • 
Aa(0) + <J8(M) • Ab(0) + (5s(c,b) • Ac(0) = 3- 0 + 3- 2 + 0- l = 6. < 
This is called initial algebra semantics of a tree automaton. Indeed, the au-
tomaton is a E-algebra where the carrier set consists of weight vectors, indexed by 
states. Let V = (Q —> D) be the set of such vectors. Then for each /c-ary symbol / , 
the transition 8j computes a function [¿/] : Vk —> V by [(5/](wi,... ,vk) = w where 
wg = '^2{Sf(q1,...,qk,q)-Vilg1 •... • vk,Qk \qi,...,qk tQ}-
Example 5.3. (continued) For the unary fac symbol, we have the unary function 
[fac] : V1 -> V : (ui,a, vi.i,, i>i,c) (vi,a + 2vi¿, 2u1)6 + 2uliC, ui,c). 
Since 0 is a nullary symbol, its interpretation [0] is of type Vo —» V, that is, it takes 
an empty argument list and produces a vector [0] — (0,2,1). <1 
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By distributivity in the semiring, each function [5/] is multilinear (linear in each 
argument): 
[öf}{. . . ,Vi-i,Vi + v'i:vi+u. . .) . 
= [5/](. . . , Vi-1 ,Vi, Vi+1 ,...) + [£/](..., Vi-1, v'i, vi+1,. . .). 
For a given tree automaton A over £, the collection {[<$/] | / G £} constitutes 
an algebra with carrier V. Therefore, interpretations of function symbols [(5/] can 
be lifted to interpretations of terms. 
Example 5.4. (continued) In the algebra of the automaton: 
[fac(O)] = (0 + 2-2, 2 -2 + 2-1, 1) = (4,6,1). <1 
It is convenient to think of elements of V as column vectors, and F as a row 
vector. Then A(t) is the dot product F • (Ai(t),..., A|Q|( Í)) t. 
Example 5.5. (continued) 4(fac(0)) = (1,0,0) • (4,6,1)T = 4. < 
With these preparations, we can apply the monotone algebra approach for prov-
ing termination of term rewriting, where the algebra is given by a finite weighted 
tree automaton. 
In order to obtain a method that can be automated easily, we restrict the shape 
of the automata transitions, so that the interpretation of each function symbol is a 
sum of linear functions in single arguments, and an absolute part, cf. Equation 1. 
Definition 5.6. A weighted tree automaton A = (D,Q,T,,5,F) is called path-
separated with initial state i G Q if for each fc-ary transition with non-zero weight 
we have that 
• at most one of the initial k arguments is ^ i: 
Sf{qi,---,Qk,q) ^ 0 3<il < j < k : qj ± i. 
• if the target is i, then all sources are i, and the weight is unit: 
őf(qi,..., qk,i) = (ií q-í = ... = qk = i then 1 else 0). o 
Example 5.7. (continued) The given automaton is path-separated, with ¿ = cas 
the initial state. <1 
Proposition 5.8. The following conditions are equivalent for a weighted tree au-
tomaton A = (£>, Q, E, 5, F): 
• A is path-separated with initial state i, 
• each action of [¿/] has the following form: 
[5F\{YI,...,VK) MA • VJ + . . . + MK • VK + A, 
where Mj are square matrices of dimension |Q| x |Q|, with all entries in row 
i and in column i are zero; and a is a vector, with entry one at position i. 
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Proof. Let A be path-separated with an initial state i. For any / E St, we 
have a[q\ = Sf(i,... ,i,q), if none of the first k arguments is ^ i, and Mj[q,p] = 
5f(i,... ,i,p,i,... ,i,q) where p is the single non-z state among the first k arguments. 
By the path-separation restriction, these cases cover all possible transitions. • 
/1 2 0\ /0\ 
Example 5.9. (continued) [fac](€0 = (0 2 0 I w + I 2 I . < 
\0 0 0/ W 
Under these conditions, for each t we have Ai(t) = 1. So we drop the entry at 
i in a, and also each row i and each column i in Mj. Then by Proposition 5.8, .a 
path-separated tree automaton corresponds to a matrix interpretation of shape (1) 
and vice-versa. 
Example 5.10. (continued) [fac](-w) = ^q 2) ^ ( 2 ) ' ^ 
We call these tree automata path-separated because their semantics can be 
computed as the sum of matrix products along all paths of the input, and the 
values along different paths do not influence each other. 
Here, a path is a sequence of function symbols with directions. Formally, for 
any term t = / ( i i , . . . , w e define 
paths(i) = {/0} U {fi op | 1 < i < k,p e paths(ij)}. 
This is a mapping from 7~(E) to nonempty sequences of pairs of symbols and 
numbers, with a pair (f,i) denoted by /¿; actually to a subset of -Ps = (Ex 
N> o)*(Ex{0}) . 
Example 5.11. 
paths(times(0, fac(0))) = {timeso, timesj o Oo, times2 o fac0, times2 o faci o 0o}- <1 
For a path-separated tree automaton A = (D, Q, E, <5, F) and each fc-ary symbol 
/ , where 5f is as in (1), define a mapping [•] from paths in P-£ to vectors by [/0] = c 
and [fi op] = Mi • [p]. Then it follows from distributivity of addition (of vectors) 
over multiplication (with matrices) that for each term t, 
A(t) = ^ { F - [ p ] I p e paths(i)}. 
This illustrates why we call these automata path-separated. 
We briefly comment on the effect of the path-separation restriction. Consider 
a signature with a binary symbol g. A matrix interpretation of dimension one 
interprets g with a function (2:1,0:2) h-> mi^i + 7722X2 + a. This corresponds to a 
path-separated N-weighted automaton with just two states, one of which being the 
initial state. 
The general form of a transition function of a tree automaton with two states, 
one of them initial, is (a:i,X2) m ^ x ^ + TOIXI 4- 7712X2 + a. The "77112X1X2" 
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component cannot be part of a path-separated tree automaton's transition function. 
We really lose expressiveness here, e.g., the tree automaton's transition (zi, x2) > 
X\X2 cannot be expressed by matrix interpretations, even with additional states, 
since .it grows faster (doubly exponential) than any matrix-representable function 
(exponential). 
On!the other hand, if the signature contains no symbols of arity > 1, then each 
tree automaton has an equivalent path-separated automaton (of size \Q\ + 1, since 
in general we need to add the initial state). 
6 Mill Arctic Termination 
In this section, we instantiate the monotone algebra approach for proving termina-
tion of rewriting by using algebras defined by path-separated arctic tree automata. 
The algebra domain consists of vectors of arctic naturals, A^. Every / € £ will 
be interpreted by an arctic linear function (Definition 4.4) and we will refer to such 
interpretations as arctic T,-interpretations. 
•We define orders on arctic vectors and matrices by taking a point-wise extension 
of the orders and > introduced in Section 4. We will use the same notation, i.e., 
~3> and >, for those lifted orders. Now we take the vector extension of and > as, 
respectively, the strict and non-strict order of the algebra. Note that they are com-
patible, i.e., » • > C However with this choice we do not get well-foundedness 
of the strict order as —oo — oo. Therefore we will restrict first components of 
vectors to finite elements (i.e., elements different from — oo, as introduced before 
Lemma 4.3). Effectively our algebra becomes (N x {//i}/eE, 3>, >). 
We will consider arctic linear functions over the domain of our algebra, so we 
must.make sure that evaluation of those functions stays within the domain, i.e., that 
the first vector component is finite. The following definition and lemma address 
this issue. 
Definition 6.1. An n-ary arctic linear function 
f(xi,. ..,£„) = M\Xi © ... © Mnxn © c 
over.-AN;is called somewhere finite if: 
• c [l] is finite, or 
• '-Mi[ 1,1] is finite for some 1 < i < n. o 
Lemma 6.2. Let / be an n-ary arctic linear function over AN, X\,... ,xn £ N x 
and v = f (xi , . . . , xn). If / is somewhere finite then w[l] is finite. 
Proof. 
/ (x i , . . . , f n ) [ l ] = (Mifi)[l] © . . . © (M„fn)[l] © c[l] (2) 
Since f is somewhere finite we have: 
• c [1] is finite, or 
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• for some 1 < i < n, Mi\ 1,1] is finite but then (MjXj)[l] = Mj[ 1, l]ij[l] © . . .© 
Mi[l,d\xi\d\, which is finite by Lemma 4.3, as M,[ 1,1] is finite. 
In either case one of the summands in Equation 2 is finite, making the whole 
expression finite by Lemma 4.3. • 
To apply the monotone algebra theorem, Theorem 3.5, we will need to compare 
arctic linear functions, i.e., we will need some properties ensuring that, for arbitrary 
arguments, one arctic function always gives a vector that is greater (or greater 
equal) than the result of application of some other arctic functions to the same 
arguments. This is addressed in the following lemma, which is the arctic counter-
part of the absolute positiveness criterion used for polynomial interpretations [23]. 
Definition 6.3. Let / , g be arctic linear functions over A: 
f(xi,...,xn) - Mix!©...© Mnxn@c 
g(xi,...,xn) = iVififfi...© Nnxn®d 
We will say that / is greater (resp. greater equal) than g, notation / g (resp. 
/ >A 9) iff: 
• d (resp. c>d) and 
• Vi <i<n : Mi~» Ni (resp. Mi > Ni). o 
We will justify the above definition in Lemma 6.5, but first we need an auxiliary 
result: 
Lemma 6.4. Let M,N £ Adxd and x, y £ Ad. 
1. If M » N and x > y then MS » Ny. 
2. If M > N and x > y then Mx > Ny. 
Proof. Immediate using Lemma 4.1 and the first two properties of Lemma 4.2. • 
Lemma 6.5. Let f,g be arctic linear functions over A and let xi,... ,xn be arbi-
trary vectors. 
1. If / » a g then f{xi,...,xn) g(xi,...,xn). 
2- If / >A 9 then / ( x i , . . . , x n ) > g(x I , . . . , F „ ) . 
Proof. We will prove only the first case — the other one is analogous. 
1 xn) — M\XX© ... © Mnxnffi c 
g(x i,..., xn) - Nixi © ...© Nnxn © d 
We have c » d and Vi<j<n : Mi Ni as / » A 9 and hence Mjfj » NiXi by 
Lemma 6.4. So every vector summand of the evaluation of / is related by 3> with 
a corresponding summand of g and we conclude by Lemma 4.1. • 
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Clearly arctic linear functions are weakly monotone (because so is the max 
operation, i.e., arctic addition) and we establish this property in the following 
lemma. 
Lemma 6.6. Every arctic linear function / over A is monotone with respect to >. 
Proof. Let xi>x\. We have: 
f(xi,...,xi,...,xn) = MiXi®. ..@MiXi®...@Mnxn® c 
f(xi,..., f[,..., xn).= Mxxi®... © M^ © ... ® Mnxn © c 
All the summands are equal except for the one corresponding to the i'th argument, 
where we have Mji;* > MjX- by Lemma 6.4 and we conclude 
f(xi, .... Xi, ... , Xn) > f(xi, . . . , Xj, ..., xn) 
by Lemma 4.1. • 
However, to obtain an extended weakly monotone algebra, and prove full ter-
mination using it, we need strict monotonicity. As remarked in Section 4, arctic 
addition is not strictly monotone. Hence functions introduced in Definition 4.4 are 
strictly monotone only if the © operation is essentially redundant; for instance it is 
immediately lost for functions of more than one argument. This essentially restricts 
our method to unary rewriting [35]; a proper extension of string rewriting. As such, 
it had been described in [37] and had been applied by Matchbox in the 2007 ter-
mination competition. The following theorem provides a termination criterion for 
such systems. In the next section we will look at top termination problems, which 
will allow us to lift this restriction and consider arbitrary TRSs. 
Theorem 6.7. Let TZ,TZ',S,S' be TRSs over a signature £ and [•] be an arctic 
£-interpretation over AN. If: 
• every function symbol has arity at most 1, 
• every constant a € £ is interpreted by [a] = c with c[l] finite, 
• every unary symbol s £ £ is interpreted by [s(x)] = M®x with M[ 1,1] finite, 
• >A M for every rule £ r £ 1ZU S, 
• [¿] » A M for every rule £->r £ll'US' and 
• SN(7Z/S). 
Then SN^UTe' /SuS')-
Proof. By Theorem 3.5a. Note that, by Lemma 6.5, [i] >A [r] (resp. [i] M) 
implies [i] > a [r] (resp. [£] [r]). So we only need to show that (N x A^ - 1 , [•], 2>, 
>) is an extended monotone algebra. The order 3> is well-founded on this domain 
as with every decrease we get a decrease in the first component of the vector, which 
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belongs to N. Arctic functions are always weakly monotone by Lemma 6.6 and it 
is an easy observation that, due to the first three premises of this theorem, the 
interpretations that we allow here are strictly monotone. Finally we stay within 
the domain by Lemma 6.2 as the interpretation functions [/] that we restrict to are 
somewhere finite (again by the first three assumptions). • 
We now present an example illustrating this theorem. 
Example 6.8. The relative termination problem SRS/Waldmann/r2 is 
{cac-»e, aca —> a4 / e —> c4} 
In the 2007 termination competition, it had been solved by Jambox [12] via "self 
labeling" and by Matchbox via essentially the following arctic proof. 
We use the following arctic interpretation 
/0 0 -oo\ / 0 -oo —oo\ 
[a](a;) = I 0 0 —oo I x [c](x) = I —oo —oo 0 ] x 
\1 1 0 / \-oo 0 -oo/ 
It is immediate that [c] is a permutation (it swaps the second and third compo-
nent of its argument vector), so [c]2 = [c]4 is the identity and we have [e] = [c]4. A 
short calculation shows that [a] is idempotent, so [a] = [a4]. We compute 
/0 -oo 0\ /1 1 0\ /0 0 —oo\ 
[cac](£)= 1 0 1 \x [aca](f) = ( 1 1 O x [a4](x) = 0 0 -oo x 
\0 -oo 0/ \2 2 1/ \1 1 0 / 
therefore [cac](x) >a [e](x) and [ac a](x) » a [a4](a;). Note also that all the top 
left entries of matrices are finite. This allows us to remove the strict rule aca. —̂  a 
using Theorem 6.7. The remaining strict rule can be removed by counting letters 
a. < 
7 Arctic Top Termination 
As explained earlier, there are no strictly monotone, linear arctic functions of more 
than one argument. Therefore in this section we change our attention from full 
termination to top termination problems, where only weak monotonicity is required. 
This is not a very severe restriction as it fits with the widely used dependency pair 
method that replaces a full termination problem with an equivalent top termination 
problem, as remarked in Section 2. 
The monotone algebra that we are going to use is the same as in Section 6, 
i.e., (N x A^ -1, { / A } / ££ , >)• However now for proving top termination we will 
employ the second part of Theorem 3.5, so we only need a monotone algebra, 
instead of an extended monotone algebra. This allows us to consider arbitrary 
TRSs, as without the requirement of strict monotonicity we can allow arctic linear 
functions of more than one argument. The following theorem allows us to prove 
top termination in this setting: 
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Theorem 7.1. Let TZ,TZ',S be TRSs over a signature £ and [•] be an arctic £-
interpretation over AN- If: 
• for each / £ £, [/] is somewhere finite, 
• > A M f°r every rule ¿ - » r S K U i , 
• [l] [r] for every rule t —• r S 1Z' and 
• SN(7^op/S). 
Then SN(fttoP U Tl[op/S). . 
Proof. By Theorem 3.5b. By the same argument as in Theorem 6.7, (N x 1, [•], 
>) is a weakly monotone algebra. So we only need to show that the evalua-
tion stays within the algebra domain which follows from Lemma 6.2 and the first 
assumption. • 
We will illustrate this theorem on an example now. 
Example 7.2. Consider the rewriting system secret05/tpa2: 
(l.)f(s(x),y)-W(p(s(x)-y),p(y-s(x))) (3) p(s( l ) ) - .Z 
(2) f(x,s(y)) —> f(p(x — s(j/)), p(s(y) — x)) (4) x - O ^ x 
(5) s(x) - s(y) -> x - y 
It was solved in the 2007 competition by AProVE [16] using narrowing followed by 
polynomial interpretations and by TjT2 [28] using polynomial interpretations with 
negative constants. In 2008 both provers used arctic interpretations to solve this 
problem. 
After the dependency pair transformation, 9 dependency pairs can be removed 
using polynomial interpretations leaving the essential two dependency pairs: 
(1») f»(s(x), y) - f»(p(s(a:) - y),p(y - s(x))) 
(2") f'(x,s(j/)) —> f"(p(x — s(y)),p(s(y) — x)) 
So now, according to the dependency pair Theorem 2.2, we need to consider 
the relative top termination problem SN(7£top/«S), where 1Z = {(l"), (2")} and 
S = {(1), (2), (3), (4), (5)}. For that consider the following arctic interpretation 
»-«-(S T)*«(T T M o ) w«I-(S ~Z)*®(-Z) 
mm - (S (J V® ( _ l ) [sW] - (» ! ) « ( » ) 
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which is somewhere finite and removes the second dependency pair: 
[fW(y))] = ~°°V©( 2 1 )y®( 2 ) i V»//J — 00/ y —OO —00 J J 
It is also weakly compatible with all the rules. The remaining dependency pair can 
be removed by a standard matrix interpretation of dimension two. <1 
8 . . . Below Zero 
In this section we will boldly go below zero: we extend the domain of matrix and 
vector coefficients from AN (arctic naturals) to Az (arctic integers). This allows to 
interpret some function symbols by the "predecessor" function i k i - 1 , and so 
represents their "intrinsic" semantics. This is the same motivation as the one for 
allowing polynomial interpretations with negative coefficients [19, 20]. 
We need to be careful though, as the relation on vectors of arctic integers 
is not well-founded. We will solve it in a similar way as in Sections 6 and 7, 
that is by restricting the first component of the vectors in our domain to nat-
ural numbers, which restores well-foundedness. So we are working in the (N x 
A z - 1 , { / A } / 6 E , » , > ) algebra. 
Again we need to make sure that we do not go outside of the domain, i.e., 
the first vector component needs to be positive. This is ensured by the following 
property: 
Definition 8.1. An n-ary arctic linear function 
f(xi,...,xn) = Mi®xi © ...@Mn®xn © c 
over Az is called absolutely positive if c [1] is positive. o 
Lemma 8.2. Let / be an n-ary arctic linear function over Az, x\,...,xn £ N x 
A^ -1 and v = f(xi,... ,xn). If / is absolutely positive then u[l] £ N. 
Proof. Immediate, as c [1] positive by the definition of absolutely positive function. 
w[ l ]= / ( f i l . . . , f n ) [ l ] = max(?[l], . . .)>0 • 
We can now present the main theorem of this section. 
Theorem 8.3. Let TZ,TZ',S be TRSs over a signature E and [•] be an arctic 
interpretation over Az- If: 
• for each / £ E, [/] is absolutely positive, 
• K ] > A [r] for every rule I r £ TZ U <S, 
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• M ^A M for every rule £ —» r € TZ' and 
• SN(7?.t0p/5). 
Then SN(72.top U 1Z'top/S). 
Proof. By Theorem 3.5b. We proved that (N x >) is a weakly 
monotone algebra in Theorem 7.1 — now the domain is extended from arctic nat-
urals to arctic integers but all the properties carry over easily. The fact that we 
respect the algebra domain is ensured by the first property and Lemma 8.2. • 
We now illustrate this theorem on an example. 
Example 8.4. Let us consider the Beerendonk/2.trs TRS from the TPDB [2], con-
sisting of the following six rules: 
cond(true, x, y) -> cond(gr(x, y),p(x), s(y)) gr(s(x), s(y)) -> gr(x,y) 
gr(0, x) —> false gr(s(x),0) —> true 
p(0) -> 0 p(s(x)) - x 
This is a straightforward encoding of the following imperative program 
while x > y do (x, y) := (x-1, y+1); 
with x, y € N. and the predecessor of 1, defined on this domain, so 
0 — 1 = 0. This program is obviously terminating, however its encoding as the 
above TRS posed a serious challenge for the tools in the termination competition. 
We will now show, a termination proof for this system using an arctic below zero 
interpretation, 
We begin by applying the dependency pair method and obtaining four depen-
dency pairs, three of which can be easily removed (for instance using standard 
matrix or polynomial interpretations) leaving the following single dependency pair: 
cond'(true,z,i/) condB(gr(x,j/),p(x),s(y)) 
Now, consider the following arctic matrix interpretation of dimension 1, so a de-
generated case where arctic vectors and matrices simply become arctic numbers: 
[conds(x,y, z)} = (0)f © (0 )y® ( -oo) f© (0) [0] = (0) 
[cond(x, y, z)\ = (0)x © (2)j/© (-oo)z © (0) [false] = (0) 
[gr(x,$] = ( - l ) f © (-00)y® (0) [true] = (2) 
[p(f)] = ( - l ) f © (0) [s(x)} = (2)x © (3) 
This interpretation is absolutely positive, gives us a decrease for the dependency 
pair 
[cond3(true, x, y)} = ( 0)x © ( -00 )y ® (2) 
[cond"(gr(x, y),p(x), s(y))] = ( - l ) x © (-oo)y © (0) 
and all the original rules axe oriented weakly. < 
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Remark 8.5. We discuss a variant which looks more liberal, but turns out to 
be equivalent to the one given here. We cannot allow Z x for the domain, 
because it is not well-founded for So we can restrict the admissible range of 
negative values by some bound c > —oo, and use the domain Az>c x A^ -1 where 
Az>c := {b £ Az | b > c}. Now to ensure that we stay within this domain we 
would demand that the first position of the constant vector of every interpretation 
is greater or equal than c. 
Note however that this c can be fixed to 0 without any loss of generality as 
every interpretation using lower values in those positions can be "shifted" upwards. 
For any interpretation [•] and arctic number d construct an interpretation [•]' by 
[i]' := [t] ® d. This is obtained by going from [/] = Mxxi © . . . Mkxk © c to 
[/]' = Mixi © ... Mkxk © c <g> d. (A linear function with absolute part can be 
scaled by scaling the absolute part.) • 
9 Quasi-Periodic Interpretations 
Example 9.1. We consider the string rewriting system S = {bab —> a3, a3 —> b3}, 
Waldmann/jwl.srs from TPDB, as a (running) example. Termination could not be 
established automatically by any of the programs taking part in the competition 
2006. Then, Aleksey Nogin and Carl Witty produced a handwritten proof, that 
had been streamlined by Hans Zantema, and it had later been generalized into the 
method of quasi-periodic interpretations [39]. < 
We recall the basic notion: 
Definition 9.2. A function / : N —» N is called quasi-periodic of slope s and period 
p if for all x, we have f(x + p) = f(x) + sp. o 
In [39] it had been shown that quasi-periodic interpretations can prove termi-
nation of some rewrite systems for which no other proof was known (at the time). 
We now relate this approach to arctic matrix interpretations, by showing that they 
can simulate quasi-periodic interpretations of slope one for unary signatures. 
Example 9.3. The dependency pairs transformation reduces the termination prob-
lem for S from Example 9.1 to the top termination problem SN(i?top/5), with 
R — {Bab —> Aaa, Aaa —> Bbb} 
where all length-decreasing dependency pairs have already been removed. The 
proof given in [39] uses these quasi-periodic functions of period 3: 
X 0 1 2 3 4 5 
[a](x) = [A](x) 
[b}(x) = [B](x) 
1 2 3 
0 3 3 
4 5 6 
3 6 6 
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which induce these interpretations of the words in the rules: 
X 0 1 2 3 4 5 
[Bab\(x) = [bab){x) 
(>laa](x) = [aaa](x) 
[Bbb] (x) = [666] (x) 
3 6 6 
3 4 5 
0 3 3 
6 9 9 
6 7 8 
3 6 6 
We infer that for all x, [6a6](x) > [aaa](x) and [aaa](x) > [bbb](x), so there can not 
be infinitely many top applications of Aaa —> Bbb. This is the essential step in the 
termination proof. < 
We give an encoding from weakly monotonic quasi-periodic functions of slope 
one to arctic matrices and show that it is a morphism (it maps composition to 
multiplication) and that it respects weak and strong compatibility with a string 
rewriting system. 
9.1 Basic translation 
Throughout, we fix the natural number p > 0 to be the period. 
Then each x 6 N has a unique representation x = qp + r with 0 <r <p. 
We define a mapping 
av 
av (—oo,..., —oo, q — oo,...,— oo) 
at position T 
In this section, vector indices start from 0 (not 1). 
Example 9.4. For period p = 3, we have av(0) = (0, —oo, —oo) and av(4) = 
(—oo, 1,—oo). < 
For a quasi-periodic function / we define its associated arctic matrix [/] (of size 
p x p) by giving its column vectors: 
[/] = ( av(/(0))T . . . &v(f(p — 1))T ) 
Example 9.5. For period p = 3, consider the quasi-periodic functions 
with associated matrices 
[/] = 
X 0 1 2 3 4 5 
№ 1 2 4 4 5 7 
9(x) 3 3 5 6 6 8 
—oo —oo\ ( 1 ' 1 
—oo 1 [9] = - - 0 0 —oo 
0 — 0 0 / V-- 0 0 —oo 
-00 1 
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Lemma 9.6. If / is quasi-periodic of period p and slope one, then [/] ® av(x)T = 
av(/0r))r. 
Proof. Let x = pq + r with 0 < r < p. Since the slope of / is one, we have 
f(x) =pq + f{r) and we put /(r) = pq' + r' with 0 <r'<p. 
We compute the entry at position i in [/] <g> a.v(x)T. Since av(x)T has exactly 
one finite entry, namely q at position r, we get q times the i-th position of the r-th 
column of [/], which is q® av(/(r))[z]. This is finite exactly for i = r', and then the 
value is q® q'. So, the result vector is av(p(q + q') + r'), and by the above, indeed 
f(x) =pq +pq' + r'. • 
The mapping [•] is in fact a homomorphism: 
Lemma 9.7. If / and g are both quasi-periodic functions of common period p and 
slope one, then [/ o g] = [g] ®[f). 
Here, function composition is ( / o g) : x H-> g(f(x)) and <g> is the (arctic) matrix 
product. 
Proof. We compute row i of [(/] ® [/], which is [3] times row i of [/], being [<?] ® 
av(/(i))T. By Lemma 9.6, this is zv{g(f(i)))T. • 
We remark that a matrix interpretation of this shape corresponds to a complete 
and deterministic weighted (word) automaton. This means that for each state and 
letter, there is exactly one transition with nonzero weight. 
9.2 Weak Compatibility 
Now we treat compatibility. Referring to Example 9.5, the function g is greater 
than the function / , but their associated matrices are not comparable w.r.t. or 
>. This will be repaired as follows. We start with weak compatibility. 
For ease of presentation, we use arctic values below zero. We will see later that 
this can be removed. 
We define an arctic triangular matrix of size p x p by 
D = (if i < j then 0 else —1)¿ j 
Example 9.8. For p = 3 we get: 
D = 
Lemma 9.9. For x = pq + r with 0 < r < p, we have 
D ® av(x)T = ( 
r + 1 entries p — r — 1 entries 
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Proof. Entry number i (counting starts at 0) of the result vector is: if i < r then q 
else q — 1. • 
Lemma 9.10. If x < y, then D ® av(x)T < D ® av(y)T component-wise. 
Proof. Follows directly from Lemma 9.9. • 
The matrices that arise here have a special shape: 
Definition 9.11. An arctic matrix is called flat if each row (xi , . . . ,x n ) fulfills 
x\ < . . . < xn < xj + 1 and each column (yi,..., ym)T fulfills ym + 1 > yi > ... > 
Dm- o 
Note that we define this for any rectangular shape. 
Lemma 9.12. If / is a weakly monotone quasi-periodic function of slope one, then 
D ® [/] is flat. 
Proof. By Lemma 9.9, each column of D®[f] has the required shape. For the shape 
of the rows, we argue as follows. The j-th and the (j + l)-th column of D ® [/] are 
D ® a v { f { j ) ) T and D ® a v ( f ( j + 1))T, respectively. By weak monotonicity of / , we 
have f(j) < f ( j + 1), so by Lemma 9.10, each row of D® [/] is weakly increasing. 
Since / is monotonic, and also quasi-periodic of period p and slope one, we have 
f{p - 1) < f{p) =P + /(0). By Lemma 9.10, 
D ® av(/(p - 1» T < D ® av(p + /(0))T 
Note that av(p + x) = av(x) ® 1, since arctic multiplication by 1 means just to 
increase each (finite) entry by one, therefore 
D ® av(/(p - 1))T < D ® av(/(0))T ® 1 
so for each row index i, we have (D ® (/])[i,p — 1] < (D ® [/])[i, 0] + 1. • 
Lemma 9.13. If M is flat, then M ® D = M. 
Proof. The entry at position (i,j) in M ® D is the dot product of row i in M and 
column j in D. Let row i of M be x = (xi, . . . , xp), Column j in D has shape 
(p, .„ , 0 , -1 , 
j times p — j times 
The dot product of these vectors is 
max{xi,.. ,,Xj,Xj+i - 1, . . . ,xp—1} 
By flatness of M, we have x\. < ... xp < x\ + 1, so the maximum is realized by Xj. 
This is exactly the value of the entry at position (i, j) in M. • 
Lemma 9.14. For any weakly monotonic quasi-periodic function / of slope one, 
D ® [/] ® D = D ® [/]. x 
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Proof. By Lemma 9.12, D ® [/] is flat. By Lemma 9.13, the claim follows. • 
Definition 9.15. MD := D ® M o 
Example 9.16. For f,g from Example 9.5, 
[f]D = [9]d = 
Now we present two important properties of the translation / i-» \f\o- It 
is a homomorphism (function composition corresponds to matrix multiplication), 
Lemma 9.17, and it respects the weak ordering, Lemma 9.18. 
Lemma 9.17. [/ o g]D = [g]D ® [f)D 
Proof. By Lemma 9.7, [fog]D = ([g] ® [f])D: Denote [/] by F and [3] by G. Then 
GDFD = DGDF = DGF = (GF)D by Lemma 9.14. • 
Lemma 9.18. If quasi-periodic functions f,g of period p and slope one fulfill 
Vx : f(x) > g(x), then [f]D > [g]D. 
Proof. We consider column r. It has value D@av(/(r))T resp. D®av(g(r))T, with 
f(r) — 9(r) by assumption. The result then follows from Lemma 9.10. • 
The given translation / i—> D <g) [/] may create arctic matrices with negative 
entries. It can be verified that —1 is the only negative value that may ever appear, 
and that it is safe to replace it by — oo, in order to obtain an interpretation with 
arctic naturals. 
9.3 Strict Compatibility 
Again referring to Example 9.5, the function g is strictly greater than the function 
/ , but as Example 9.16 shows, [g]o [/]D- By modifying the interpretation 
of some symbols, we obtain strict compatibility. For easier presentation, we use 
rational weights. Weights can be made integral by scaling: this is multiplication 
by a constant, resp. arctic exponentiation. 
Define E as the p x p square matrix where all rows are equal to vector F = 
(0,1 /p,..., (p — 1 )/p). The interesting property of F is: 
Lemma 9.19. F <g> av(x)T = x/p. 
Proof. Let x = pq + r. The vector av(x) has only one non-zero entry, namely q at 
position r. Then F <g> av(x)T = r/p + q = x/p. • 
This implies 
Lemma 9.20. If x,y € N and x > y, then F <g> av(x)T > F <g> av(y)T and E ® 
av(x)T » E <g> av(y)T . 
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Proof. The first statement follows from the previous lemma. Then the second 
statement follows, as all rows of E are equal to F. • 
Now the application is that we can multiply an interpretation (that was trans-
lated according to / i-» [f]o) from the left by E, to get the desired relation: 
Lemma 9.21. If quasi-periodic functions / , g of period p and slope one fulfill f < g 
point-wise, then E ® [f\o <<£® 
Proof. We have E® [f]o = ED[f] = E[f], since E is flat and Lemma 9.13 applies. 
Column r of E[f\ is the product of E and column r of [/], thus E ® av(/(r))T. 
This is to be compared with E ® av(g(r))T, so we apply Lemma 9.20. • 
9.4 Putting it all together 
While we achieve weak compatibility (w.r.t. >) by the translation [•]/>, we get strict 
compatibility (w.r.t. » ) only for the shape of top rewrite relations that arise from 
the dependency pair transformation. 
Theorem 9.22. Given a weakly monotonic quasi-periodic interpretation of period 
p and slope one that is weakly compatible with S and R and strictly compatible 
with R', where the top symbols of R U R' do not occur in S, there is an arctic 
matrix interpretation of dimension p that fulfills the conditions of Theorem 7.1: it 
is weakly compatible with S and R, and strictly compatible with R'. 
Proof. This interpretation is obtained by taking as the translation of a non-top 
symbol interpretation / the matrix [/]£>, and for a top symbol, the matrix E®[f]p. 
This interpretation is somewhere finite since the top left entry of each matrix is 
finite. This follows from /(0) > 0. This translation computes the correct values 
by Lemma 9.17, and we get weak compatibility by Lemma 9.18 as well as strict 
compatibility by Lemma 9.21. • 
Example 9.23. For the quasi-periodic interpretation from Example 9.3, 
[a\D = 
f — 00 —oo 
0 —oo —oo 
^—00 0 —oo 
(0 1 
I _ 0 ° 
—oo —oo 
y—00 —oo — 00 
/1 1 1' 
[a3]ß = 0 1 1 
Vo 0 1 
[b]o = 
[b3]D = 
' 0 0 
0 0 0 
- 1 0 oy 
0 1 1\ 
- 1 0 0 
- 1 0 
° / 
1 
- 1 0 0 
l - l 0 0 
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E ® [a3]D = 
E® [ a ] D 
1 \\ 
E®[b]D= • 1 1-
1 1> 
£®[63]D = 
0 1 1 
0 1 1 
0 1 1 
<1 
Remark 9.24. We comment on the effect of restricting the slope to one. Quasi-
periodic interpretations of higher slope cannot be represented by arctic matrix 
interpretations: for instance, the function / : x t-> 2x is a quasi-periodic function 
of slope 2 and period 1 (trivially), and iterated application of / gives exponentially 
increasing values, while arctic matrices (of any dimension) can only give linear 
growth. On the other hand, as has been remarked already in [39], if quasi-periodic 
functions are applied together with other termination methods, restricting the slope 
to one does not seem to reduce the power of the method too much. There are several 
hard termination problems where slope one is sufficient. • 
10 Certification 
The theory developed in this paper for proving termination with arctic (below-
zero) interpretations (i.e., Theorem 7.1 and Theorem 8.3) is accompanied by formal 
proofs in the Coq proof assistant [34, 6]. Coq is a proof assistant/checker based 
on the Calculus of Inductive Constructions (CIC) [33] — a very expressive logic 
supporting simple, inductive, dependent and polymorphic types. 
The certification has been carried out within the CoLoR project [7]. The main 
part of CoLoR is a library of termination techniques formalized in Coq. The aim of 
the project is to gather such formalizations within this library and then use them 
to certify concrete proofs produced by some existing termination provers. 
This is accomplished by introducing an intermediate format for termination 
proofs. Automated termination provers only need to support this format (which 
should be easy to accomplish) and then Rainbow, a simple tool developed within 
the CoLoR project, transforms proofs in this format to actual Coq scripts certifying 
termination. Then Coq is run as a proof checker to verify correctness of the proof 
reported by the termination tool, with the use of the termination criteria formalized 
in the CoLoR library. 
We formalized the arctic techniques for proving termination of term rewriting 
presented in this paper, so the criteria corresponding to Theorems 7.1 and 8.3 but 
not that of Theorem 6.7. 
Let us illustrate the CoLoR approach to certification on the termination criteria 
developed in this paper. An arctic termination proof requires providing an arctic 
interpretation, Definition 4.4, which consists of: 
• a natural number d, indicating the dimension of vectors and matrices that 
are used, 
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• a theorem to be used: either Theorem 7.1 or Theorem 8.3 and 
• for every symbol / the arctic function corresponding to it (over AN in case of 
Theorem 7.1 or over Az for Theorem 8.3), i.e., the constant vector c and its 
linear factors M\,..., Mn, where n is the arity of / . 
Such arctic interpretation can be specified by means of a formal grammar, which is 
part of the aforementioned proof format. Then proofs like those presented in Ex-
ample 7.2 or Example 8.4 can be easily expressed in this format and translated by 
Rainbow to formal Coq proofs, allowing to check their correctness with Coq. Simi-
lar transformation can be applied to termination proofs generated by termination 
provers, allowing a fully automatic certification of their results. We implemented 
this in the termination prover Matchbox [36] and we report on the results in the 
following section. 
The basis of this formalization work was the certification of the matrix interpre-
tations method [27], the method introduced shortly in Example 3.6, which consists 
of formalizations of: 
• a semiring structure, 
• vectors and matrices over arbitrary semirings of coefficients, 
• the monotone algebras framework and 
• the matrix interpretation method. 
The framework of monotone algebras was used without any changes at all. 
Vectors and matrices were formalized in [27] for arbitrary semirings, however all 
the results involving orders were developed for the usual orders on natural numbers, 
as used in the matrix interpretation method. So the first step in the formalization 
process was to generalize the semiring structure to a semiring equipped with two 
orders (>, >) and to adequately generalize results on vectors and matrices. Then 
the arctic semiring was developed in this setting. 
As for the technique itself it has a lot in common with the technique of ma-
trix interpretations. Therefore the common parts were extracted to a module 
MatrixBasedlnt which was then specialized to the matrix interpretation method 
(Matrixlnt) and to a basis for arctic based methods (ArcticBasedlnt), which was 
narrowed down to the methods of arctic interpretations (Arcticlnt) and arctic 
below-zero interpretations (ArcticBZInt). This hierarchy is depicted in Figure 1. 
We did not yet formalize the developments of Section 9 on quasi-periodic in-
terpretations. Note that this is not strictly necessary: one can still certify quasi-
periodic termination proofs with CoLoR indirectly: just carry out the transforma-
tion according to Theorem 9.22, and submit the corresponding arctic interpretation 
for certification. This has been realized by the termination prover Matchbox in the 
Certified Termination Competition for string rewriting in 2008. 
Considering the extension of the formal proof format and the Rainbow tool it 
was minimal. The format for the matrix interpretation proofs was already devel-
oped in [27] and it essentially requires to provide matrix interpretations for all the 
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Figure 1: Hierarchy of different matrix-based methods in CoLoR. 
function symbols in the signature. The format for arctic interpretations is the same 
except that: 
• it indicates which matrix-based method is to be used, indicated by different 
XML tags (as the common proof format of CoLoR is in the end specified using 
XML syntax), 
• the entries of vectors and matrices are from a different domain. 
Below we illustrate the performance of the winning tools in the certified com-
petitions of 2007 and 2008. In case of the 2008 competition we narrow down the 
results only to the set of problems used in 2007, to make the figures and tools' 
performances comparable. 
category year winner termination 
proofs 
TRS 2007 2008 
CoLoR + TPA 
CoLoR + AProVE 
354/975 «36.3% 
420/975 «43.1% 
SRS 2007 2008 
Matchbox (uncertified) 
CoLoR + Matchbox 
337/517« 65.2% 
354/517 «68.5% 
Figure 2: Performance of the winners of the certified competition in 2007 and 2008. 
In the SRS category the only improvement in Matchbox [36] from 2007 to 
2008 was the addition of arctic interpretations, and the transformation from quasi-
periodic to arctic interpretations. 
Even more importantly we are comparing here the un-certified Matchbox 2007 
(there was no certified SRS category in 2007) with its certified 2008 counterpart. 
That means that some features not supported by CoLoR had to be switched off 
in Matchbox for the 2008 competition and still it performed better than in the 
previous year. Roughly half of the proofs produced by Matchbox involved arctic 
interpretations, showing the importance of this technique for string rewriting. 
The interpretation of the results in the TRS category is much more difficult. 
TPA [24] and AProVE [16] are very different tools using different proof search strate-
gies. Also apart from the addition of arctic interpretations, AProVE could take ad-
vantage of the dependency graph decomposition technique that was not available 
in CoLoR in the previous year. 
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In the following section we will present the experimental data comparing per-
formance of Matchbox with different sets of techniques in use, which will allow for 
a better evaluation of the impact of arctic interpretations on termination proving 
power. 
11 Implementation 
The implementation in Matchbox follows the scheme described in [13]. The con-
straint problem for the arctic interpretation is translated to a constraint problem 
for matrices, for arctic numbers and, finally, for Boolean variables. This is then 
solved by Minisat [11]. 
An arctic number is represented by a pair a = (b\vo,i>i,... ,vn) where b is a 
Boolean value and vo,...,vn is a sequence of Booleans (all numbers have fixed 
bit-width). If b is 1, then a represents —oo, if b is 0, then a represents the binary 
value of vo,..., vn. 
To represent integers, we use two's complement representation, i.e., the most 
significant bit is the "sign bit". 
Note that implementation of max/plus operation is less expensive than stan-
dard plus/times: with a binary representation both max and plus can be computed 
(encoded) with a linear size formula (whereas a naive implementation of the stan-
dard multiplication requires quadratic size and asymptotically better schemes do 
not pay off for small bit widths). 
It is useful to require the following, for each arctic number a = (b,v): if the 
infinity bit b is set, then v = 0. Then (b,v) © {b',v') = (b A b', max(t>, v')). For 
(b,'v) ® (b[, v') we compute c = bV b', u — (UQ,..., u„) = v + v' and the result is 
(c; ->c A u0,..., -c A un). 
To represent arctic integers, we use a similar convention: if the infinity flag b is 
set, we require that the number v represents the lowest value of its range. 
The following table lists the numbers of certified proofs that we obtain with 
the dependency pair method (without analyzing the dependency graph) and the 
following matrix methods: (s)tandard, (a)rctic, below (z)ero. The problem set 
used for this experiment is the TPDB of the 2007 competition, so the problems 
correspond to those presented in Figure 2. 
Runs were executed on a single core of an Intel X5365 processor running at 
3GHz. All proofs are available for inspection at the Matchbox web page [36]. In 
all cases we used standard matrices of dimension 1 and 2 to remove rules before 
the.dependency pair transformation, and then matrix dimensions d from 1 up; with 
numbers of bit width 3, and a timeout of 1 + d2 seconds for each individual attempt'. 
Here, we count only verified proofs, so we are missing about 3 to 5 proofs where 
Coq does not finish in reasonable time. 
For a SRS TZ we consider reverse(7?.) = (reverse(Z) —> reverse(r) | (/ —> r) € 
TZ}. Clearly this transformation preserves termination both ways (the implication 
SN(reverse(7l)) SN(7xL) has been formalized in CoLoR). Half.of the allotted 
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number of proofs 
problem set time found by t íe method 
s sa sz saz 
975 TRS 1 min 361 376 388 389 
10 min 365 381 393 394 
517 SRS 1 min 178 312 298 320 
10 min 185 349 323 354 
Figure 3: Performance of Matchbox using different versions of matrix (arctic) in-
terpretations. 
time is spent for each of TZ and reverse(72.). This increases the score considerably 
(by about one third). 
In the previous section we already mentioned that the method of arctic inter-
pretations was implemented in AProVE. Recently it was also incorporated into Tjl^ 
and both those provers used it in the termination competition of 2008, where they 
took the first two places in the main categories (full termination of term/string 
rewriting systems). 
12 Discussion 
Arctic naturals form a sub-semiring of arctic integers. So the question comes up 
whether Theorem 8.3 subsumes Theorem 7.1. Note that the prerequisites for both 
theorems are incomparable. Still there might be a method to construct from a 
somewhere-finite interpretation (above zero) an equivalent absolutely positive in-
terpretation (below zero). We are not aware of any. Experience with implementa-
tion shows that it is useful to have both methods, especially for string rewriting. 
Naturals are easier to handle than integers because they do not require signed 
arithmetics. So typically we can increase the bit width or the matrix dimension for 
naturals. Our implementation finds several proofs according to Theorem 7.1 where-
it fails to find a proof according to Theorem 8.3 and vice-versa. 
It is interesting to ask whether the preconditions of Theorems 6.7,7.1,8.3 can be 
weakened. We discussed one variant in Remark 8.5. In general, a linear interpre-
tation [•] with coefficients in Apj (Az respectively) is admissible for a termination 
proof if for each ground term t, the value [i] is finite (positive, respectively). This 
is in fact a reachability problem for weighted (tree) automata. It is decidable for 
interpretations on arctic naturals, but it is undecidable for arctic integers (this fol-
lows from a result of Krob [29] on tropical word automata). In our setting, we 
do not guess an interpretation and then decide whether it is admissible. Rather, 
we have to formulate the decision algorithm as part of the constraint system for 
the interpretation. Therefore we chose sharper conditions on interpretations that 
imply finiteness (positiveness, respectively) and have an easy constraint encoding. 
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Another question is the relation of the standard matrix method to the arctic ma-
trix method(s). Performance of our implementation suggests that neither method 
subsumes the other, but this may well be a problem of computing resources, as we 
hardly reach matrix dimension 5 and bit width 3. 
As for the relation to other termination methods (e.g., path orderings), the 
only information we have is that arctic (and other) matrix methods can do non-
simple termination, while path orders and polynomial interpretations cannot; and 
on the other hand, the arctic matrix method implies a linear bound on deriva-
tional complexity (see below), which is easily surpassed by path orders and other 
interpretations. 
The full arctic termination method bounds lengths of derivations: 
Lemma 12.1. For a rewriting system H that fulfills the requirements of Theo-
rem 6.7 for <S = 0, the derivational complexity of 1Z is linear. 
Proof. For a finite arctic vector x = (x\,... ,£&), define |x| = max(xi, . . . ,xk ) . 
Then |x © y\ < max(|x|, |y|) and \x®yr\ < |x| + |y|. 
For a finite arctic matrix A of dimension k x k, define |A| = max{A[i, j] | 1 < 
i,j < k}. Then |A®x| < |A| + |x| and \A® B\ < \A\ + \B\. 
For an interpretation [•] of some signature E, and any word w G E*, this implies 
that |[u>]| <c-\w\ where c = max{|[/]| : / G E}. 
Now we remark that u —*n v implies [u] [u], and i » j implies |x| > \y\. 
Thus the derivational complexity of TZ is linear: any derivation starting from u has 
at most c • |u| steps. • 
This means that rewriting systems with higher derivational complexity (e.g., 
quadratic: {ab —> ba}, or exponential {ab —> b2a}) do not admit an arctic 
termination proof. Note that both these systems admit a standard matrix proof. 
It seems very difficult to combine this argument with the dependency pair 
method, as it can drastically alter (i.e., reduce) derivational complexity [32]. 
Example 12.2. The following rewriting system [21] has a derivational complexity 
that is not primitive recursive: 
(s(x) + (y + z) -» x + (s(s(y)) + z), s(x) + (y + (z + w)) -> x + (z + (y + w»> 
and still it has, after dependency pairs transformation, an easy termination proof 
by "counting symbols" [13]. Note however that arctic interpretations cannot count 
globally: to compute the interpretation [/(ii, ¿2)], it is impossible to add values from 
subtrees [ii], [¿2], as we can only take the maximum of [ii], [¿2]- Yet we find an arctic 
proof, as follows. The given system is in fact an encoding of a length-preserving 
string rewriting system on the infinite alphabet N. Both rules keep the right spine 
of terms (corresponding to the length of the simulated string) intact, so we can 
remove dependency pairs that shrink it, using the interpretatipn [+](£, y) = y® 1. 
We are left with two dependency pairs (that directly correspond to the original 
rules). They can be handled by [+](£, j/) = x and [s](x) = x ® 1. So instead of 
numbers of symbols, we were just using path lengths. ' < 
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Max/plus polynomials have been used by Amadio [3] as quasi-interpretations 
(i.e., functions are weakly monotone), to bound the space complexity of derivations. 
Proving termination directly was not intended. 
13 Conclusions 
We presented the arctic interpretations method for proving termination of term 
rewriting. It is based on the matrix interpretation method [13] where the usual 
plus/times operations on N are generalized to an arbitrary semiring, in this case 
instantiated by the arctic semiring (max/plus algebra) on {—oo} U N. 
Matrix interpretations are an efficient realization of a certain class of weighted 
tree automata. It remains a subject of further study to characterize the family of 
weighted tree languages that can be represented in that way. 
We also generalized this to arctic integers. This generalization allowed us to 
solve 10 of Beerendonk/* examples that are difficult to prove terminating and thus 
far could only be solved by AProVE with the Bounded Increase [17] technique, 
dedicated to such class of problems coming from transformations from imperative 
programs and with polynomial interpretations with rational coefficients [30]. 
Our presentation of the theory is accompanied by a formalization in the Coq 
proof assistant. By becoming part of the CoLoR project this formalization allows 
us to formally verify termination proofs involving the arctic matrix method. It 
was evaluated in the certified category of the termination competition in 2008 and 
turned out to be a crucial contribution allowing CoLoR to win with the competing 
certification back-end, A3PAT [8]. 
We want to remark here that all performance data and all examples presented 
in this paper were collected from problems of TPDB and we did not "cook up" 
any special examples to show off the arctic method. The emphasis of these exam-
ples (in fact, of the whole paper) is not to provide termination proofs where none 
were known before, but rather to provide certified (and often conceptually simpler) 
termination proofs where only uncertified proofs were available up to now. 
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Weighted and Unweighted Trace Automata 
Dietrich Kuske* 
A b s t r a c t 
We reprove Droste & Gastin's characterisation from [3] of the behaviors 
of weighted trace automata by certain rational expressions. This proof shows 
how to derive their result on weighted trace automata as a corollary to the 
unweighted counterpart shown by Ochmanski. 
K e y w o r d s : weighted automata, Mazurkiewicz traces 
1 Introduction 
A large body of theoretical computer science deals with properties of languages as 
sets of finite words. These words can be understood as the sequence of events per-
formed by some system. This modelling works fine for sequential systems because 
of the linear nature of words. Mazurkiewicz [11] proposed a generalization of words 
nowadays called Mazurkiewicz traces that allows to also model some concurrency. 
Since its introduction, much work has been devoted to the transfer of results on 
word languages to trace languages (cf. [6]). One such result is Kleene's theorem [8] 
equating the recognizable and the rational languages. Ochmanski [12] succeeded 
in transferring this result to trace languages showing that the recognizable trace 
languages are precisely the c-rational ones. 
For sequential systems, it is not just interesting to ask whether a particular word 
is generated, but also to know the number of different ways it can be generated. 
This question developed into the theory of weighted automata and formal power 
series (cf. [14, 9, 1, 5]). A fundamental result is Schiitzenberger's theorem [13], 
equating the behaviors of weighted automata with the set of rational formal power 
series. 
These two distinct generalizations of Kleene's theorem were re-joint by Droste 
& Gastin [3] who investigated weighted trace automata and formal power series 
over partially commuting variables. 
The theorems by Kleene, by Schiitzenberger, by Ochmanski, and by Droste 
& Gastin characterize the recognizable languages, formal power series, trace lan-
guages, or formal power series over partially commuting variables by certain rational 
operations. All the proofs follow the line of Kleene's proof (namely showing the 
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closure of recognizable objects under the respective operations) albeit with non-
trivial additions. An exception to this is the recent proof of the result by Droste & 
Gastin that Berstel & Reutenauer gave in [2]: they extend Brzozowski's derivations 
to also handle weights and partial commutation. 
In this paper, we present another alternative proof of Droste k. Gastin's char-
acterisation of the behavior of weighted trace automata. The novelty lies in the 
fact that we derive their result as a corollary to Ochmariski's theorem. In other 
words, we derive a result on weighted trace automata from a theorem on unweighted 
trace automata. This refines the methodology introduced in [10] where I similarly 
derived Schiitzenberger's theorem from Kleene's theorem. 
The idea is as follows (see later sections for missing definitions): If A is a 
weighted trace automaton, then the set of paths from some initial to some final 
state forms a regular language L. We define conditions (Tl-3) that formalize the 
relation between this language and the behavior of A (see Lemma 4.1). Prom a 
rational expression for L, we get an mc-rational expression for the behavior of A 
(see proof of Theorem 4.1). Conversely, let E be some c- or mc-expression. Then we 
construct a language L (Sections 3.2 and 3.3) satisfying (Tl-3). The crucial point 
is that the language L gives rise to a weighted trace automaton whose behavior 
equals the semantics of E (Prop. 3.1). 
2 Definitions 
2.1 Weighted trace automata and their behavior 
A structure (iS, +, •, 0,1) is a semiring if (S, +, 0) is a commutative monoid, (S, •, 1) 
a monoid, • is both left- and right-distributive over +, and 0 • k = k • 0 = 0 for all 
k £ S. If there is no ambiguity, we denote a semiring just by S. A semiring is 
commutative if (S, •, 1) is commutative; it is idempotent if k + k = k for all k £ S. 
An independence alphabet is a pair (E, I) where E is some alphabet and I C E 2 
is an irreflexive and symmetric independence relation. Then D = E2 \ I is the 
complementary dependence relation which is reflexive and symmetric. Then ~ 
denotes the least congruence relation on the free semigroup E + with ab ~ ba 
for all a, b € E with (a, b) £ I. The quotient M+(E,7) = E+ /~ is the trace 
semigroup generated by (E,/)1 ; its elements are equivalence classes [w] of words 
u £ E + . Note that the semigroups M+(£,0) and (E+, •) are naturally isomorphic 
and we will identify the element [u] = {«} of M + (£ ,0) with the word u £ E + . A 
language L C E+ is I-closed if u ~ v and v £ L imply u £ L, i.e., L = U ^ l M -
Similarly, a function /i : E+ —> X to some set X is I-closed if u ~ v implies 
p,(u) = fi{v). For u £ E+ , let alph(u) denote the alphabet of the word u, i.e., the 
set of letters occurring in u. Then u ~ v implies alph(ti) = alph(u) which allows to 
set alph([u]) = alph(u). 
'Droste & Gastin work in the trace monoid M(£,J) = M+(£, I) U {1}, but all their results 
hold with minor and obvious changes also in the trace semigroup (see Remark 2.1). We prefer 
to work in this trace semigroup since this eliminates the repetitive special handling of the unit 
element. 
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A weighted trace automaton over the independence alphabet (E, I) is a tuple 
A = (Q,E,A,/i, 7) where Q is a finite and nonempty set of states, E is some 
alphabet, A £ Slx<2 is a row vector, /1: E+ —> , •) is an /-closed (semigroup-) 
homomorphism, and 7 £ SQxl is a column vector. Its (E, I)-behavior ||-4||(£,/) is 
a mapping from M+(E, I) into S given by ||-4||(e,/)(M) = ^ • m(u) " 7 f°r u G E+ 
(since ¡i(u) = fi(v) for u ~ v, this is well-defined). Note that every weighted 
trace automaton over (E, I) is also a weighted trace automaton over (E, 0). If 
(E,7) is clear from the context, the trace behavior of A is the function ||.4||T = 
ll-4||(s,J) : M+(E,7) —> 5 and the word behavior of A is the function ||.4||w — 
11-̂11 (s 0) : E+ —» S. Then the trace and the word-behaviors are directly related by 
MIIT(M) = MllwK) for al  u £ E+. 
For p,q £ Q and a € E, we say (p, a, q) is a transition of A if At(a)P,g ^ 0. A 
path of length m is a sequence U = (pi, ai, Pi+i)i<i<m of transitions; its label is the 
word 7r(J7) = 0102 .. -am and its weight is c(U) = rii<i<m /i(ai)pi,pi+i- Then the 
trace behavior of A can also be described in terms of these paths, namely we have 
for any u £ E+ ([7, Cor. VI.6.2]) since ||^||t(M) = M w ( u ) . 
Mappings s from M+(E, I) into a semiring S can be considered as formal power 
series in partially commuting variables (fps for short). In this context, one usually 
writes (s, [it]) for the value s([u]) and S((M+(E, /))) for the set of all formal power 
series. For s, t £ S((M+(E, I))) and A C E, we next define formal power series s + t, 
s -t, s+, and (s)̂ 4- To this aim, let x £ M+(E, I) and set 
[s + t,x) = {s,x) + {t,x) (s-t,x)= (s> V)' (*>z) 
where sl denotes the ith power of the formal power series s. 
An expression is a term using the constants ka for k £ S and a £ E, the binary 
operations + and •, and the unary operations ( )A and Any such expression E 
can be interpreted as a fps p5J(£,j) £ S((M+(E,/))), the (E, I)-semantics of E. 
More formally, we defined inductively 
MIIT(M) = £(AM-C([/)-7(/) 1, f £ Q, U is a path from t to / with 7r(U) = u 
y,zeM+(s,/) 
x=yz 
(p;+j(Si/),x) = ([il̂ .x) (I ( £ ) ^ ] ( E I J ) , X ) = ( (I £ ] ( E I / ) ) ^ , X ) 
and 
y,z€M+(£,I) 
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for A C £ and x £ M + ( £ , / ) . Usually, the independence alphabet (E, 7) will be 
clear from the context. Therefore, we write ¡íSJT for [ i?]^/) and call it the trace 
semantics of E, and [Bjw for I-E](£,0), the word semantics of E. 
With these notions, we have the following theorem by Schiitzenberger. 
Theorem 2.1 ([13, 7]). Let S be a semiring, E an alphabet, and s £ 5((£+)). Then 
s is the word behavior of some weighted trace automaton iff it is the word semantics 
of some expression. 
Remark 2.1. Schiitzenberger [13] considers only the case of the semiring of inte-
gers, the general result can be found in Eilenberg's book [7]. Both these authors deal 
with formal power series over the free monoid E*, i.e., also include the empty word. 
But the result holds likewise for the free semigroup of nonempty finite words. This 
follows easily from the following observations (with the obvious definitions [3, 5]). 
1. A mapping s : M(E,7) —> S is recognizable in the sense of [13, 3] iff s [ 
M + (£ ,7 ) £ 5((M+(E, /))) is the trace behavior of some weighted trace au-
tomaton. 
2. A mapping s : M(E, 7) S is rational in the sense of [13, 3] iff s T (M+(E, 7) 
is the trace semantics of some expression. The only difficulty in the inductive 
verification of this claim concerns multiplication. This problem can be solved 
since 
(s-t) \ M+(E, I) = (s, [e]) -t' + s'- (t, [e]) + s' • t' 
holds for all s,t: M(£,I) S with s' = s[M+(£,7) and t' = ifM+(E,7). 
In addition, Schiitzenberger and Eilenberg do not allow the operation ( )A 
in their expressions. Thus, in one sense, their result is stronger: any weighted 
automaton can be translated into an equivalent expression that does not use the 
operation ( )A- On the other hand, it follows from [7, Prop. VI.7.1] that even with 
the operation ( )A, we can only describe behaviors of weighted automata since the 
language {u £ E + | alph(u) = A} is regular. 
Note that the mapping p : E + —> M+(E, 7) : « i-t [«] is a semigroup homomor-
phism. From ip, we define another mapping Tp : S((£+)) —> S((M+(E,7))) setting 
(for all x £ M+(E, 7)) 
(^(s) ,x)= (s,u) . 
u£ip~1(x) 
Then direct calculations show that Tp commutes with the operations +, •, ( )A, 
and By induction, it follows that the word and the trace semantics of an ex-
pression are closely related: 
Proposition 2.1. Let S be some semiring, (E,7) an independence alphabet, and E 
an expression. ThenTp(\E\y¡) = I-^IT; i-e-, for every u £ E + , we have ( | Í?] ]T, M) = 
E ^ n d ^ l w ^ ) . 
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A language K C M+(£ , I) is mono-alphabetic if alph(x) = alph(y) for every 
x, y £ K; a formal power series t £ 5{{M+(£)}) is mono-alphabetic if its support 
{x £ M + (£ , / ) | (t,x) ± 0} is mono-alphabetic. 
A set B C £ is I-connected, if (B, D 0 B2) is a connected graph; a word u £ £+ 
is /-connected if alph(u) is /-connected; a language L C £ + is /-connected if any 
of its elements is /-connected. Finally, a formal power series t £ 5((M+(£))) is 
/-connected if its support is /-connected. 
Droste & Gastin [3, page 52] consider mc-rational and c-rational formal power 
series that are the semantics of mc-rational and c-rational expressions defined as 
follows: A c-rational expression (over (£, I)) is an expression E not using the unary 
operation ( )A such that [-FJT is /-connected for all sub-expressions F+ of E. If, in 
addition, [ F J T is mono-alphabetic and /-connected for all subexpressions F+, the 
expression is mc-rational. 
3 From expressions to automata 
Given an expression E over (£, / ) , we want to construct a weighted trace automa-
ton A with [£]T = ||.4||T. Recall that [E^T = ^([-Ejw) by Prop. 2.1. Hence, 
we will first describe a condition on a series s £ 5((£+)) implying that <p(s) is the 
trace behavior of some weighted trace automaton over (£ , / ) (Prop. 3.1). Droste 
& Gastin [3, Example 39] showed that the fps [la + 1 6 ] T over the semiring of 
natural numbers is not the behavior of any weighted trace automaton provided 
(a, b) £ I. Hence, we cannot hope for P?]T to satisfy the condition for each and ev-
ery expression E, but we prove it for mild extensions of c-rational and mc-rational 
expressions. 
3.1 The condition 
Let (£ , /s ) and (r, / r ) be independence alphabets. A function IT : T —> £ is a 
projection of independence alphabets if ( A , B ) £ Ir •$==> (TT(A), TT(B)) £ IT, for all 
A, B £ T . 
Lemma 3.1. Let S be a commutative semiring and IT : (r , /R ) —<• ( £ , / E ) BE a 
projection of independence alphabets. Furthermore, let K C T + be an Ir-closed 
regular language and c : T+ —> (S, •) be a homomorphism. Then there exists a 
weighted trace automaton A such that we have for all u € £+ 
(\\A\\W, u) = $>(£/) \UeKn t r » ) . 
Proof. Let B = (Q,T,l,8,F) denote the minimal deterministic finite automaton 
with C(B) = K. Then we have S(q, AB) = 5(q, BA) for every q £ Q and A, B £ T 
with (A, B) £ /r since B is minimal and its language K is /r-closed. 
From B, we construct a weighted finite automaton A = (Q, £, A, /i, 7) on the 
set of states Q of B setting 
• A (q) = 1 for q = L and A(q) = 0 for q ^ 1 
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7(q) = 1 for q £ F and 7(9) = 0 for q £ F 
• n(a)qi,Q2 = ^2(c(A) | A £ T with ir(A) — a and q2 = 5(<fr, A)) for every a 6 E 
and qi,q2 £ Q. 
We first verify that A is indeed a weighted trace automaton, i.e., that fi(ab) = 
fj,(ba) for all 0,6 £ E with (a,b) £ Is- For this, let 91,53 £ Q. Then 
ß(ab)gi >93 — •Kb) Q 
9 2 6 Q 
TT(c(A).c(B) A>Blr>nj?) = a£{B) = b> q2 = S(qi,A),q3=5(q2,B) 92€Q 
^^(c(B).c(A) 
A,B £ r,7r(A) = a, 7r(ß) = b, 
q3 = 6(qi,AB) 
A,B£T, ir(A) = a, ir(B) = b, 
q3 = 5{qi,BA) 
= n(ba) 91,93 ' 
Equation (i) holds since B is a deterministic automaton. Regarding equation (ii), 
note that (A, B) £ Ir since (a, b) £ Is and since 7r is a projection of indepen-
dence alphabets. Then equation (ii) follows since the semiring is commutative and 
5(q, AB) = 5(q, BA) for every q £ Q and A, B £ V with (A, B) £ IT. 
It remains to verify (||.4||w,w) = J2(c(u) I u G K n 7r_1(u))- S o l e t u = 
a j . . . an £ E+ with a* £ E. Then we have (where all products stretch over the set 
of indices 1 < i < n) 
(Mllw.u) = ' Ku)p,q • 7(9) = ] T 
P . 9 6 Q / 6 F 
= Y1 (n^)«-..« I qo = G Q,qn e JF") 
= I I Mi G r, -K(Ai) = ait qi+1 — 6(qi,Ai)) 
qo=i 
9 i . - - . 9 r . - i 6 Q 
9«€F 
= ]T(c(C/) I U £ T+ with S(L, U)£F and IR(U) = u) 
= $ > ( [ / ) \U£Knn~\u)). 
t = 9o, qi, • • •, Qn-1 £ Q, qn G F, 
for 1 < i < n : Ai £ Y,ir(Ai) = ai,qi+i = ö(qi,Ai) 
• 
For a language L C T+, we write [L] for the set \Ju^L[U) = {V £ T+ | 3U £ 
L:U~V}. 
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Proposition 3.1. Let S be a commutative semiring and n : (r, /r) —> (S,/e) be 
a projection of independence alphabets, let c : —> (S, •) be a homomorphism, 
L C T+ a language, and s G S{(£+)) a fps such that 
(Tl) [L] is regular, 
(T2) (s,u) = £(c(£/) | U G L n T T -1^)) for all u € £+, and 
(T3) £(c(l7) | U G [L] n 7r-1(u)) = E W ^ ) | V G L n [tt-1 (it)]) for alluG £+. 
Then there exists a weighted trace automaton A over (E, 1%) such that ||-4||T = <p(s)-
Proof Note that the language [L] is /p-closed. Hence we can apply Lemma 3.1 
which yields a weighted trace automaton A. Then we have for any u G £+ 
(PII T . M) = ( IMI Iw.u) 
= 53(c(t/") I UG [L] HTr""1^)) by Lemma 3.1 
= ^(c(y)|F€Ln[7r- 1 (n) ] ) by(T3) 
= | V G L On'1 (v)) since [tt"1^)] = 7r-1([«]) 
= J2M b y ( r 2 ) 
= (<f(s),u) by definition of Tp. 
• 
3.2 c-expressions 
Throughout this section, we fix an independence alphabet (£, 1%). Let CONN 
denote the set of /^-connected subsets of £. 
For s e S ((£+)) and t G 5((M+(£, JE))>, define 
sc+ = E (»u 
L46CONN 
and tc+ E Wa 
L46CONN 
Suppose that, for all x G M + ( £ , / s ) with (s,x) ^ 0, we have alph(:r) € CONN. 
Then it is immediate that s+ = sc+ . 
Definition 3.1. A c-expression is a term using the constants ka for k G S and 
a G £, the binary operations + and •, and the unary operation c+. 
Since c + can be expressed in terms of the operations of expressions, c-expressions 
are special expressions and we will handle them as expressions. In particular, the 
word and trace semantics of c-expressions are inherited from those of expressions. 
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Remark 3.1. Let E be some c-rational expression (i.e., [-E]]T is a c-rational formal 
power series as defined by Droste & Gastin [3]). Replacing, in E, any occurrence of 
+ with c + then results in an equivalent c-expression E', i.e., [-E ] T = [-E'JT- Hence, 
any c-rational formal power series is the trace semantics of some c-expression. 
The rest of this section is devoted to the proof of the following 
Theorem 3.1 (cf. [3, Thm. 1(c)]). Let S be a commutative and idempotent semiring 
and E a c-expression. Then there exists a weighted trace automaton A over (£, 7^) 
such that [SIX = | | .A | |T. 
The proof will be based on Prop. 3.1. More precisely, we will first replace, in the 
expression E,, every appearance of ka with a new letter (k, a) and c + with This 
results in a rational expression whose language L, together with the functions ir 
and c given by 7r(k,a) = a and c(k,a) = k, satisfies (Tl-3) for s = p?]w (see 
below). Then, from Prop. 3.1, we obtain a weighted trace automaton A with 
\\A\\T = ^([£]w) which equals [£]|T by Prop. 2.1. 
3.2.1 The construction 
Since we want to use Prop. 3.1, we have to construct an independence alphabet 
(r,7r), a projection of independence alphabets n : (T, 7p) —> (£, It,), a homomor-
phism c : T+ —> (S, •), and a language L C T+ such that (Tl-3) hold. 
• r is the set of all pairs (k,a) € 5 x S such that the constant ka appears in 
the c-expression E. 
• For (k, a), (i, b) £ T, we set ((k, a), (I, b)) £ 7r iff (a, b) £ 7S. 
• For (k,a) £ T, let w(k,a) = a. This defines a projection of independence 
alphabets tt : (r,7r) -> (S,7s). 
• Let c : r + —> (S, •) be the homomorphism defined by c(fc, a) = k for (k, a) £ T. 
From a c-expression, we define inductively a language over T as follows: 
lka\' = {(A, a)} [Ei + E2f = [Efl U ¡E2f 
[E! • E21' = [£il't£2J' [Et+Y = {U£ [Erf | U is connected}+ 
The language L CT+ that we need for the application of Prop. 3.1 is L = [JE]'. 
3.2.2 Verification of (Tl-3) 
Note that the language L is constructed from the singletons by union, concatena-
tion, intersection with the set of connected words, and iteration In this construc-
tion, iteration is only applied to connected languages. Hence, by [12], the language 
[L] is regular. This verifies (Tl). 
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Property (T2) is verified inductively along the construction of the c-expres-
sion E, i.e., we prove 
for all u G £ + and for all sub-expressions E\ of E: 
• for Ei = ka, we have (J-EiJw, u) = k for u — a and ([fijw, u) = 0 otherwise. 
On the other hand, pa]' = {(k,a)} proving Eq. (2). 
• Provided Eq. (2) holds for the c-expressions Ei and JE72, we obtain 
(¡Ei • E2jw,u) = • (I^Jw,™) | v,w G E+,u = vw) 
= ]>>(V) • c(W) | V G [f?i]', W G [E2y,u = 7r(V)7r(W)) 
(=} £>([/) | U G ¡Ei • E2J', u = TT(U)) . 
Regarding the equation (*), note that (V, W) H-> VW is a surjection from the 
set of pairs {{V,W) G [EJ' x {E2f I ir{V)it(W) = u} onto the set of words 
{U G ¡Ei • E2f | w(U) = u} : (V, W) >-» VW and that c{VW) = c(V)c(W). 
Then (*) holds since the semiring S is idempotent. 
• Now suppose Eq. (2) holds for the c-expression F and let u G £ + . Then we 
have 
( p i l w ^ ) = ^(c(C7) | G 1^1'n TT"1^)) (2) 
({Ei + E2jw,u) = ([£ijw,w) + (I^lw.u) 
= J2(c(U)\U€lEif,n(U)=u) 
+ £ > ( [ / ) |[/G[£2J',7r(£/) = u) 
since the semiring S is idempotent, this last expression equals 
= X>(E/) | U G [Eh]' U ¡E2Y,TT(U) = U) 
= | U G ¡EI + E2Y,TT(U) = u). 
Furthermore, 
= E (I^lw.Uj) ui,...,Ui G £ + with 
alph(uj) G CONN 
1 < i < |u|,u = UiU2 .. .u 
E II E № ) i uiG № <ui) = ui) 
l<i<\u\,U=UlU2...Ui, 1 <j<t 
ui,. . . ,« i6S+ ,alph(u : j)eCONN 
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£ ^Wi/jU2...Ui)\Uj£ PT,Tr(c^) = Uj) 
l<i<|lt|,ti=UiU2--.Ui , 
ui,...,UiGE+,a]ph(uj)GCONN 
= £ \c(u1u2...ui) 
1 < i < |u|, U = U\U2 . . . Ui, 
Ui,... ,Ui G E+, alph(itj ) G CONN 
Uiem,MUj)=uj 
since Uj G r + is /p-connected iff 7r(Uj) G E + is /^-connected, we can continue 
1 < i < |u| 
Ui, • • •, Ui G fl-F]' /r-connected 
ir(U1U2...Ui) = u 
J2(c(U)\UelFc+fMU) = u). 
Here, the equation (*) holds since (UI,U2,..., UI) >—> (U\U2 . . . UI) is a sur-
jection from the set 
1 < i < M 
U\,..., UI G |F]' /p-connected 
ir(U1U2...Ui) = u 
{U G I F C + F | N(U) = u}: . 
This finishes the verification of (T2). 
Finally, we verify (T3). So let u G E+ and V G L n [7r-1(u)]. Then there exists 
U G 7r_1(u) with V ~ U implying U G [L] D 7r_1(u). Hence there is a function fu : 
L fl [7T—1 (u)] [I/] n 7r_1(u) with fu(V) ~ V and therefore c(fu(V)) = c(V) since 
(5, •) is commutative. This function is even surjective: if U G [L] n IT~1(U), then 
there exists at least one word V G L with U ~ V and therefore V G L fl [7r_1 (u)]. 
Since 7r is a projection of independence alphabets, this implies TT(V) ~ 7i~(U) = u. 
Hence we have /«(V) ~ V ~ U and ix(fu(V)) = u = N(U) which implies U = 
fu(V). Since the semiring S is idempotent, this ensures (T3). 
Since we successfully verified (Tl-3), Thm. 3.1 follows from Prop. 3.1. 
3.3 mc-expressions 
Again, we fix an independence alphabet (E, 1%) and let CONN denote the set of 
/^-connected subsets of E. 
For s G 5((E+>) and t G 5((M+(E, Js)», define 
s-+= £ [(s)A}+ andim c+= £ [ W ^ r • 
AeCONN .AeCONN 
Suppose there exists A G CONN such that, for all x G M+(E, JE) with (s,x) ^ 0, 
we have alph(x) = A. Then it is immediate that s + = sm c + . 
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Definition 3.2. An mc-expression is a term using the constants ka for k € S and 
a £ £, the binary operations + and •, and the unary operation mc+. 
Since m c + can be expressed in terms of the operations of expressions, mc-
expressions are special expressions and we will handle them as expressions. In 
particular, the word and trace semantics of mc-expressions are inherited from those 
of expressions. 
Remark 3.2. Let E be some mc-rational expression (i.e., ¡¿'IT is an mc-rational 
formal power series as defined by Droste & Gastin [3]). Replacing, in E, any 
occurrence of + with m c + results in an equivalent mc-expression E', i.e., [-E | T = 
[ -E ' JT- Hence, any mc-rational formal power series is the trace semantics of some 
mc-expression. 
The rest of this section is devoted to the proof of the following 
Theorem 3.2 (cf. [3, Thm. 1(b)]). Let S be some commutative semiring and E 
some mc-expression. Then there exists a weighted trace automaton A such that 
№ = ||J4||T. 
3.3.1 The construction 
The first idea is to proceed analogously to the proof of Thm. 3.1, i.e., to first 
replace, in the mc-expression E, every appearance of ka with a new letter (k, a) 
and m c + with The resulting expression describes a language L. Furthermore, 
we would set 7r(k,a) = a and c(k,a) = k for (k,a) £ T. Since the semiring S is 
not assumed to be idempotent anymore, verification of (T2) with s = |25jw causes 
problems that are best explained by the following two examples using the semiring 
N = (N, +, •, 0,1) of natural numbers. 
• The mc-expression E = la + la would be transformed into the rational ex-
pression (l,a) + (l,a), i.e., L = {(l,a)}. With u = a, the left hand side in 
(T2) then equals 2, the right-hand side is just 1. 
• The mc-expression E = ((la)mc+)mc+ would be transformed into ((l ,a)+)+ , 
i.e., L = {(l ,a)}+ . Note that [(la)mc+]w is the characteristic function of 
{a}+ , hence 
([£JW, aa) = ([(la)mc+]w,aa) + (I(la)mc+Jw,a) • (¡(la)mc+]w,a) = 2 . 
On the other hand, the right-hand side of (T2) yields 1 (with u = aa). 
The sole reason for these problems is that the Boolean semiring is idempotent 
while the semiring S can be arbitrary. The first of these problems can be solved by 
replacing the constants in E with pairwise distinct new letters. A solution to the 
second problem is based on the observation that 
p+lw = [E + (E- E)+ + (E • E)+ • £]w 
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To perform this programme formally, we define a relation Red between mc-
expressions E over E, alphabets T, languages L C functions 7r : T —> E, and 
homomorphisms c : T+ —> (S, •). Set (E, T, L. -K, c) £ Red iff 
1. E = ka, T — { ± } for some letter _L, L = {±} , 7r(J_) = a, and c(J_) = k, or 
2. there exist (Eu Ti,Li, a) e Red for i = 0,1 with T0 n Ti = 0, T = r 0 U Ti, 
7r = 7To U 7T], c[T = Co fro U C\ |Ti, and one of the following holds 
a) E = EO + EI and L = L0 U Li, 
b) E = Eo • Ei and L = L0 • , or 
c) E = E^c+, E0 = Ei, and 
L= |J L?U(Lt.L$)+U{L?.Lt)+-Lt 
/teCONN 
where Lf is the set of words U e Li with 7r(alph({/)) = A. 
Let (E, T, L, IT, c) € Red. Then one can show by induction that L C T+ is a regular 
language, the only nontrivial case is E = EQ where one has to observe that L^ is 
regular as soon as L is regular. Furthermore, the binary relation 
^r = {(A,B) € r | (tt(A),TT(B)) £ /s} 
is the only independence relation on T such that ir: (r, Ir) —> (E, Iz) is a projection 
of independence alphabets. In the following, we will always assume T to be equipped 
with this independence relation. 
3.3.2 Verification of (Tl-3) 
Lemma 3.2. For (E, T, L, it, c) £ Red, the language [L] C T+ is regular. 
Proof. We proceed by induction along the construction of the mc-expression E. 
By [12], the base case E = ka as well as the inductive arguments for the cases 
E = E0 + EI and E = EQ • EI are immediate. So assume E = E™0+, EQ = E\, and 
(EuY^LuKuCi) £ Red. Let U £ Lf • L$ for some A £ CONN. Then U = ViV0 
for some words Vj £ Lf. Hence 7r(alph(Vi)) = A implying 7r(alph(i/)) = A. Since 
A £ CONN, the set alph(£7) is Ip-connected. Hence the language Lf • Lfi is 
connected. Now, from [12], we obtain that [L] is regular. • 
Lemma 3.3. For (E, T, L, IT, C) £ Red, the following holds for all u € £+: 
(JjSlw,«) = 53(c(ZT) | U £Lmr-1(u)) . 
Proof. The lemma is shown by induction on the construction of E. The base case 
E = ka is obvious. Now suppose that the lemma has been shown for the tuples 
(Ei,Ti,Li, 7Tj,Ci) £ Red (i = 0,1). Furthermore, assume r 0 n Tj = 0, T = T0 U Ti, 
7r = 7To U 71*1, and c[T = cq (Tq U ci |Ti. 
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First suppose E = EQ+ EI and L = LQ U LI . Then we have 
([£jw,u) = ([.Eojw.u) + ([^ilw,«) 
= ^(co(?7) | U € L0 n TTO V ) ) + E M U ) | U G L1n^1(u)) 
Since the alphabets To and Tj are disjoint, so are the languages LQ and L\. Fur-
thermore, Ci agrees with c on r* and similarly for 7Tj. Hence we can continue 
= I U G (Lo U Li) n n-^u)) 
Next let E = EQ • Ei and L = L0 • L\. Then we have 
U—VW 
¿2(co(V)\V eLonn^iv)) = E 
u—v% 
= ^rlco(V)-ci(W) 
• U(ci ( w ) | w G Li n 7Tf1 (to)) 
u = vw, V G Lo FL 7TQ 
If e l i DTrf1^) 
Since the alphabets To and Ti are disjoint, every word U from L = Lo • ¿1 has a 
unique factorization VW into factors from Lo and L\, resp. Hence we can continue 
= ]T(c(C/) | U G LnTr-1(u)) . 
Finally assume E = E™c+, E0 = Eu and L = LUGCONNLI U ( L I " L O ) + U 
(Lf • L$)+ • Lf. Now let u G £ + with B = alph(u). If B $ CONN, then both 
sides of the equation from the lemma yield 0. So assume B G CONN. Then 
(f-Ejw, u) = ((([-Eo]w)s) + , u). In the following equations, we write 7Xj for Hj mod2 
and similarly Lj for Lj moci 2 for any j > 1. Then we get 
([£]w,u)= 2 E II ( N w , % ) 





1 < i < |u|, U = Ui . . . Ui, \ 
for all 1 < j < i : 
7r(alph(uj)) = B 
Uj G Lj ri7r-1(uj) J 
where we used that c and 7r coincide with Ci and itt on 
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Since the alphabets To and are disjoint, every word U from L D 7r_1(u) has 
a unique factorization UIU2- • - UI into alternating factors from Lf and LQ and no 
factorization into alternating factors from Lf and LQ for B ^ A C £. Hence the 
above expression equals £)(C(U) | U G L fl 7r_1(w)). • 
Lemma 3.4. For (E,T,L,Tr,c) 6 Red and u G E+ , we have 
V U V 2 £ L and V I ~ V 2 = > V! = V 2 . 
Proof. The lemma is shown by induction on the construction of E. The base case 
E = ka is obvious. Now suppose that the lemma has been shown for the tuples 
(Ei,Ti,Li,iri,Ci) G Red (i = 0,1). Furthermore, assume r 0 f~l Ti = 0, T = r 0 U Ti, 
7r = 7To U 7Ti, and cfr = cq fr0 U c\ |Ti 
Now suppose E = E0 + Ei and L = L0 U L\. From V\ ~ V2, we obtain 
alph(Vi) = alph(l^). Since the languages Li and L2 have disjoint alphabets, 
Vi,V2 G L implies Vi,V2 G L, for i = 0 or for i = 1. Hence, by the induction 
hypothesis, Vi ~ V2 implies Vi — V2. 
Next suppose E — EQ • EI and L — LQ • LI. Then Vj, V2 G L implies the 
existence of V? G LJ for j = 0,1 with = for i = 1,2. By disjointness 
of the alphabets, Vi ~ V2 implies ~ V2 for j = 1,2. Hence, by the induction 
hypothesis, V1 = V? and therefore VI = V2. 
Finally let E = E™C+, E0 = EI, and 
L= |J Ltu(Lt-L*)+U(Lt -L$)+.L? . 
A€ CONN 
From Vi G L, we obtain B = 7r(alph(Vi)) G CONN and Vi = . . . V/1 with 
V( G Lfmod 2 for all 1 < j < ii. From Fi ~ V2, we deduce alph(Vi) = alph(V2) and 
therefore 7r(alph(Vi)) = 7r(alph(V2)). Hence V2 = V2 V2 ... V2*2 with V/ G Lfmod 2 
for all 1 < j < i2. 
For B C S and W G T + , let projs(W) denote the projection of W to the letters 
from 7r_1(B), i.e., projB(VF) is obtained from W by deleting all letters 7 G T with 
7r(j) B. NOW assume that any two letters from 0 ^ B C £ are dependent. Then 
the same holds for 7r_1(5). Hence Vx ~ V2 implies projB(Vi) = projB(V2). Since 
V/ G Lfmod 2, we have projB(Vr/) ^ e for all 0 ^ B C A. Since the independence 
alphabets axe disjoint, this implies ii = i2 and projB(V/) = projB(V^) for all 
1 < j < h and 0 ^ B C A with B x B C D. But this implies V/ ~ Vj for all 
1 < j < i\ and therefore, by the induction hypothesis, V* = V2. Hence, indeed, 
V 1 = V 2 . • • 
Lemma 3.5. For (E,F,L,n,c) G Red and u G we have 
J2«U) | U e [L] nir-\u)) = £ > ( V ) I V G L n br 1 ^)] ) . 
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Proof. As in the verification of (T3) from Section 3.2 (page 402), there is a surjec-
tion fu : Lri7r_1([u]) [£]n7r-1(u) with U ~ fu(U) and therefore c{U) = c(fu{U)). 
Hence, by Lemma 3.4, fu is injective and therefore a weight-preserving bijection. 
Proof of Thm. 3.2. Inductively, one finds a tuple (E, T, L, n, c) £ Red. Let s = 
[£]w Then, by Lemmas 3.2, 3.3, and 3.5, we have (Tl-3) from Prop. 3.1. Hence, 
there exists a weighted trace automaton A with ||.A||T = <P(S) which equals [-EJT 
4 From automata to expressions 
In this section, we want to show that the trace behavior of every weighted trace 
automaton A can be described by an expression. 
In the following, let C be some linear order on the alphabet E. Let u £ E+ . 
Then [u] is finite and therefore contains a lexicographically minimal word that we 
denote lexNF(u) and call the lexicographic normal form of u. Let LNF(E) denote 
the set of words u € E+ with u = lexNF(u). 
Lemma 4.1. Let S be some (possibly non-commutative) semiring, (E, I-^) an in-
dependence alphabet, and A = (Q, E, A, fi, 7) some weighted trace automaton over 
(E,0) such that, for any u, v £ E + with u ~ v, we have (||.4||w,'u) = (||-4||w,̂ )-
For u £ £+ let (s,u) = (||.4||w>̂ ) ifu£ LNF and 0 otherwise. 
Then there exist a projection of independence alphabets TT : (T,Ir) —> (£,/s), a 
homomorphism c : T+ —> (S, •), and a language L CT+ of words in lexicographic 
normal form such that (Tl-3) hold. 
Note that every weighted trace automaton satisfies the above condition on 
ll-AHw, but the condition is also satisfied by some weighted automata that are no 
weighted trace automaton. Hence, this lemma proves that the condition expressed 
in Prop. 3.1 is also necessary. 
Proof. We can assume \(p),-/(p) £ {0,1} for all p £ Q. Let T be the set of 
transitions of A and set ((p, a, q), (p1, b, q')) £ Ir iff (a, b) £ 7s. The mapping 
7r: (T, Ir) —> (E, Js) : (p,a,q) a is a projection of independence alphabets. The 
homomorphism c is defined by c(p, a, q) = n{a)p,q f°r all (p, a, q) £ T. 
There is some linear order C on T such that (p, a, q) C (p', a', q') implies a C a'. 
Then U £ LNF iff ir(U) £ LNF for all U £ T+. Note that every path in A is a word 
over T. Then let L C T+ be the set of paths in lexicographic normal form from 
some state 1 £ A - 1(l) to some state / £ 7 - 1 ( l ) in A. Since L C LNF is regular, 
[12] implies the regularity of [L\ C T+, i.e., we showed (Tl). 
To verify (T2), let u £ E+ . If u ^ LNF, then 7r-1(u) does not contain any word 
in lexicographic normal form. Thus, in this case, L fl 7r_1(u) = 0 implying that 
both sides of the equation yield 0. So let u € LNF. Then L fl 7r-1(u) equals the set 
of u-labeled paths from A_1(l) to 7 - 1 ( l ) . Hence, (T2) follows from Eq. (1). 
This implies the statement. • 
by Prop. 2.1. • 
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As in the verification of (T3) from Section 3.2 (page 402), there is a surjection 
/„ : L n t t - ^ M ) -» [L] n 7r-1^) with U ~ fu(U) and therefore c{U) = c(fu(U)). 
In the current setting, this surjection is even injective: If V, W G L fl [7r_1 (u)] with 
/«(V) = fu{W), then V ~ fu(V) = fu(W) ~ W. But then V,W G L C LNF 
implies V = W. Hence fu is a weight-preserving bijection implying (T3). • 
As a consequence, we obtain 
Theorem 4.1 (cf. [3, Thm. 1(a)]). Let S be a semiring and A a weighted trace 
automaton over the independence alphabet (E, I). Then there exists an mc-rational 
expression E such that [-EJT = II-^-IIT-
Proof. We can apply Lemma 4.1 since the weighted trace automaton A satisfies the 
conditions of that lemma. So let 7r, T etc. be as above such that (Tl-3) hold. Since 
L is regular, there is a regular expression E with C{E) = L. By [4, Lemma 2.1], 
we can assume that the language C(F) is mono-alphabetic for every sub-expression 
F+ of E. Since C{E) C LNF, [12] implies that the language C(F) is connected 
for every sub-expression F+ of the rational expression E. Let the expression G be 
obtained from E by replacing every appearance of A G T with C(A)TT(A). Then one 
shows inductively along the construction of the rational expression E: 
1. if ( I G J T , M ) ^ 0 , then there exists U G C(E) with TT(U) ~ u. Recall that 
for any sub-expression F+ of E, the language C(F) is connected and mono-
alphabetic. Hence G is an mc-rational expression. 
2. ([GJw,«) = £(c(V) | V G C(E) n 7r-1(ti)) which, by (T2) equals ({A]v,,v) 
for v G LNF and 0 otherwise. 
Then we obtain for u G £ + : 
( [ G J > ] ) = ( I ^ L W , v) from Prop. 2.1 
t»e[u] 
= ([GJw,lexNF(«)) 
= ( M I I W , U ) = ( M T , N ) 
• 
5 Discussion 
Let 5 be a commutative semiring. A consequence of Theorems 3.1, 3.2, and 4.1 
is the closure of the set of behaviors of weighted trace automata under addition, 
multiplication, and iteration m c + (and c + provided the semiring is idempotent): 
if and Ai are weighted trace automata, by Thm. 41, there exist mc-rational 
expressions E\ and E2 with [ -E ^ T = ||-4»||T- Since E\ • E2 is another mc-rational 
expression (that is equivalent with some mc-expression by Remark 3:2), its trace 
behavior [i?i • ¿^IT = [£IJT • [ ^ J t = ||-4I||T • IM2IIT is the trace behavior of some 
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weighted trace automaton A by Thm. 3.2 (similar arguments can be applied for the 
other operations mentioned above). Since all our proofs (including those referred 
to from the literature) are effective, the weighted trace automaton A is computable 
from AI and A2- Even more explicit automata constructions for these operations 
were given by Droste & Gastin [3]. 
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Recognizable Tree Series with Discounting 
Eleni Mandrali and George Rahonis* 
Abstract 
We consider weighted tree automata with discounting over commutative 
semirings. For their behaviors we establish a Kleene theorem and an MSO-
logic characterization. We introduce also weighted Muller tree automata with 
discounting over the max-plus and the min-plus semirings, and we show their 
expressive equivalence with two fragments of weighted MSO-sentences. 
Keywords: semirings, discounting, weighted tree automata, rational opera-
tions on tree series, weighted Muller tree automata, weighted MSO-logic over 
finite and infinite trees. 
1 Introduction 
Weighted tree automata over finite trees have been considered by many researchers 
(cf. [22] for an extended literature) and have contributed in important areas of 
Computer Science like code selection [3, 20] and monadic second-order evaluations 
on graphs [33]. Weighted tree automata models are obtained by classical tree 
automata, top-down or bottom-up, whose transitions are equipped with weights 
mainly from a semiring. The weights might model resources used for the execution 
of transitions, the time needed or reliability. For an excellent survey on weighted 
tree automata we refer the reader to [22] (cf. also [2]). 
If we require that weighted tree automata can work also on infinite trees, then 
clearly the underlying semiring should admit infinite sums and products satisfying 
special axioms (cf. [32]). Discounting is a common strategy to face problems arising 
on systems with non-terminating behavior, in particular in economic mathematics, 
in Markov decision processes, and in game theory (cf. [9, 21, 34]). This method 
was incorporated for weighted automata over infinite words by Droste and Kuske 
in [14]. More precisely, the authors considered weighted automata over the max-
plus and min-plus semirings, acting on infinite words, and employed a discounting 
parameter which permitted the summation of infinitely many values. In this way, 
they achieved a Kleene theorem for the infinitary series obtained as the behav-
iors of their automata. They also considered weighted automata with discounting 
* Department of Mathematics, Aristotle University of Thessaloniki 54124 Thessaloniki, Greece, 
E-mail: {elemandr,grahonis}8math. auth.gr 
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over finite words, and they showed a Kleene-Schiitzenberger theorem for the se-
ries accepted by these automata. In [5, 6] further properties of weighted automata 
with discounting over infinite words were investigated. A weighted MSO-logic with 
discounting has been introduced in [16] and a Biichi-type characterization of infini-
tary recognizable series with discounting has been established. Kuich [27] proved 
Kleene theorems for weighted automata with discounting acting on finite and in-
finite words over Conway semirings. Recently, in [17] the authors investigated 
weighted automata with discounting over semirings and finitely generated graded 
monoids. 
In this paper, we introduce weighted tree automata with discounting, acting on 
finite trees, and our first goal is a Kleene theorem for their behaviors. Furthermore, 
we consider a weighted MSO-logic on trees with discounting, and in our second 
main result we show the expressive equivalence of weighted tree automata with 
discounting with two fragments of this logic. One of these fragments has a purely 
syntactic definition provided that the underlying semiring is additively locally finite. 
Our MSO-logic is a slight modification of the MSO-logic in [18] and goes back to 
the pioneering work of Droste and Gastin [11] (cf. also [13]) in which weighted 
logics over semirings were considered for the first time. Very recently, in [19] (cf. 
also [22]) the authors achieved a purely syntactic description in terms of MSO-logic 
for weighted tree automata over arbitrary semirings. The discounting method for 
stochastic tree automata has been also considered in [30, 31]. 
Infinite trees play a crucial role in practical applications, namely in program 
optimization [23], and in proving termination of non-deterministic or concurrent 
programs under any reasonable notion of fairness [25]. Furthermore, tree automata 
over infinite trees contribute to program synthesis in model checking [38]. All 
these applications are based on the fundamental fact that every program can be 
described by an infinite tree (cf. [8, 23, 39]). Weighted Muller tree automata were 
investigated in [32] but for the underlying semirings special completeness axioms 
were required. Currently, several tools for model checking are built in a weighted 
setting, in particular over De Morgan algebras (cf. [4, 7, 24]). Therefore, taking 
into account the contribution of tree automata to program synthesis [38], we wish 
to study the extension of these models in a weighted setting for semirings, like max-
plus and min-plus, which are already used in practical applications. For this we 
introduce weighted Muller tree automata with discounting, over the max-plus and 
the min-plus semirings, and in our third main result we state their characterization 
in terms of weighted (purely syntactically defined) MSO-logic. 
The proofs of our results are similar to the corresponding ones in [15, 18, 32]. 
Nevertheless, they are more technical because of the involvement of discounting 
parameters. We present only a few of them which are representative for the dis-
counting techniques. The reader can find detailed proofs in [28]. In the paper, we 
notify the corresponding results from [15, 18, 32] by e.g. (cf. [15], Lm 4.8). 
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2 Preliminaries 
2.1 Trees 
We denote by N the set of natural numbers and let N+ = N\{0}. The prefix relation 
< over N* is a partial order defined in the usual way: for every w, v G N*, w < v iff 
there exists u G N* such that wu = v. A set A C N* is called prefix-closed if v G A 
implies w G A for every w < v. 
A ranked alphabet £ is a pair (£, rk^) (simply denoted by £) where £ is a finite 
set and rks : £ —> N. As usual, we set T,k = {a G £ | rkz(cr) = k} for every k > 0, 
and deg(£) = max{fc G N | £fc ^ 0}. 
A tree t over £ is a partial mapping t: N?j_ —> £ such that the domain dom(t) 
of t is a non-empty prefix-closed set, and for every w G dom(t) if t(w) G £& k > 0, 
then for i G N+ , wi G dom(t) iff 1 < i < k. The elements of dom(t) are called the 
nodes of t. For every a G £ we set dorna(t) = {w G dom{t) \ t(w) = a} and, for 
every A C £ we let domA(t) = {w G dom(t) \ t(w) G A}. A tree t is called finite 
(resp. infinite) if its domain is finite (resp. infinite). As usual, we shall denote by 
TE (resp. T£) the set of all finite (resp. infinite) trees over £. Clearly, Ts = 0 iff 
£o = 0. 
The set Ts can also be inductively defined as the smallest set T such that (i) 
£ 0 C T and (ii) if k > l,a G £fe, and ti,... ,tk G T, then <x(ti,..., tk) G T. For 
every finite set A with A fi £ = 0, we shall write Tz(A) for the set of finite trees 
over the ranked alphabet £', where £q = £o U A and E^ = £fc for every k > 0. The 
height ht(t) of every finite tree t G Ts is defined by ht(t) = max{|w| | w G dom(t)} 
where denotes the length of the word w. Let a G £o and i € Ts with doma(t) = 
{tui,... ,wm} such that w\ </ex . . . <iex wm where <iex, is the lexicographic order 
over N*. Then, for t\,..., tm G Ts we write t -a (t\,..., tm) for the tree obtained 
by substituting ti for a at Wj (1 < i < n) in t. 
In the rest of the paper, £ and T will denote an arbitrary ranked alpha-
bet, if not specified otherwise. Moreover, we assume that So ^ 0 and 
To 
A relabeling from £ to T is a surjective mapping h : £ —> T such that h(a) G Tfc 
for every a G £fc, k > 0. Then h is extended to a mapping h : T^ —» Tp by letting 
dom(h(t)) = dom(t) and h(t)(w) = h.(t(w)) for every t G Ts and w G dom(t). 
2.2 Semirings 
A semiring (K, + , •, 0,1) consists of a set K equipped with two binary operations 
+ and •, and two constant elements 0 and 1 such that (K, +, 0) is a commutative 
monoid, (K, 1) is a monoid, multiplication distributes over addition, and 0-a = a-
0 = 0 for every a G K. If the operations and the constant elements are understood, 
then the semiring is simply denoted by K. A semiring K is called commutative 
if the monoid (K, •, 1) is commutative. The second main result of our paper will 
apply to commutative semirings K which are additively locally finite, i.e., such 
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that every finitely generated submonoid of (K, +,0) is finite. For examples of 
additively locally finite semirings we refer the reader to [16]. In this paper we 
mainly deal with the additively locally finite semiring max-plus (or arctic) Mmax = 
(K+ U {-oo}, max, +, -oo, 0) where K+ = {r S 11 r > 0} and -oo + x = -oo for 
every x £ R+ U {—oo}. Our results remain valid as well, over the additively locally 
finite semiring min-plus (or tropical) (R+ U {oo}, min,+, oo, 0) with oo + x — oo 
for every x £ K+ U {oo}. 
Let K\ and Ki be two semirings. A mapping / : K\ —» is called a semiring 
homomorphism (or simply a homomorphism) if f(a + b) = f(a) + f(b) and f(a-b) = 
f(a) - f(b) for every a,b £ K\, and /(0) = 0 and /(1) — 1. A homomorphism 
/ : K —> K is an endomorphism of K. The set End(K) of all endomorphisms of 
K is a monoid with operation the usual composition mapping o and unit element 
the identity mapping on K. If no confusion arises, we shall alternatively denote the 
operation • of K and the composition operation o of End(K) by concatenation. 
Example 1. Consider the max-plus semiring Rmax and extend the multiplication 
• over R + by letting p • (—oo) = (—oo) • p = —oo for every p £ K+ U {—oo}. Then 
the mapping p : Mmax —> Kmax (p S K+) given by x i—> p • x is an endomorphism of 
Mmax. Conversely, every endomorphism of Mmax is of this form (cf. [14], Lm. 15). 
In the rest of the paper, K will denote an arbitrary commutative semi-
ring if not specified otherwise. 
2.3 Discounting 
A discounting over E and K is a family 5> = (<I>/C)ic>1 of mappings '• 
{End(K))k for k > 1. For every a £ £fe [k > 1) we shall write , . . . for 
the fc-tuple (a). If no confusion arises with the rank of a, then we simply denote 
(<r) by The discounting $ is alternatively called a discounting. For every 
t £ Ta and every w £ dom(t), we define the endomorphism of A' as follows: 
t f id if w = e 
W = I K\e) ° ° * ' * ° ^ . . . i n - i ) if W = ¿1 • • - *n, *1, • • • ,*n € N+,n > 0 
where id is the identity endomorphism of K. 
In Sections 3-5, $ will denote a discounting over £ and K. 
2.4 Tree series 
A formal tree series (or tree series for short) over £ and K, is a mapping S : 
Ts —> K. As usual we denote by (S,t) the coefficient S(t) for every t £ Tj> The 
support of S is the tree language supp(S) = {t £ Ts | (5, t) ^ 0}. The class of all 
tree series over £ and K is denoted by K ((T^)), and the class of polynomials (i.e., 
tree series with finite support) is denoted by K (Ts). 
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For every tree language L Ç TE , the characteristic series II € K ((TE)) of L 
with respect to K is determined by (1^, t) = 1 if t £ L, and (lz,,i) = 0 otherwise, for 
every t £ Ts. Let S,T £ K ((TE)) and k £ K. The sum S+T, the scalar products kS 
and Sk, and the Hadamard product S © T are defined by (5 + T,t) = (S, t) + (T, t), 
(kS, t) = k • (S,t) and (Sk,t) = (S,t) • k, and (S©T,i) = (S,t) • (T,t) for every 
t € Ts. Clearly, (K ((TE)), +, 0 ,0 ,1 ) and (K (Ts), +, 0 ,0 ,1) are commutative 
semirings, where 0 is the tree series (over E and K) with all its coefficients being 
0, and 1 is the tree series (over E and K) with all its coefficients being 1. 
Let h : E —> T be a relabeling. For every tree series S £ K ((TE)) the tree 
series h(S) £ K <(Tr» is defined for every s £ Tr by (h{S),s) = ¿) (S,t). 
tefc-H") 
Similarly, for every T e K ((Tr)) the tree series h~l{T) £ K ((TE)) is determined 
by (h~l(T),t) = (T,h(t)) for every t £ TE. 
3 ^-recognizable tree series 
In this section, we study ^-recognizable tree series obtained as behaviors of weighted 
tree automata with ^-discounting. Intuitively, for every input tree t the weight of 
every node of t is discounted according to the distance of the node from the root 
of t; the longer the distance is the greater the grade of discounting is; nodes of the 
same level get a weight with the same grade of discounting. Our weighted tree au-
tomata are bottom-up models without initial distribution. By standard automata 
constructions, it can be seen that they are equivalent to weighted tree automata 
with initial distribution. Furthermore, they are equivalent to the corresponding 
top-down models, with and without terminal distribution (cf. [28]). Firstly, we in-
troduce our weighted tree automata with ^-discounting and we state normalization 
results. Then, in Subsection 3.2 we investigate closure properties of ^-recognizable 
tree series. 
3.1 Weighted tree automata with ^-discounting 
Definition 1. A weighted tree automaton with ^-discounting (<I>-wta for short) 
over E and K is a triple M = (Q,wt,ter) where Q is the finite state set, wt : 
U Qk x E/t x Q —> K is the mapping assigning weights to the transitions of the 
k> 0 
automaton, and ter : Q —> K is the final distribution. 
Let t £ Ts(Q) (without any loss we assume that E fl Q = 0) and P C Q . A' run 
of M over t using P is a mapping rt : dom(t) —> Q such that rt (w) = t(w) for 
every w £ domQ(t) and rt (w) £ P for every w £ dom(t) \ (dom,Q(t) U {e}). The 
run rt is called a q-run whenever rt(e) = q. We shall denote by Rj^ (t, q) the set of 
all g-runs of M over t using P, and by Rm (t, q) the set R^ (t, q). Moreover, we 
let RM(t)= \jRM{t,q). 
Q€Q 
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The weight of a run rt £ R^ (t, q) at w £ dom(t) is given by 
wt(rt,w) = 
( wt ((rt(u>l),..., rt{w.rkx(t{w)))), t{w),rt(w)) if t (w) 6 £fc, k > 0 
\ 1 if t(w) £ Q. 
The running weight of rt, denoted by rweightM (?"t) (or simply rweight (rt)), is 
the value 
rweightM(n) = f j (wt(rt,w)) 
w£dom(t) 
and the <&-weight of rt, denoted by weightM{rt) (or simply weight(rt)), is given 
by 
weightMift) = rweightM(rt) • ter(rt(e)). 
For every P C e Q we let ||.M|| (P, q) be the tree series in K ((TE(Q))) deter-
mined by 
f £ rweightM {n) if t£TE(Q)\Q 
I 0 otherwise. 
The behavior (or simply behavior) of M is the tree series ||-M|| £ K ((T^)) 
defined for every t £ by 
(11^11.0= E weight m (rt)-
rteRM(t) 
Clearly, 
( I I ^ I M ) = £ ( M (Q,q),t)-ter(q). 
96Q 
for every t £T^ 
A tree series S £ K ((TE)) is called $-recognizable if there is a $-wta M. over 
E and K such that 5 = ||A4||. We shall denote by Rec(Z,K,$) the class of all 
^-recognizable tree series over E and K. Clearly, if our ^-discounting employs only 
the identity mapping on K, i.e, i>CT = (id,... ,id) for every a £ E^ (k > 1), then 
Rec(E, K, $) = Rec(E, K) the class of recognizable formal tree series over E and 
K (cf. [1, 22]). Two $-wta M and M! are equivalent if ||X|| = 
Next, we give examples of ^-recognizable tree series over Rmax obtained as 
behaviors of deterministic $-wta. More precisely, a ($-)wta M. — (Q,wt,ter) 
over E and K is called deterministic (cf. [2]) if for every k > 0,a £ £&, and 
<7i,..., qk £ Q there is at most one q £ Q such that wt ((<Zi,.. • ,qk) ,cr,q) ^ 0. 
E x a m p l e 2 . Let E be a ranked alphabet with E0 = {a}, £2 = and £ 3 = 
{¿}. We consider the $-wta M. = ({q},wt,ter) over E and Kmax with its weight 
assignment mapping defined by wt((q,q),o,q) — 1 and wt(a,q) = wt((q,q),j,q) = 
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wt((q, q, q), 5, q) = 0. The final distribution is given by ter(q) = 0. We define a 5>-
discounting over E and Mmax specified by = (1,1), = (0,0), and $5 = (0,0,0) 
(cf. Example 1). 
Then for every t £ the coefficient (H-MH, t) equals the number of occurrences 
of c in the greatest initial u-subtree of t. One can easily show that there is no 
deterministic wta without discounting over E and Mmax accepting the same tree 
series. 
Example 3. Consider the ranked alphabet E of the previous example and let 
t £ T-£- We say that the pattern 5(a, a, 5) occurs in t if there are trees t', s, Si £ T-% 
(1 < i < 7) such that t = t' -a s and s = 8 (a (si, s2), o (S3, S4), 5 (S5, se, S7)). 
We construct a deterministic $-wta M. =(Q,wt,ter) over E and Rmax, whose 
behavior returns for every input tree t £ the number of occurrences of the 
pattern 5 (a, a, 5) in the greatest initial subtree of t which does not contain any 
symbol 7. Our ^-discounting now is given by = (1,1), = (0,0), and $5 = 
(T,T,T). The $-wta M is determined by Q = {51,92,93}, ter(q) = 0 for every 
q £ Q, and 
- wt (a, <71) = 0 
-wt((p1,p2), a, q2) = wt ((p1 ,p2) , 7, q-i) = 0 for every pi,p2 £ Q, 
- wt ((q2, q2, q3), 5, q3) = 1, and 
-wt((p1,p2,p3) ,S,q3) = 0 for every pi,p2,p3 £ Q with (pi,p2,p3) ± (92,92,93)-
Any other transition is assigned the value —00. Clearly, M. is deterministic and by 
standard arguments we can show that ||M. || cannot be accepted by any deterministic 
wta without discounting over E and Mmax. 
Next we establish two normalized forms of $-wta; they will be used for the 
proofs of the results in Section 4. 
A $-wta A4 = (Q,wt,ter) is final weight normalized (cf. [15], Def. 4.7) if there 
is one state qj £ Q such that 
• ter (qj) = 1 and, for every q £ Q with 9 ^ 9/, ter(q) = 0, 
• for every k > 0, a G Efc, 91,..., qk, q £ Q, if there is an 1 < i < k with 9* = qj, 
then wt ( (91 , . . . ,qk) ,cr,q) =0. 
In this case we write M. = (Q, wt, 9/). 
Lemma 1. (cf. [15], Lm 4-8) For every <&-wta M. there is an equivalent final 
weight normalized $-wta M!. Moreover, M' can be chosen to have one more state 
than M.. 
Let a £ Eo- A tree series S £ K ((Is)) is called a-proper if (S, a) = 0. We shall 
denote by Ka ((T^)) the class of all a-proper tree series over E and K. Consider 
a <3?-wta M = (Q, wt, ter) over E and K. We let Ia = {q £ Q \ wt (a, 9) ^ 0} , and 
we call Ia the set of initial a-states of M. The $-wta M. is called initial a-state 
normalized (cf. [15], Def. 4.10) if there is a state qa £ Q such that Ia = {9a}, 
wt (a,9a) = 1, and wt ((91,.. -,qk),^,Qa) = 0 for every a £ E \ {a}. 
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Lemma 2. (cf. [15], Lm. 4-U) Let M = (Q,wt,ter) be a <&-wta over E and 
K and a 6 Eo- Then there is an initial a-state normalized $-wta M! such that 
(||-M'||, t) = (||.M||, t) for every t £T%\ {a}. Moreover, M' can be chosen to have 
one more state than M.. 
Proof. We construct the $-wta M' = (Q',wt', ter') with Q' = Q U {<?Q}. The final 
distribution ter' is given by ter' (qa) = 0 and by ter' (q) = ter (q) for every q £ Q. 
The weight assignment mapping wt' is defined as follows: 
• wt'({q1,...,qk),a,q) = 
for every k > 0,a £ T,k \ {a},gi, . . . ,qk £ Q', and q £ Q 
• wt'((qi,...,qk),a,qa) = 0 for every k > 0,cr £ Efc \ {a}, and qi,..., qk £ Q' 
• wt' (a, q) = 0 for every q £ Q 
• wt' (a, qa) = 1. 
Obviously, M.' is initial a-state normalized and qa is the initial a-state. Observe 
that for every t £ Ts, r't £ RM' (t) , and w £ dom (t), if t (w) ^ a and r't (w) = qa, 
then weightM' (r't) = 0. We will show that (||X'||, t) = (||.M||, t) for every t £ TE \ 
{a}. Let t ^ a. For every q £ Q, we define the mapping v : RM (t,q) —> RM1 (t,q) 
as follows. For every run rt £ RM (i, q) and every w £ dom(t) we put 
We set prea (t) = {w £ dom(t) \ there exists an i € N+ such that t(wi) = a}, 
i.e., the set of all nodes of t which are predecessors of the a-labeled nodes. Let 
Wea (t) = {wi , Mm} • Then for every 1 < j < m, we set domaj(t) 
{i 11 (Wji) = a} = {iji, • • •, ijkj} (with iji < ... < ijkj) which indicates the set of 
all a-labeled nodes following Wj. Clearly, doma (t) = |J {wji \ i £ domaj(t)}. 
Finally we define the a-surrounding of t to be the set sura (t) = prea (t)Udoma (t). 
Let q £ Q and r't £ RM' (t,q) with r't (w) = qa for every w £ doma (t). Then we 
i<i<fc 
h=1a 
n $i(wt(a,Pi)) •wt((p1,...,pk),a,q)\ 
Pi,--- ,Pk £ Q, and pi = qi if qi £ Q 
1 <j<m 
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calculate 
E n <(wt(rt,w)) 
rt€v~1(r'i)wesura(t) 
= E I I ( I I Kji(^(rt,wji))J -^.(wtir^wj)) 
= E II II 
rt£v-i(r't)l<j<m \1 <l<kj J 
( { ( rt(Wjl),...,rt(Wj(ijl-l)),rt('Wjijl), \ \\ 
rt (Wj (iji + 1)) , . . . , rt (Wj (i j2 - 1)) , rt (Wjitf) , 
• • •>n (Wj (ij(kj-1) + 1)) , • • •, rt (wj (ijkj - 1)), 
V rt (Wjijkj) ,rt (Wj (ijkj + 1 ) ) , . . . , rt (wjPj) y 
t{Wj),rt{Wj) 
wt 
\ J J 
= N E 
l< j i<m 
, 1 <l<kj 
cf>t 
( ( r't(wjl),---,r't{wj{i:il-l)),Pj 1, \ \\ 
wt r't {Wj (ij! + 1)) , . . . , r't (Wj (ij2 - 1)) , I , 
t(Wj),r't (Wj) 
I Pji, • • • ,Pjkj G Q 
J J 
where for every 1 < j < m we assume that rk(t (wj)) = pj. On the other side 
n &w(wt'(r't,w)) 
w&sura(t) 
= n UiA^'ir^wj)) - n &Wji(wt'(r't,Wji)) 
1 <j<m y iedoma<j(t) 
= n 
l<j<m 
= n ),---yt(wjpj)),t(wJ),r't{wj))), 
1 <j <m 







n W w ) ) 
\ 1 <l<kj J 
/ / r'i{wi\),...yt(wi(iii-\)), \ \ 
PjiA (wj{iji + i ) ) , . . . , 
•wt r't (Wj (ij2 - 1)) , Pj2, • • • , Pjkj 
V r't(WjPj) 
\ t(Wj),r't(Wj) ) 
\Pjl,-• • ,Pjkj e Q 
n Kjij. (wt(a,Pjl)) • 
/ f / r't(Wjl),...,r't(wJ(iJ1-l)),\ \\ 
Wt r't (Wj (ij2 ~ 1)) ,Pj2, • • • ,Pjkj, 
\ ...,r't{wjPj) ) 
\ \ t(wj),r't(Wj) / / 
IPju---,Pjkj e Q 
Now, we can easily show that (||.M|| ,t) = (||.A4'|| ,t). • 
3.2 Properties of ^-recognizable tree series 
Proposition 1. (i) (cf. [18], Lm. 3.3) The class Rec(E,K,$) is closed under 
sum, scalar product, and Hadamard product. 
(ii) (cf. [18], Lm. 3-4) Let h : £ —» T be a relabeling. Furthermore, for the 
discounting over £ and K assume that $a = <3v whenever h(a) = h(a') 
for every a, a' £ £&, k > 1. Let = (^,fc)jt>i the discounting over T and 
K determined for every 7 G Tfc (k > l j by i»^ = $CT for every a G (k > 1 ) 
with h(a) = j. If S £ Rec(E, K, $), then h{S) G Rec(T, K, $'). Furthermore, 
ifT£ Rec(T, K, $'), then h~l{T) G flec(£, 
(Hi) (cf. [18], Lm. 3.3) Let L C Ts 6e a recognizable tree language. Then 1L G 
Rec(T,,K,$). 
A tree series S £ K ((Is)) is called a recognizable step function if S = 
£ kjli. where kj £ K and Lj C Tg (1 < j < n and n £ N) are recogniz-
1 <j<n 3 
able tree languages. By Proposition 1 such a tree series is «̂ -recognizable. The 
class of recognizable tree languages is closed under the Boolean operations, there-
fore for every recognizable step function S = £ kjl Lj w e m ay assume the family 
1 <j<n 
(Lj) €J to be a partition of T^. 
1 Statement (ii) requires that deg(E) = deg(r) which is guaranteed by the surjectivity of the 
relabeling h (cf. definition of relabeling on page 413). 
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Proposition 2. (i) (cf. [12]) The class of all recognizable step functions overT, 
and K is closed under sum, scalar product, and Hadamard product. 
(ii) Let h \Yi —+T be a relabeling. IfT £ K ((7r)) is a recognizable step function, 
then /i_1 (T) £ K ((Ts)) is also a recognizable step function. 
(Hi) (cf. [16], Prop. 16) Let K be additively locally finite, h : £ —> T a relabeling, 
and S £ K ((Ts)) a recognizable step function. Then the tree series h(S) £ 
K ((Tr)) is also a recognizable step function. 
4 ^-rational tree series and a Kleene theorem 
In this section we introduce the ^-rational operations on formal tree series and we 
show a Kleene theorem for ^-recognizable tree series. 
Let k > l,cr G Efc. The $-top-concatenation with a is the operation <r$ : 
K ((Ts))fc -> K ((Ts)> on tree series defined for every Si,..., Sk £ K ((TE)) and 
t£Tx by 
(a (S S S t ) = i K((SI,ti))-...-^((Sk,tk)) i f t = a{ti,...,tk) . 
\ $ l , - - - , k), ) | o otherwise. 
Let S,T £ K ((Xb)) and a £ £0- The (a, $)-concatenation of S and T is the 
tree series S T £ K ((Ts)) defined for every t £ Tg by 
(S-a,*T,t)= £ (S,s)-^Wl((T,ii)).....^Wr((T,tr)). 
doma(5)={wi,.'..,wr} 
Proposition 3. (cf. [15], Lm. 3.3) The (a, concatenation of tree series is asso-
ciative, i.e., for every S,T,R£K({Tt)) it holds 5-a,$(T R) = (5 -a,$ T)-a^R. 
Proof. For every t £ Is we have 
(S a. $ (T R),t) 
r 
S,tl,...,ir€Tr,t=S-o(tl,...,tr) i = 1 
doma (s)={tin,..., wr } 
E (
5-s) 
doma (3)={u?i } 
/ \ 
¿=1 Vi,Uil Uini €T-£,ti=Vi-a(uil,...,Uini ) -?i = 1 
y doma(ui)={u;;,...,tuj>i} / 
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E (5>S) 
S ,ti, . . . ,t I .e7j;,t=S-0(ti tr) 
doma(s)={wi wr} 
/ E K I P , * ) ) ) 
Vi,uill...lui„i €Tr ,ti=via (uii ,...,tiini) 
doma(vi) = {ii>i,• -.tuj,. } n 







II < ((T:«I))- FL^UJ, ((*.««<)) 
1 = 1 ii=l 
/ 
On the other side 
((<5 T) -a,$ J2, i) 
E ((S-a.frT^-N^«*.«*)) 








doma (i)={iii'1,..., ui^} 
3 = 1 
(S,s). fl$twi((T,Si))-fl9'u,.((R,Uj)) 
V,Ul,...,Uq,S,Sl SrGTz ¿ = 1 3 = 1 
t=v-a(ui,...,uq),v = sa(si Sr) 
doma{v)={wi ,...,iu9},dom<,(s)={wi,...,tu^} 
The last equality is true since every node of v is also a node of t. Clearly, there is a 
one to one correspondence between the two ways of decomposing t. This also implies 
that the occurred endomorphisms at each node of the corresponding decompositions 
coincide. Therefore, we get (5 -a,$ (T R), t) = ((5 T) -a>$ R,t) for every 
t G Ts and thus S •„,$ (T R) = (5 T) ii. • 
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Following [15] we introduce power discounted iterations of tree series. More 
precisely, let S £ K ((Ts)) and a £ E0. The nth (a, ^-iteration of S is the tree 
series £ K {(T%)) defined inductively as follows: 
(i) S° * = 0 and 
(ii) S^X1 = S •„,* + la for every n > 0. 
Lemma 3. (cf [15], Lm. 3.10) Let S £ Ka ((TE)) and t£Ts. If n> ht(t) + 1, 
then (s:+\t) = (S^t). 
Now we axe ready to define the (a, $)-Kleene star of a-proper tree series. 
Definition 2. (cf. [15], Def. 3.11) Let S £ Ka ((TE)). The (a,$)-Kleene star 
(or simply (a, <J>)-star,) of 5 is a tree series 5 * $ £ K ('(TE)) which is defined in the 
following way. For every t sTj; we set (S*^,t) = ,tj . 
Lemma 4. (cf. [15], Lm. 3.13) Let S £ Ka ((TE)>. Then S = S + la. 
Definition 3. The set Rat - Exp (Y,, K, $) of ^-rational expressions (over E and K) 
is defined inductively as the smallest set R satisfying the following conditions. For 
every rational expression ( £ Rat-Exp (Y, K, i>) we define its semantics ||£|| € 
K ((^s)) simultaneously. 
• For every a € Eo, the expression a £ R and ||a|| = la, 
• for every k > 1,<j £ Efe, and ... £ R, the expression cr$ (Ci, • • •, Cfc) € R 
and ||a$ (Ci,...,Cfc)ll =o-*(IICi||..".HCfcll). 
• for every £ £ R and k £ K, the expression k( £ R and ||A:£|| = k • ||£||, 
• for every Ci, C2 e R, the expression <1 + C2 £ R and ||Ci + C2II = IICill + IIC2II, 
• for every £1, £2 € R and a £ Eo, the expression Ci -a $£2 G R and ||£i -a ,¡,£211 = 
II Cl II -a,* IIC2II, and 
• for every £ £ R and a £ Eo such that ||£|j is a-proper, the expression (* $ £ R 
and ||Ca>|| = l i e , , -
A tree series S £ K ((Is)) is called rational over E and K if there is a 
£ £ Rat-Exp (Y, K, i>) such that S = ||f||. The class of all ^-rational tree series 
over E and K is denoted by Rat(T,, K, $). Clearly, the first four conditions in 
the above definition imply that K (TE) C Rat(H, K, $). Moreover, Rat(Y, K, $) is 
the smallest subclass of K ((TE)) which has this property and is closed under the 
^-rational operations on tree series. 
Next, we wish to establish a Kleene theorem showing the coincidence of 
recognizable and ^-rational tree series. For this, we shall need the subsequent 
lemma. 
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L e m m a 5. (cf. [15], Lm. 5.1) Consider a $-wta M = (Q,wt,ter). LetPCQ,q£ 
Q, and p£Q\P. Then 
\\M\\ (PU{p},q) = \\M\\ (P,q) -p,* ||M|| {P,V)U • 
Let Q be a finite set of nullary symbols with Q D E = 0. Then Rat(E U Q, K, $) 
denotes the class of «̂ -rational tree series over E U Q and K defined by ^-rational 
expressions from Rat-Exp(E U Q, K, $). We set 
Rat(E + fin, K,$)= (J Rat(E U Q, K, $) 
Q finite 
and 
ReciT, + fin, K, $ ) = [ J Rec(T, U Q, K, $). 
Q finite 
Now, we are ready to prove one half of our Kleene theorem. 
Proposi t ion 4. (cf. [15], Thm. 5.2) Rec{Y,,K,$) C Rat(E + fin,K,$)\Ts. 
Proof Let M. =(Q,wt,qf) be a final weight normalized i>-wta with 
Q = {qi,---,qn}- We show that ||JW|| G Rat{Y,U Q,K,$). Note that (||.M|| ,t) = 
(ll-MH (Q,qj),t) for every t G Ts. So 
,92 0 ) • • •) ° IT E -
Thus it remains to prove that for every P C Q and q G Q, the tree series 
(P, q) G Rat(E U Q, K, $). To this end, we apply induction on the number 
of elements of P. Let P = 0. For every k > 0,a G Efc, and Pi, - •• ,Pk G Q, we 
define the run pt 9 : dom (a (pi,.. .,Pk)) —> Q oi M over a (pi,. . . ,Pk) using 
0, such that r^ Vk q (e) = q, and rpu...,pklq (i) = Pi for every 1 < i < k. Then we 
have 
{{ r P i i f t = <r(pi,...,pk), k >0,a£ E f c , p i , . . . , p f c GQ {rq} if t = q 
0 otherwise. 
Note that (||JW|| (0, q), q) = 0 by definition. Thus supp (||7W|| (0, q)) C E (Q) where 
E (Q) = {a {pi,... ,Pk) | k > 0,<7 G T,k,p-i,...,pk 6 Q}, i.e., ||.M|| (0,?) is a poly-
nomial, and hence a «̂ -rational tree series. 
For the induction step, assume that for every q G Q the tree series ĤM || (P, q) 
is ^-rational over E U Q and K. Let p G Q \ P. Then, by Lemma 5 we get 
that ||JM|| (PU {p} ,q) is ^-rational over E U Q and K which in turn implies that 
||JM|| G Rat(T, U Q, K, • 
E x a m p l e 4 (Example 3 continued). We shall construct a ̂ -rational expression for 
the ^-recognizable tree series \\M. || of Example 3 on page 417. Consider the next 
expressions 
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Co = 0 + a, Cg< = 0 + Qi for every i = 1,2,3, 
Ci = ( max (0 + 7$(pi,p2))) , <2 = ( max (0 + <7$ (pi,p2)) ) \PuP2eQ Jqii0 \Pi,P2€Q Jq2^ 
C3 = 1 + <5$ (92,92,93), C4 = max (0 + 5$ (pi,p2,P3)), and 
Pi ,P2.P3£Q 
(Pl,P2,P3)#(<Z2,92,i3) 
<5 = max ((max (£3, C4))J3>$ , 
We have that ||.M|| equals the restriction on of the semantics of the ^-rational 
expression 
((((C5 max(C2,C/i) max (Ci, C « ) ) ^ ^ ) Co) - 0 0 ) -53,4. -00 , 
where we identify —00 and the constant tree series that takes all trees to —00. 
In the sequel, we establish the inclusion Rat(E, K, $) C Rec(E, K, $). For this, 
it suffices to show that the class Rec(Y,,K, <f>) contains the tree series la (for every 
a £ Eo) and is closed under the ^-rational operations on tree series. 
L e m m a 6. 
(i) (cf. [15], Lm. 6.1) For every a £ E0, the tree series la € Rec(E, K, $). 
(ii) (cf. [15], Lm. 6.2) The class Rec(E, K, $) is closed under 5>-top-concatena-
tion. 
(Hi) (cf. [15], Lm. 6.5) Let Si,S2 € Rec(E, K, <3?) and a € E0. Then the (a,$)-
concatenation of S2 and S\ is a $-recognizable tree series, i.e., S2 Si e 
Rec(Y,,K,$). 
(iv) (cf. [15], Lm. 6.7) Let a £ Eo and S £ Ka ((TE)) be recognizable. Then 
SlseRec(Z,K,$). 
Proof, (iii) Let Mi=(Qi,wti,qf1) and M2= (Q2,wi2,9/2) be final weight nor-
malized $-wta with H-Mill = Si and ||.M2|| = S2, and let us assume that Q\ n 
Q2 = 0. We consider the final weight normalized «3>-wta M = (Q, wt, qj2) with 
Q = (Qi U Q2) \ {9/1} • For every k > 0, a € Efc, 91,... ,qk, q £ Q we set 
wt ( ( 9 1 , . . . , 9fc) ,a, 9) 
wti{{qi,...,qk),(T,q) if 91,... ,qk,q £ Qi 
((9i,- • • ,9fc) >0">9/i) -wt2(a,q) if k ± 0, 91,... ,qk € Qi,and 9 € Q2 
= < u)t2({qi,...,qk),(r,q) if k ^ 0, 91,... ,qk,q £ Q2 
wt2 (cr, q) + wti (a, qfl) • wt2(a, 9) if k = 0, a ^ a, and 9 £ Q2 
wt\(a, 9/x) • wt2(a, q) if k = 0, a = a, and 9 £ Q2 
0 otherwise. 
Then we can show that = ||jVf2||-a,$ ||A1i||. • 
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T h e o r e m 1 . (cf. ¡15], Thm. 6.8) 
(i) Rec(T,,K,<5>) is closed under the rational operations. 
(ii) Rat(12,K,^) C Rec{T,,K,$). 
Let Qoo be an infinite set such that Q C for every finite set Q. We define 
the operation lift^ : U K (<r£ (Q))) - > K <(Ts ( Q o o ) ) > in the following way. 
Q finite set 
Let Q be a finite set and S G K ((TE (Q)}). For every t G T s (Q^) we let 
(lift00(S),t) = | {QS' 
t) ifiGTs(Q) 
otherwise. 
Now, we are ready to state our first main result, namely the Kleene theorem for 
»̂-recognizable tree series. 
T h e o r e m 2 (Kleene theorem), (cf. [15], Thm. 7.1) 
liftoo (Rec(E + fin, K, $)) = liftoo (Rat(E + fin, K, $)). 
Proof. By Theorem l(ii) we have Rat(E,K,$) Ç Rec(E,K,$). This implies that 
Rat(E U Q, K, $) Ç Rec(T, U Q, K, $), for every finite set Q. Therefore 
Rat{T, + fin, K, $>) Ç Rec{E + fin, K, $) and thus 
liftoo {Rat(E + fin, K, $)) Ç lift^ (Rec(E + fin, K, $)). 
Conversely, let S € liftoo (Rec(T, + fin, K, $)). Then, there is a finite set Q and 
S' G ReciT, U Q, K, $) such that S = liftœ (S'). Then, by the proof of Proposition 
4, there is another finite set Q' and a rational expression ( G Rat-Exp(T, U Q U 
Q', K, $) such that ||C|| |Tsug = S' and for every q G Q', we have (||C||, q) = 0. Then 
liftoo iS') = liftoo (IICII), hence S = K/too'CIICII) e liftoo {Rat(E + fin, K, $)). • 
5 Weighted MSO-logic with ^-discounting over 
finite trees 
In this section, we introduce a weighted monadic second-order logic (abbreviated 
to weighted MSO-logic) with ^-discounting over finite trees, and characterize the 
class Rec(E, K, 3>) in terms of this logic. The syntax of our MSO-formulas is the 
one used in [18] but here we exclude second-order universal quantifiers since we do 
not need them for the description of our automata. For the semantics of our MSO-
formulas, we employ the ^-discounting. Let us first recall some basic terminology 
and definitions from [18]. 
Let V be a finite set of first and second-order variables. A tree i g T j is 
represented by the structure (dom(t), edgei,..., edgedeg^), (labela)a&T) where for 
every w,u G dom(t) and j G {1 , . . . , deg(E)}, edgej(w, u) holds true iff u = wj and 
labela(w) holds true iff t(w) = a. A (t,V)-assignment p is a mapping assigning 
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elements of dom(t) to first order variables from V, and subsets of dom(t) to second-
order variables from V. If x is a first order variable and w £ dom(t), then we denote 
by p[x —> VJ] the (t, V U {a:})-assignment which associates W to x and acts as p on 
V\ {x}. The notation p[X —> I] for a second-order variable X and a set / C dom(t) 
has a similar meaning. 
In the rest of the paper, V will denote an arbitrary finite set of first and 
second-order variables. 
Now, we consider the ranked alphabet Ey = E x {0,1}V with rk?jV (cr, / ) = 
rkz(cr) for every a £ E and / € {0,1}V . For every (a, / ) € Ey we denote by (cr, f ) i 
and (cr,f)2 the symbols a and / , respectively. A tree s £ TEv is called valid if 
for every first order variable x £ V, there is exactly one node u) of s such that 
(s(w)2) (x) = 1. The set of all valid finite trees over Ey is denoted by T£v. Every 
valid tree s £ TEv corresponds to a pair (t,p) where t £ and p is a (t, V)-
assignment, in the following way. It holds dorn(t) = dom(s) and t(w) = s(w)i for 
every w £ dom(s), and for every first order variable x, second-order variable X, 
and every node w £ dom(s), we have p(x) = w iff (s(u>)2) (x) = 1, and w £ p(X) 
iff (s(w)2) (X) = 1. Then, we say that s and (t,p) correspond to each other. In the 
following, we identify every valid tree s with its corresponding pair (t,p). 
Corollary 1. The characteristic series l^« : TEv —> K is -recognizable. 
Let ip be an MSO-formula over trees [36, 37] with Free(ip) C V. As usual we 
shall write T,v for EFree(v). For every (t,p) £ TE v we let (t,p) \= <p whenever 
(t, p) satisfies (p (cf. [26]). The well-known result of Thatcher and Wright [35], and 
Doner [10] states that the tree language Cy(<p) = {(t,p) £ T£v | (t,p) |= <p} is 
recognizable; conversely, for every recognizable tree language L C TE there exists 
an MSO-sentence ip, such that L = C(ip) where £{<p) = Cpref.(vj(<£). 
Next we introduce our weighted MSO-logic with ^-discounting over trees. For 
this we extend our ^-discounting over E and K to a discounting over Ey and K. 
For simplicity we shall use the same symbol More precisely, for every (cr, f ) £ Ey 
we set = 
Definition 4. The set M50(E, K) of all formulas of the weighted MSO-logic with 
$-discounting over E and K on finite trees is defined to be the smallest set F such 
that 
• F contains all atomic formulas k, labela(x),edgei(x,y),x £ X and the nega-
tions -•label(7(x),-<edgei(x,y),-'(x £ X), and 
• if tp, ip £ F, then also if V tp, </? A ip, . 3X . ip, Mx. y £ F, 
where k £ K, c r s E , l < i < deg(E), x,y are first order variables, and X is a 
second-order variable. 
Next we define the semantics of the formulas in MSO(T,,K) as tree series in 
K ((T"EV}) • As in the word case [16], we employ the ^-discounting only in the 
semantics of first order universal quantifications. 
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Definition 5. Let tp G MSO(T,,K) with Free((p) C V. The ^-semantics of <p is 
a tree series G K ((7sv)) defined as follows. Let s € Tsv . If s is not a 
valid tree, then ( | | y | | y , s) = 0 . Otherwise, let p be a (t,V)-assignment such that s 
and (t,p) correspond to each other. Then, we inductively define (|M|V , s) e K as 
follows: 
• ( I W I v . s ) - * 
- (\\edgei(x,y)\\v ,s) = | J 
- (||a; G X\\v,s) = | I ^thPe^e P{X) 
... m i 1 if (llyllv i s ) = 0 provided that tp is of the form 
- (Ih<^llvs) - | o if (||p||v>s) = l ' label^x), edgei(x,y), or x e X 
- (\\vvM\v,s) = (Mv,s)+m\v>*) 
- (lbAV||v ,s) = ( | M | v , s ) . ( W v ^ ) 
- (||3x.9?||v,s) = E ( lMlvu{*}> a [* -*H) 
w£dom(t) x ' 
if P{y) = P{x)i 
0 otherwise 
IQdom{t) 
- (Px.<p\\v,s)= n ^ ( ( l M l v u { « } . s [ ® - » « ] ) ) • 
wedom(t) VV ,J 
We shall simply write ||<̂|| for |M|f>ee(v>). If <p has no free variables, i.e., if it is 
a sentence, then ||<£>|| G K ({T2)). One should observe that the ^-semantics ||y||y 
of every formula <p G MSO(E, K) is defined according to a finite set of variables V 
containing Free(tp). Actually, this is not an essential restriction as it is announced 
in the subsequent proposition. 
Proposition 5. (cf. [11], Prop. 3.3) Let <p G MSO(T,,K) with Free{ip) Ç V. 
Then 
(IMIv.«)=(lHl.a|FreeM) 
for every s G . Moreover, the tree series is $-recognizable (resp. a recog-
nizable step function) over £v iff ||<p||v is -recognizable (resp. a recognizable step 
function) overH\>. 
Definition 6. (i) A formula <p G MSO(T,, K) is called restricted if whenever <p 
contains a universal first order quantification Vx.ip, then ||I/J|| is a recognizable 
step function. 
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(li) A formula <p G MSO(E, K) is called almost existential if whenever ip contains 
a universal first order quantification Vx . tp and ip contains a universal first 
order quantification Vy.ip', then ip' is composed from conjunctions of negations 
of atomic formulas of the form edgei(z, z'), where 1 < i < deg(E). 
We denote by RMSO(E,K) the class of all restricted formulas of MSO{T,,K), 
and by REMSO(Y,,K) the class of all restricted existential M50(E, /Q-formulas, 
i.e., formulas of the form . . . 3Xn . ip with ip G RMSO(T,,K) containing no 
set quantification. Furthermore, we let AEMSO(T,,K) for the class of all almost 
existential formulas of MSO(E, K). A tree series S G K <(TE)} is called RMSO-&-
definable (resp. REMSO-tf>-definable, AEMSO-<&-definable) if there is a sentence 
ip G RMSO{T,,K) (resp. ^ G REMSO{Y,,K), ip G AEMSO(Y,,K)) such that S = 
||<p||. We let r-Mso(T,, K, $) (resp. er-Mso(E, K, <E>), ae-Mso(E, K, $)) comprise all 
RMSO-$-definable (resp. REMSO-$-definable, AEMSO-i>-definable) tree series 
over E and K. 
Our second main result is the following. 
Theorem 3. (i) Rec(E, K, $) = r-Mso{E, K, $) = er-Mso(E, K, $). 
(ii) If K is additively locally finite, then Rec(Y,,K,$) = ae-Mso(E, K, i>). 
For the proof, we firstly show by induction on the structure of formulas <p that 
r-Mso(Y,,K,Q) C Rec(Tf, K, $), and whenever K is additively locally finite, then 
ae-Mso(E, K, $) C Rec(E, K, $). This is incorporated in the subsequent lemma. 
Lemma 7. Let <p, ip G MSO{T,,K). Then 
(i) (cf. [18], Lm. 5.2) if tp is an atomic formula or the negation of an atomic 
formula, then is a recognizable step function, 
(ii) (cf. [18], Lm. 5.3, and [16], Lm. 13) if , H^H are $-recognizable (resp. 
recognizable step functions), then ||y>VV'|| and H^A^II are $-recognizable 
(resp. recognizable step functions), 
(Hi) (cf. [18], Lm. 5-4) IMI is &-recognizable, then ||3a;.</?|| and ||3X.y|| are 
$-recognizable, 
(iv) if K is additively locally finite and ||y|| is a recognizable step function, then 
||3a;. ip\\ and . ip\\ are recognizable step functions, 
(v) ¿/||y|| is a recognizable step function, then ||Vx . ip\\ is recognizable, and 
(vi) if = 1 l , where L C ] | is a recognizable tree language, then ||V:r .y>|| is 
a recognizable step function. 
Proof, (iv) We follow the proof of Lemma 17 in [16] using our Proposition 2(iii) on 
page 421. 
(v) Let W = Free(tp) U {x} and V = Free(\/x .ip) = W \ {z}. By Proposition 
n 
5 (in case x Free(ip)) let ||<p||w = H^i^L^ where kj G K and Lj C T E w are 
j=l 
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recognizable tree languages (1 < j <n). Furthermore, we assume that the family 
(Li)i<j<n i s a Partition of T£w. 
Let E = E x {1 , . . . ,n} be the ranked alphabet with rfcg((o-,j)) = rk^(cr) 
for every (a, j) G E. Every tree s £ T~ can be written as a triple ( t ,v ,p) where 
(t,p) G T£v, dom(t) = dom(s), and v is a mapping v : dom(s) —» { l , . . . , n } 
determined by v (w) = j whenever s (w) = (a, j, f ) for some a G E and / G {0,1}V . 
Conversely, every such triple (t ,v,p) corresponds to a tree s G Hence in the 
sequel, we write the elements of T~ in the form (i, v, p). Let L be the set of all 
trees (t ,v,p) G T~ such that for every w G dom(t) and 1 < j < n if v (w) = j, Sv 
then (£, p [x —»u>]) G Lj. 
Since (£j)i<j<n is a partition of Tgw, for every (t,p) G Tgv there is a unique 
v : dom(t) —> { l , . . . , n } such that (t ,v,p) G L. By Lemma 5.5 in [18], we get 
that L is recognizable. Let M = Ey, <S, F^ be a deterministic bottom-up tree 
automaton accepting L. We consider the $-wta M. = (Q, wt, ter) over Ey and K 
with weight assignment mapping wt defined for every m > 0, (a, j, f ) G ^£y j , 
and qi,...,qm,q G Q by 
« . » . A / ) , , ) - { £ 
The final distribution ter is determined by ter (q) = 1 if q G F, and ter (q) = 0 
otherwise for every q G Q. 
Since M. is deterministic, for every (t,v,p) G T~ there is at most one run 
r(t,v,p) °f -M over (t,v,p). Moreover, since M L we get 
n ^ ( w t f r ^ w ) ) if (t,v,p)€L 
(||jvl|| , {t,V,p)) = \ w€dom((t,v,p)) 
0 otherwise. 
Let (t, v, p) G L. For every w G dam (t) with v (w) = j, we have wt (r(t,v,p) ,w) = kj, 
and (t, p [x —> if]) G Lj which in turn implies that (lMlyu{x} > P[x H ) ) = fy-
We consider the relabeling h : Ey —> Ey by h ((a,j, /)) = (a, f ) for every {a,j, f ) G 
Ey. Then for every (t, p) G T£v, 
( M M ) , ( i , p ) ) = £ (l|Ai||,(i,«,p)) = (||>i||,(i,w,p)) 
(t,v,p)£h-H(t,p)) 
(where (t, v, p) G L) 
= n ^•v,PHwt(nt,v,phw)l 
w£.dom((t,v,p)) 
= II < ( {M v u w . (i, p - H ) ) ) = (l|Vx • ¥>11, (t, p)) • 
w£dom(t) 
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Therefore, ||Vx.y|| = /1 (||.M||) which by Proposition 1 on page 420 is $-recogniz-
able. • 
Proposition 6. 
• r-Mso(Y,,K,$) c Rec(E,K,$). 
• If K is additively locally finite, then ae-Mso(Y,,K,$) C Rec(J2, K, $). 
Proposition 7. i?ec(E, K, 3>) C er-Mso(E, K, $) n ae-Mso(T,, K,§). 
Proof of Theorem 3. It is immediate by Propositions 6 and 7. • 
6 Weighted Muller tree automata with 
^-discounting 
In this section, we investigate weighted Muller tree automata with ^-discounting 
acting on infinite trees. The underlying semiring is the max-plus semiring Rm a x = 
(R+ U {—oo}, sup, + , —oo, 0), where we consider sup instead of max since we need 
to compute over infinite trees. Our results can be applied to the min-plus semi-
ring (R+ U {oo}, inf,+, oo, 0) as well. A weighted Muller tree automaton with 
^-discounting computes the weight of a run (of an input infinite tree) by applying 
the « -̂discounting over Mmax. By considering suitable endomorphisms for we do 
not require any completeness axioms (for the sum operation) in Rmax (cf. [32]). 
For a study on weighted Muller automata with ^-discounting over infinite words 
cf. [16]. 
An infinitary tree series S over £ and Mmax is a mapping S : T£ —> Rmax. The 
class of all infinitary tree series over E and Mmax is denoted by Rmax ((T£)}. Let S G 
R m a x {(Tg)). The image Im(S) of S is the set Im(S) = {k G R+U{-oo} | 3t G Tg 
with (S, t) = k}. We say that S has bounded image if there is an m G R+ such 
that k < m for every k G Im(S). Consider an infinitary tree language L C.T£. The 
characteristic series O L : T£ —> Rmax of L is defined in a similar way as for finitary 
tree languages. Furthermore, for 5, T G Rm ax ((T£)) and k G Rmax, the sum, the 
scalar product, and the Hadamard product are now written as max(S,T),k -I- S, 
and S + T, respectively, and defined in the obvious way. 
Let h : E —> T be a relabeling. Then h is extended to a mapping h : T£ —> 
Tf such that dom(h(t)) = dom(t) and h(t)(w) = h{t(w)) for every t G T£ and 
w G dom(t). Moreover, h can be extended to a partial mapping h : R m a x ((T£)) —> 
R m a x ((TP)) in the following way. For every S G R m a x ((Tg)) with bounded image, 
we define the series h(S) G Rmax {{1r)) b y (h(s),s) = sup{(S,i) | t G h~l(s)} 
for every s G Furthermore, for every T G Rmax ( (^f ) ) , the series /i_ 1(T) G 
R m a x ((rg)) is determined by (/i-J(T),i) = (T,h(t)) for every t G T£. 
Let $ = ($k)k>i he a discounting over E and Rmax. Recall (cf. [14], and 
Example 1 on page 414) that every endomorphism of Mmax is of the form p : 
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l m a x —> Rmax where p G M+ and x i—» p • x for every x G R+ U {—oo} with 
the convention that p • (—oo) = (—oo) • p = — oo for every p G R+ U {—oo}. For 
our ^-discounting here, we require for every k > l,cr G Efc that = p^ with 
0 < Pa < 1- Then, we simply write = = (p^,... for every k > 1 and 
a G Efc. Furthermore, for every t £ Tg and every w £ dom(t) we write plw for <f>̂  
where 
D t = / 1 . ï î w = e 
w I Pt{e) • Ptln) ••••• Plïn-.i^) if ttf = »1.. . in with » ! , . . . , t„ G N + ) n > 0. 
We let m$ = max {pj, | A; > 1, a G and 1 <i < k}. In the sequel, we shall use 
also the concatenation notation for the multiplication in R + U {—oo}. 
Definition 7. A weighted Muller tree automaton with ^-discounting f$-wmta for 
short) over E and Rmax is a quadruple Ai — (Q, in, wt, T), where Q is the finite 
state set, in : Q —» Rmax is the initial distribution, wt : (J Q x Efc x Qk —> Rm a x is 
k> o 
the mapping assigning weights to the transitions of the automaton, and T Ç V [Q) 
is the family of final states sets. 
Let t G Tg. A run of M over t is a mapping rt : dom(t) —> Q. The weight of 
rt at w G dom (t) is the value 
wt (r t , w) - wt (rt (w) ,t(w), (rt (wl) ,...,rt (w.rkz (t (w))))). 
The weight (or simply weight) of rt, which is denoted by weightM (rt) (or simply 
weight (rt)), is defined by 
pt 
weightM (rt) = in (rt (e)) + JJ ~ — - w t { r u w ) . 
One should observe that in comparison to the finitary case, here we divide every 
summand of the infinite sum with a power of deg(E). This is needed to achieve the 
convergence of the infinite sum. Indeed, let M = 
max < wt (r) | r G U Q x x Qk >. Then we have 
[ fc>o J 
/ 
t |tu| 
deg(E)|u" n>0 wedom(t) deg(E)|u" 
|to|=n 
deS(E) 1~m* 
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Every infinite prefix-closed chain n C dom(t) is called an infinite path of t. The 
run rt is called successful if for every infinite path 7r of t, the set of states that 
appear infinitely often along IT, constitutes a final state set. We shall denote by 
RM{^) the set of all runs of M over t, and by Rj^f(t) the set of all successful runs 
in RM(t)-
The i>-behavior (or simply behavior) of M. is the infinitary tree series \\M.\\ G 
Rmax ((Ts)} whose coefficients are determined for every t G by 
(||M|| ,t) = sup{(weightM (rt)) | rt G Jiftc(i)}. 
Clearly, this supremum exists in Rmax since the values weightM(rt) are bounded 
by N + M • , where N = max{in(q) \ q G Q}. 
A tree series S G R m a x {{Ts)) to be ($,w)-recognizable (or $-Muller 
recognizable) if there exists a $-wmta A4 over E and Rmax such that S = 11yV̂ i11. 
The family of all ($, w)-recognizable tree series over E and Rmax is denoted by 
w-iiec(E,Rmax,$). Clearly, every ($, w)-recognizable tree series S G Rmax ((T£)) 
has bounded image. The next proposition collects closure properties of (<5, (UN-
recognizable tree series. 
Proposition 8. (i) (cf. [32], Prop. 8) The class w-/?ec(E,Rmax,<i>) is closed 
under sum, scalar product, and Hadamard product. 
(ii) (cf [32], Prop. 9) Let h : E —> T be a relabeling. Furthermore, for the 
discounting 0V6T S CLTid Mmax we assume that pa = pa> whenever h(a) = h(a') 
for every a, a' G £k, and k > 1. Let = be the discounting over 
r and Mmax determined for every 7 G (k > 1) by p^ = p^ for every 
cr G Efc (k > 1) with h(a) = 7. If S G w-i?ec(E,Mmax, $), then h(S) G w-
i?ec(r,Rmax,$'). Furthermore, ifT G w-i?ec(r,Rmax, $')> then h~l(T) G w-
Rec{ £ ,R m a x ,$ ) . 
(Hi) (cf. ]32], Prop. 10) Let L C T G be an w-recognizable tree language. Then 
0L G w-.Rec(E,Rmax,$). 
An infinitary tree series S G R m a x {(T£)) ' s called an u>-recognizable step function 
(or Muller recognizable step function) if S = ^ajc (k3 + 0 ^ ) where kj G R+ U 
{—00} and Lj is an w-recognizable tree language for every 1 < j < n. 
Proposition 9. (i) (cf. [32], Prop. 11) The class of w-recognizable step func-
tions over E and R m a x is closed under sum, scalar product, and Hadamard 
product. 
(ii) (cf. [32], Prop. 12) Let h : E -> T be a relabeling. Then h : Rmax ((Tg)) 
Rmax((T^)) and h : Rmax {{T$)) -> Rmax {{T%)) preserve w-recognizable 
step functions. 
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7 Weighted MSO-logic with ^»-discounting over 
infinite trees 
In this section we deal with weighted MSO-logic with ^-discounting over the semi-
ring Rmax , and we interpret the semantics of weighted MSO-formulas as formal 
series over infinite trees. In our logic here, we inlude the atomic formula x = y and 
its negation as well as second-order universal quantifiers (cf. [32]). 
Every infinite tree t £ Tg is represented by the structure (dom(t),edgei,..., 
edgedeg(z), (labela)^^). The notions of a (t, V)-assignment and the set of all 
valid infinite trees over Ey are defined as in the case of finite trees. Similarly, every 
valid tree s £ corresponds to a pair (t, p) where t £ Tg and p is a (i, V)-
assignment. The infinitary tree language T ^ is w-recognizable (cf. [32]), and thus 
the characteristic series £ Rmax is ($, w)-recognizable. 
Let ip be an MSO-formula [36, 37] over trees. Then for Free(ip) C V, the well-
known result of Rabin [29] states that the tree language £y(<p) = {(t,p) £ T^ \ 
(t,p) |= ip} is (¿-recognizable; conversely, for every w-recognizable tree language 
L C T£ there exists an MSO-sentence ip, such that L = Cu((p), where we simply 
Definition 8. The set MSO(£,Kmax) of all formulas of the weighted MSO-logic 
with discounting over E and Mmax on infinite trees is defined to be the smallest 
set F such that 
• F contains all atomic formulas k,labela(x),edgei(x,y),x = y,x £ X and the 
negations ~^labela(x), -<edgei(x, y), ->(x = y), ->(x £ X), 
• if <p,ip £ F, then tp V ip, ip A ip, 3x . <p, 3-X" .ip,Mx.ip £ F, and if <p does not 
contain any constant k £ R + \ {0}, then WX .ip £ F 
where k £ K+ U {—oo}, a £ E, 1 < i < deg(E), x,y are first order variables, and 
X is a second-order variable. 
Next we define the semantics of the formulas in MSO(Kmax, E) as infinitary tree 
Definition 9. Let ip £ MSO(£,Rmax) and Free(ip) C V. The ^-semantics of 
ip is an infinitary tree series ||<^||y £ R m a x defined as follows. Let s £ 
. If s is not a valid tree, then QMly , s) = —oo. Otherwise, let p be a (t, V)-
assignment such that s and (t, p) correspond to each other. Then, we inductively 
define (|| v||y, s) as in Definition 5, where K = Mmax, except for the formulas x = y. 
Vx . ip, and VX . ip where we set 
write C"(<p) for Cfree(v)(<p). 
series in Rmax ( (T£ v ) ) . 
- (||Vx.^||v,5)= £ d e g ( E ) M ( i M I v u i x } ' 5 ^ ™ ] ) • 
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- (||VX . <p\\v , 5) = £ ill<p\\vu{x}, s[X ->/]). 
ICdom(t) v ' 
Note that in the above definition of the semantics, the sums and products in 
Definition 5 on page 428 are replaced respectively, by suprema and sums in Rmax. 
Moreover, in case of V X . <p the infinite sum is well-defined, because by definition 
the semantics of <p takes on only the values 0 and —oo. We shall sifnply write ||y|| 
for |Mli?ree(v)- As in the case of finitary tree series we can show the subsequent 
result. 
Proposition 10. Let <p G MSO(E, Rmax) with Free(tp) C V. Then 
( l l v l l v ' = (llv3!!' 
for every s G T^^. Moreover, the tree series |cp|| is ($,io)-recognizable (resp. 
an w-recognizable step function) over E^ iff ||</?||v is (<&, u)-recognizable (resp. an 
u-recognizable step function) over Ey. 
Definition 10. A formula <p G M50(E,Mm a x) is called restricted if whenever <p 
contains a universal first order quantification Vx .ip, then \\tp\\ is an u>-recognizable 
step function. 
Definition 11. A formula <p G MS0(£,Rm a x) is called incomplete universal if 
whenever tp contains a subformula Vx. tp such thatip contains universal quantifiers, 
then ip cannot contain any constant k G R+ \ {0}. 
We denote by i?M50(E,Mmax) (resp. IUMSO(E,Rmax)) the class of all re-
stricted (resp. incomplete universal) formulas of MSO(E,Rmax). A tree series 
S G Rmax ((T£)) is called RMSO-&-definable (resp. IUMSO-^-definable) if there is 
a sentence y G RMSO(E,Mmax) (resp. <p G IUMSO(E,Rmax)) such that S = ||v?||. 
We denote by w-r-Mso(E,Rmax, $) (resp. uj-iu-Mso(£,Rmax,$)) the class of all 
RMSO-$-definable (resp. IUMSO-$-definable) infinitaxy tree series. 
The main result of this section is the subsequent Rabin-type theorem. 
Theorem 4. w-i?ec(E,Rmax, $) = w-r-Afso(E,Rmax, <&) = w-iu-Mso(E,Rmax,$). 
First, using induction on the structure of formulas, we state the inclusions 
w-r-Mso(E,Rmax,$) C w-i?ec(E,Rmax,$) and w-iu-Mso{£,Rmax,$) C 
u;-i?ec(£,Rmax, $). 
Lemma 8. Let ip,ip G MSO{£,Rmax). Then 
(i) (cf. [32], Lm. 22) if ip is an atomic formula or the negation of an atomic 
formula, then ||</?|| is an ui-recognizable step function, 
(ii) (cf. [32], Lm. 23) if ||y>||, \\ip\\ are ($>, u>)-recognizable (resp. ui-recognizable 
step functions), then ||y>VV,|| and ||</jA'!/'|| are ($,w)-recognizable (resp. un-
recognizable step functions), 
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(iii) (cf. [32], Lm. 24) if ||(/?|| is -recognizable (resp. an w-recognizable 
step function), then ||3x.y;|| and ||3X. (p\\ are ($,co) -recognizable (resp. un-
recognizable step functions), 
(iv) (cf. [32], Lm. 25) if\\y>\\ is an to-recognizable step function, then ||Vx.</?|| is 
-recognizable, and 
(v) (cf. [32], Lm. 26) if ||y>|| = 0/, where the tree language L Ç T^ is un-
recognizable, then ||VX . <p|| is an u>-recognizable step function. 
Therefore, we get 
Proposition 11. 
• ùj-r-Mso(E,Rmax,$) C w-flec(E,Mmax,$). 
• w-ra-Mso(E,Rmax,<i>) ç w-iîeciEjRmax, $)• 
Conversely, following the proof of Proposition 29 in [32] we state 
Proposition 12. 
w-Jîec(E,Mmax,$) Ç w-r-Mso(E,Mmax, $) fl ui-iu-Mso(T,,Mmax, $). 
Proof of Theorem 4- It is immediate by Propositions 11 and 12. • 
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The 12th International Conference on Automata and Formal Languages 
(AFL 2008) was held in Balatonfüred, May 27-30, 2008, and was organized by 
the Computer and Automation Research Institute of the Hungarian Academy of 
Sciences. 
The AFL series was initiated by the late Prof. István Peák (1936-1989). He 
organized the AFL conferences in 1980, 1982, 1984, 1986 and 1988 and started the 
organization of AFL in 1990. These conferences were all held in the hills around 
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Languages Convex with Respect to Binary 
Relations, and Their Closure Properties* 
Thomas Ang^ and Janusz Brzozowski* 
Abstract 
A language is prefix-convex if it satisfies the condition that, if a word w 
and its prefix u are in the language, then so is every prefix of w that has u as 
a prefix. Prefix-convex languages include prefix-closed languages at one end 
of the spectrum, and prefix-free languages, which include prefix codes, at the 
other. In a similar way, we define suffix-, bifix-, factor-, and subword-convex 
languages and their closed and free counterparts. This provides a common 
framework for diverse languages such as codes, factorial languages and ideals. 
We examine the relationships among these languages. We generalize these 
notions to arbitrary binary relations on the set of all words over a given 
alphabet, and study the closure properties of such languages. 
Keywords: closed, closure, code, convex, factor, factorial, free, ideal, rela-
tion, language, prefix, subword, suffix 
1 Introduction 
This section introduces our basic terminology and notation, defines the scope of 
our work, and states some preliminary observations. Previous research is described 
in Section 2. 
A note concerning the terminology is in order. We have, used the term con-
tinuous languages in several publications [1, 5, 6, 7]. However, the term convex 
languages had been used for the same concept much earlier in [20]. Consequently 
we revert to the earlier terminology here. 
Let £ be an alphabet, and £*, the free monoid generated by £, with e as the 
empty word. A language over an alphabet £ is any subset of £*. If L C E*, the 
complement of L with respect to £* is denoted by L. When convenient, we use 
the customary notation for regular expressions, with + for union, juxtaposition for 
concatenation, and * for Kleene closure. 
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Suppose < is a binary relation on £*; if u < v and u ^ v, we write u <] v. 
Let t> be the converse binary relation, that is, let u > v if and only if v < u. The 
reflexive-and-transitive closure of <j is denoted by <*. 
Definition 1 and Proposition 1 below are generalizations of some results of 
Haines [10] and Thierrin [20]. See Section 2 for a further discussion. 
Definition 1. A language L is <-convex ifu<v, u<w, and v<w with u,w £ L 
imply v G L. It is <-free if v <w and w G L imply v £ L. It is ^-closed if v <w 
and w G L imply v G L. It is t>-closed ifv>w and w G L imply v G L. 
For an arbitrary relation < on E*, let 
<L = {u G £* | v <* io for some w G L] 
and 
Z/< = {u G £* | v >* w for some w G L}. 
The following are easily verified: 
Proposition 1. Let < be an arbitrary relation on £*. Then 
1. A language is <-convex if and only if it is >-convex. 
2. A language is <-free if and only if it is >-free. 
3. Every <-closed language and every -closed language is <-convex. 
4• A language is <-closed if and only if its complement is >-closed. 
5. A language L is <-closed (>-closed) if and only if L — <L (L = L<y). 
Example 1. For w G £*, let |tu|2 be the length of w modulo 2. Let £ = {a} and 
let < be the binary relation <2 defined by 
u <2 v if |u|2 < |u|2. 
The <2-convex languages are J = a*, K = a(aa)*, L = (aa)*, and 0. The <2-
closed languages are J, L, and 0. The <2-free languages are 0 and all the singleton 
languages {to}, for w G £*. Note that there are <2-free languages that are not 
<2-convex. For instance, {aa} is <2-free but not <2-convex, because aa <2 e, 
aa <2 aa, e <2 aa, but e 0 L. 
Proposition 2. If < is antisymmetric, then every <-free language is <-convex. If 
< is reflexive and every <-free language is <-convex then <j is antisymmetric. 
Proof. Suppose L is <-free and < is antisymmetric. If L is not ^-convex, then 
there exist u, w G L, v $ L, such that u < v, u <w, and v < w. Thus u < v and 
v < w and, since < is antisymmetric, we have u ^ w. Thus we have u,w G L and 
u <1 to, contradicting that L is <-free. 
Conversely, suppose < is reflexive and every <-free language is <-convex, but 
< is not antisymmetric. Then there exist v, w G £* such that w < v, v < w and 
v w. Since < is reflexive, we have w < w. The language {to} is <-free but not 
^-convex. Note that, if reflexivity is absent, v and w do not violate convexity. • 
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Usually in our applications we deal with partial order relations, so reflexivity 
and antisymmetry hold. If the binary relation is understood, we call a language 
convex, free, closed, or converse closed. 
If u,v,w £ E* and w = uv, then u is a prefix of w and v is a suffix of w. If v is 
a prefix of w, we write v < w; if also v ^ w, then v < w. If v is a suffix of w, we 
write v -<w, if also v ^ w, then v -< w. If w = xvy for some v,x,y £ £*, then v is 
a factor of w. Note that a prefix or suffix of w is also a factor of w. If v is a factor 
of w, we write v C w; if also then v C w. If w = Woa\W\ • • • anwn, where 
a i , . . . , an £ E, and w0,... ,wn £ £*, then v = ai • • • an is a subword of w; note 
that every factor of w is a subword1 of w. If v is a subword of w, we write v <s w; 
if also v ^ w, then v C w. The relations <, C, and <g are partial orders on E*. 
We apply Definition 1 to the following special cases: 
< is < : If we use the relation "is a prefix of", then we get prefix-convex lan-
guages [6]. Prefix-free languages, except {e}, are prefix codes [4], prefix-closed 
languages are complements of right ideals, and converse closed languages are 
the right ideals, that is, have the form Z,E*, L C E * . See Proposition 7. 
< is If we use the relation "is a suffix of", then we get the suffix-convex lan-
guages. Suffix-free languages, except {e}, are suffix codes [4], suffix-closed 
languages are complements of left ideals, and converse closed languages are 
the left ideals, that is, have the form E*L. See Proposition 7. 
< is C: If we use the relation "is a factor of"2 , we get factor-convex languages. 
Factor-free languages, except {e}, are infix codes [19], factor-closed languages 
are factorial languages [15], which are complements of two-sided ideals, and 
converse closed languages are the ideals, that is, have the form E*LE*. See 
Proposition 6. 
< is <E: If we use the relation "is a subword of'3 , we get subword-convex languages. 
Subword-free languages, except {e}, are hypercodes [19], subword-closed lan-
guages are of the form K = L = U . g i E * a i £ * - - - a j £ * , and converse 
closed languages are of the form L above. See Section 2. 
If a language is both prefix- and suffix-convex it is bifix-convex4. If it is both 
prefix- and suffix-free it is bifix-free\ if it is not {e}, it is then a bifix code [4]. 
If it is both prefix- and suffix-closed, it is bifix-closed. Note that bifix-closed and 
bifix-free languages can be defined as (< U r^)-closed and (< U ^)-free languages, 
respectively, but bifix-convex languages cannot be derived from a single relation. 
The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. Previous work on convex 
languages is described in Section 2. In Section 3 we show the relations among the 
1The word "subword" is often used to mean "factor"; here by a "subword" we mean a subse-
quence. 
2 This relation is called the "infix order" in [19]. 
3This relation is called the "embedding order" in [10]. 
4 The word "bifix" is sometimes used to describe a word that is both a prefix and a suffix. Here 
we follow [12, 18]. The term "biprefix" is used in [4]. 
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prefix- and suffix-convex classes of languages and their subclasses. In Section 4 
we study the closure properties of the -XT-convex, X-closed and X-free classes of 
languages, where X stands for prefix, suffix, bifix, factor or subword. The converse 
X-closed classes are considered in Section 5. Special properties of closure under 
concatenation and star are studied in Section 6, and Section 7 concludes the paper. 
2 Previous results and generalizations 
For consistency, we use our notation and terminology when discussing previous 
work, but some of the key original terms are also mentioned. 
In 1969 Haines proved the following results [10]: 
Theorem 1 (Haines). Every subword-free language is finite. 
He called the subword relation embedding. He also defined (what we call) the 
subword closure of any language L C E* which is the set of all words that are 
subwords of words in L: 
= {u S E* | u is a subword of v for some v € L}. 
Dually, he defined (what we call) the converse subword closure of any language 
L C E* which is the set of all words that contain a word of L as a subword: 
Lg = {u £ S* | u is a subword of v for some u € L}. 
Theorem 2 (Haines). For any L C £*, there exist finite languages F and G, such 
that 
mL = F ^ = |J £*ajE* • • • ajE*, 
ai — OiSF 
and 
Lg = G(e = £*aiE* • • • ajE*. 
ai-Oi£G 
Theorem 3 (Haines). The languages and are regular, for every L C E*. 
Haines noted that Theorem 1 is false for the factor relation, because L = {abna | 
n > 1} is an infinite factor-free language. It is also false for the prefix and suffix 
relations, since L is an infinite prefix- and suffix-free language. 
For a discussion of earlier work related to the results of Haines see the paper by 
Kruskal [14]. 
In 1973 Thierrin introduced convex languages for the subword partial order [20]. 
He called a language convex if it is <g-convex, left convex if it is (s-closed, and right-
convex if it is D-closed. He also defined a language to be strongly convex if it is 
closed under nonempty subwords, that is, if v ^ s, v (s w, and w € L implies v 6 L. 
This last concept is outside the scope'of this work; we refer the reader to [20]. 
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Proposition 3 (Thierrin). A language is (si-convex if and only if it is an intersec-
tion of a <s-closed and a s>-closed language. Equivalently, a language L is <s-convex 
if and only if there exist (s-closed languages M and N such that L = M \ N. 
Corollary 1 (Thierrin). Every <<=-convex language is regular. 
Proposition 3 can be generalized with an added condition on <. 
Proposition 4. If there exist M, N C E* such that M and N are <-closed and 
L = M \ N, then L is convex. If <1 is transitive and L is <-convex, then there 
exist M,N C S * such that M and N are <-closed and L = M\N. 
Proof. Suppose L = M\N, where M and N are ^-closed, and L is not <J-convex. 
Then there exists a triple (u £ L,v £ L,w £ L), such that u<v, u<w, and v < w. 
We must have u,w £ M, and u, w £ N, that is, u,u> £ N. If v £ M, then also 
v £ N and v £ N. This means that N is not <-convex. But, N is >-closed by 
Proposition 1 (4), and every >-closed language is <-convex by Proposition 1 (3), 
which is a contradiction. Hence we must have v $ M. But this now means that M 
is not <-convex, and hence cannot be <-closed—again a contradiction. 
Conversely, suppose that < is transitive, and L is <-convex. Let M = <L; then' 
M is <-closed by definition. Let 
JV = <L\ L = {u £ E* | v 0 L and v <* w for some w £ L}. 
Since < is transitive, we also have 
N = {u £ £* | v £ L and v < w for some w £ L}. 
We claim that N is also <-closed. For suppose u < v for some v £ N such that 
v < w, for some w £ L. Then u < w by transitivity. If u £ L, then L cannot be 
<-convex because of the triple (u £ L,v $ L,w £ L). Hence we must have u $ L, 
and N is <-closed. Now M\N = M DN = <L n Q Z UL) = < L n i = I . • 
Example 2. Let E = {a}, and let < = {(e,a), (a, aa)}; then < is not transitive 
since (e,aa) is not in the relation. If L = {e, aa}, then L is <-convex, but not in-
closed, since a < aa, aa £ L and a $ L. Suppose L can be expressed as L = M\N, 
where both M and N are <-closed. Then M must contain L and be closed; hence 
a £ M. Now N must contain a; otherwise a £ M \ N, and M\N ^ L. However, 
since N must be closed, it must contain e, since e < a. But then M\N does not 
contain e, which is a contradiction. Therefore, Proposition 3 does not hold here. 
On the other hand, lack of transitivity does not prevent all languages from 
satisfying Proposition 3. For example, the language K = {a} is <-convex and not 
<-closed, but can be expressed as K = {e, a} \ {e}, which is a difference between 
two <-closed languages. 
Proposition 5 (Thierrin). If L is a (g-closed or a s>-closed language over E, then 
the syntactic monoid ML, is finite and contains a disjunctive zero z such that ab = z, 
a,b £ ML, implies axb = z for every x £ M 
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A language L is noncounting [20] if there exists an integer k > 0 such that, for 
arbitrary u,v,w G £*, uvkw G L if and only if uvk+1w G L. 
Corollary 2 (Thierrin). Every <g-convex, <g-closed, and s>-closed language is a 
noncounting regular language, and hence, a star-free language. 
Corollary 2 does not hold for the prefix, suffix, and factor relations. For example, 
K = (aa)*bT,*\ L = E*b(aa)* and M = E*6(aa)*6E* are converse prefix-closed, 
converse suffix-closed and converse factor-closed, respectively, but they are not 
noncounting. However, convex languages with respect to these three relations are 
noncounting in the case of the one-letter alphabet. 
Properties of (s-free languages were studied by Shyr and Thierrin [19] under 
the name of hypercodes. There is an extensive literature on codes characterized as 
antichaiiis with respect to binary relations in free monoids. For example, languages 
that are both factor-free codes and d-convex are studied in [9]. See also [11, 13, 18] 
and the references contained therein for further examples. It is not our purpose 
in this paper to deal with this topic in depth, but only to point out how various 
classes of these languages fit into the framework of convex languages, and to study 
the closure properties of convex languages. 
In. 1990, de Luca and Varricchio characterized factor-closed languages, which 
they called factorial: 
Proposition 6 (De Luca & Varricchio). A language L is factorial (that is, C-
closed) if and only if it is the complement of a two-sided ideal, that is, if and only 
if L.= T,*KT,*, for some language K. 
In Proposition 6, K can be taken to be regular if L is regular. 
We have analogous results for prefix-closed and suffix-closed languages: 
Proposition 7. A language L is prefix-closed (suffix-closed) if and only if it is the 
complement of a right (left) ideal, that is, if and only if L — KY,*, (L = E*K) for 
some• language K. Moreover, K can be taken to be regular if L is regular. 
Proof. The proof parallels the proof of Proposition 6 in [15]. Let <L be the set of 
all prefixes of words in L; thus, if L is prefix-closed, then L = <L. Now let K = <L. 
One verifies that u G K- implies uv G K for all v G £*, that is, K = KE*, and 
L — <L = K = KT,*. Note that K is regular if L is regular. Conversely, suppose 
L = KT.* for some K, w = uv G L, and u ^ L. Then u G KT,*, u = u'u", for some 
u'• G K, u" G E*; and w = u'u"v must also be in K£*, which is a contradiction. 
Thus L is prefix-closed. 
A dual argument proves the result for suffix-closed languages. • 
Prefix-convex languages were studied in connection with trace-assertion speci-
fications [6, 7] (under the name of prefix-continuous languages). Here a software 
module is modeled by an automaton in which the states are represented by words 
over the input alphabet. It was shown in [6], for deterministic automata, that 
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the automaton is well-behaved if the set of words representing the states is prefix-
convex. This result was extended to nondeterministic automata in [5]. Applications 
of these methods to the specification of software modules were discussed in [7]. 
Closure properties studied by Thierrin [20] are discussed in later sections. 
3 Examples of convex languages 
For convenience, we first consider <-convex, <-free, and <-closed languages, where 
< ranges over {< , X, <e}. If a nonempty language is prefix-convex (respectively, 
suffix-, bifix-, factor-, or subword-convex), then it is prefix-closed (respectively, 
suffix-, bifix-, factor-, or subword-closed) if and only if it contains e. The empty 
language 0 and the language {e} vacuously satisfy the <-convex, <-free, and <-
closed conditions if < £ {<, C, <s}. Also, since e is a prefix, sufiix, factor, and 
subword of every word, $ and {e} are the only two languages that are both <-free 
and <-closed. 
Factorial languages are defined as factor-closed languages, for example, in [2,15], 
and as bifix-closed languages, for example, in [16]. This is justified in view of the 
following: 
Remark 1. A language is factor-closed if and only if it is bifix-closed. 
Proof. If L is factor-closed, then it is also bifix-closed, since every prefix and suffix 
is also a factor. Conversely, let L be a bifix-closed language and let w £ L. Suppose 
v is any factor of w = xvy; then xv £ L since xv is a prefix of w, and v £ L because 
v is a suffix of xv. Therefore L is factor-closed. • 
Factorial languages have received considerable attention. For example, their 
decompositions are studied in [2], their combinatorial properties in [15], and their 
complexity issues in [17]. We return to these languages later. 
Figure 1 shows the various classes of languages partially ordered under set con-
tainment, where P, S, B, F, and W, stand for prefix, suffix, bifix, factor, and 
subword, respectively, PC, PF and PCL stand for prefix-convex, prefix-free, and 
prefix-closed languages, etc. The classes in small rectangular boxes are closed under 
concatenation; we discuss this later. The classes in the large rectangle correspond 
to codes. The only difference between the solid and dashed lines is that the dashed 
lines indicate free and closed languages as special cases of convex languages, while 
solid lines show classes defined by changing the underlying binary relation. 
Proposition 8. All containments shown in Figure 1 are proper, and there are no 
other containments, except those implied by transitivity. 
Proof. First, we verify that the containments shown do indeed hold. Any class 
of the form BX, where X £ {C,CL,F} is the intersection of PX and SX, by 
definition. Also, BX D FX, because every prefix and suffix is a factor, and FX D 
WX, because every factor is a subword. This explains the solid lines. Next, for Y £ 
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Figure 1: Classes of convex languages 
{P, S, B, F, W}, classes YCL and Y F are special cases of YC by Propositions 1(3) 
and 2; this accounts for the dashed lines. 
Second, we show that no class contains any other class except as shown, or 
implied by transitivity of set containment. We consider each class in turn, starting 
with the maximal ones. 
The prefix-convex class PC: It suffices to show that PC contains neither SCL 
nor SF. We have h = {e ,a,6a} £ SCL\PC, and L2 = {a, abb} G SF\PC. 
The suffix-convex class SC: Use left-right symmetry with PC. 
The prefix-closed class PCL: It suffices to show that PCL contains neither 
SCL nor WF. Since PC does not contain SCL, neither does its subclass 
PCL. Also, Lz = {a, 6} G WF \ PCL. 
The suffix-closed class SCL: Use left-right symmetry with PCL. 
The prefix-free class PF: It suffices to show that PF contains neither SF nor 
WCL. Since PC does not contain SF, neither does PF. Also, L4 = {e, a } G 
WCL \ PF. 
The suffix-free class SF: Use left-right symmetry with PF. 
The bifix-convex class BC: It suffices to show that BC does not contain any 
class from {PCL, SCL, PF, SF}. This follows because L5 = {e,a,ab} G 
PCL \ BC, Li = {e,a,ba} G SCL\BC, L6 = {b,aab} G PF\BC, and 
L2 = {a,abb} £ SF\BC. 
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The bifix-free class BF: It suffices to show that BF does not contain any class 
from { W C L , PF, SF}. We have L4 = {e, a } G WCL \ BF, L6 = {6, aab} G 
PF \ BF, and L2 = {a, abb} eSF\ BF. 
The factor-convex class FC: It suffices to show that FC does not contain any 
class from {PCL, SCL, BF}. Since BC does not contain PCL or SCL, 
neither does FC. Also, L7 = {b, aba} G BF \ FC. 
The bifix-closed class BCLi It suffices to show that BCL does not contain any 
class from {PCL, SCL, WF}. Since FC does not contain PCL or SCL, 
neither does BCL. Also, Ls = {a} G WF \ BCL. 
The factor-free class FF: It suffices to show that FF does not contain any class 
from {WCL, BF}. Since BF does not contain WCL, neither does FF. Since 
FC does not contain BF, neither does FF. 
The subword-convex class WC: It suffices to show that WC contains neither 
BCL nor FF. We have Lg = {e, a, b, ab, ba, aba} G BCL \ WC, and Li0 = 
{aa , abba} G FF \ WC. 
The subword-closed class WCL: It suffices to show that WCL contains neither 
BCL nor WF. Since WC does not contain BCL, neither does WCL. Also, 
Ls = { a } G WF \ WCL. 
The subword-free class WF\ It is enough to show that WF contains neither 
WCL nor FF. Since FF does not contain WCL, neither does WF. Also, 
Lio = {aa, abba} G FF \ WF. 
This completes the proof. O 
Remark 2 . P C n S C L = P C L n S C L = BCL = SC n PCL. 
Proof. By definition, BCL = PCL n SCL. From Figure 1 , we have PC n SCL D 
BCL. Conversely, if L is suffix-closed, then it contains s, which is also a prefix 
of every word; thus, if L is also prefix-convex, then it is prefix-closed, and hence 
bifix-closed. The last equality follows by left-right symmetry. • 
3.1 One-letter alphabets 
The length of a word w G £ * is |w|, and wR is the reverse of w. The reverse of L 
is LR = {wR j i u e l } . 
Languages over one-letter alphabets have very special properties. Note that, if 
L C {a}*, then L = LR. Also, the statements "u is a prefix of w", "u is a suffix of 
w", "u is a factor of w", and "u is a subword of w" are all equivalent to each other 
and to "|it| < M " . Thus the following are easily verified: 
Proposition 9. / / £ = { a } , and L Ç £*, then the following hold: 
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1. If X stands for "prefix", "suffix", "bifix", "factor", or "subword", then all 
the statements of the form X-convex are equivalent, all the statements of the 
form X-free are equivalent, and all the statements of the form X-closed are 
equivalent. 
2. L is prefix-convex if and only if it is empty, or has the form {a1 \ m < i < 
m -f n}, or {a* | m < i} = ama*, for some m > 0, n > 0. 
3. L is prefix-closed if and only if it is empty, or has the form {a* | 0 < i < m}, 
for some m > 0, or {a1 | 0 < i} = a*. 
4- L is prefix-free if and only if it is empty, or contains only one word. 
5. If K,L C £* are prefix-convex, then so is KL. 
4 Closure in <-convex languages 
Thierrin [20] proved the closure results of Table 1 for subword-convex languages. 
Table 1: Thierrin's closure results for the subword relation. 
convex closed converse closed 
intersection yes yes yes 
union no yes yes 
complement no no no 
concatenation no yes yes 
star no yes no 
We generalize and extend these results. We first consider the closure properties 
of convex, free, and closed classes of languages. Converse closed classes are studied 
in Section. 5. 
4.1 Intersection, union and complement 
Proposition 10. If K,L C £* are <-convex (<-free, or closed), then so is 
M = KC\L. 
Proof. If M is not convex, there exist u, w £ M and v M such that u < v, 
u<w, and v < w. Since u,w £ K and u,w £ L, and K and L are <-convex, we 
have v £ K and v £ L, which contradicts that v 0 M. 
If M is not <-free, there exist v,w £ M such that v <J w. Since v,w £ K, this 
contradicts that K is <-free. 
If M is not ^-closed, there exist w £ M, v M such that v <1 w. Then either 
v £ K or v £ L. In the first case, w € K and v 0 K contradicts that K is <-closed. 
In the second case, L cannot be ^-closed. • 
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Corollary 3. All the classes in Figure 1 are closed under intersection. 
The following is easily verified: 
Proposition 11. If K,L C £* are closed, then so is K U L. If Ln is <-closed 
for n > 1, then so is U^Li Ln. 
Corollary 4. All the closed classes, PCL, SCL, BCL = FCL, and WCL, are 
closed under union. 
Remark 3. The remaining classes in Figure 1 are not closed under union. Let K = 
{e } , L = {aa}; both languages are X-convex and X-free for all X G {P, S, B, F, W}. 
However, K U L is neither X-convex nor X-free. 
Remark 4. None of the classes is closed under complementation. The language 
L = {a} is in XC for all X G {P, S, B, F, W}, but its complement is not. Also, L 
is in XF, but L is not. The language K = {e} is in XCL, but K is not. 
4.2 Concatenation and star 
In general, convex languages are not closed under concatenation and star, even if 
the relation < is one of prefix, suffix, factor or subword relations. 
Remark 5. If L C is prefix-(suffix-, bifix-, factor-, or subword-)convex, then 
L2 
is not necessarily prefix-(suffix-, bifix-, factor-, or subword-)convex. Hence these 
languages are not closed under concatenation. 
Proof. L = {a,b,ab,ad,ca} is prefix-, suffix-, factor-, and subword-convex, but L2 
is not, since ab, abca G L2 but abc £ L2, and ab, adab G L2, but dab £ L2. • 
For concatenation of converse closed languages, see Section 5. For closed and 
free languages see Section 6. 
Remark 6. If L C £* is prefix-(suffix-, bifix-, factor-, or subword-)convex, then 
L* is not necessarily prefix-(suffix-, bifix-, factor-, or subword-)convex. The same 
holds if we replace "convex" by "free" or "converse closed". 
Proof. If £ = {a}, L = {aa} is prefix-, suffix-, bifix-, factor-, and subword-convex, 
and -free, but (aa)* is not. Also, L = aaa* is converse X-closed for all X , but 
L* = L U {e} is not. • 
For the star of closed languages see Section 6.2. 
4.3 Quotients 
If x G £* and I C E * , then the left quotient of L by x is x_1L = {w G £* | xw G L}. 
The right quotient of L by x is Lx~l = {ui G £* | wx G L}. 
A binary relation is left-invariant (right-invariant) if u < v implies xu < xv 
(ux < vx).5 
5The terms 'left compatible' and 'right compatible' are used in [13, 18]. 
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Proposition 12. If < is left-invariant, and L is <-convex (<\ - free or closed), 
then M = x~lL is convex (< -free or <-closed), for any xsE*. The same holds 
if 'left' is replaced by 'right' and 'x~lL' by 'Lx~l'. 
Proof Suppose L is <-convex. If M is not ^-convex, then there exist u,w G M 
and v # M such that u <v, u <w, and v < w. If < is left-invariant, then xu <1 xv, 
xu < xw, and xv < xw, and xu and xw G L, while xv £ L. This contradicts that L 
is ^-convex. 
Suppose L is <3-free. If M is not <-free, there exist v,w G M such that v <\w; 
then xv, xw G L. If < is left-invariant, then xv <1 xw, which contradicts that L is 
<l-free. 
•Suppose L is ^-closed. If M is. not ^-closed, there exist w G M, v £ M such 
that v < w; then xw G L and xv f[ L. If < is left-invariant, then xv < xw, which 
contradicts that i is ^-closed. 
The claim for the case where < is right-invariant follows by duality. • 
'Example 1 shows that the invaxiance conditions of Proposition 12 are not nec-
essary. The relation <2 is not left-invariant, since aa <2 a but a(aa) ^2 a(o). 
•The left (and right) quotient of J by any word is J. The left quotient of K by w 
is K (respectively L), if w has even (respectively odd) length. Similarly, the left 
quotient of L by w is L (respectively K), if w has even (respectively odd) length. 
The left quotient of 0 is 0. Thus the left quotient of every <2-convex language is 
<2-convex. Similarly, the left quotient of every <2-free language is <2-free. On the 
other hand, the left quotient of L by a is K, which is not <2-closed. 
Corollary 5. The classes PC, PCL and PF are closed under left quotient, SC, 
SCL and SF are closed under right quotient, and WC, WCL and WF are closed 
under both quotients. 
Remark 7. The classes BC, BF, FC, FCL and FF are not closed under either 
type of quotient. For let L = {e,a,b,ab,ba,aba}; then L is bifix-convex, factor-
convex and factor-closed, but a - 1 £ = {e, b, ba} and La"1 = {e, b, ab} are not. Also, 
L = {bb,bab} is bifix-free and factor-free, but b~1L = {b,ab} and Lb~1 = {b,ba} 
are. neither. 
4.4 ?Homomorphism and inverse homomorphism 
If 5-is a set, then 25.is the set of all subsets of S. Let E and A be alphabets. 
A homomorphism is a map h : E* —> A* such that h(uv) = h(u)h(v) for all 
u, v G-E*. If L C E*, then h(L) = UtueLW^)}- inverse homomorphism of h 
is h~l : h( £*) — 2 s * defined by h~l{x) = { t o e E * | h{w) = x}, for all x G /i(£*). 
If L C7i(E*), then the inverse image of L under h is h_1(L) — {w G E* | h(w) G L}. 
A substitution is a map s : E* —> 2A* such that s(e) = {£},s(uu) = s(u)s(v) for all 
u,iI-G E*, and s{L) = LLEXM™)}-
Remark 8. None of the classes from Figure 1 is closed under homomorphism. If 
E = A = {a}, h(a) = aa, L = {e, a}, then h(L) = {e, aa}, L is in XC and in XCL, 
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for all X G {P, S, B, F, W}, but h(L) is not. Also, if L = {a, b}, h(o) = e, h(b) = a, 
then h(L) = {e, a}. Now L is in XF, but h(L) is not. It follows that none of the 
classes from Figure 1 is closed under substitution. 
Let < be a binary relation on £*, and <', a binary relation on A*. Then h is 
a (<, <')-homomorphism6 if u < v implies h(u) <' h(v). 
Proposition 13. Let (£*,<) and (A*,< ') be free monoids with binary relations, 
let h : £* —> A* be a (<], -homomorphism, and let K C h(T,*). If K is <'-convex 
(<'-free, or <'-closed), then L = h~l(K) is <-convex (<-free, or <-closed). 
Proof. Suppose K is <'-convex, but L is not <-convex. Then there exist u,w G L, 
v $ L such that u<v, u<w, and v<w. Since h is a (<, <')-homomorphism, we also 
have h(u),h(w) G K, h{v) g K, and h(u) <' h(v), h(u) <' h(w), and h(v) <' h(w), 
which contradicts that K is <'-convex. 
Suppose K is <'-free, but L = h_1(K) is not <-free. Then there exist v,w G L 
such that v <w. Since h is a (<, <')-homomorphism, we also have h(v) <' h(w), 
which contradicts that K is <'-free. 
Suppose K is <'-closed, but L = h~l(K) is not <-closed. Then there exist 
w G L, v L such that v < w. If h is a (<, <')-homomorphism, then h(w) G K, 
h(v) £ K, and h(v) <' h(w), which contradicts that K is <'-closed. • 
Corollary 6. All the classes in Figure 1 are closed under inverse homomorphism. 
Proof. If u is a prefix (suffix, factor, or subword) of v and h is a homomorphism, 
then h(u) is a prefix (suffix, factor, or subword) of h(v). Thus, we have a (<, <')-
homomorphism for all < G {< , •<, <s}- • 
5 Converse closed languages 
For X G {P,S, F, W}, let XCC be the class of converse closed languages cor-
responding to the prefix, suffix, factor, and subword relations, respectively. By 
Proposition 1 (3), all these languages are convex. Similarly, let XC represent the 
convex classes and XCL, the closed classes. 
The classes XCC in Figure 2 are the converse closed classes, which are shown 
in double rectangles. (We explain TR and TR! later.) Each converse closed class 
XCC — {L | L G XCL} is in 1-1 correspondence with the corresponding closed 
class. Note that each class XC contains languages that are not in XCL U XCC U 
XF. For example, {a, aa} is in XC but it is not in XCL U XCC U XF, for all 
XG{P,S,F,W}. 
Applying Propositions 10, 11, 12, and 13 for intersection, union, quotient, and 
inverse homomorphism, respectively, to the relation >, we obtain: 
Corollary 7. All the .classes of the form XCC are closed under intersection, union, 
and inverse homomorphism. Moreover, PCC is closed under left quotient, SCC, 
under right quotient, and WCC, under both. 
6In the terminology of [11], the relation < is compatible with h (in the case where < = <'). 
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Figure 2: Classes of converse closed languages 
Remark 9. The class FCC is not closed under either quotient. Let < be C, 
let £ = {a,6}, and let L = E*a6aE*. Then L is •-closed, but K = a~lL = 
E*a6aE* + 6aE* is not, because ba £ K, but bba $ K. Symmetrically, La"1 is not 
•-closed. 
Remark 10. No class XCC is closed under homomorphism. For let E = A = 
{a, b}, h(a) = h(b) = b, and L = {e, a}. Then L £ XCL and L= (b + aa + ab)E* = 
£*(& + aa + ab) = E*(b + aa + ab)E* = E*6E* + E*aS*aE* + E*aE*6E* e XCC, 
for all X e {P, S, F, W}. However, h(L) = bb*, and K = h(L) = e + £*a£* is not 
in XCL, since b £ K. 
Remark 11. All the classes of the form XCC are closed under concatenation, 
because we have (LE*)(ii'E*) = (LT,*K)E*, etc. Also, all the classes axe closed 
under positive closure, which is defined as L+ = LL*, because L£* 2 LE*L£*, 
etc. However, converse closed classes are not closed under star if e £ L, because 
{e} U LTJ* is not a right ideal, etc. 
5.1 Transitive sofic languages 
Factorial languages contain an interesting subclass which we discuss next; for more 
details we refer the reader to the literature [3, 4, 16]. A language M C £* is a 
monoid if it contains e and is closed under concatenation. A monoid L is very 
pure if uv,vu G L implies u,v £ L. A factorial language is called sofic if it is 
regular. A language L is. transitive if for all u, w € L. there exists x £ E* such that 
v = uxw £ L. Let F(L) be the set of all factors of words jn L. 
Transitive sofic languages constitute the class TR in Figure 2, and TR' is the 
class of their complements. The following characterization is given in [3]: 
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Proposition 14 (Beal' & Perrin). A language L is sofic and transitive if and 
only if there exists a very pure regular language M, which is a monoid, such that 
L = F(M). 
Example 3. Let £* = {a,b,c}, let M = (ab*c + b)*, and let L = F(M). To 
find F(M) we construct a nondeterministic finite automaton N from the minimal 
deterministic finite automaton V for M as follows. All the states of M, except 
the rejecting "dead" state, are made both accepting and initial. This guarantees 
that N accepts precisely all the factors of words of M. We then determinize A/* 
using the standard subset construction to obtain the minimal deterministic finite 
automaton A for L = F(M). We leave the details to the reader; the automaton 
V has only three states, and A has only four. From A we can find the following 
regular expressions for L: 
L = b*+ b*c(b + ab*c)*(e + ab*) + b*a(b + cb*a)*(e + cb*) = T,*(ab*a + cb*c) E*. 
Here the language G = ab* c + b is a circular code [4] and is a minimal generating 
set of M. The monoid M = G* is very pure, and L = F(M) is transitive. 
Proposition 15. Let h : E* —» A* be a homomorphism, let K Ç h(£*) and let 
L = h~l(K). If K is a transitive sofic language then so is L. 
Proof. Since K is regular, so is L, since regular languages are closed under inverse 
homomorphism. Suppose that u and w are in L, and let h(u) = x, h(w) = z. Since 
K is transitive, for every x,z G K there exists y G A* such that xyz is in K. Since 
K is factorial, we also have y G K. Hence there exists v G L such that h(v) = y. 
Since h(uvw) = h(u)h(v)h(w) = xyz G K, we also have uvw G L, and we have 
shown that L is transitive. Finally, if uvw G L and v £ L, then h(uvw) G K and 
h(v) 0 K, contradicting that K is factorial. Hence L is also factorial. Altogether, 
L is transitive sofic. • 
Remark 12. Transitive sofic languages are not closed under left and right quo-
tients, intersection, union, complement and concatenation. Let E = {a, b, c, d, e}, 
let L be the transitive sofic language L of Example 3, and let K be a similar 
language, 
K = e* + e*c(e + de*c)*(e + de*) + b*d(e + ce*d)*(e + ce*) = T,*(de*d + ce*c) £*. 
Then L fi K ~ e + c, which is not transitive, because, for instance, cxc L D K for 
any x G E* . Also, for the language L of Example 3, cac G a~lL, but a £ a _ 1 L; 
hence a~1L is not factorial. Similarly, cac G Labut a 0 La-1-, hence La"1 is 
not factorial. Moreover, let £ = {a,6}, K = a*, and L = b*. Then K and L are 
transitive, but K\JL and KL are not. We have a, b G K U L, but there is no x G E* 
such-that axb G KöL. Also, ab G KL, but there is no x G £* such that abxab G L. 
The complement of L is not factorial, since e $ L. 
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5.2 Containments involving converse closed languages 
Proposition 16. All containments shown in Figures 1 and 2 are proper, and there 
are no other containments, except those implied by transitivity. 
Proof. We consider the classes starting with the largest ones. 
1. PC 2 SCC: Ln = (a + b)*(aa + aaba) £ SCC, because Lu is a left ideal, 
but L\\ is not prefix-convex because aa,aaba € i n , but aab £ Lu. 
2. SC 2 PCC: L12 = (aa + abaa)(a + b)* £ PCC \ SC, by a similar argument. 
3. PCL 2 TR': L13 = (a + b+c)*(ab*a + cb*c)(a + b + c)* £ TR'\PCL, because 
aa £ Lu, but a £ Li3. 
4 . PCL 2 WCC: Lu = (a + b)*a(a + b)*a(a + b)* e WCC \ PCL, because 
aa € Lj4, but a £ L14. 
5. SCL 2 TR': L13 £ TR' \ SCL. 
6. SCL 2 WCC: LM € WCC \ SCL. 
7. PF 2 TR': L13 G TR' \ PF, because aaa £ Ln and aa £ L13. 
8. PF 2 WCC: L14 £ WCC \ PF, because aaa £ Lu and aa £ Lu. 
9. SF 2 TR': L13 £ TR' \ SF. 
10. SF 2 WCC: Lu £ WCC \ SF. 
11. PCC 2 WCL: L4 = {e,a} £ WCL \ PCC. 
12. PCC 2 TR: Lis G TR \ PCC, where Llb is L from Example 3, because 
a £ Lis, but aa L15. 
13. PCC 2 WF: L8 = {a} G WF \ PCC. 
14. SCC 2 WCL: i 4 = {e,a} £ WCL \ SCC. 
15. SCC 2 TR: Lis G TR \ SCC. 
16. SCC 2 WF: L8 = {a} € WF \ SCC. 
17. FCC 2 PCC: Lw = a(a + b)* £ PCC \ FCC. 
18. FCC 2 SCC: L„ = (a + b)*a £ SCC \ FCC. 
19. WCC 2 FCC: Lis = (a + b)*aa(a + b)* £ FCC\WCC, since aa £ L18, but 
aba 0 Lis-
20. TR' 2 WCC: Lu £ WCC \ TR', because L^ = b* + b*ab* is not transitive, 
since it has no word axa for any x £ E*. 
21. WCC 2 TR': L13 G TR' \ WCC, because aa £ Li3, but aca 0 L13. 
Hence all the classes shown in the two figures are distinct and there are no other 
containments. • 
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6 Concatenation in free and closed languages 
The next example illustrates that, in general, <-closed and <-free languages are 
not closed under concatenation. 
Example 4. Suppose u < v if and only if either u = v or |u| = |u| and u precedes 
v in the lexicographic order. Thus, for E = {a, b}, we have a<\b, aa<Sab<ba<\ bb, 
aaa < aab <\ aba <•••<] bbb, etc. Let K = {a,bb}; then K is <-free. However, 
KK = {aa, abb, bba, bbbb} is not. Also, if L = {aa, a&}, then L is <-closed. However, 
LL = {aaaa, aaab, abaa, abab} is not. Hence,- for this binary relation, the classes of 
^-closed and <-free languages axe not closed under concatenation. 
6.1 Free languages and concatenation 
A binary relation < is propagating if X\X2 < y\y2 implies that 
(xi <12/i) V (yi <1 xi) V (x2 <3 y2) V (y2 < x2), 
for all x\,x2,yi,y2 £ £*, where V denotes disjunction. 
Proposition 17. If < is propagating, and K and L are <-free, then so is KL. 
Proof. Suppose K and L are <-free, but M = KL is not. Then there are X\,y\ £ K, 
x2, y2 £ L such that x\x2 <lyiy2. Since < is propagating, either x\ and y\ are 
unequal and comparable under or x2 and y2 are. Thus either K or L is not 
<)-free, which is a contradiction. • 
Lemma 1. The binary relations <, -<, C and (é are propagating. 
Proof. Suppose x\x2 < 2/12/2; then x\x2v = 2/12/2, where v £ E* is nonempty. If 
X\ < 2/1 or x\ >2/1, the condition of the lemma is satisfied. If x\ = y\, then 
< 2/2, and the lemma holds. A symmetric argument works for 
Suppose X1X2 C 2/12/2; then ux\x2v = 2/12/2, for some u,v £ E*, where uv ^ e. 
If ux 1 < 2/1, then x\ C 2/1- If ux\ > 2/1, then x2 C y2. If ux 1 = 2/1 and u ^ e, then 
x\ C 2/1- If ux\ = 2/1 and u = e, then x\ = y\, and x2 C y2, since « / £ . 
Now suppose that X\X2 <£ 2/12/2; then x\ = a^ • • • aj, x2 = aj+1 • • • an, for some j, 
and 2/1 = v0aivi • • • aív[ and 2/2 = i^¿+i • • • anvn, for some i, where Vi = v'^y", 
VQ,...,VU £ E*, a i , . . . , an £ E, and Vi • • • vn ^ e. If j < i, then x\ <g 2/1 • If 
j > i, then X2 <s 2/2- If 3 = i, and uo«i •••v'i ^ e, then x\ y\. If j = i, and 
VQVi •••v'i = e, then x2 ® 2/2- • 
Corollary 8. The prefix-, suffix-, bifix-, factor-, and subword-free classes are closed 
under concatenation. 
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6.2 Closed languages and concatenation and star 
We now consider ^-closed languages. A binary relation < is factoring if x <3 y\y2 
implies that x = x\x2 for some x\,x2 £ E* such that x\ < y\, x2 < y2-
Proposition 18. If < is factoring, and K and L are closed, then so is KL. 
Proof. Suppose K and L are <-closed, but M = KL is not. Then there exist 
x<£M,yi&K,y2eL such that x < yiy2. Since < is factoring, x = X\X2, where 
X\ < ?/i and x2<y2. If K and L are ^-closed, then x\ £ K, x2 € L, and x £ M—a 
contradiction. • 
Lemma 2. The binary relations <, -<, C and <s are factoring. 
Proof. Suppose x < y\y2] then xv = 2/12/2 for some v £ E*. For x < yi, since 
£ < 2/2, we have xi = x, and x2 = e. If x > yi, then x = xix2, where x\ = y\ and 
x2v = y2. Then x\ < y i , and x2 < y2. A symmetric argument works for 
Suppose x C y\y2\ then uxv = y\y2, for some u,v £ E*. If ux < yx, then 
x\ = x C yi and x2 = e C y2. If ux > yi and u < yi, then x = x\x2, where 
uxi = 2/1 and x2v — y2. Then x\ C 2/1, and x2 C y2. If ux > y\ and u > 2/1, then 
= £ E 2/i and x2 = x C y2. 
Now suppose that x 2/12/2 = v, then x = ai • • • an and v = voaivi - • • anvn, 
where vo, • • •, vn £ £*, ai,...,an £ E, and, for some i we have 2/1 = fo^i^i • • • «i^i 
and' 2/2 ='v"ai+ivi+i • • -anvn, where vl = v[v". If i = n, then xi = x (e 2/1 
and x2 = e <e 2/2- If i < n , then x = x\x2, where Xi = ai - - -a , <s 2/1 a nd 
x2 = a i + i - - - a n <S2/2. • 
Corollary 9. The prefix-, suffix-, bifix- (= factor-), and subword-closed classes are 
closed under concatenation. 
A binary relation < is £-full if £ < w for all w £ E*. Note that all our example 
relations are e-full. 
Proposition 19. If < is antisymmetric, factoring, and £-full, and L is closed, 
then so is L*. 
Proof. We adapt Thierrin's proof [20] given for the case where < is the subword 
relation. Suppose L is ^-closed. If L = 0, then L* = {e}. If there is no w £ £*, 
w ^ £, such that w < e, then L* is <-closed. If there is such a w, then £ < w, 
since <' is e-full. However, this contradicts the antisymmetry of <!• Thus, if L = 0, 
then L* is dosed. Therefore assume that Since < is e-full, we must have 
e £ L. We argue that L* is ^-closed if Ln is <-closed for each n > 0. As we have 
shown above, L° = {e} is <-closed. If n = 1, then Ln = L, and L is <-closed 
by assumption. For n > 1, since < is factoring, Ln is <j-closed by Proposition 18. 
Since the union of <-closed languages is <-closed by Proposition 11, we have our 
result. • 
Corollary 10. The prefix-, suffix-, bifix- (= factor-), and subuiord-closed classes 
are closed under star. 
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7 Conclusions 
We have provided a common framework for several classes of languages, and we 
have shown that closure properties of these classes can be studied using binary 
relations on Table 2 summarizes our closure results. In case closure holds only 
for some of the relations, we specify these relations in the table. 
Table 2: Closure results for prefix, suffix, factor, and subword relations. 
convex closed converse closed free 
intersection yes yes yes yes 
union no yes yes no 
complement no no no no 
concatenation no yes yes yes 
Kleene star no yes no no 
positive closure no yes yes no 
left quotient prefix prefix prefix prefix 
subword subword subword subword 
right quotient suffix suffix suffix suffix 
subword subword subword subword 
homomorphism no no no no 
inverse homomorphism yes yes yes yes 
The problems of deciding whether a language specified by a deterministic or 
nondeterministic finite automaton is prefix-, suffix-, factor-, or subword-convex, 
-free, or -closed have been recently studied in [8]. 
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Counting Distinct Squares in Partial Words* 
F. Blanchet-Sadrij Robert Merca§f and Geoffrey Scott§ 
A b s t r a c t 
A well known result of Fraenkel and Simpson states that the number 
of distinct squares in a word of length n is bounded by 2 n since at each 
position there are at most two distinct squares whose last occurrence start. In 
this paper, we investigate the problem of counting distinct squares in partial 
words, or sequences over a finite alphabet that may have some "do not know" 
symbols or "holes" (a (full) word is just a partial word without holes). A 
square in a partial word over a given alphabet has the form uu' where u is 
compatible with u, and consequently, such square is compatible with a number 
of full words over the alphabet that are squares. W e consider the number of 
distinct full squares compatible with factors in a partial word with h holes 
of length n over a A;-letter alphabet, and show that this number increases 
polynomially with respect to k in contrast with full words, and give bounds 
in a number of cases. For partial words with one hole, it turns out that 
there may be more than two squares that have their last occurrence starting 
at the same position. W e prove that if such is the case, then the hole is in 
the shortest square. We also construct a partial word with one hole over a 
/c-letter alphabet that has more than k squares whose last occurrence start 
at position zero. 
K e y w o r d s : combinatorics on words, partial words, squares 
1 Introduction 
Computing repetitions such as squares in sequences or strings of symbols from a 
finite alphabet is profoundly connected to numerous fields such as biology, computer 
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science, and mathematics [8]. The stimulus for recent works on repetitions in strings 
is the study of biological sequences such as DNA that play a central role in molecular 
biology. In addition to its sheer quantity, repetitive DNA is striking for the variety 
of repetitions it contains, for the various proposed mechanisms explaining the origin 
and maintenance of repetitions, and for the biological functions that some of the 
repetitions may play. The literature has generally considered problems in which 
a period u of a repetition is invariant. It has been required that occurrences of u 
match each other exactly. In some applications however, such as DNA sequence 
analysis, it becomes interesting to relax this condition and to recognize v! as an 
occurrence of u if u' is compatible with u. 
A well known result of Fraenkel and Simpson [3] states that the number of 
distinct squares in a word of length n is bounded by 2n since at each position 
there are at most two distinct squares whose last occurrence start. In [6], Ilie 
improves this bound to 2n — ©(logn). Based on numerical evidence, it has been 
conjectured that this number is actually less than n. In this paper, we investigate 
the problem of counting distinct squares in partial words, or sequences over a finite 
alphabet that may contain some "do not know" symbols or "holes." In Section 2, 
after making some remarks about the maximum number of distinct full squares 
compatible with factors of a partial word, we give some lower bounds for that 
number. These bounds are related to the length of the word, the alphabet size this 
word is defined on, and the number of holes it contains. In Section 3, we show that 
for partial words with one hole, there may be more than two squares that have 
their last occurrence starting at the same position. We prove that if such is the 
case, then the hole is in the shortest square. There, we also construct for k > 2, a 
partial word with one hole over a fc-letter alphabet that has more than k squares 
whose last occurrence start at position 0. Finally in Section 4, we provide some 
conclusions and suggestions for future work. 
We end this section by reviewing basic concepts on partial words. Fixing a 
nonempty finite set of letters or an alphabet A, a partial word u of length \u\ = n 
over A is a partial function u : { 0 , . . . , n — 1} —» A. For 0 < i < n, if u(i) is defined, 
then i belongs to the domain of u, denoted by i £ D(u). otherwise i belongs to the 
set of holes of u, denoted by i £ H[u). The unique word of length 0, denoted by 
e, is called the empty word. For convenience, we will refer to a partial word over A 
as a word over the enlarged alphabet A0 = A U {o}, where o £ A represents a hole. 
The set of all words (respectively, partial words) over A of finite length is denoted 
by A* (respectively, A*). 
The partial word u is contained in the partial word v, denoted by u C v, 
provided that |u| = |u|. all elements in D(u) are in D(v), and for all i £ D(u) we 
halve that u(i) = v(i). As a weaker notion, u and v are compatible, denoted by 
u | v, provided that there exists a partial word w such that u C w and v C w. An 
equivalent formulation of compatibility is that |u| = and for all i £ D(u) fl D(v) 
we have that u(i) = v(i). We denote by u V v the least upper bound of u and v, 
that is, for every partial word w such that u C w and v C w, we have (u V v) c w. 
If u 1 v, then we adopt the convention that u V s = e. The following rules are 
useful for computing with partial words: (1) Multiplication: If u | v and x f y, 
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then ux | vy; (2) Simplification: If ux | vy and |u| = |uj, then u] v and x ] y\ and 
(3) Weakening: If u | v and w C u, then w | v. 
A partial word u is primitive if there exists no word v such that u c vn with 
n > 2. If u is a nonempty partial word, then there exist a primitive word v and a 
positive integer n such that u C vn. Uniqueness holds for full words but not for 
partial words as seen with u = oa where u C a2 and u C ba for distinct letters a, b. 
For partial words u, v, w, if w = uv, then u is a prefix of w, denoted by u < w, and 
if v ^ e, then u is a proper prefix of w, denoted by u < w. If w = xuy, then u is a 
factor of w. If u = U\U2 for some nonempty compatible partial words U\ and u2, 
then u is called a square. Whenever we refer to a square u\u2 it will imply that 
Ml T «2-
2 Counting distinct squares: A first approach 
In a full word, every factor of length 2n contains at most one square factor ww 
with |u>| = n. In a square partial word U)QW\ where WQ | w\, we call the word 
v = wo V wi the general form of the square. For example, the general form of 
the square aboocoaodooo is abdoco. We observe that in partial words, a square 
VJQVJI may be compatible with more than one distinct full square of length 2|u>o|-
For example, the word aaoaao over the alphabet {a, b, c} is compatible with three 
distinct full squares of length 6: (aaa)2, (aab)2 and (aac)2. It is easy to see that if 
aaoaao is a word over an alphabet of size k, then it is compatible with exactly k 
squares of length 6. Whenever we talk about a full square compatible with a general 
form, we refer to a square that has the first half compatible with the general form. 
In general, if w = aoai • • • «2m-l is a partial word over a fc-letter alphabet A, and w 
is a square, then w is compatible with exactly /cll^^H squared full words of length 
m, where v = a0a\... am_i V arnam+1... a2m-i. 
At this point, we see that the study of distinct squares in partial words is 
quite different from the study of distinct squares in full words. In the case of full 
words, there exists an upper bound for the number of distinct squares in a word 
of length n, no matter what the alphabet size is. The same statement is certainly 
untrue for partial words. For example, the number of distinct nonempty full squares 
compatible with oo is equal to k, where k is the alphabet size. 
Let w be a partial word over a fc-letter alphabet A. We will denote by fk(w) 
the number of distinct nonempty full squares over A compatible with factors of w, 
and by gh,k{n) the maximum of the fk{w)'s where w ranges over all partial words 
of length n with h holes, over alphabet A. Note that the number of all distinct 
full square nonempty words compatible with factors of on, where n is a positive 
integer, over A, is equal to the number of all distinct full nonempty words of length 
i < over A. Using this remark, 
S»,fc(n) = k = (!) 
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Note that if n is odd, then gn-\,k{n ~ 1) = 9n,k(n) and gn-itk(n) = gn,k(n). 
The first equality follows directly from (1). For the second equality, note that the 
number of distinct nonempty full squares compatible with factors of o n - 1 a over 
the k-letter alphabet A where a 6 A is at least gn-i,k(n — 1) = gn,k(n) (those 
compatible with factors of on _ 1) . Thus, gn-i,k(n) > gn,k{n). Since the function 
9h,k(n) is clearly monotonically increasing with respect to h, k, and n, it follows 
that gn-i,k{n) < 5„,fc(n). Thus, gn-i,k(n) = gn,k{n)-
As we have seen earlier with the word oo, the number of distinct nonempty full 
squares compatible with factors of a partial word may be unbounded if we allow the 
alphabet size to grow arbitrarily large. However, we can often write this number as 
a function of the alphabet size. The following proposition shows that this number 
is indeed a polynomial in the alphabet size. 
Proposition 1. Let w be a partial word of length n over a k-letter alphabet, and 
let Si be the set of general forms of all factors of w that are squares. Let Sm be 
the set of all partial words v that can be written as v = uo V u\ V • • • V um-i, where 
Ui e S\ for allO < i < m and Ui ^ uj for all i < j < m. Then the number of full 
distinct squares compatible with factors of w is given by 
E a - i r - 1 £ fc|wwl1) (2) 
m=1 s€Sm 
Proof. For a set X of partial words, denote by X the set of all full words compatible 
with elements of X. The number of full distinct square words compatible with 
factors of w is given by ¡¡Si ||. By the principle of inclusion-exclusion, 
LfJ 
5i = £ ( ( - i r _ 1 £ nwii) 
m=i sesm 
Since ||{s}|| = fcll^WU, the proof is complete. • 
To generalize the study of counting distinct squares in words to partial words, 
we are interested in the limit behaviour of gh,k{n) as k increases. However, as we 
have seen with the word w = oo, the value limk->oo fk(w) may be infinity. Fol-
lowing Proposition 1, if we treat k as an unknown variable, the number of distinct 
nonempty full squares compatible with factors in any partial word is a polynomial 
with respect to k. if we consider all such polynomials corresponding to words of 
length n containing h holes, the maximal such polynomial would describe this lim-
iting behavior. Given a finite length n, there exist only finitely many partial words 
of length n up to an isomorphism between letters. Therefore, a lower bound for 
9h,k(n) c a n be given using the leading term of this well defined maximal polynomial, 
mH,K{n). 
The next results give bounds on the leading term in m/lifc(n). We begin by 
defining a free hole of a square. Let w be a partial word over an alphabet A that 
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contains a factor v that is a square. A hole in v is called a free hole of v if the square 
v is preserved even after we replace the hole with any letter of A. For example, 
consider the partial word w = aboaoo over the alphabet {a, b, c}. The underlined 
hole is a free hole of the squares aboaoo and oo, but not of oaoo. It is easy to see 
that the number of free holes of a square factor is exactly twice the number of holes 
in the general form of that square. Two free holes in positions i and j in a square 
v are aligned if i = j + ^ or j = i -I- ^ and v(i) = v(j) = o. 
Note that the degree of mh,k(n) is |_|J. To see this, let w be a word of length n 
with h holes over a fc-letter alphabet. Clearly, any factor of w that is a square has 
at most Lfj holes in its general form. Thus, by (2) there can be no term of m^^(n) 
with k raised to a power higher than [f J • Also note that the word w = ohan~h 
achieves this bound. The following technical lemma will assist us in proving results 
about the coefficients of mh,k(n). 
Lemma 1. Let I be a positive integer, let w be a partial word of length n, and 
let 0 < pi < P2 < n. Then there are at most |^n~2(P2~P1+1) j i factors v = 
w(i)w(i + 1)... w(i + 21 — 1) of length 21 in w such that i <p\ and i + l > p2. 
Proof Assume that there exist [n~2^P2~Pl+1') j + 2 such factors of length 21 in w. 
Since all of these factors have the same length, no two of them may start at the 
same position. Therefore, pi > ^"~2(p2-pi+i) j + i. jn particular, one of these 
factors must start at a position no later than pi — (|^"~2(P2~Pi+1) j +1). This gives 
us that / > ((p2 ~Pi) + Ln~2(p23~pi+1)j + 1) from the condition that i + l>p2. For 
any factor v = w(i)w(i + 1) . . . w(i + 21 — 1) of length 21 in w, we know that the 
length of w must exceed 21 + i. Since there exist [n~2^2~P1+1) j + 2 such factors, 
at least one must start at a position i satisfying i > [^"~2(P2~PI+1) j \ Therefore, 
we obtain the contradiction 
» > 2(P2 - P1 + L n - 2 ( V 1 + 1)J + 2 ) + l n ~ 2 ( V 1 + 1 ) J + 1 
n ^ 3 L n - 2 ( P 2 - P l + l ) J + 2 ( p 2 _ p i + 1 ) + 3 
n > n - 2{p2 - Pi + 1) - 2 + 2{p2 - Pi + 1) + 3 
• 
Intuitively, the above lemma states that for any I > 0, there can be at most 
p-2(p2-pi+i) j + x fa c t o r s of length 21 that use the letters w(pi)w(pi + 1 ) . . . w(p2) 
in their first half. We will use this lemma to find upper bounds for the leading term 
of mh,k{n). 
Theorem 1. The leading term in m2h,k(n) is (L^îp1] + 1 )kh. 
Proof The degree oim2htk(n) being h, it only remains to show that the coefficient 
of kh in m2htk(n) is equal to \_n~3h\ + 1. We will give a lower bound of this 
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coefficient by constructing a word with the given leading term. Consider any word 
w of length n containing 2 h holes and the factor 
a L ^ W ^ W ^ J 
The following is an exhaustive list of general forms of factors of w that are squares 
containing 2h free holes: 
aaa ... aaoo . . . oo 
aaa ... aooo ... oa 
aoo ... ooaa ... aa 
ooo ... oaaa ... aa 
These \_n~2h\ + 1 partial words are pairwise compatible, but for any words v\, v2 
in the above list, \\H(v\ V U2)|| < h. Therefore, by (2) we see that the coefficient of 
kh in m2h,k(n) wil1 be at least L^X^J + 1-
Note that the coefficient of kh corresponding to a word w is equal to the number 
of distinct factors in w, that are squares with 2h free holes. Let 
W = WoOoWiOiW202 ... 02h_iW2h 
where Wi S A* for all 0 < i < 2h and ot = o for all 0 < i < 2h . Note that all factors 
of w with 2h free holes that are squares must have the same length (because in a 
square the free hole OQ is aligned with Oh, the length of all such square factors will 
be twice the distance between OQ and o^). We observe that all factors of w that are 
squares containing 2 h free holes must contain the first h holes of w in their first half. 
Therefore, every such factor contains oQwi<>i... in its first half. The length of 
oqWiOj .. is at least h, so by Lemma 1, there exist at most [n~2 / l j + i such 
factors. • 
Proposition 2. The leading term in m2/i+i,fe(n) is at least + l)kh. 
Proof. The degree of m2h+i,k(n) being h, it only remains to show that the coefficient 
of kh in m2h+i,k(n) is at least 2[n~ 2 h j + 1. Consider any word w of length n 
containing 2h + 1 holes and the factor 
a L ^ J o V ^ J - ^ + V ^ J 
The following is an exhaustive list of general forms of factors of w that are squares 
containing 2h free holes: 
aL" 32hJ -1ao' l -1o aL2-3^i.l-2ao'l-1o 
aL" 32hi~1ooh~1a 
aoh 1oa'-n 32hJ 1 oh 2 
loa J 1 1 o o . L 32 J 
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There are [n~2/tJ + 1 words in the left column and ["~2ftJ words in the right 
column. It is easy to check that if we select two compatible words vi,v2 from the 
above list of (2[2 i^ iJ + 1) partial words, \\H(vi V v2)|| < h. Using (2) we get that 
the coefficient of kh in m2h+i,k(n) be at least 2["~2/ lJ + 1 . • 
Proposition 3. The leading term in rri2h+i,k{n) is at most (2["~^2,tJ + 3)kh for 
h> 1. ' 
Proof. Let w be a word of length n containing 2h + 1 holes for some h > 1. Then 
w is of the form wq0qW\0\W2<>2 • • • <>2hW2h+\ where <>i = o for all i. We need to 
count the number of distinct factors of w that are squares containing 2h free holes. 
Let S denote the set of all such factors in w. Note that for every s £ S, there 
exists a hole in ui that is not a free hole of s. Let Sj denote the set of all s € S 
having the property that Oj is not a free hole of s. Clearly, we have the partition 
S = U()<j<2hSj. 
First, assume that there exists j £ {0, h,2h} such that Sj / 0. Then WjOjWj+\ f 
Wk for some j ^ k. If there exists an i distinct from j such that Si ^ 0, then in 
one of the squares of Si, the hole oj is aligned with Ok-i or o^. In these cases, 
we get that > \wk\ or \wj\ > respectively. Both cases contradict with 
WjOjWj+i | wk- Thus, Sj = 0 for all i ^ j. Hence, we can replace WjOWj+i in 
w with Wk and preserve all squares. The resulting word has only 2h holes. From 
Theorem 1, 
I I S H L ^ J + i 
Next, let us consider the case where Sj = 0 for every j £ {0,h,2h}. Note 
that all squares in So have length equal to the distance between <>i and O/j+i in w, 
since these two holes are aligned in each square of So- Using the same argument, 
all squares in S2/1 have length equal to the distance between 01 and o^+i in w. 
Therefore, the length of squares in So is equal to the length of the squares in 
S2h- Note that all squares in So and S2h contain the factor O1W2O2 • • • °h-i in 
their first half. The length of this common factor is at least h — 1. By Lemma 1, 
||S0 U S2/1II < l " - 2 ^ - 1 ) ] + l = [ " - 2 f c + 5 j , Since all squares in Sh have the same 
length and contain the factor O0W1O1... o/j_i, it follows from Lemma 1 that HS/J < 
Lnr1] + L Therefore, 
||S|| < L^-y^J + 1 + L ^ — < + 3 
The upper bound for ||S|| reached in the second case is always greater than or equal 
to the upper bound reached in the first case. Therefore, 
l | S | | < 2 L ^ j + 3 
• 
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Proposition 4.. The leading term in m3tk{n) is at most ^f-k. 
Proof. Let w = W0OW1OW2OW3 be a partial word of length n with three holes. We 
wish to count the number of possible factors of w that are squares containing two 
free holes. Let Si be all such factors wherein the first hole of w is not free. Define 
S2 and S3 similarly. We wish to find the size of S = Ui<j<3Si- The types of factors 
in Si, S2, and S3 are illustrated below (the first half of each factor is written above 
the second half to show the alignment of the holes): 
Si (w0owi)" 0 w'2 
w'i 0 w'3 
S2 < 0 (wi OW2)' 
('WiOW2)" 0 w'3 
S3 < 0 w'l 
0 (w2OW 3)' 
where i/'and v" denote a prefix and suffix of a word v respectively. Because all 
factors in S1 have the second and third holes of w aligned, all factors in Si have 
the same length. Therefore, each factor in Si ends at a different position of 0W3. 
Also,- the first element of the second half of each factor in Si occurs at a different 
position of w2o. Therefore, IIS1U < | | + 1 and ||Si|| < H I + 1. We can use 
similar- reasoning to arrive at the following relations: 
ll-Sill < H l + i | | 5 2 | | < M + 1 | | 5 3 | | ^ K I + 1 
| |Si | | < M + 1 IIS2II < H l + i ||53 | | < K I + 1 
Because ||S|| = ||Si|| + ||52|| + ||53|| and n = |tu0| + \m\ + M + |io3| + 3, we 
determine that 
||S|| < |t«2| + 1 + |u>3| + 1 + \Wl\ + 1 = n - K l 
||S|| < \w2\ + 1 + H I + 1 + K l + 1 - n - KI 
||5|| < H I + 1 + H I + 1 + H i + 1 = n - H I 
| |s| | < H I + 1 + h o | + 1 + H I + 1 = n - H I 
Therefore, 
II-5H < n - m a x { H | , | « ; i | , H I ) H | } ' < n - r ^ p l < y 
C 
• 
As we show next, we can improve the bound for the case when there are only 
two holes present in the word! 
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Proposition 5. If n = 2 mod 6, then 
m2,k(nj -
n + 1, n - 2 
—:—k > —-— 
Proof. Using Theorem 1 and the fact that n = 2 mod 6, the leading term in TO2,fc(n) 
is ^ ^ k . Therefore, m2,k(n) — is the constant term of the polynomial m2,k(n). 
It suffices to construct a partial word w with two holes over a fc-letter alphabet A 
with |to | = n = 2 mod 6 such that w contains distinct squares. Consider 
the word 
w = (ab)lo(ab)lo(ab)l 
of length n over A, such that a, b are distinct letters of A with I = . The 
















Figure 1 illustrates these squares for n = 32. These general forms are pairwise 
incompatible. Thus, there are a total of 
(21 + l)k + [-J f i l 1 2 1 = ( 
n • 
+ l)k + 31 
3 ' • 3 
distinct full words that are squares compatible with factors of w. 
n + 1 , n — 2 
k H r— 
• 
abababababQabababababbababababab ' •••; a!.„.; j . 
ahabababab^abababahah^abahababab 
abababababOabababababOababababab i .1, „,•,:,•:•• i 
abababababQabababababOababababab ! i i—r — • ( , 
ahahahababùabahahahah(>ababahabab 
Figure 1: Squares in (ab)5o(ab)5o(ab)5 
3 Counting distinct squares: A second approach 
At each position in a full word there are at most two distinct squares whose last 
occurrence starts, and thus the number of distinct squares in a word of length n is 
bounded by 2n as stated in the following theorem. 
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Theorem 2. [4] Any full word of length n has at most 2n distinct squares. 
A short proof of Theorem 2 is given in [5]. It follows from the unique decom-
position of words into primitive ones, and synchronization (a word w is primitive 
if and only if in ww there exist exactly two factors equal to w, namely the prefix 
and the suffix). 
We now consider the one-hole case which behaves very differently from the zero-
hole case. We will also count each square at the position where its last occurrence 
starts. If the last occurrence of a square in a partial word starts at position i, then 
it is a square at position i. In the case of partial words with one hole, there may be 
more than two squares that have their last occurrence starting at the same position. 
Such is the case with aoaababaab that has three squares at position 0: aoaa, aoaaba 
and aoaababaab. We will prove that if there are more than two squares at some 
position, then the hole is in the shortest square. We will also construct for k > 2, 
a partial word with one hole over a fc-letter alphabet that has more than k squares 
at position 0. But first, we recall some results that will be useful for our purposes. 
Lemma 2. [1] Let x,y G A* be such that xy has at most one hole. Ifxy T yx. then 
there exist z G A* and integers m, n such that x C zm and y C zn. 
Lemma 3. [6] Let w G A*. Ifw = Z\Z2Z3 = 222324 = 2:3.2:425 for some 2* G A*\{e}, 
then there exist x G A* primitive and integers p. q and r, 1 < p < r < q, such that 
x = x'x" for some x' G A* and x" G A* \ { e } , and z\ = xp, z2 = xq~r, 23 = xr~px', 
24 = x"xp~lx', and 25 = x"xq~r~1x'. 
Theorem 3. If a partial word with one hole has at least three distinct squares at 
the same position, then the hole is in the shortest square. 
Proof. Let uu', vv' and ww' be the three shortest squares whose last occurrence 
start at the same position, and assume that |to| < |u| < |u|. It is impossible for 
these three squares to be all full (otherwise the subword u2, a full word, would have 
three squares starting at its position 0). 
For a contradiction, let us assume that ww' is full (here w = w'). If w2 < u, 
then the prefix of length \w2\ of u' is a later occurrence of a square compatible with 
w2. And so we must have v < u < w2. If the hole is in u' but not in v', then 
v = v', and by replacing the hole with the corresponding letter in u, we obtain 
the full word u2 that has three distinct squares at position 0, a contradiction. If 
the hole is in v', then set w2 = UZ3, u — vz2 and v = wz\. We get w = 212223, 
v = Z1Z2Z3Z1 and u = z\z2zzz\z2. Let and W3 be the prefixes of length |w| of 
v' and u' respectively. Since 2223 is a prefix of both v and v', let 24 be such that 
W,W2 C 222324. Note that I24I = |2i|. Two cases occur. 
Case 1. The hole is in the suffix of length |u| — \w\ of v'. 
In this case, let 25 be such that w = 232425. Note that |2s| = |22|. Here 
w = 212223 = 222324 = 232425 and by Lemma 3, there exist x G A* primitive and 
integers p, q and r, 1 < p < r < q, such that x — x'x" for some x' G A*, x" G 
A*\{e}, and 2j = xp, z2 = xq~r, z3 = xT~vx', 24 = x"xp-xx', and 25 = x"xq-r~1x'. 
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We have w = z\z2zz = xqx', v = wz\ = xqx'xp and u = vz2 = xqx'xpxq~r. If 
x' = e, then a later occurrence of a square compatible with w2 exists, and so we 
assume that x' ^ e. Since the hole is in the suffix of length — |u>| of v', the hole 
is in the suffix of length |xp| of v'. We can write v' = xqx'xsx\x2xp~a~l where 
0 < s < p, \xi | — |x'| and \x21 = \x"\, and where the hole is in X\ or x2. Since u f u', 
we have Z\Z2Z3Z\Z2 t zzz±xsx\x2xp~s~1..., or xqx'xpxq~T f xTx'xax\x2xp~s~1 
The fact that r < q implies that xq~rx'xpxq~r f x'xsxix2xp~3~l If s > 
0, then x'x"x' = x'x'x" and x"x' = x'x", and the latter being an equation of 
commutativity implies that a word y exists such that x' = ym and x" = yn for 
some integers m, n. In this case, there is obviously a later occurrence of a square 
compatible with w2. If s = 0, then xq~rx'xpxq~r | x'x\x2xp~l Since q > r, 
by looking at the prefixes of length \xx'\ we get x'x"x' f x'x\x2 and deduce x"x' j 
X\X2. 
If the hole is in x\, then x2 = x" and x"x' t x\x". By weakening, we get 
x"x\ \ xix", an equation of commutativity that satisfies the conditions of Lemma 2 
since x"x\ has only one hole. Similarly as above, a word y exists such that x\ C ym 
and x" = yn for some integers m, n. Set x\ = yty'ym~t~1 where 0 < t < m and y' 
is the factor that contains the hole. Since X\ c x', we deduce that x' = yty"ym~t~1 
for some y". The compatibility x"x' | x\x" implies ynyty"ym~t~1 T yty'ym~t~1yn 
and by simplification yny" | y'yn. Since x" ± e, we have n > 0 and obtain y" = y. 
We get x' = ym, and there is obviously a later occurrence of a square compatible 
with w2. We argue similarly in the case where the hole is in x2. 
Case 2. The hole is not in the suffix of length |u| — |t/j| of v'. 
In this case, set w = z2zsz4 and w2 = z2zzz'A and the hole is in z'4. Also, set 
w — Z3Z4Z5 and u>3 = 23Z4Z5 where both z'4 C z4 and z'4 C z4, and |zs| = \z2\. We 
treat the case where z4 ^ z4 and leave the case where z4 = z4 to the reader. 
If z4 ^ 24, then put z\ = xp where x is primitive and p is a positive integer. 
Since z\z2z3 — Z2Z3Z4 and the equation 21(212223) = (212223)24 is one of conjugacy, 
we can write 24 = x"xp~1x', where x = x'x" with x" nonempty, and Z\Z2Z3 = xqx' 
for some q > p. Since 212223 = xqx' and 21 = xp, we have z2z% — xq~px'. Say 
z2 = xty' where t > 0, and y' is a prefix of x with y' ^ x. Set x = y'y" with y" 
nonempty. If y' = e, we have z2 = xl and 23 = xq~p~tx' and in this case z4 = 24, 
a contradiction. This can be seen by using the equality 222324 = 232425. And so 
y' e. Since 24 has the length of z\, write 24 = (x"x')sx2xi(x"x')p~s~1 where 
0 < s < p, |xi| = \x'\, \x2\ = \x"\, and where the hole is in X\ or x2. There are 
three cases to consider: (2.1) t < q — p — 1; (2.2) t = q — p — 1; and (2.3) t = q — p. 
We prove the second one, and leave the other two to the reader. 
For (2.2), 22 = xty' and 2 3 = y"x'. Since Z\Z2Z3 = 232425, we have xqx' = 
y"x' We consider the case where \x'\ > \y'\ and then the case where \x'\ < \y'\. 
If l^'l > \y'\ or y' is a prefix of x', then since q = p +1 + 1 > 0, the prefixes of 
length |x| are y'y" and y"y' respectively and again, the equality y'y" = y"y' holds, 
and as above leads to a contradiction. If \x'\ < \y'\ or x' is a prefix of y', then since 
ziz2Z3 t Z32425, we have xqx' | y"x'(x"x')sx2x\{x"x')p~s~l 
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If s > 0, then the fact that the prefixes of length |x| are compatible implies that 
y'y" = y"y'. If s = 0 and the hole is in x\, then = x" and y"x'x" = y"x = y"y'y" 
is a prefix of 2324 25 in which case y'y" = y"y' as above. If s = 0 and the hole is 
in x2, then x\ = x' and set y' = x'y for some I / / E . Here, x" = yy", and put 
2:2 = yiy2 where y\ C y and y2 C y". We get xqx' f y"x'x2xi(x"x')p~1... = 
y"x'y1y2x'(x"x'y-1.... 
If the hole is in y2, then t/i = y and y"x'y\ = y"x'y = y"y' is a prefix of 
232425 and the result again follows since y'y" = y"y'. If the hole is in y\, then 
y'y" t y"x'yi or x'yy" T y"x'yi, and by weakening {x'y{)y" T y"{x'yi). The 
latter being an equation of commutativity, by Lemma 2, we get that x'y\ C zm 
and y" = zn for some word 2 and positive integers m,n. Set x'y\ = zkz'zm~k~1 
where 0 < k < m and z' is the factor that contains the hole. Since x'y\ c x'y, 
we deduce that x'y = zkz"zm~k~1 for some z". The compatibility x'yy" | y"x'y\ 
implies zkz"zm~k~1zn f znzkz'zm~k~1. By simplification we obtain z"zn | znz', 
and since n > 0 we get z" = z, and thus y' = x'y = zm. The result follows since 
x = y'y" = zm+n with m + n > 1. • 
Proposition 6. For k > 2, there exists a partial word with one hole over a k-letter 
alphabet that has more than k squares at position 0. 
Proof. Let E = {ai ,a2, . . . } be an infinite ordered set. We build a sequence of 
partial words with one hole, (DSi)i>2, where DSt contains i + 1 squares with 
their last occurrence starting at position 0. In order to do this, we build an 
intermediary sequence of partial words with one hole 2 and denote by 
DS[(a), the word DS[ in which the hole has been replaced by the letter a. Let 
DS2 = aioaiaia2aia2aiaia2, and for i > 3, 
DS't_! = DSi-iai_i 
DSi = DS'^DS'^iai) 
In other words, DSi consists of the concatenation of DSi-1 with the last letter of 
the smallest alphabet used for creating D5j_i, concatenated again with the same 
factor in which the hole has been replaced by a letter not present in the word so 
far. For example, 
DS2 = aioaiaia2a\a2aiaia2a2 
DS3 = aioaiaia2aia2&iaia2a2<zi<23aiaia2aia2aiaia2a2 
the latter having three squares other than itself at position 0: aioaiaia2aia2aiaia2, 
a\oa\ai and aioaiaia2ai. For k > 2, DSk, a partial word with one hole over a 
/c-letter alphabet, has k + 1 squares. This is due to the fact that all previous squares 
cannot reappear later in the word because of the newly introduced letter. • 
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4 Conclusion 
Although the computations done so far show that the actual bound for the one-
hole partial words give us at most n distinct squares in any word of length n, the 
results obtained here using the approach of Fraenkel and Simpson make the bound 
directly dependable on the size of the alphabet. Prom our point of view, finding a 
dependency between the maximum number of squares starting at one position and 
the length of the word might be a solution. Solving this problem, at least partially, 
could also give a new perspective to the study of maximum distinct squares within 
a full word. 
Note as well that for arbitrarily large alphabets of size k, we get an upper bound 
for all words containing h holes and having length n 
9h,k{n) < mh,k(n) + fc^J 
This is due to the fact that the leading term is always maximal in mh,k, hence 
adding one to its coefficient we get an upper bound. 
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Alphabetical Satisfiability Problem for Trace 
Equations* 
L. BreveglieriJ A. Cherubim* C. Nucciof and E. Rodaro§ 
Abstract 
It is known that the satisfiability problem for equations over free partially 
commutative monoids is decidable but computationally hard. In this paper 
we consider the satisfiability problem for equations over free partially com-
mutative monoids under the constraint that the solution is a subset of the 
alphabet. We prove that this problem is NP-complete for quadratic equations 
and that its uniform version is NP-complete for linear equations. 
Keywords: free partially commutative monoid, trace equation, NP-complete 
problem 
1 Introduction 
The theory of word equations is an important subfield of the combinatorics on words 
firstly introduced in 1954 by Markov [9] who, given an alphabet E of constants, a 
set of unknowns E and a word equation WL = WR with WL, WR G (E U E)* pro-
posed the problem of stating whether an assignment tp : E —> E* exists such that 
<P(WL) = <P(Wf¿). This problem was solved more than 20 years later by Makanin 
[8] who gave a very complicated algorithm to decide whether or not a word equa-
tion with constants has a solution. Later several authors considered the problem of 
satisfiability of equations by a solution {<p(x)\ satisfying some constraints. 
In particular Robson and Diekert considered in [12] the problem of determining 
whether equations on free monoids have or not a solution with fixed lengths and 
they gave a linear algorithm for solving this problem for quadratic equations. 
In the second half of '90 attention was paid also to equations on free partially 
commutative monoids. Free partially commutative monoids, firstly introduced in 
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combinatorics [3], became very important in computer science for the theory of 
concurrence in connection with the semantics of labelled Petri nets [11] and the 
investigation of parallel program schemata [7]. The decidability of the satisfiability 
problem for equations on free partially commutative monoids, trace equations for 
short, was proved by Matiyasevich in [10] and by Diekert and al. [4, 5]. 
In this paper we consider the alphabetical satisfiability problem for trace equa-
tions with constants and unknowns, i.e. we look for the existence of a solution 
{ip(x) € E|a; e E}. The alphabetical satisfiability problem for trace equations 
presents some motivations coming from molecular biology and from reconstruction 
of sentences in natural languages. For instance, recently much attention was paid 
to partial words in the sense of [2], with motivations coming from different areas. 
Several of these motivations suggest that also partial traces, i.e. the generaliza-
tion of partial words to trace monoids, deserve some attention. The alphabetical 
satisfiability problem is the generalization of the compatibility problem of partial 
words to the case of partial traces. 
Using an argument which closely follows the proof of Theorem 1 in [6], we prove 
that the general problem of alphabetical satisfiability for quadratic word equations 
over a given free partially commutative monoid is NP-complete. Then we look 
for the complexity class of the alphabetical satisfiability problem for linear trace 
equations and we prove that the general problem is polynomial under particular 
assumptions on the independence alphabet while the uniform problem (i.e. the 
problem where even the independence alphabet is considered as variable parame-
ter) is NP-complete. 
In Section 2 we start giving some necessary notations and definitions, Section 3 
shows that the general problem of alphabetical satisfiability for quadratic trace 
equations is NP-complete, while Sections 4 and 5 deal with the alphabetical sati-
sfiability for linear trace equations. 
2 Preliminaries 
Let E be a finite alphabet and let I C E x E be a binary irreflexive and symmetric 
relation, called independence relation. We denote by D = (E x E) \ I the depen-
dence relation, and by the least congruence over E* generated by the relations 
ab = ba, for all (a, b) £ I. The pairs (E, I) and (E, D) are called, respectively, 
independence and dependence alphabet. For a subset A of E, let I A = (A x A) Pi I. 
If I A = 0 , then A is called a clique of the dependence alphabet, or a D-clique. If 
I A = A x A, then A is called a clique of the independence alphabet, or a /-clique. 
The free partially commutative monoid (or trace monoid) over (E,/) , is the quo-
tient M(E, I) = E*/ and it can be also denoted by M, when no confusion arises. 
The elements of M are called traces and the trace with representative x € E* is 
denoted by [a;]. • . 
Let S be a finite set of unknowns and 0 = E U 5. A trace equation with con-
stants over ( £ , / ) has the form WL = WR with Wl,WR £ 0 + . A trace equation 
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WL = WR is called linear if each unknown occurs at most once in WLWR and it is 
called quadratic if each unknown occurs at most twice in W L W R . 
An assignment is a map <p : S —> E*. It can be extended to the monoid homomor-
phism <p* : 0* —» E* by putting ip(a) = a for all a £ E. We say that the trace 
equation WL = W R is satisfiable if <P*(WL) <P*(WR) for some assignment ip. In 
such case we say also that tp satisfies WL = WR and the set {<~p{x) \ x £ S} is called 
a solution of WL = WR. In the sequel, for simplicity, <p* is still denoted by <p. 
We say that the trace equation WL = WR is alphabetically satisfiable if it is satis-
fied by an assignment tp : E —> E, then </? is called an alphabetical assignment and 
{<p(x) | x £ E} an alphabetical solution of the trace equation. 
We look for alphabetical solutions of WL = WR. It is obvious that, if \WL\ / \WR\, 
no assignment <P : E —> E satisfies WL = WR, hence we always assume that 
\WL\ = \WR\ and when we refer to an assignment, we always consider an alphabe-
tical assignment, if it is not differently specified. 
3 Alphabetical satisfiability for quadratic trace 
equations 
In this section we prove that the general problem of checking whether a quadratic 
trace equation over a given trace monoid M(E, I) has an alphabetical solution is 
an A^P-complete problem. 
We recall the following well-known result: 
Proposition 1. Let (E,.D) = U¿=i (Ai, D¿) be a union of subalphabets with 7¿ = 
(Ai x Ai) \ Di, M¿ = M(A i,7 i) and let [71-j] : M(E, / ) M¿ be the canonical 
homomorphisms for all i £ {1 ,2 , . . . k}. 
Then the map W : M(E,7) -> Mi x . . . x Mfc) t (TTI(Í), ... ,irk(t)) 
is an injective (canonical) homomorphism. 
Remark 1. If the sets Ai are D-cliques, Proposition 1 says that two traces are 
equal if and only if their projections on the cliques Ai are equal. 
In order to use the above Remark 1 in the case of trace equations and for all 
A C E such that A x A C D, we define the homomorphism IF A : (EUS)* —> (>luE)* 
such that, for all x £ E U S, 
_ n _ í e i f x ^ A U E 
' [ x otherwise 
For any w £ (E U E)*, the image 7 T A ( W ) is called A-projection of w. 
As a direct consequence of Proposition 1 we get the following result: 
Lemma 1. Let Ai,..., Ak be cliques of the dependence alphabet of the trace monoid 
M(E,7). Then the trace equation WL = WR has a alphabetical solution if and only 
if there exists a family of assignments {(pi : E —> A¿ U {e}| i = 1 , . . . , k} such that: 
1. for each i £ { 1 , . . . , k}, <pi satisfies the equation ñAÍ(WL) = ^AÍ(WR); 
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2. for all x G E there exists i G { 1 , . . . , k} such that <fii(x) G At; 
3. for alii G { 1 , . . . , k}, x G E, if <fii(x) G Ai then, for all I G { 1 , . . . , k} \ {z} ; 
ipi(x) = e iftfi(x) £ Ai f l Ai or (pi(x) = ipi(x) if <fii(x) G Ai D Ai. 
We recall that a system of word equations is quadratic if each unknown occurs 
at most twice in the system. We use the following lemma whose proof is very close 
to the proof of Theorem 1 in [6]: 
Lemma 2. Let |E| > 2. The following problem is NP-complete. 
INSTANCE A system of quadratic word equations. 
QUESTION Is there an assignment ( /3 :H-»EU {e} that satisfies the system? 
Proof. It is easy to verify that the problem is in NP. To prove that it is NP-hard we 
give a reduction from 3-SAT. Let T = Co t\C\ A . . . A C M - I be a Boolean formula in 
3-CNF over a finite set of variables T. Each clause has the form C\ = hiVhi+i Vhi+2 
where lu+h denotes a literal. We can assume that each variable has both positive 
and negative occurrences. 
We associate the formula J- with the following quadratic system S(F, E) of word 
equations with constants a,b,a b and the following set E of unknowns: 
• y%, ti, 0 < i < M - 1, 
• xj, 0 < j < 3 M - 1, 
• ux, for all X G T, 
• vx,s, for all X G T, 0 < s < M - 1. 
For each clause Cj we consider the equation 
Z3ix3i+lx3i+2 = o-Vik (1) 
Now let X G T and consider the set of positions D(X) = {¿i, i 2 , . . . ,ir] of the 
literal X in T and the set of positions C(X) = {ji,j2, • • • ,jk} of the literal ->X in 
T. For each X G T we introduce another equation 
(2) 
L(X) = XixXi,,... xirvx,iVx,2 • • • vx,k-rUxakbxhxh ... xjkzx 
and 
R(X) = akbakb 
or, if r > k, 
L(X) = XjjX^ . . . xiruxarbxjlxh ... xjkvx,\vx,2 • • • Qx,r-kZx 
and 
R(X) = arbarb. 
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It is easy to see that T is satisfiable if and only if the system S(F, E), formed by 
the above equations (1),(2), has a solution whose lengths are not greater than 1. 
In fact if <p : E —* £ U {e} is a possible assignment which satisfies the system then, 
encoding the value TRUE for the variable X of T in the fact that (fi(xi) = a for 
all i G D(X), <p(xj) = e for all j G C(X) and the value FALSE in the fact that 
ip(xj) = a for all j G C(X), ip(xi) = e for all i G D(X), the equations of the form 
(1) guarantee that at least one literal in each clause assumes the value TRUE, while 
the equations of type (2) guarantee that the values of the literals are given in a 
coherent way. • 
The next example illustrates the construction done in the proof of Lemma 1. 
Example 1. Let us consider the following Boolean formula in 3-CNF over the set 
of variable r = {Xi , X 2 , X 3 } : 
T = (Xi V -JC2 V X 3 ) A ( X I V ->X2 V ~ . X 3 ) A ( - . X I V X 2 V X 3 ) . 
We build the quadratic system S(F, E) of word equations with constants a,b, a b 
and this set 5 of unknowns: 
• Vi, U, 0 < i < 2 
• Xj, 0 < j < 8 
• vxlti,vxi,i,vxs,i, VX1>2,VX2,2,VX3,2 
• , zXl, Ux2 , zx2, uXa, zXa 
where the unknowns j/j, ti are associated with the j-th clause C\, the unknown Xj 
to the z-th literal in T and the unknowns uXi, zXi,vXitS to the variable Xi. 
We associate with the three clauses of T these three word equations: 
XQX\X2 = ay0ta 
x3x4x5 = ayiti 
x6x7xs = ay2t2 
Then we introduce a word equation for each variable Xt. For example, for the 
variable X\ we build the following word equation: 
x0x3uXla2bx6vXulzXl = a2ba2b. (3) 
The left side of the equation is built as follows. The variable X\ occurs in the first, 
forth and seventh literal so in the equation we use the unknowns XQ, x3, Xe- The 
factor uXl a2b, where the exponent of a is the maximum between the numbers of 
positive and negative occurrences of Xi , is a separator between the unknowns that 
encode the positive and negative occurrences of X\. After the unknown xe (that 
corresponds to the negative occurrence of X j ) we put a number of unknowns vXltS 
equal to the difference between the number of positive and negative occurrences of 
Xi and at the end we put the variable zXl. The right side of the word equation 
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is a2ba2b where again the exponent of a is the maximum between the number of 
positive and negative occurrences of X\. 
Similarly, we proceed for the variable X2 but, since the number of positive oc-
currences of X2 is smaller than the number of its negative occurrences, after the 
unknown £7 (encoding the positive occurrence of X2 in the eighth literal) we put a 
number of unknowns vx2,s equal to the difference between the number of negative 
and positive occurrences of X2. We obtain the following equation: 
£7^X2,1 ux7a2bxxx4zx2 = a2ba2b 
Analogously we build the word equation relative to X3 and we obtain this quadratic 
system of word equations: 
X0X1X2 = ayoto 
X3X4X5 = ay \t i 
x6x7xg = ay2t2 
xoX3Ux1a2bxevx1,iux1 = a2ba2b (3) 
X7Vx7,iUx2a2bx\X4Zx2 = a2ba2b 
x2x8ux3a2bx5vx3,izx3 = a2ba2b 
The formula T is satisfiable if and only if there exists an assignment <p : E —> 
{a, 6} U {e} that satisfies the previous system. Suppose that such an assignment 
exists and consider the word equation (3). Since its right side is a2ba2b and the left 
side contains the factor a2b, it follows that 
f(xo) = <p(x3) = a, <p(uXl) = b and ip(xevXu\zXl) = e (4) 
or 
<p(x0X3Uxi) = e and <p(xe) = <p{vxlti) = a, (p(zXl) = b (5) 
Notice that if we encode the value TRUE (resp. FALSE) for the variable X in the 
fact that <p{xi) = a (resp. >p(xi) = e) for all indices i £ D(X) and <p(xj) = e 
(resp. <p(xj) = a) for all indices j £ C(X), conditions (4) and (5) mean that the 
assignment of truth value to X\ is coherent. A similar argument applies for the 
coherence in the truth assignments to X2 and X3. 
Now consider the first three word equations of the system relative to the three 
clauses of T. The presence of the letter a in the right side encodes that at least one 
literal in each clause takes the value TRUE and so each clause is satisfied. Hence 
a truth assignment satisfying T corresponds to the assignment <p satisfying the 
system. 
Viceversa, it is easy to verify that to each truth assignment that satisfies T, corre-
sponds an assignment ip : E —> {a, b} U {e} satisfying the systems. 
As a consequence of Lemma 2 we can prove the following result: 
Theorem 1. The general problem of alphabetical satisfiability of a quadratic trace 
equation is NP-complete. 
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Proof. It is quite obvious that this problem is in NP. Then to check that it is NP-
hard we consider an alphabet £ = {a, b, c, (j) with the dependence relation D whose 
maximal D-cliques are {a, b, |j}, {c, ¡4} and the set of unknowns E defined in Lemma 
2 and we give a reduction from 3-SAT. Using the notation introduced in the proof 
of Lemma 2 we consider the following equation: 
M - l M - l 
H (x3iX3i+1X3i+2%) n ( ¿ W t l ) = I I («»i^tt) I I W ^ * « ) (6) 
¿=o x e r »=o x e r 
Let I = (E* x £*) \ D. By Lemma 1, this equation has an alphabetical solution in 
M(£, I) if and only if its projections on the D-cliques A\ = {a, b, (}} and A2 '= 
{c, ¡1} are satisfied respectively by the assignments <p\ and ip2 as in Lemma 1. 
Moreover such an assignment <pi exists if and only if there exists an assignment 
<p : E —» {a, b} U {e} which satisfies the system S(F,E). Indeed, notice that, for 
each assignment ipi satisfying the Ai-projection of equation (6) that assigns H to 
the unknowns of a subset T C E, there exists an assignment ip : E —> {a, b} U {e} 
which satisfies the system S(F, E) and such that 
Vz G - (z) — { e if ^ G T 
" ^ ) - \ ipi(z) otherwise 
Finally notice that, for each assignment (pi satisfying the Ai-projection of equation 
(6), there always exists an assignment tp2 satisfying the ^-projection of equation 
(6) such that ipi and <p2 fulfill conditions in Lemma 1. Whence to decide whether 
equation (6) has an alphabetical solution is equivalent to decide whether the system 
S(F, E) has a solution whose lengths are not greater than 1. Then the problem is 
NP-complete. • 
Remark 2. If in the proof of Theorem 1 we replace each occurrence of the sym-
bol ft with the string ba2M+lb where M is the number of clauses in the formula 
J-, we obtain a new equation having ({a, b, c}, {(a, a), (b, b), (a, b), (b, a), (c, c)}) as 
dependence alphabet. With some minor changes we can prove that such equation 
is satisfiable if and only if the system S(F, E) has a solution whose lengths are not 
greater than 1. Then the general problem of the alphabetical satisfiability of a 
quadratic trace equation is NP-complete even when |£| = 3 . 
4 The uniform problem of alphabetical satisfiabi-
lity for linear trace equations 
Let w G ( £ U E)+, the sets C(w) = <p : E -> £ } and [ £ ] M ' = {[v]|u G 
£(u;)} are called respectively the language associated with w and the trace language 
associated with w. 
Let WL = WR be a linear trace equation on the free partially commutative monoid 
M(£,/)• The equation is satisfied by an alphabetical assignment ip : E —> £ if 
and only if the finite trace languages associated with WL and WR have non empty 
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intersection. Since the membership problem for a regular trace language (i.e. for 
a trace language T = {[t>]| v £ ii}, where R is a regular language) can be solved 
in polynomial time with respect to the length of the input word [1], there is a 
naive algorithm for checking whether a trace equation has or not an alphabetical 
solution. Obviously this algorithm has exponential time complexity because, for 
all w 6 (E U S)+ , the number of words in [£](tu) is exponential with respect to the 
number of unknowns occurring in w. 
It is natural to ask whether the alphabetical satisfiability problem is or not NP-
complete. In particular, we obtained the following result: 
Theorem 2. The uniform problem of the alphabetical satisfiability for linear trace 
equations is NP-complete. 
Proof. Again, the difficult part is to prove that the problem is NP-hard. We give 
a reduction from 3-SAT. Let T = CO A CI A . . . A CM-I be a Boolean formula in 
3-CNF over a set of n variables F = {Xi,..., Xn}, where 
V j € { 0 , 1 , . . . , M - 1 } CJ = hj V hJ+I V hj+2 
and hj+h, with 0 < h < 2, are literals. We define the alphabet Ejc- and the 
independence relation Ijr in the following way: 
|J { 4 , 4 , 4 , 4 ^ , ^ , ^ , ^ } 
<S{1 »} ie{o,i m-i} 
U U {(¿MJ-OMMU 
\ i,je{i »} \ k>h 0,1 M- 1} ijtj 
(J {(uttk), (zlc% (zlh)} U 
k>h 
(J ±0 , («?, Bfc), (4 , -Lit). (*?,«*). (ttfc'4)' Cttjt, 
h>k 
|J (z?,z*)} U {(u>t,z*)\h^ k,i i j} U {(±h,tk), (U,tk)}U 
h^k )\ sym J 
where, for a binary relation R on an alphabet E, Rsvm denotes the least symmetric 
relation on E containing R. Now, starting from the formula T, we build a trace 
equation with constants in Ejr and set of unknowns E = {yi\ i = 0 , 1 , . . . , 4M — 1} 
such that its subsets {yt\i = 0,1,..., 3 M} and {j/j| i = 3 M + 1 , . . . , 4 M — 1} are in 
one to one correspondence respectively with the set of literals and with the set of 
clauses. In this equation the letters d\ and c- encode the fact that the variable Xi 
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has respectively a positive or negative occurrence in the clause Cj. The letters z\ 
and u] mean that the variable Xi assumes respectively the value FALSE or TRUE in 
the clause Cj. The letters e encode the fact that the truth values of some variables 
occurring in a clause C are not relevant in order to satisfy the formula T. In the 
sequel these variables of C and the unknowns associated with the literals of C where 
they occur are called irrelevant variables of C and irrelevant unknowns associated 
with C. The other variables and the unknowns associated with the literals where 
they occur are call relevant variables of C and relevant unknowns associated with C. 
Finally the letters ±j ,$j , t j act like filters with the aim of assuring two conditions: 
1. there is exactly one relevant unknown associated with each clause; 
2. if y,y' are unknowns associated respectively with literals of two different 
clauses Ch and Ck where the same variable Xi occurs, then no assignment 
ip such that either (p{y) = Zi and <p(y') = uk or ¡p(y) = Ui and <p(y') = zk 
satisfies the equation. 
This last condition corresponds to the fact that if a variable Xi is relevant in 
different clauses of J- then the truth values assigned with Xi are coherent, i.e. Xi 
cannot assume the value TRUE in a clause and the value FALSE in another clause. 
For each j e {0 ,1 , . . . , M — 1} and 0 < h < 2, we associate with the literal hj+h 
the unknown y3j+h £ — and a letter a[ £ E f where 
j _ j d?r if hj+h = Xr 
~ \ 4 if i 3 j + h = ^ x r 
In this way, each Cj = l3j V hj+i V l3j+2 is associated with the following word 
wj = 2/3j D3j+i V3j+2 aJ0 a{ a{ £ (5V U S) + . 
Finally, we associate the formula J- with the following words w^, w'-p £ (EJF U S)+ : 
WJ: = tfoHo-Lo l̂til-Ll • • • ilM-2J-M-2^M-ltiM-l-l-M-liM-liM-2 • • -¿1^0) 
w'j: — e2a0e2ai... e2aM-itM-iy3MtM-2y3M+i • • • io2/4M-ilt-L, 
where, for all j e {0 ,1 , . . . , M - 1 } , aj = a{a{a{ and U_L = ¡¡0-L0iji±i... U M - I - I - M - I -
Then the formula T is satisfiable if and only if the trace equation wjr = w'-p has a 
solution. 
We note that this equation is linear by the definition of the indices of the unknowns 
y and that it has polynomial size with respect to T. 
First, assume that the Boolean formula T is satisfiable, that is for each Cj there is 
at least one literal assuming the value TRUE. Pick for each Cj an hj € {0,1,2} such 
that the literal hj+h, assumes the value TRUE. Then consider the assignment : 
E Ejr defined in the following way: <f(y3j+hj) = u]r if hj+h, = Xr, ip(y3j+hj) = 
z]r if hj+h, = -•Xr and (p(y3j+h) = e, for all h ^ hj. For each j = 0 ,1 , . . . M— 1, put 
<p{y4M-i-j) = (p{y3j+hj)- Then from the definition of the independence relation it 
easily follows that 
ip{wjr) e2a0 ... e2aM-itM-i<p(y3M)tM-2<p(y3M+i) • • • io<p(2/4M-i)tt-L • 
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and so the equation w? = w'jr is satisfied by the assignment tp. 
Conversely, assume that the equation w? = w'jr is satisfied by an alphabetical 
assignment </?: 5 —» T,?- and prove that there exists an assignment of truth values 
to' the variables of T which satisfies the formula. 
Claim, 1. The assignment tp has to assign the value e to at least 2M unknowns 
occurring in Wyr. Moreover, for each j — 0 ,1 , . . . , M — 1, two unknowns assigned 
to e have to occur in the words Wj, since the constants e are dependent on all the 
elements in the set {dxr,clr\ 0 <i < M — 1,1 < r < n}. 
.Claim 2. The remaining unknown occurring in Wj not assigned to e, say , 
is such that ip(£j) 6 0 < s < j , l < r < n}. Indeed, <p(£j) has to take a 
value.independent of e and of all the constants occurring in at for all t > j. But if 
<p(£j) € { ± s , [js|.0 < s < j} then j > 0 and so it is impossible to get the equivalence 
of <p(wp) with a word whose suffix is $_L. 
Claim 3. Either <p(£j) = z3r when c?r occurs in a,j or <p(£j) = u^ when dJr occurs 
in a,j for some r e { 1 , . . . , n}. Indeed, if s < j then <£>(£,) and -Lj-i are dependent, 
hence (|± cannot be the suffix of a word equivalent to ip(wjr). 
The occurrences of d]T or cPr in a,j indicate respectively that the literals Xr or 
-iXr occur in Cj, then encoding with the letter uJr the value TRUE and with the 
letter z3r the value FALSE for the variable Xr in Cj, the assignment <p(£j) guarantees 
that at:least one literal in Cj assumes the value TRUE. It remains to prove that 
each assignment satisfying the equation wjr = w'-p corresponds to a coherent way 
of assigning truth values to the variables in T. 
Claim 4• No j, s 6 { 0 , 1 , . . . , M — 1} exist such that = u\. and <p(£s) — z%. 
Indeed for each ,<p satisfying the equation we get 
<p(wjr) ~Ijr e2a0e2a-i... e2aM-i<p(Zo)<p(€i) • • • <p{^M-i)tM-i • • • iiioU-L-
Then the assignment <p has to satisfy the trace equation 
• • M-l^M-l • • • hh = tM-lU3MtM-2y3M+l • • • toViM-l, 
and this assures the claim 4. In fact suppose by contradiction that such j and s 
exist.and that j > s. Then, since uJr and zsT are dependent and z* depends on 
is_i',. it. follows that the assignment ip does not satisfy the last equation. So either 
the unknowns j = 0 ,1 , . . . ,M — 1, which are not assigned to e correspond to 
different variables of T, or if some of them correspond to the same variable Xr, (p 
gives them either the values u{ and usr or the values z{ and zsT. 
We can conclude that each assignment satisfying the equation encodes a truth 
assignment to the variables of T which satisfies the formula. • 
The following example illustrates the construction done in the proof of Theorem 
2-and also explains the rationale behind the definition of the alphabet and the 
independence relation. 
Example 2. Let us consider the formula T = (Xj VX 2V-.X 3 ) A(->Xi V->X2 V-1X4). 
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Then we have: 
= IJ {di, 4' zi' ui' ±j' ttj, tj e} 5 = {y0,yi, -•-, Vt}-
<€{1,3,3,4} ¿£{0,1} 
The left side and the right side of the trace equation associated with T are respec-
tively: 
WT = 2/0 2/12/2 d? ̂  C3 (to -1-0 2/3 2/4 2/5 <A c\ c\ tti ±1 ti to 
w ' T = e 2 d?2 c 3 e 2 ci c \ c \ 2/6 io 2/7 (to -Lo tti -Li • 
We can associate with each coherent assignment of truth values the variables sa-
tisfying the formula !F with an alphabetical assignment <p that satisfies the trace 
equation associated with T. For instance, the formula T is satisfied giving the 
value TRUE to X\ and the value FALSE to X2, independently from the truth values 
assigned to the remaining variables. Then the relevant unknown associated with 
the first clause is j/o and the relevant unknown associated with the second clause is 
7/4. It is easy to see that the assignment </> : E —> Ej= such that <£>(2/0) = ¥>(2/7) = ui> 
<fi(y 4) = five) = z\, </3(2/1) = </3(2/2) = </>(2/3) = </>(2/5) = e satisfies the trace equation 
Wjr = w'jr. 
Conversely assume that there exists an alphabetical assignment <p that satisfies the 
trace equation w?r = w'-p. Then at least four unknowns of wy? have to assume the 
value e. Only two unknowns in each set {2/0,2/1,2/2}, {2/3,2/4,2/5} c a n take the value 
e because (e, d°),(e,c]) ^ 1?. Then assume, for instance, </3(2/1) = <¿>(2/2) = ¥>(2/4) = 
ip(y5) = e. Since e2 d® d% c° is a prefix of tpiw'-p), </3(2/0) has to be independent from 
the letters of that prefix, hence <£>(2/0) € {u°, u®, z3}. In such case, by cancellativity, 
the assignment <p has to satisfy the following trace equation 
^(yo)Uo-Lo 2/3 e 2 c\ c\ c\ Hi ± 1 1 \ t0 = e 2 c{ c\ c\ t\ y610 2/7 Ho -Lo tti - U 
whence ip(y3) e {z\,z\, z\} U {(to, ± 0 } U {z°, 1 < i < 4} and so 
. <^(yo)to-Lo </>(2/3) e2 c\ c\ c\ Si ± 1 tx t0 e 2 c\ c\ c\ <p(yo)lo±o <p(y?t)t\ <otti -Li • 
Using again cancellativity we obtain that the assignment <p has to satisfy the trace 
equation 
<p(yo)fo±o<p(y3)ht0 =ti y6t0 2/7 So -Lo (7) 
It is easy to deduce that <¿3(2/7)} = {<£>(2/0), 95(2/3)}, i-e- the unknowns of the 
right side of the trace equation have always to assume the same values taken by 
the relevant unknowns of the left side. 
Now we want to show that actually <¿>(2/3) £ {z{, z2, zl}- By contradiction, let for 
instance <p(y3) = tto, then we have </3(2/0) tto-Lo </>(3/3) to hip(yo) ¿otto -Lotto- So 
the trace equation (7) is not satisfied by </> because the word <p(t\ ye to 2/7 tto -Lo) 
cannot be equivalent to a word whose suffix is JLotto- Analogously we can prove 
that </3(2/3) ^ -Lo-
Now suppose that </3(2/3) € { 2 ° , 1 < i < 4} and, for instance, let.</3(2/3) = z?. 
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Then y(yo)t!o-Lo ¥>(2/3) ti t0 ti <p(y0) íoÜo J-02? and (2?, ± 0 ) $ It follows that 
the trace equation (7) is not satisfied by <p because <£>(¿1 ye to Vi So J-o) cannot be 
equivalent to a word whose suffix is J-o^i • 
We can deduce that ¡/3(2/3) 6 {2], 22, z\ } but notice that the choice of the values of 
ip(yo) and <p(y3) is tied, as required in the condition 2 in the proof of Theorem 2. If, 
for instance, <p(yo) = u\ then it is necessary that <p{yz) ^ z\. Indeed, if <¿>(2/3) = z\ 
then <¿>(2/0) (to J-o fiVí) h to u°z\ti Í0B0 -J-o hence, using cancellativity, by the 
equation (7) it follows that ip has to satisfy the trace equation u\z\t\ t0 = tiy&toyi-
But this is impossible since (u°, z{), (to, zj) ^ I jr. This last fact allows to control 
the coherent assignment of the truth values to the relevant variables in T. Indeed 
<p(yo) = Uj and ip(yz) = z\ would encode that Xj is a relevant variable for both 
the first and. the second clause and also that Xi assumes in an incoherent way the 
value TRUE in the first clause and the value FALSE in the second one. 
We can conclude that the assignment ip satisfying the trace equation encodes a 
coherent assignment of truth values to the variables of T which satisfies the formula. 
5 Linear trace equations on free products of free 
commutative monoids 
In this section we consider a linear trace equation WL = WR on a trace monoid 
M(E, I) that is a'free product of free commutative monoids. This conditions means 
that the maximal /-cliques Ci,...,Cr of the independence alphabet (E,7) are 
disjoint. We give a polynomial time algorithm to solve the alphabetical satisfiability 
problem fór such equation. 
Remark 3. Let [«], [u] e M, and let u = ui... um be a decomposition of u such 
that, for each i G { 1 , . . . , m}, u^ e C^ for some ji G { 1 , . . . , r } and ji i=- ji+i- Then 
[ii] = [it] if and only if v = Vi... vm and, for each i e ( 1 , . . . , m}, Vi Uj. 
In the sequel, for each word W we denote by W(i) the i-th letter of W and by 
W[i, k),i<k the factor W{i) W(i + 1).... W(k) of W. 
As an immediate consequence of Remark 3, we obtain the following lemma: 
Lemma 3. Let ip be an alphabetical assignment that satisfies the trace equation 
WL = WR and let i G {1, . . . ,\WL\) , k G {1 , . . . , r} such that WL(i) = c G Ck and 
WR(i) = i £ S (resp. WL(i) =x€E and WR(i) = c£Ck). Then ip(x) G Ck. 
Moreover there exist 1 = jo < ji <••• < js = |Wl| + 1, such that ÍP(WL) = 
IlZo <P(WL[ji,ji+1 -1 ] ) , v(WR) = YltZo'f(WR[ji,ji+i -1]), With tp(WL[ji,ji+1 -
1]) G for some ki G {1 , . . . ,r}, ki ^ ki+1 and, for each i G {0 , . . . ,s — 1}, 
<p{WL[juji+1 - 1]) <p(WR\ji,ji+1 - 1]). 
Now we introduce a function %JJ : {0 ,1 , . . . , \WL\ + 1} —> {—2, —1,0,1, . . . , r} to 
express when WL{Í) and WR(Í) belong to the same or to different maximál /-cliques 
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or if they are unknowns. This function is defined in the following way: 
VZ e { O , I , . . . , |W L | + 1 } M = { 
- 2 if z e {0, jW^I + 1> 
- 1 xiWL{i)£Ch,WR{i)£Ck 
with h ^ fc 
0 if WL{i),WR(i) 6 S -
h if WL{i),WR(i)£Ch 
or WL(i) G Ch and WR{i) G S 
or WL{i) G 5 and WR(i) G Ch 
Definition 1. A microblock associated with the trace equation WL = WR is a 
couple (i, j) of indices of {1 ,2 , . . . , n} with i < j such that 
1. Vfc G { ¿ , . . . , j - 1} = + 1) t {-1, -2}; 
2. %!>(i - 1) / ip(i) and i>{j) + iP{j + 1). 
A microblock (i,j) is called microblock of unknowns if tp(i) = 0 and microblock of 
type h ifip(i) = h. 
Notice that if a microblock (j, k) of unknowns is preceded and followed by two 
microblocks of the same type h then, without loss of generality, we can suppose that 
an alphabetical assignment that satisfies the trace equation assigns the unknowns 
of Wi[j, k] and of WR[j, k) in the same /-clique Ch- An analog argument holds if 
the first or the final microblock are microblocks of unknowns. This fact is stated 
in the following lemma: 
Lemma 4. Let (i,j — 1), (j, k — 1), (k, I) with l < i < j < k < l < \WL\ be mi-
croblocks associated with the linear trace equation WL = WR such that (j, k — 1) is a 
microblock of unknowns and (i,j — 1), (k, I) are microblocks of type h. Then the trace 
equation WL = WR is alphabetically satisfiable if and only if there exists an alphabe-
tical assignment ip satisfying WL = WR such that fc — 1 ] ) , <p(WR\j, k — 1 ] ) G 
Analogously, let (1 ,k - 1), (k,l) with 1 < k < I < \WL\ (resp. (j, fc - 1), (fc, \WL\) 
with 1 < j < k < |WL\) be the first two (resp. the last two) microblocks associated 
with the linear trace equation WL = WR such that (1, fc — 1), (resp. (fc, | WL |)) is a 
microblock of unknowns and (fc, I), (resp. (j, k—1)) is a microblock of type h. Then 
the trace equation WL = WR is alphabetically satisfiable if and only if there exists 
an alphabetical assignment ip satisfying WL = WR such that <P{WL[ 1, k — 1]) G- , 
(resp. V(WL[k, |W L | ] ) G C+). 
Proof. Let WL = WR be a satisfiable linear equation and let <p be an alphabetical 
assignment satisfying Wl = WR such that <p(WL[j, fc —1]) ^ C^ and (f(WL[j, fc —1]) 
contains the minimum number / of factors in Ct+ for any t G { l , . . . , r } \ {/i}. 
Suppose that / > 1 and let s G {j,..., fc—1} be the first index such that y(Wi[s, s+ 
p]) G Ct+ and tp{W(s + p + 1)) ^ Ct for some t G { 1 , . . . ,r}, t ^ h and for some 
natural number p with s+p < k — 1. Then, by Lemma 3, ip(WR[s,s-\-p]) G Cf and 
tp(Wi{s, s + p]) (p(WR\s, s+p]). Let (p be an alphabetical assignment such that 
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<j>(WL(q)) = <t>{WR{q)) = 2 G Ch for all q G {s,..., s + p} and <j>{x) = <p(x) for all 
x G 5 that do not occur in WL[S, S+P\ and WR[S,S + P}. Then 4> is an alphabetical 
assignment that satisfies WL = WR such that (J>{WI\J, k - 1]) contains less factors 
in Ct for any t G {1 , . . . ,r} \ {h} than <P(WL{3, k — 1]). This is a contradiction, 
hence / = 0. • 
The previous lemma justifies the following definition: 
Definition 2. Let h G { 1 , . . . , r}. A block of type h associated with the linear trace 
equation WL = WR is a couple of indices (i,J), i,J G {1 ,2 , . . . , |Wl|}, i < j such 
that there exist i = i\ <i2 < • • • < is = j + 1 satisfying the following properties: 
1. 
WL[i,j] = J] WL[ik,ik+1-1] 
1 <k<s 
2. there exists h G {1 , . . . ,r} such that (i,i2 — 1), (is-i,is — 1) are microblocks 
of type h and, for all k € {i,... ,j], ip(k) G {0, h,}. 
The factors W^fi, j] and WR[i,j] are called respectively left factor and right factor 
associated with the block {i,j). Obviously each microblock is a block. 
A macroblock of type h associated with the trace equation WL = WR is a couple of 
indices i,j G {1 ,2 , . . . , | WL |} with i < j such that there exists a block (i',j') of type 
h satisfying the following properties: 
1. i<i'< f < j; 
2. if i ± i' (resp. j ^ j') then, for all k G {i,..., i'} (resp. k G {j1,..., j}), 
ip{k) = 0. . 
Now we describe a linear algorithm to state whether the linear trace equation 
WL = WR on the trace monoid on M(E, I) is satisfiable when the maximal /-cliques 
Ci,...,Cr of the independence alphabet ( £ , / ) are disjoint. Roughly speaking, 
the algorithm works in the following way. It identifies the blocks associated with 
WL = WR and checks if WL[Z, j] = WN\I,J} in each block (i,j). If so the equation 
is satisfiable. If for some block (i,j) the trace equation WL[i,j] = j] is 
not satisfied and no block of unknowns is adjacent to (i,j), the algorithm exits 
and outputs "NO". Otherwise it extends the block (i,j) to a macroblock {i',j') 
including also these new unknowns and it checks whether WL[I',J'} = WR[I',j'} is 
satisfiable. The procedure is described in Algorithm 1. 
Now we check the correctness of the Algorithm 1. The procedure from line 1 to 
line 13 identifies the blocks associated with the trace equation by building an array 
ri whose odd and even cells contain respectively the beginning and the end of a 
block of a certain type h with h ^ 0. The initial and final blocks identified by 
the previous procedure can be macroblocks. In fact if the trace equation begins or 
finishes with microblocks of unknowns, thanks to Lemma 4 we can assume without 
loss of generality that an alphabetical assignment satisfying the trace equation gives 
to the unknowns of these microblocks values in the same /-cliques of the adjacent 
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Algorithm 1 Equation satisfiability with disjoint maximal /-cliques 
t?(1) < - 1, k < - 2,c < - 1 
for z = 1 to \WL\ do 
if tp{i) = —1 then 
Exit and write "NO" 
end if 
if + 0 then 
if V(c) {ip(i),0} then 
r](k) <- c, t](k + 1) <- i, k <- k + 2 
end if 
c <— i 
end if 
end for 
V(k) - \WL\ 
in <— 1 ' 
for t = 1 to k/2 do 
out <— r](2t) 




for i = in to out do 
for j = 1 to |£| do 
if WL(i) = <x(j) then 
KL{j) KL(j) + 1 
end if 
if WR(i) = a(j) then 




0 « - O 
for j = 1 to |£| do 
KR{J) - KL(j) 
if H{j) > 0 then 
6*-e + H(j) 
end if 
end for 
A <— out -in + 1- EiSi Kl(S) 
if A - 9 < 0 then 
if r](2t + 1) - out - 1 < |A - 9\ then 
Exit and write "NO" 
else 
in out + |A - e\ + 1 
end if 
else 
in out + 1 
end if 
end for 
Exit and write "YES" 
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block. Hence we can directly consider the initial and final macroblocks. 
Let (in, out) with in = 1 be the first block associated with the trace equation and 
suppose that it is of type I. By Lemmas 3 and 4 we can assume, without loss of 
generality, that an alphabetical assignment satisfying the trace equation gives to 
the unknowns some values in the same maximal /-clique CF. So we can check if such 
an assignment exists just counting the number of occurrences of a letter a(i) £ E in 
the left and right factors associated with (in, out). Hence the procedure from line 
17 to line 30 defines two arrays KL and KR whose i-th cell contains respectively 
\WL,[in,out\\a(i) and \WR[in,out]\a^, i.e. the number of the occurrences of the 
letter a(i) respectively in the left and in the right factor associated with the block 
(in,out). If KR(j) — KL(j) > 0 (resp. KR(j)—KL(j) < 0) for some j, it means that 
a(j) is a right surplus constant (resp. left surplus constant), i.e. a(j) has a number 
of occurrences in the right (resp. left) factor associated with (in, out) greater than 
in the left (resp. right) factor. Hence a suitable number of unknowns of Wi[in, out] 
(resp. WR[in,out\) has to be assigned to a(j). Obviously if KR(j) — KL(J) = 0 we 
have no constraints on the assignments to the unknowns. 
Now we have to check if the number of unknowns in the left (resp. right) factor 
associated with (in, out) is sufficient to match with the right (resp. left) surplus 
constants. Therefore we introduce the following notations: 
• A: number of unknowns in the left factor associated with (in, out)-, 
• (3: number of unknowns in the right factor associated with (in, out); 
• 9: number of the right surplus constants of (in, out)-
• p: number of the left surplus constants of (in, out). 
So we have to consider the differences A — 9 and ¡3 — p. Using the arrays KL and 
KR we. have: 
A trivial verification shows that A — 6 = ¡3 — p, hence the procedure from line 31 
to 38 determines 0 and A. If A — 0 < 0, it means that the number of unknowns in 
the left factor are not sufficient to match with the right surplus constants, hence 
the trace equation WI,[in, out] = WR[in,out] is not alphabetically satisfiable. It 
follows that the initial trace equation WL = WR can be satisfied only if there exists 
a block (out + 1, out + s) of unknowns such that s > |A — 9\. In that case the trace 
equation WI[in, out + |A — 0|] = WR [in, out + |A — 9\\ is alphabetically satisfiable. 
If |A - 9\ < s, the procedure from line 39 to line 47 adds the remaining s — |A — 9\ 
unknowns of the factors associated with (out + 1, out + s) to the factors associated 
3 = 1 S = 1 
9= £ (KR(i) - KL(i)) p = J2 (KL(i)-KR(i)) 
KR(i1>KL{ i) ¡e{i |£|>, KL{i)>KR(i) 
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with the block following (out + 1, out + s) obtaining a new macroblock. Then the 
entire process is iterated considering the successive macroblock (in, out). 
Notice that the algorithm works in linear time. Clearly the procedure 1-14 require a 
linear time, hence let us consider the cycle of lines 15-48. It runs on the number k/2 
of macroblocks associated with the trace equation. Let us denote by (in(i), out(i)) 
the macroblock in the ith iteration and put Zj = out(i)—in(i). Since the cycle of lines 
21-30 scans the macroblock (in(i),out(i)) and [m(i),oui(i)]n[m(z + l),oui(i-|-l)] = 
0 (where, for all p, q e N such that p < q, \p, g] is the subset of natural numbers 





Hence, an easy calculation allow to conclude that the number of steps in the cycle 
15-48 is 0(n). • 
Example 3. Let £ = {a, b, c, d} and let I = {(a,b),(b,a),(c,d),(d,c)} be the 
independence relation. Hence C\ = {a, b}, C2 = {c,d} are the maximal /-cliques. 
Let us consider the trace equation WL = WR, where 
WL = axiadx^x^ddcdddx 
and 
WR = bayicy2y3cdcy4ccy5yey7b. 
The division of the equation in blocks is the following: 
1 2 3 
a xi a 
b a y i 
4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 
d X2 xs d d c d d d 
c y2 2/3 c d c y4 c c 
13 14 15 
2/4 X5 2/6 




The array r] relative to the beginning and the end of each block of type 1 or 2 is 
T)= (1,3,4,12,16,16). 
It is easy to see that WL[ 1,3] = WR[ 1,3] is alphabetically satisfiable. 
In the next block (4,12) we have 
KL = (0,0,1,6), KR = (0,0,5,1), H = (0,0,4, - 5 ) , 0 = 4, A = 2 
so A - 6 < 0 and the trace equation WL[4, 12] = WR[4,12] is not alphabetically 
satisfiable. But 77(5) — 12 — 1 > |A — 6\ hence we can extend the block (4,12) to 
the macroblock (4,14) obtaining a trace equation WL[4,14] = WR[4,14] that is 
alphabetically satisfiable. 
We include the remaining unknowns in position 15 to the factors associated with 
the next block (16,16) that therefore becomes the macroblock (15,16). It is evident 
that WL[ 15,16] = WR\ 15,16] is alphabetically satisfiable, so we can conclude that 
the initial trace equation WL = WR is alphabetically satisfiable too. 
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6 Conclusion 
It is still an open problem to determine the complexity class of the general alphabe-
tical satisfiability problem for a linear trace equation. The problem is polynomial 
when the number of unknowns in one side of the equation is logarithmic with re-
spect the length of a member of the equation. 
In Section 5 we proved that there is a polynomial time algorithm to check the al-
phabetical satisfiability problem on free products of free commutative monoids. We 
also have a (not yet published) polynomial time algorithm to solve the satisfiability 
problem for linear trace equations on free products with amalgamation of free com-
mutative monoids, i.e. partially free commutative monoids whose maximal I-cliques 
Ci, •.. ,Cr satisfy the condition CjflCj = f|fc=i Cfc for all i,j £ {1 , . . . ,r}. Previous 
monoids are both particular cases of free partially commutative monoids that are 
free products of free products with amalgamation of free commutative monoids, i.e. 
monoids whose independence alphabet (E, I) fulfils the following conditions: E is 
a disjoint union of Ej such that each /-clique of (E, I) is contained in some Ej and 
for each pair of /-cliques C'h,C'k contained in Ej for some i, Ch n C\ is equal to 
the intersection of all the /-cliques contained in Ej. So we strongly conjecture that 
also in this case there is a polynomial algorithm for the alphabetical satisfiability 
problem for linear trace equations. 
It would be interesting to consider in the future the complexity class of the alpha-
betical satisfiability problem for linear equations under some other constraints on 
the independence alphabet in order to have some hint for the general case. 
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Homomorphisms Preserving Types of Density* 
Helmut Jiirgensen* and Ian McQuillan* 
Abstract 
The concept of density in a free monoid can be generalized from the in-
fix relation to arbitrary relations. Many of the properties known for density 
can be established over these more general notions of densities. In this pa-
per, we investigate homomorphisms which preserve different types of density. 
We demonstrate a strict hierarchy between families of homomorphisms which 
preserve density over different types of relations. However, as with the case 
of endomorphisms, a similar hierarchy for weak-coding homomorphisms col-
lapses. We also present an algorithm to decide whether a homomorphism 
preserves density over any relation which satisfies some natural conditions. 
Keywords: density, homomorphisms, coding theory, formal language theory 
1 Introduction 
A language is dense if every word over the alphabet is the infix of some word in the 
language. One can use other relations g in place of the infix relation to define other 
types of density. Then, a language could be g-dense, with traditionally density 
being a special case where Q = <¡, the infix order. These types of densities arise 
naturally in the theory of codes (see [4]). Indeed, the notions of density, residues, 
ideals, closure, independence and maximality can be defined for arbitrary relations 
and properties can be established over these more general notions [3]. 
We will especially examine those relations which are important for the theory 
of codes. In particular, the length, prefix, suffix, infix, embedding, outfix, division, 
commutation and power relations. These produce the following families of codes, re-
spectively, when examining independent sets [4, 5]: block codes (also called uniform 
codes), prefix codes, suffix codes, infix codes, hypercodes, outfix codes, 2-ps-codes, 
2-codes and a superset of the 2-codes. Here, we will examine the same relations 
with respect to density. 
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search Council of Canada (H. Jiirgensen and I. McQuillan). 
t Department of Computer Science, University of Western Ontario, London, ON, N6A 5B7, 
Canada 
tDepartment of Computer Science, University of Saskatchewan, Saskatoon, SK, S7N 5A9, 
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A homomorphism a from X* to Y* is said to preserve density if oc{L) is dense 
over y for every dense language L over X. For our purposes, we will say that a 
homomorphism a preserves ¿»-density if a(L) is ¿»-dense over Y for every ¿»-dense 
language L over X. The work in [3] mainly concerns determining which endomor-
phisms (homomorphisms where X = Y) preserve different types of densities. It is 
shown there that if Q is reflexive, transitive and compatible with homomorphisms 
(that is, (x,y) G q implies (a(x),a(y)) G Q) where Q C wn, for some n (a large 
relation containing many standard relations), then a homomorphisms a preserves 
¿»-density if and only if a restricted to X is a permutation of X. Many types of 
densities apply here including density defined with the prefix, suffix, infix, power, 
commutation and division relations. Hence, one gets "regular" density as a special 
case. In [3] it is left as an open problem to study the same problem over arbitrary 
homomorphisms, that is, homomorphisms where the alphabets X and Y can differ. 
In this paper, we tackle the problem for weak-coding homomorphisms, and also 
for arbitrary homomorphisms. If Q is alphabet preserving ((x, y) € ¿> implies the 
set of letters of x is a subset of the letters of y), reflexive, and compatible with a 
homomorphism a from X* to Y*, then a preserves density if and only if every letter 
of Y appears in a(X). For arbitrary homomorphisms, the situation turns out to be 
quite a bit more complex. Indeed, the family of homomorphisms which preserves 
different types of densities forms a sometimes strict, sometimes collapsing hierarchy 
established in Theorem 3. The property used to separate, or collapse families in 
the hierarchy is given in Definition 8. This says that two relations ¿>i and ¿>2 are 
densely equivalent if for every finite language L, L* is ¿>1-dense if and only if L* 
is ¿»2-dense. Then, Theorem 2 establishes that two relations which are transitive, 
reflexive and compatible with arbitrary homomorphisms are densely equivalent if 
and only if the families of homomorphisms preserving both types of density are 
identical. Hence, we can determine where the hierarchies collapse or are strict by 
deciding whether the two relations are densely equivalent. In addition, in Section 
6 we show that we can decide if a given homomorphism preserves ¿»-density for any 
of prefix, suffix, infix, embedded, equality, division, commutation or power density. 
2 Preliminaries and notation 
In this section, we define the mathematical preliminaries necessary for this paper. 
The symbol N denotes the set of positive integers and No = N U {0}. For a set 
S, let |S| denote the cardinality of S. Let S and T be sets and a a mapping of S 
into T. For a subset S' of S, a|s' denotes the restriction of a to S'. 
For a binary relation ¿» C S x T, the set dom(o) = {s | s € S, 3t G T, (s, t) G ¿»} 
is the domain of Q. Moreover, ¿>-1 = {{t,s) | (s,t) G ¿»} is the inverse of ¿», and, for 
s G S, g{s) = {t\t GT, (s,t) £ 0}. Consequently, £>-1(f) = {s | s G S, (s,t) G ¿»}. 
for t G T. In the sequel, for a binary relation ¿» C S x T, x G S, y G T, we use, 
interchangeably, the notation (x, y) G Q and x Q y. 
Let T be a countably infinite alphabet. In this paper, a finite alphabet will 
be any finite I C T . Furthermore, X and Y will be finite alphabets throughout 
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this paper. Then X* is the set of all words over X including the empty word A. 
Let w 6 X* and a G X, then |U>|Q is the number of occurrences of a in w and 
|iu| = Yla^x Ma is the length of w. A language over X is a subset of X* and a 
language is any set whereby there exists an alphabet X such that L C X*. For a 
language L over X, alph(L) is the set of all a G X with |IU|A > 0 for some w G L. 
For a word w G X*, we define the reversal of w, denoted wR by wR .= w if w = A 
and wR = an • • • a\ if w = AI • • • an, n > 1 J A, G X, 1 <i <n. 
Let X, Y be finite alphabets. Then a function a from X* to Y* such that 
a(xy) = a(x)a(y) for all x, y G X* is called a homomorphism. A homomorphism 
a : X* —y Y* is called a coding if |a(a)| = 1 for every a £ X. Also, a is called a 
weak coding if |a(a)| < 1 for every a £ X. Moreover, a is called an endomorphism 
Let L,R C £*. We denote by R~lL = {z £ E* | yz £ L for some y £ R} and 
LR~l = {z £ £* | zy £ L for some y G R}. 
3 Relations 
We will use certain relations frequently which are important for code-related lan-
guages [5, 4]. 
Example 1. Let w and v be arbitrary words in T*. 
1. Embedding order: w <e v if and only if there exist n £ No, u>i,... ,wn and 
vo,vi,... ,v„ in T* such that w = w\w2 • • • wn and v = V0W1V1W2 • • • wnvn. 
2. Length order: w <u v if and only if w = v or \w\ < \v\. 
3. Prefix order: w <p v if and only if v — wx for some x G T*. 
4. Suffix order: w <sv if and only if v = xw for some x £ T*. 
5. Outfix relation: w <0 v if and only if there are w\,u,w2 £ T* such that 
v = w\uw2 and w = w\w2. 
6. Infix order: w <\v if and only if v = xwy for some x,y GT*. 
7. Division order: w <a v if and only if v = wx = yw for some x, y £ T*. 
8. Commute order: w <c v if and only if v = xw = wx for some x £ T*. 
9. Power order: w <f v if and only if v = wn for some n > 1. 
10. Equality order: w =ev if and only if w = v. 
Each of these relations is reflexive and all are transitive except the outfix rela-
tion. They are ordered by inclusion as follows [3]: 
if X = y. 
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We also consider the infinite chain 
Wi c u>2 c • • • C Wn c <e 
of binary relations such that io\ = <i and <i U <Q C uin for n > 1 which is defined 
as follows: 
Definition 1. Let n G N. For u, v G T*, let (u, v) G wn if and only if 
3UI,U2, ...,Un,V0,Vi,...,Vn(u = UiU2 •••UnAV = VoU\V\U2 • • -UnVn). 
Note that lim^oo ujn = U^Li wn = <e- That is, the transitive closure of any 
wn is <e . 
, We also use the following property of relations with respect to homomorphisms: 
Definition 2. Let Q be a binary relation on T* and let a be a homomorphism from 
X* to Y*. The relation Q is compatible with a if, for all x,y G X*, the inclusion 
(x,y) G Q implies (a(x),a(y)) G g. 
All of the relations listed in Example 1, except are compatible with any 
homomorphism of X* to Y*. 
We define the following property of relations which is useful for characterizing 
weak-coding homomorphisms preserving density: 
Definition 3. For a relation q onT*, we say that g is alphabet preserving if 
(x,y) G g implies alph(x) C alph(y). 
All of the relations listed in Example 1, except < u are alphabet preserving. 
4 Densities 
Next, we give some definitions from [3] used to describe different types of densities. 
Let S be an arbitrary, fixed, non-empty set. Most of the results in this paper 
concern the special case where S is a free monoid; however, we give the definition 
in the same generality as [3]. 
Definition 4. Let g be a binary relation on S and let L C S. The set L is said to 
be g-dense if, for every x G S, there is ay G L such that (x, y) G g. 
For S = X* and g = <j, we arrive at the usual notion of density. Next, we 
define the property which is studied extensively in the sequel. 
Definition 5. Let g be a relation on T* and let a be a homomorphism of X* into 
Y*. Then a is said to preserve o-density if. for any L C X*, a(L) is g-dense over 
Y* whenever L is g-dense over X*. 
We would also like to be able to compare the families of homomorphisms which 
preserve different types of density. Naturally, each homomorphism a from X* into 
Y* can be represented by a set of ordered pairs, (w, a(w)) for each w G X*. 
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Definition 6. Let Q be a binary relation on T*. Then we denote the family of ho-
momorphisms preserving g-density by H(g). We denote the family of weak-coding 
homomorphisms preserving g-density by W(g). We denote the family of endomor-
phisms preserving g-density by E(g). 
It follows from Corollary 6.9 of [3] that an endomorphism preserves ¿»-density, 
for any g £ {=e , <f, <c , <d, <p , <s, <i} if an<i only if £?|x is a permutation of X. 
Hence, we can immediately establish the following collapsed hierarchy: 
Theorem 1. [3] E(=e) = E{<() = E(<c) = E(<a) = E(<p) = E(<s) = E{<¡). 
We will show in this paper that this collapsing of the hierarchy will not hold 
true for arbitrary homomorphisms. 
In addition, we use the following definition. 
Definition 7. Let a : X* —> Y* be a homomorphism. Then we define im\x(ct) = 
{a(a) | a £ X} and max(a) = max{|a(a)| | a £ X } . In addition, for each 
b £Y, let na(b) be the smallest member of No such that £ im[x(a:) and let 
Pa^X) = max{^iQ(6) | b £ Y}. 
5 Homomorphisms preserving density 
We start by including some results from [3] which we use throughout the paper. 
Again, we will only provide results when 5 is a free monoid. 
Lemma 1 . [3] 
1. Let C I 2 C S and let g be a binary relation on S. If L\ is g-dense then 
¿2 is g-dense. 
2. Let g\ and g2 be two binary relations on S such that g\ C g2 and let L C S. 
If L is gi-dense then it is g2-dense. 
Proposition 1. [3] Let a : X* —+ Y* be a homomorphism and let g be a binary 
relation on T* and contained in u)n for some n £ N. If a(X*) is g-dense then the 
following statements hold true: 
1. For every a £ Y, there is an element b £ X and a positive integer fca,b such 
that a(b) = aka b. 
2. |Y| < \X\. 
We can rephrase condition (1) above by stating that for every a £ Y, it follows 
that Ha(a) > 0. Condition (2) implies that for most of the standard binary relations, 
homomorphisms will only preserve that type of density if the target alphabet is no 
larger then the domain alphabet. 
Next, we show that, for coding or weak coding homomorphisms, preserving 
density essentially amounts to examining alphabets. 
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Lemma 2. Let g be an alphabet preserving binary relation on T* such that there 
exists some g-dense language overX* and also let a : X* —> Y* be a homomorphism 
which preserves g-density. Then alph(a(X*)) = Y and alph(a(X)) = Y. 
Proof. Let L be ¿»-dense over X*. Then X* must be ¿»-dense by Lemma 1(1). Thus, 
for every u G X*, there exists v £ X* such that (u,v) G g and alph(u) C alph(u). 
Therefore, for every u' G Y*, there exists v' G O(X*) such that (u',v') G g. In 
particular, for every y G Y, there exists v' G a(X*). such that (y,v') G g. But 
alph(?/) C alph(?/). Hence, y G alph(a(X*)) for every y € Y. • 
Lemma 3. Let g be a binary relation on T* and assume that there exists some 
g-dense language over X* and let a : X* —> Y* be a weak .coding homomorphism. 
If &lph(a(X*)) = Y and g is compatible with a, then a preserves g-density. 
Proof. Let I be a ¿»-dense language over X* and let y = axa2 •• - an G Y* with 
ai G Y, 1 < i < n (the case where y = A is similar). Since alph(a(X*)) = Y 
and a is a weak coding homomorphism, there must exist bi,...,bn G X where 
a(bi--:bn) = a\---an. However, since L is ¿»-dense, there must exist v G L 
such that (bi • • - bn,v) G g. But g is compatible with a, so (a(bx • • • bn),a(v)) = 
(ai • • •an ,a(v)) G g and a(v) G a(L). Hence, a(L) is ¿»-dense. • 
We sum up the two previous lemmas as follows: 
Proposition 2. Let g be an alphabet preserving binary relation on F* such that 
there exists some g-dense language over X*. Also, let a : X* Y* be a weak 
coding homomorphism (or indeed a coding homomorphism) whereby g is compatible 
with a. Then a preserves g-density if and only if alph(a(X*)) = Y and this holds 
true if and only z/alph(a(A")) = Y. 
Since every reflexive relation will allow X* to be ¿»-dense, we get the following: 
Corollary 1. Let g be an alphabet preserving, reflexive binary relation on T*. Also, 
let a : X* —> Y* be a weak coding homomorphism (or indeed a coding homomor-
phism) whereby g is compatible with a. Then a preserves g-density if and only if 
alph(a(X*)) = y ' and this holds true if and only if alph(a(X)) = Y. 
The conditions of compatibility and alphabet preserving relations as above apply 
to a large variety of specific relations including the classical notion of density. 
Corollary 2. For g G {= e , <f, <C) <d> <p, <s, <o, <e}, a, weak coding homo-
morphism (or indeed a coding homomorphism) a : X* —> Y* preserves g-density if 
and only if alph(a(X*)) = Y and this holds true if and only i/alph(a(X)) = Y. 
Consequently, the hierarchy for weak-coding homomorphisms completely col-
lapses. 
Corollary 3. W{=e) = W(< f ) = W(< c ) = W(<d) = W(< p ) = W(<B) = 
w(<i) = w(<0) = w(<e). - ' - ' - ' - • • 
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The following is essentially an extension of results in [3] from endomorphisms 
to arbitrary homomorphisms. It says that under certain conditions, determining 
whether a(X*) is dense is equivalent to determining whether a preserves density. 
Proposition 3. Let a : X* —> Y* be a homomorphism and let g be a binary 
relation on T*. Then the following statements are true. 
1. If g is transitive and compatible with a and ifa(X*) is g-dense overY* then, 
for every L C X* which is g-dense over X*, also a(L) is g-dense over Y*. 
2. If there is an L C X* such that a(L) is g-dense over Y*, then a(X*) is 
g-dense over Y*. 
Proof. (1) Let y GY*. As a(X*) is ¿»-dense, there exists z £ CT(X*) with (y, z) £ g. 
Let z' £ a~1(z). As L is ¿»-dense, there exists x' £ L with (z',x') £ g. Let y' = 
a(x'). Hence y' £ a(L) and by compatibility, (z, y') £ g. Since (y, z), (z, y') £ g, 
then (y, y') £ g by transitivity. 
(2) Let L C X* be such that a(L) is ¿»-dense over Y*'. Since ct(L) C a(X*), 
then Lemma 1(1) implies that a(X*) is ^-dense over Y*. • 
We use this to show that, under certain natural conditions, determining whether 
a homomorphism preserves density amounts to checking whether a single regular 
language is dense. 
Proposition 4. Let a : X* —>Y* be a homomorphism, let g be a binary relation on 
T* which is transitive and compatible with a and assume that there exists L C X* 
which is g-dense over X*. Then the following conditions are equivalent: 
1. a preserves g-density. 
2. ct(X*) is g-dense over Y*. 
3. im|x(a)* is g-dense overY*. 
Proof. (1) => (2) is true by Propositon 3(2). 
(2) (1) is true by Proposition 3(1). 
(2) (3) is true because im|x(o:) = oi(X) and so im|A-(a)* = (a(X))* = 
a(X*). • 
Furthermore, if g is also reflexive, then (x, x) £ g for every x £ X* and so X* 
is ¿»-dense over X* and we can simplify the proposition above. 
Corollary 4. Let a : X* —> Y* be a homomorphism and let g be a binary relation 
on r* which is transitive, reflexive and compatible with a. Then X* is g-dense over 
X* and also the following conditions are equivalent: 
1. a preserves g-density. 
2. ot{X*) is g-dense overY*. 
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3. im|x(oO* ^ Q-dense overY*. 
We would like to be able to study, formally, the families of homomorphisms 
preserving density. 
Definition 8. Let QI,Q2 be two binary relations on T*. If, for every finite language 
L, L* is Qi-dense implies that L* is g2-dense. then we say Q\ is densely smaller 
than q2- If, for every finite language L, L* is Q\-dense if and only ifL* is g2-dense, 
then we say that Qi and o2 are densely equivalent. 
This property is the key to studying families of homomorphisms preserving 
^-density where g is reflexive, transitive and compatible with arbitrary homomor-
phisms. We will use it to collapse or separate the different families preserving 
density. 
Theorem 2. Let gi,g2 be two binary relations on T* which are transitive, reflexive 
and compatible with arbitrary homomorphisms. Then the following are true: 
1- Qi C q2 implies H(gi) C H(g2). 
2. H(gi) C H(g2) if and only if Qi is densely smaller than g2. 
3. H(gi) = H(g2) if and only if g\ is densely equivalent to g2. 
Proof. (1) For the first statement, let a : X* —> Y* be a homomorphism which 
preserves -density. Then im|x(c*)* is Oi-dense over Y*. by Corollary 4. Then 
im|x(a)* is £>2-dense over Y* by Lemma 1(2). Hence, a preserves ^-density, again 
by Corollary 4. 
(2) Assume that H(g{) C H(g2). Let L = , . . . ,ton} be a finite language 
and assume L* is gi-dense. Let a\,... ,an be n distinct symbols of T. Consider 
the homomorphism a defined by mapping â  to Wi for each i, 1 < i < n. Then 
im|x(a) = L. Thus, a must preserve £>i-density since im|x(c*)* = L* is -dense, 
gi is compatible with arbitrary homomorphisms by assumption, and by Corollary 4. 
By the assumption, a must also preserve 02-density, and thus L* must be 02-dense, 
again by Corollary 4. 
Conversely, assume that 0\ is densely smaller than g2. Let a : X* —> Y* 
be a homomorphism which preserves 01-density. Then im|x (a)* is 01-dense by 
Corollary 4 and is thus 02-dense since Q\ is densely smaller than g2. Hence, a 
preserves ^-density, again by Corollary 4. 
(3) Immediate from (2). • 
So, by the first statement of the previous theorem, we can set up a hierarchy 
among all relations in Example 1 which are transitive, reflexive and compatible 
with arbitrary homomorphisms as follows: 
Corollary 5. For z G {p,s}, H(=e) C H{<() C H(<c) C H(<d) C H{<z) C 
H(<i) C H(<e). 
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P r o p o s i t i o n 5. Let a be a homomorphism from X* into Y*. Then a preserves 
=e- density if and only ifYC im|x(o:). 
Proof Assume that a preserves =e-density. Thus, for every w G Y*, w G im|x(a)* 
by Corollary 4. Suppose a G Y such that a im|x(a)- But (a, x) G = e implies 
x = a G im|x(a), a contradiction. Hence Y Ç im|x(a). 
Conversely, assume Y C im|x(<a)- Let w G Y*. Then w G im|x(oO* and 
(w,w) G =e , and thus a preserves =e-density. • 
Further, for the case of the embedding relation, we get the following simple 
characterization. 
P r o p o s i t i o n 6. Let a : X* —» Y* be a homomorphism and let Q be a binary 
relation on T* which is alphabet preserving, transitive and compatible with a such 
that <e Q Q. Then the following are equivalent: 
1. a preserves <e-density. 
2. a preserves g-density. 
3. alph(im|x(a)) = Y. 
Proof. (1) =>• (2) It must be true that im|x(aO* is <e-dense over Y* and thus 
im|x(o:)* is ¿»-dense over Y* by Lemma 1(2). Consequently, a preserves g-density 
by Corollary 4 and the fact that g must be reflexive since < e is and < e Ç g. 
(2) => (3) This is immediate by Lemma 2 and the fact that g must be reflexive 
and hence there must exist some ¿»-dense language over X*. 
(3) (1) Assume alph(im|x(a)*) = Y. Let w G Y* with w = a\ • • •an,ai G 
Y, 1 < i < n. For each a*, there exists Xj G im|x(a) such that a, G alph(xj). Let 
v — x f - x n G im|x(c*)*. Also, w <e v and so im|x(Q;)* is <e-dense over Y*. 
Hence, a preserves <e-density by Corollary 4. • 
Using the division relation is identical to using both the prefix and suffix rela-
tions. 
P r o p o s i t i o n 7. Let a : X* —» Y* be a homomorphism. Then a preserves <d-
density if and only if a preserves both <p and <s density. Thus, H(< d) = (H(<p)f) 
H ( < s ) ) -
Proof. Assume that a preserves <d-density. Thus, im|x(a;)* is <d-dense over Y* 
by Corollary 4. However, <dÇ<p and <dC<s and by Lemma 1(2), im|x(o:)* is 
<p-dense and also <s-dense. Again, using Corollary 4, a-preserves <p-density and 
also <s-density. 
Assume that a preserves both <s-density and <p-density. Therefore, im|x(< )̂* 
is <s-dense and also <p-dense by Corollary 4. Let w € Y*. Then, there exists 
u\ G im|x(o:)* and G im|x(a)* such that w <p u\ and w <s u2. Hence, 
there exists x, y G Y* such that u\ = wx and u2 = yw. Moreover, u\ and u2 are in 
im|x(«)* and so u\u2 G im|x(a)*- Indeed, w <d uiu2 and so im|x(a)* is <d-dense 
over Y* and a preserves <d-density by Corollary 4. • 
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We can collapse part of the hierarchy of Corollary 5 using the commutation and 
division relations as seen by the following proposition. 
Propos i t ion 8. Let а : X* —> Y* be a homomorphism. Then a preserves <c-
density if and only if a preserves <f-density. Thus, H(<{) = H(<c). 
Proof. Assume that a preserves <c-density. Hence, im|x(a)* is <c-dense over 
Y*, by Proposition 4. Let w £ Y*. Then, there exists v £ im|x(a)* such that 
го < c г;; that is, there exists x £ Y* such that v = vox = xw. If w = A, then 
A <f A G im|x(a)*. If x = A, then w = v and w <[ v. Assume then, that 
w Ф A and x ф A. It is well-known (see for example Lemma 1.7 of [5]) that for 
two words r, s with r / A and s ф A, if rs = sr, then r and s are powers of a 
common word. Thus, there exists и G Y* such that x = un,w = um and hence 
v = un+m with и G Y+ and n,m G No- Since v = um+n G im|x(o;)*, we obtain 
v' = Vm = um(m+n) ^ wm+n £ i m | x ( Q )* . Indeed, w < f v' G im|x(a)* and so 
im|x(a)* is <f-dense over Y* and a preserves <f-density by Corollary 4. 
Assume that a preserves <f-density. Thus, im|x(a)* is <f-dense over Y* by 
Corollary 4. However, <f С <c and by Lemma 1(2), im|x(a)* is <c-dense. Again, 
by Corollary 4, a preserves <c-density. • 
This shows that the converse of Theorem 2(1) is not true because <f С <c . 
We observe the following with respect to the difference between prefix and suffix 
density which will become useful in separating some parts of the hierarchy. 
Proposi t ion 9. Let L С Y*. Then L is <p-dense if and only if LR is <s-dense. 
Equivalently, L is <s-dense if and only if LR is <p-dense. 
Proof. Suppose L is <p-dense. Let w £ Y* and consider wR. Indeed, wR < p v 
for some v £ L\ that is, v = wrx,x £ Y*. Then vR = xRw £ LR. Furthermore, 
К О G <s. 
Conversely, suppose LR is <s-dense. Let w £ Y* and consider wR. Then 
wR <s vR for some v £ L; that is, vR = xwR for some x £ Y*. Indeed, v = wxR 
and (w, v) £ <p. • 
We now turn to separating the hierarchy of Corollary 5 between the infix and 
embedding relations. The following two families can be separated by showing that 
they are not densely equivalent using the language {аба}. 
Proposi t ion 10 . H(<i) С #(<e). 
Proof. Consider the language L\ = {aba} and let a be a homomorphism that maps 
a to aba. Then a preserves <e-densitу by Proposition 6. 
Suppose that L\ is <i-dense. Let w = bb. Clearly, bb is not an infix of any word 
in L\. 
Since L\ is <e-dense but L\ is not <i-dense, it follows from Theorem 2(3) that 
Я(<¡) С Я(<е). • 
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In the following, we are able to separate the the homomorphisms which preserve 
both prefix and suffix density with those that preserve each of prefix and suffix 
individually. Moreover, prefix and suffix are both incomparable. 
For the proofs which follow, for n £ No, let ir(n) be 0 if n is even and 1 otherwise. 
Proposition 11. For z £ {p, s}, 
(H(<p) n H(<s)) C H{<z) C (H{<p) U H{<s>). 
Also, H{<p) £ H(<s) and H{<S) % H{<P). 
Proof. Consider the language L = {a2,b, ab} and let Y = {a, 6}. We want to show 
that L* is <p-dense over Y*. Let w £ Y*. If w £ {A} U a* U b* then there exists 
v £ L* such that w <p v. Otherwise, 
w = ani bmi o"2 ft™2 • • • ank bmk, 
with ni,mk > 0 ,n 2 , . . . ,nfc,mi,... ,mk-\ > 0. Consider, 
v = (a2)\-ni/2l(ab)^ni){b)mi-*(ni) • • • (a2)^nk^(ab)^(b)nk-'^nkK 
Indeed, w < p v. Thus, L* is <p-dense over {a, b}*. 
We would like to show that L* is not <s-dense over {a, b}*. Suppose otherwise. 
Consider the word w = 6a. Then there exists v = Ui • • • with ba <s v and k > 1. 
Since ba ends with the letter a, necessarily uk = a2, but a2 ^ ba, a contradiction. 
By Theorem 2, this shows that the < p relation is not densely smaller than the 
<s relation and that H(<p) 2 H(<s). Furthermore, consider the language LR. By 
Proposition 9, LR is <s-dense but is not <p-dense. Therefore, by Theorem 2, this 
shows that the < s relation is not densely smaller than the < p relation and that 
H{<a) <i H(<p). Therefore, ( H ( < p ) n H{<s)) C H{<p) and ( H ( < p ) n H(<s)) C 
H(<s). In addition, H(<p) C (ii(<p)Uff(<s)) and ii(< s) C (H(< P )UH(< S ) ) . • 
We still need to separate =e-density from <f-density. 
Proposition 12. H(=e) C H(<f) ; 
Proof. Let L = {a2, b, ba, ab}. and let Y = {a, b}. First we define a homomorphism 
a which maps a to a2, b to b, c to ba and d to ab. Indeed, a does not preserve 
=e-density by Proposition 5 and since a ^ im|x(aO-
We now want to show that L* = im|x(a)* <f-dense and hence a preserves 
<f-density. Let w £ Y*. If w £ {A} Ua*Ub*, then there exists v £ L* with w <f v. 
Otherwise, 
w = &niami&"2am2 • ••bnkamk, 
with k>l,n\,mk> 0 ,mi, . . .,mk-i,n2,... > 0. 
Case 1: Assume that mk is even. Then we rewrite 
w = (b)n>(a2)tmiW(aby(mi\b)n2-*<-m*) ••• 
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Furthermore, (w,w) G<f. 
Case 2: Assume that ni > 0 and m,k is odd. Then we rewrite 
w = (fc)"i-'r(m')(6a)'r(mi)(a2)l-mi/2-1 ••• 
• • • (b)n k -^m k\bay { m k )(a2) [ m k / 2 i . 
Furthermore, (w,w) G<f. 
Case 3: Assume that ni = 0, mjt is odd and mi is even. Then we rewrite 
w = (a2)mi/2{b)n2-^mi\ba)^m2\a2)^m2/2i ••• 
• • • (6)nk-^mfc)(&ar(mfc)(a2)Lmfc/2J. 
Furthermore, (w,w) £<f. 
Case 4: Assume that ni = 0, m^ is odd and m\ is odd. .Then 
w2 = amibn*a™2 •••bnkamkamibn*a™2 •••bnkamk. 
Then we rewrite 
w2 = (a2)Lmi/2j(a6) , r (mi)(6)n2_7r(mi)---
• • • (a2)l-mfe-1/2J "("»fc-i) 
• • • (b)nk~7'(Tnk\ba)n(mk\a2)tmk/2K 
Furthermore, (w,w2) €<f. 
Therefore, L* = im|x(a)* is <f-dense and hence a preserves <f-density by 
Corollary 4. 
• 
Indeed, the last case in the above proof is necessary as shown by the example 
where w = aba. If w G L*, then w — U\U2, where U\ is necessarily ab and is a. 
However, a L. That being said, w2 = abaaba = (ab)(aa)(ba) G L*. 
Note that in the proof above, it would have been immediate to show that L* 
was <d-dense since L = LR and thus L* is both < p and < s dense by Proposition 9 
and thus is <a-dense by Proposition 11. That being said, it was not immediate 
that L* was <f-dense. 
Next, we separate the union of the homomorphisms preserving prefix and suffix 
density with those preserving infix density. 
Proposition 13. H(<p) U H(<s) C H{<¡). 
Proof. The inclusion is immediate from Corollary 5. For the strictness, consider 
the language L = {a2, b, bab, aba, aaab, baaa) Ç Y* where 'Y = {a, b}. We first 
prove the following claim: 
Claim 1. For each n > 1, m > 0, z = (bà)mban G L*. 
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Proof. First assume that n is odd and m = 0 mod 3. Then 
z = ((bab) (aba))m^3 (baaa)(a2) Ln/2J-1. 
Assume that n is odd and m = 1 mod 3. Then 
z = (b)(aba)({bab){aba))^m-iy3(a2)^2K 
Assume that n is odd and m = 2 mod 3. Then 
z = ((bab)(aba)){m+1^3(a2)^. 
Assume that n is even and m = 0 mod 3. Then 
z = ((bab)(aba))ml3(b)(a2)n'2. 
Assume that n is even arid TO = 1 .mod 3. Then 
z = (bab) ((aba) (bab))^"1'1^3 (a2)n^2. 
Assume that mis even and m = 2 mod 3. Then 
z = (b)(aba)((bab)(aba)fm-2^3(b){a2)n^.. 
• 
Let Y$ = YU {$i, $2, $3, $4}, where $1, $2, $3, $4 are new symbols. We will show 
that L* is <i-dense over Y*. We define four rewriting rules as follows: 
toi ->1 tfl2 if and only if u>i = x(ba)mbancy, = x%\cy,x,y G Y$, 
m > 0,n > 1 ,c G {b,$i},x,y € Y$*,6a B x. 
wi - > 2 i«2 if and only if w\ = xbancy,W2 = x§2cy,x, y & Y$*, 
n > 1, c G {b, $i, $2}, x, y G Y$*. 
w\ —>3 w2 if and only if = xabay,w2 = x$$y,.x,y G Y$ . 
w\ —>4 W2 if and only if wi = xbaby, W2 = x$4y, x, y G Y$*. 
Furthermore, for each i G {1,2,3,4}, let wi — w 2 if and only if there exists 
n G N and n words yi,. •• ,yn such that wi = y\ —>j j/2 —»» »j & = W2 
and there does not exist any z G Y$* such that yn — z . 
Let w G Y*. We would like to create x,y G Y* such that xwy G L*. Let 
wi,w2,w3,w' be any words-in Y$* such that w —wi —4*̂  w2 —>3*' W3 -+4*' 
IU'. Let .JIFE and W3 = Z!$T LZ2$T 2 ••• STI_1Z; where k,l > 
1, i j , Zj G Y* and all $ symbols are in {$i, $2, $3, $4}. 
Now, examining the rewriting rules, we see (ba)mban,ban G L*,m > 0,n > 1 
by Claim 1 and also aba, bab G L*. Thus, it is sufficient to find x,y G Y* such that 
xxi,X2,X3,... ,Xk-i,Xky G L* as this implies xwy G L*. 
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We will show that for each i,2 < i < k — 1 with k > 2, it must be true that 
a £ alph(xj). Suppose otherwise. 
First, a",n > 1 cannot be an infix of any z2,... ,zi if I > 1. Otherwise, $j-an 
must be an infix of 103 for some j £ {1,2} and the first two rewriting rules can 
only leave a b or a $ symbol after a $ symbol. In addition, ban,n > 1 cannot be 
an infix of z\. Thus, an,n > 1 cannot be an infix of Xi, otherwise $7i_,arl must be 
an infix of w', 7i_i can be neither 1 nor 2 and if 7*_i is 3 or 4, then ban <\w3,& 
contradiction. 
Thus, Xi £ {a, abna, abm ,bma | n > l,m > 1} since an, aba, bab are not infixes 
of Xi for n > 1. Suppose that xt — av,v £ Y*. Then 7^-1 £ {3,4}. If it is 3, 
then abaav <$ w2, a contradiction. If it is 4, then babav <i W3, a contradiction. 
Hence Xi = bma,m > 1 and $7i_16ma$7i <; w'. If 7* = 3, then baab <j W3, a 
contradiction. If ji = 4, then aba <i 1114. So ji is either 1 or 2. If it is 2, then 
babanc <i wi,c £ {6, $1}. Furthermore, it cannot be 1 since ba <s bma. 
Hence, for each i, 2 < i < k - 1 with k > 2, it is true that Xi £ b* C L*. 
Thus, we still need to verify that there exists x,y with xx\ ,xky £ L*. Indeed, X\ 
must be of the form anibn2an3,n\,n2 > 0 and either 0 or 1. If n3 = 0, then x 
can be empty if n is even and a if ni is odd. Also, n2 > 0 necessarily. So assume 
n2 > 0 and n3 = 1. We reach a contradiction similarly to the case above. Similarly 
for the case of xx, xk must also equal aUl6n2an3, ri\, n2 > 0, n3 either 0 or 1. If 
ni = 0 or n2 = 0, we are done. Otherwise, $lk_1 must be $3 or.$4. If it is $3, then 
abaanib <j w2, a contradiction. If it is $4, then baba <i a contradiction. Lastly, 
if k = 1 then x £ a*b*a*, and we are done. 
To show that L* is not <p-dense, let w = abba. It is clear that there does not 
exist any v £ L* such that w <p v. Thus L* is not <p-dense. Moreover, L* is not 
<s-dense, since L = LR and by Proposition 9. Then H{<P) U H{<s) C H(<¡). • 
Finally, we determine that the inclusion between H(<f) and H(<d) is strict. 
Proposi t ion 1 4 . H(<f) C (H{<p) n H{<s)). 
Proof. The inclusion is immediate from Theorem 2. For the strictness of the in-
clusion, consider the language L = Y4 U {b} \ {baab} over Y = {a, b}. We need to 
prove that L* is both prefix and suffix dense. It is enough to show that it is prefix 
dense, since L = LR using Proposition 9. 
For w = a\ • • • am £ Y+,m > 1, Oj £ Y, 1 < j < m, let x(w>n) = did2d3d^, di £ 
Y, 1 < i < 4, and di = Oj+n_i for 1 < i < 4, where we define am+1 = am+2 = 
am+3 = a 
Let w £ Y*. liw = X then we can construct v £ L* such that w <p v. Assume 
then that w £ Y+. Consider the two sequences {c j } ,^ over N and {ui}jgN over 
Y* defined as follows: 
Ci = [ 1, if z = 1, Cj_i+4, if i > l,Cj_i + 4 < |u;| and x(w> baab, Ci-1 + 1, if i > 1,Ci-i + 1 < |to| and x(w, Ci-i) = baab, undefined, otherwise, 
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and 
u, = 
x(w, Cj), if Cj > 0 and x(w, Cj) ^ baab, 
b, if Cj > 0 and x(wi °i) = baab, 
undefined, otherwise. 
For each i, 1 < i < I, |ui • • • = Cj+i — 1. Let / be the largest integer such that ui 
is defined (which must exist by the definitions) and consider the word v = u\ • • • ui. 
Thus I is also the largest integer such that cj is defined. 
Claim 2. For each i, 1 < i < I, u\ • • - ui <p waaa. 
Proof. The claim follows when i = 1. Let j satisfy 1 < j < I and assume that 
u\ • • • Uj <p waaa. As noted above, Cj+1 = |ui • • • Uj \ + 1. Consider Uj+1 which 
is the same as x(w, cj+i) if x(w,Cj+\) ^ baab and b otherwise. If j + 1 < I, then 
Uj • • • Uj+1 <p w and if j + 1 = I, then u\ • • • Uj+j < p waaa. • 
Thus, u\ • • • ui < p waaa. We would like to still show that w <p u\ • • • U[. This 
follows since 0 < |iti • • • — |to| < 3. Furthermore, x(w, Cj) / baab is in L and b is 
also in L. Hence, L* is <s-dense. 
We now show that L* is not <f-dense. Assume otherwise and let w ~ baab. 
Then there exists n G N such that wn G L*. That is, (baab)n = u\ • • • ui, Ui G L, 1 < 
i < I. Necessarily, u\ = b and ut = aabb for each i, 1 < i < I, a contradiction. • 
Combining Corollary 5 with Propositions 7, 8, 10, 11, 12, 13 and 14, we get the 
following hierarchy which is far more detailed than the one of Corollary 5. 
Theorem 3. For z G {p, s}, 
H(=e) c H(<f) = H{<c) C Jf(<d) = {H{<p) n H(<s)) c H(<z) c 
(H(<p) u #(<„)) C F(<0 c H(<e). 
Moreover, H(<p) % H{<s) and H(<s) 2 H{<p). 
This is quite different from the special case for endomorphisms in Theorem 1 
and for weak-coding homorphisms in Corollary 3 where the hierarchy collapses. 
The property of being densely equivalent was important to establish which 
parts of the hierarchy collapsed and which did not. Despite this, we used ad hoc 
techniques in order to determine which two relations were densely equivalent. It is 
an open question as to whether the results of this hierarchy can be condensed into 
a more general and concise formulation. 
6 Deciding if a homomorphism preserves density 
We turn briefly to the question of deciding whether or not a homomorphism pre-
serves different types of density. It turns out that we have already done most of the 
difficult work for most types. The proposition uses the construct of an a-transducer, 
which is essentially a nondeterminsitic gsm which can output on A-input [1]. 
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Proposit ion 1 5 . Let a : X* —> Y* be an effectively given homomorphism and let 
g be a binary relation on T* which is transitive, reflexive and compatible with a. 
Then the following conditions hold: 
1. If it is decidable whether a regular language L CY* is g-dense over Y*, then 
it is decidable whether a preserves density. 
2. If it is decidable whether g~l(L) = Y* for every regular language L C Y*, 
then it is decidable whether a preserves density. 
3. If there is an a-transducer Me which satisfies Me(L) = g"1 (L) for every 
L CY*, then it is decidable whether a preserves density. 
Proof. (1) This follows from Corollary 4 and the fact that im|x(a) is finite. 
(2) Let L = im|x(o:)* which is regular. We can decide whether (L) = Y*. 
Furthermore, g~*(L) = Y* if and only if for every u GY*, there exists v G L such 
that (u,v) G g. Thus, im|x(ctO* is £>-dense if and only if £?-1(im|x(a)*) = Y*, 
which is decidable. 
(3) If there is an a-transducer (or indeed a nondeterministic gsm mapping) Me 
which satisfies Me(R) = g~1(R), for every RCY*, then L' = Me(im|x(o:)*) is reg-
ular since the family of regular languages is closed under arbitrary a-transductions. 
Further, the universe problem (given a language L, is L = Y*?) is decidable for 
the family of regular languages and thus we can decide if L' — Y*. • 
As an immediate consequence, we obtain decidability for the five relations 
<e, <P, <Sj <i, =e- For the case of the equality relation, one can decide this prop-
erty trivially using a much simpler characterization of Proposition 5, whereby, one 
need only check whether Y C im|x (a) in' order to determine whether or not a 
homomorphism a preserves =e-density. Similarly, for the embedding relation, it 
follows frpm Proposition 6 that we need only verify that alph(im|x(a)) = Y. 
In addition, by Proposition 7, we know a homomorphism preserves <j-density 
if and only if it preserves both prefix and suffix density. Hence, by Proposition 15, 
we can decide whether a homomorphism preserves <d-density. 
The problem is not so easy to decide for power and commutation density how-
ever. We need to start with the following characterization. 
Proposit ion 16 . Let a : X* Y* be a homomorphism. Then the following are 
equivalent: 
1. a preserves <{-density. 
2. a preserves <c-density. 
3. For every w G Y*, there exists v G im|x(a)* and an integer n, 1 < n < 
max(a) such that v = wn. 
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4- For every w £ Y*, there exists an integer n, 1 < n < max(a) and either 
w £ inf(im|x(c*)) and there exists v £ im|x(c*)* such that v = wn or there 
exists n + 1 ordered pairs, 
(yo,J/o),(2/i>3/i)>--->(2/n,i/n)> 
with yiy[ £ im|x(a) for 0 < i < n, y0 = y'n = A, . . . , j / i , . . . , C 
F+ and {y'd~lw{yi+1)-1 £ im|x(a)*, 0 < i < n. 
Proof (1) (2) Immediate from Lemma 8. 
(1) => (3) Assume that a preserves <f-density. Let w £ Y*. Then there exists 
a minimal integer n > 1 and v £ im|x(o:)* with v = wn. If n < max(a) then we 
are done. Assume that n > max(a). Thus, wn = xix2 • • -Xm^Xi £ im|x(a:)- Thus, 
for some integer j, 1 < j < max(a), there exists fci, k2 with k\ < k2 such that 
\xi • • -arfcil = h\w\ + j, h £ No and |xi • • -Xk2\ = h\w\ + j,l2 € No- Thus, consider 
v' = Xi • • • Xk1Xh2+1 • • • xm. Then, v' = wn+ll~l2 £ im|x(a)*- This contradicts the 
minimality of n. 
(3) => (4) Let w £ Y*. Then there exists v £ im|x(c*)* and an integer n, 
1 < n < max(a) such that v = wn with n minimal. If w £ inf(im|x(c*)), then 
we are done. Assume that w £ inf(im|x(c*)). Thus, v = wn = x\x2 • • • xm, 
1 < n < max(a),xj £ im|x(o;),l <i <m with m > 1. If n = 1, then there exists 
(A,xi), (xm, X) such that x1,xm £ im|x(a) and (a;i)_1xi • • • xm(xm)~1 £ im|x(o:)* 
(m must be greater than 1 and if m = 2 then (a;i)_1xi • • • xm(xm)~l = A £ 
im|x(o;)*). Assume that n > 1. Since w $ inf(im|x(a)), there exists 
such that io = 1 < i\ < • • • < in-1 < in = m where |xi • • • xij_1 \ < j\w\ < 
• • -Xij], 1 < j < n - 1. 
w w w 
Vi vi 2/2 y'2 V n - 1 v'n-i 
x*o X •1 X •2 Xi a—l X i „ 
For each j, consider the ordered pair (yj,y'j) where yj is the prefix of Xij of length 
j\w\ — |xi • • • xij_11 and y'j = (yj)~1xij. Both y3 ^ A and y'-^Xby the minimality 
of n. So we have ordered pairs, 
(A, xi), (yi, y[),..., (yn-i, y'n_ 1), (xm, A). 
Also, let y'0 = xi and yn = xm. Indeed, yjy': £ im|x(a) for all j, 1 < j < n — 1 
and xi ,xm £ im|x(a:)- Moreover, for each j, 1 < j < n — 2 ,x i i + i ••• X j j + 1 _ i £ 
im|x(a)*,2;2 ••-^ii-i G im|x(a)* and x,„_i+i • • • x m - i £ im|x(Q;)*- Hence, for 
each k, 0 < k < n, (y'k)~1w(yk+1)-1 £ im|x(a)*. 
(4) => (1) Let w £ Y*. Then there exists 1 < n < max(a) satisfying the stated 
assumptions. If w £ inf(im|x(o;)) then there exists v £ im|x(a)* with v = wn, by 
assumption. Otherwise, there exists n +1 ordered pairs, (y0, y'0),. •., (yn, y'n) where 
yiy[ £ im|x(a),0 < i < n,y0 = y'n = X and {y'0,... ,y'n^,yi,... ,yn] Q Y+ and 
Zi = (y!i)~1w(yi+1)-1 £ im|x(cc)*,0 <i <n. Consider 
v = y'0zoyiy'iZiy2 • • • yn-iy'n-iZn-iVn-
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Indeed, v £ im|x(a)*- Furthermore, v = wn. • 
We can then use this characterization to show that determining whether a ho-
momorphism preserves power density amounts to deciding the universe problem on 
regular languages. The proof uses an NFA which nondeterministically guesses the 
n + I ordered pairs in the proof above. 
Proposit ion 1 7 . Let a : X* —» Y* be an effectively given homomorphism. Then 
we can construct a regular language L whereby L = Y* if and only if a preserves 
<f -density. 
Proof. Let M be a nondeterministic finite automata which nondeterministically 
guesses an integer n, 1 < n < max(a) and n + 1 ordered pairs 
(yo,y'o),---,(yn,y'n). 
where yo = y'n = A, y%y'i £ im|x(a) for each i, 0 < i < n and also the set 
{y'l-y • • >y'n> 2/2, • • •, 2/n+i} C Y+. Then, on input w £ Y* \ inf(im|x(a)) (intersect 
Y* with the complement of inf(im|x(oO) which is regular), in parallel, for each 
i, 0 < i < n, M verifies that (y' i)~1w(y i+1)~1 € im|x(a)*. Let Lx = L(M). 
Furthermore, let L2 = {w \ w £ inf(im|x(c*)), wn £ im|x(a)*,l <n< max(a)}. 
It' is clear that L2 is finite and can be effectively constructed. Let L = Lj U L2. 
Then L is regular and L = Y* if and only if a preserves <f-density, by Proposition 
16. • 
Combining Proposition 17 and 16, and the fact that the universe problem for 
regular languages is decidable [2], we get decidability for <c- and <f-density. Col-
lecting the decidability over all relations together, we obtain: 
Corol lary 6. Let a : X* —> Y* be an effectively given homomorphism. Then it is 
decidable whether a preserves g-density where g £ {=e, <f, <c, <d, <p, <s, <;, <e}. 
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Complexity of Problems Concerning Reset Words 
for Some Partial Cases of Automata 
Pavel Martyugin* 
Abstract 
A word w is called a reset word for a deterministic finite automaton si 
if it maps all states of si to one state. A word w is called a compressing to 
M states for a deterministic finite automaton si if it maps all states of V to 
at most M states. We consider several subclasses of automata: aperiodic, Q-
trivial, monotonic, partially monotonic automata and automata with a zero 
state. For these subclasses we study the computational complexity of the 
following problems. Does there exist a reset word for a given automaton? • 
Does there exist a reset word of given length for a given automaton? What 
is the length of the shortest reset word for a given automaton? Moreover, we 
consider complexity of the same problems for compressing words. 
Keywords: synchronization, automata, reset words, • computational com-
plexity 
1 Synchronization 
A deterministic finite automaton (DFA) si is a triple (Q, E, 6), where Q is a finite 
set of states, E is a finite alphabet, and <5:QxE—>Qisa totally defined transition 
function. The function S extends in a unique way to an action Q x E* —> Q of the 
free monoid E* over E; this extension is also denoted by S. We denote 5(q, w) by 
q.w. We also define for 5 C Q, w € E*, 6(S, ui) = S.w = {q.w\q € 5}. 
A DFA si is called synchronizing if there exists a word w G E* whose action 
resets that is, leaves the automaton in one particular state no matter at which 
state in Q it started: S(q,w) = 6(q',w) for all q,q' £ Q. Any word w with this 
property is said to be a reset or synchronizing word for the automaton. 
In [1], Cerny produced for each n a synchronizing automaton with n states 
and 2 input letters whose shortest reset word has length (n — l)2 and conjectured 
that these automata represent the worst possible case, that is, every synchronizing 
automaton with n states can be reset by a word of length (n — l)2. The conjecture 
is arguably the most longstanding open problem in the combinatorial theory of 
finite automata. 
*Ural State University, E-mail: martuginQmail.ru 
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Upper bounds within the confines of the Cerny conjecture have béén obtained 
for the maximum length of the shortest reset words for synchronizing automata 
in some special classes, see, e.g., [2, 6, 7, 9, 10, 13, 14]. Some of these classes are 
considered in this paper. 
One of these classes is the class of commutative DFA. An automaton si = 
(Q, £,<S) is said to be commutative if its transformation monoid is commutative, 
that is, for every state q £ Q and for all letters a,b £ E, 5(q, ab) = S(q, ba). Rystsov 
in [10] proved that every commutative synchronizing automaton with n states has 
a reset word of length n — 1. This means that the Cerny conjecture is true for 
commutative automata. 
Another class of DFA considered by Rystsov in [11] is a class of automata with 
simple idempotents. Let si = (Q, E,<5) be a DFA. Let a £ E. If 8(Q,a) = Q, then 
the letter a is called a permutation. If 8(Q, a2) = ő(Q, a), then the letter a is called 
an idempotent. If the letter a is an idempotent and |5(<5,a)| = |<3| — 1 then a is 
called a simple idempotent. If for DFA si all letters are permutations or simple 
idempotents, then such an automaton is called an automaton with simple idempo-
tents. Every n-state synchronizing automaton with simple idempotents admits a 
reset word of length 2(n — l)2 (see [11]). 
Another natural class of DFA is a class of automata with a zero state. A state 
z of & DFA si = (Q, E, 5) is said to be a zero state if S(z, a) = z for all a £ E. It 
is clear that a synchronizing automaton may have at most one zero state and each 
word that resets a synchronizing automaton possessing a zero state must bring all 
states to the zero state. A rather straightforward argument shows that any n-state 
synchronizing automaton can be reset by a word of length see, e.g., [10]. 
This upper bound is in fact tight because, for each n, there exists a synchronizing 
automaton with n states and n — 1 input letters which cannot be reset by any word 
of length less than nl-n~x"1. in [5] it was proved that for each integer n > 8, there 
exists a synchronizing automaton with n states and 2 input letters such that the 
length of the shortest reset word for this automaton is j"n2^64"~16 . 
Another two classes of DFA can be defined via Greens Relations Jif and 
Let M be a transition monoid of some DFA si. Let U, V C M. Denote UV = 
{uv\u £ U, v £ V}. The relations J4? and St can be defined on any monoid. Let 
M be a finite monoid and u,v £ M then uJifv uM = vM and Mu = Mv; 
u@v MuM = MvM. An automaton is called aperiodic or Jif-trivial if its 
transition semigroup has no nontrivial ^-classes. An automaton is called 31-
trivial if its transition semigroup has no nontrivial ^-classes. Every synchronizing 
strongly connected aperiodic automaton has a reset word of length [."("+-1) j (see 
[9]). Moreover, any synchronizing aperiodic automaton has a reset word of length 
n(n—1) 
2 
We also consider another three classes of automata. A DFA si = (Q, E, 5) is 
called monotonic if its state set admits a linear order < such that for each letter 
a £ E the transformation <5(_, a) of Q preserves < in the sense that 5(q, a) < 5(q', a) 
whenever q < q'. Every synchronizing monotonic automaton has a reset word of 
length at most n — 1 (see [6]). A DFA is called cyclically monotonic if its state set 
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admits a cyclic order preserving by an action of any letter. Every synchronizing 
cyclically monotonic automaton has a reset word of length at most (n — l)2 (see 
[2])-
A deterministic incomplete automaton is an automaton with a partial transition 
function (in an incomplete automaton the value S(q,a) can be undefined on some 
pairs (q, a)). A deterministic incomplete automaton is called partially monotonic if 
its state set admits a linear order < such that for each a £ E the partial transforma-
tion <5(_, a) preserves the restriction of order to the domain of the transformation. 
Every incomplete automaton si = (Q, E, 5) can be transformed to a complete au-
tomaton si' = (Q\J{end}, £, 5') by an adding of one state end such that if for some 
q £ Q, a £ E the value 5(q,a) is undefined then 5'(q,a) = end. If the automaton 
si is partially monotonic then we call the DFA si' partially monotonic too. Every 
partially monotonic DFA is an aperiodic automaton with a zero state. Every syn-
chronizing partially monotonic automaton has a reset word of length at most n — 1 
(n — 1) + l^y^J. On the other hand, for any n > 6 there exists a 2-letter partially 
monotonic DFA such that its shortest reset word has length (n - 1) + [^^J (see 
[8])-
2 Complexity 
It is natural to consider computational complexity of various problems arising from 
the study of automata synchronization. Most natural questions are: is the given 
automaton synchronizing or not, and what is the length of the shortest reset word 
for a given automaton? 
In [2], Eppstein presented an algorithm which checks whether the given DFA 
si = (Q, E, 5) is synchronizing. This algorithm works within 0(|£| • |<3|2) + |Q|3 
times bound. Moreover, for a synchronizing automaton this algorithm finds some 
reset word. This word can be not a shortest reset word for si. 
In [3], Salomaa proved that the following problem is NP-hard. Let a DFA si 
and an integer number L be given. The question is the following: is there a word of 
length < L resetting the automaton si. This problem remains NP-complete even 
if the input automaton has a 2-letter alphabet. 
In [4], Samotij considered another problem. Let a DFA si and an integer 
number L be given. The question is the following: is the length of the shortest 
reset word for automaton si equal to L. It turns out that this problem is NP-
hard and co-NP-hard. To prove these statements the construction from [3] can be 
applied. This method gives also that the considered problem remains NP-hard and 
co-NP-hard for 2-letter automata. 
There is a further natural problem for DFA. Given a DFA si = (Q, E, 5), we 
define a rank of the word w £ E* as. the cardinality of the image of the transfor-
mation S(.,w) of the set Q. (Thus, in this terminology reset words are exactly 
the words of rank 1). In 1978 Pin conjectured that for every M, if an n-state 
automaton admits a word of rank at most M, then it also has a word with rank 
at most M and of length (n — M)2. But Kari [12] has found a counterexample in 
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the case n — M = 4. Let some word have a rank M in the automaton si. Then 
we say that this word compresses the automaton si to M states. We consider the 
complexity of the problem of finding the length of the shortest word compressing 
a given automaton to M states. 
In the present paper we consider these problems for partial cases of the DFA. 
We give a denotation to any considered class of DFA. Let 
• DFA be the denotation of the class of all DFA, 
• COM be the denotation of the class of commutative automata, 
• SIMPID be the denotation of the class of automata with simple idempotents, 
• APER be the denotation of the class of aperiodic automata, 
• ^-TRIV be the denotation of the class of ^-trivial automata, 
• MON be the denotation of the class of monotonic automata, 
• PMON be the denotation of the class of partially monotonic automata, 
• ZERO be the denotation of the class of automata with a zero state. 
Let C be some class of DFA. Let us give formal definitions of the following 
problems. 
Problem: SYN{C) 
Input: A DFA si = (Q, E, 5) from the class C. 
Question: Is there a reset word w G E* for the automaton si? 
Problem: SYN(C, < L) 
Input: A DFA si = (Q, E, <5) from the class C and an integer L > 0. 
Question: Is there a reset word w G E* of length < L for the automaton si? 
Problem: SYN(C, = L) 
Input: A DFA si = (Q, E, 5) from the class C and an integer L > 0. 
Question: Does the shortest reset word w G E* for the automaton si have 
length L? 
Problem: COMP{C, M, < L) 
Input: A DFA si = (Q, E, 5) from the class C and integers M, L > 0. 
Question: Is there a word w G £* of length < L such that < M? 
Problem: COMP(C, M, = L) 
Input: A DFA si = (Q, E, 5) from the class C and integers M,L> 0. 
Question: Does the shortest word w G E* such that w)| < M have 
length L? 
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In applications automata usually have not an arbitrary alphabet, but an alpha-
bet of fixed size. If the input of some PROBLEM contains only automata having 
an alphabet of size < k for some fixed k, then we call such a problem fc-PROBLEM 
(for example, k-SYN(ZERO)). 
Let the DFA si = (Q, £, 5), |Q| = n, |£| = k and the integer L > 0 be input 
data. In this paper we obtain the following results. 
• The problems SYN(ZERO), SYN(0-TRIV), SYN(MON), 
SYN(PMON) can be solved in time 0{nk). 
• The problems SYN(ZERO, < L), SYN(APER, < L), SYN(@-TRIV, < 
L), SYN(PMON,< L) are NP-complete together with the corresponding 
fc-problems for k > 2. 
• The problems SYN(ZERO,= L), SYN(APER, = L), SYN(9-TRIV,= 
L), SYN(PMON, = L) are NP-hard and co-NP-hard together with the cor-
responding /c-problems for k > 2. 
• The problem SYN(COM) can be solved in time O(knlnn). 
• The problem SYN(COM, < L) is NP-complete. 
• The problem k-SYN(COM, <L) for some fixed k > 1 can be solved in time 
0(nk In n). 
• The problem SYN{COM, = L) is NP-hard and co-NP-hard. 
• The problem k-SYN(COM, = L) for some fixed k > 1 can be solved in time 
0(nfclnn). 
• The problem SYN(SIMPID, < L) is NP-complete. 
• The problem 2-SYN{SIMPID, < L) can be solved in time 0(n). 
• The problem SYN(SIMPID, = L) is NP-hard and co-NP-hard. 
• The problem 2-SYN{SIMPID, = L) can be solved in time 0(n). 
• The problems COMP{MON, M, < L) and k-COMP(MON, M, < L) for 
k > 2 are NP-complete. 
• The problems COMP(MON, M, = L) and k-COMP(MON, M, = L) for 
fc > 2 are NP-hard and co-NP-hard. 
The problems SYN(APER) and SYN(SIMPID) can be solved in time 
0(kn2) because these problems can be solved in such time for arbitrary input 
DFA (not necessarily aperiodic or automata with simple idempotents), see [2]. 
It follows from [2] that the problems SYN(MON, < L) and SYN(MON, = L) 
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can be solved in time 0(kn2) (the algorithm from [2] works with cyclically mono-
tonic automata; any monotonic automaton is cyclically monotonic). The only open 
question is what is the complexity of the problems k-SYN(SIMPID, < L) and 
k-SYN(SIMPID, = L) for fixed k > 2? 
For the sequel, we need some notation. We denote by |Q| the cardinality of a 
set Q. We denote the set of all subsets of a set Q by 2®. For a word w £ {a, b}*, 
we denote by |u;| the length of w and by where 1 < i < \w\, the ith letter in 
w from the left. If 1 < i < j < |io|, we denote by w[i,j] the word w[i] • • • w[j}. 
3 Checking the synchronizability 
Proposit ion 3 . 1 . Let C be a subclass of DFA, then 
1. The problems SYN(C) and k-SYN(C) for k > 1 can be solved in time 0(n2k), 
where n is a number of states, k is an alphabet size. 
2. The problems SYN(C, < L) and k-SYN{C, <L) fork > 1 belong to NP. 
Proof. From [2] we have that the problem SYN(DFA) can be solved in time 
0(n2k). From [3] we have that the problem SYN(DFA, < L) belongs to NP. The 
problems SYN(C) and k-SYN(C) are partial cases of the problem SYN(DFA). 
Therefore they can be solved in time 0(n2k) too. The problems SYN(C, < L) 
and k-SYN(C, < L) are partial cases of the problem SYN(DFA, < L). Therefore 
these problems belong to NP. • 
Proposit ion 3 .2 . The problem SYN(ZERO) can be solved in time 0(nk), where 
n is a number of states, k is an alphabet size. 
Proof. We construct an algorithm checking whether the DFA si is synchronizing or 
not. Let qo be a zero state in automaton si. Our algorithm is a breadth first search 
from the state qo in the automaton si. We move along the arrows in back direction. 
If some state q £ Q was not visited during the search, then the automaton is not 
synchronizing, because there is no word w £ E such that q.w = qo. Otherwise 
the automaton is synchronizing. Every arrow can be used no more than once 
during the search. Therefore, the complexity of the algorithm is 0(nk), because 
the automaton si contains exactly nk arrows. • 
Proposit ion 3 .3 . The problems SYN(3>-TRIV) and SYN(PMON) can be 
solved in time 0(nk), where n is a number of states, k is an alphabet size. 
Proof. Any ^-trivial automaton is ^-trivial. For every ^-trivial automaton si = 
(Q, E, 5) the linear order < can be defined on the set Q such that for any q £ 
Q,a £ E, q.a > q. Let Q = {1, . . . ,n} and 1 < 2 <...< n, then for any word 
ti)£S', n.w = n. Therefore, the state n is a zero state in the automaton si. From 
Proposition 3.2, we have that the problem SYN(@-TRIV) can be solved in time 
0{nk). 
There is a state end in any partially monotonic DFA. The state end is always a 
zero state. Therefore, any partially monotonic automaton has a zero state. Hence, 
the problem SYN(PMON) can be solved in time 0(nk). • 
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Proposition 3.4. The problem SYN(MON) can be solved in time 0(nk), where 
n is a number of states, k is an alphabet size. 
Proof. The automaton si is monotonic, therefore there is a linear order < on the 
set Q such that for any qi, q2 £ Q and a £ £ if q\ < q2 then q\.a < q2.a. Let Q = 
{1 , . . . , n) and 1 < 2 < ... <n, then for any word w £ £*, l.w < 2 .w < ... < n.w. 
Therefore, a word w is synchronizing if and only if l.w = n.w. 
Let p = max{g £ Q\3w £ £*, l.w = q}. Let v £ £* such that = p. If 
n.w > p for every word w £ £* then n.w > p > l.w by the choice of p, therefore 
the automaton si is not synchronizing. If there is a word u £ £* such that n.u < p, 
then the word uv resets the automaton si into the state p (because for any q £ Q, 
q.uv < n.uv < p.v < p, and q.uv > 1 .uv > l.u = p). Our algorithm finds words 
u and v. The letter u[l] can be found in time 0(k), then the letter u[2] can be 
found in time 0(k) and so on. Therefore, the word u can be found in time 0(nk). 
The word v can be found in the same way in time 0(nk). Hence, the problem 
SYN(MON) can be solved in time 0(nk). • 
4 Finding the length of the shortest reset words 
We will use the classical NP-complete problem SAT to prove the NP-hardness of 
different problems. 
Problem: SAT 
Input: A set of Boolean variables xi,...,xn (the value of any variable can 
be 0 or 1) and a set of p Boolean expressions (which are called clauses) of kind 
d{xi,...,xn) = y\ V . . . V yi., i £ { l , . . . ,p } where y) £ {xe\I £ { l , . . . , n } } U 
Question: Is there values for variables xi,...,xn £ {0,1} such that for any 
i £ { l , . . . ,p} , Ci(x\, ... ,xn) = 1? 
In [3] and [4] the complexity of the problems SYN(DFA, < L) and 
SYN(DFA: = L) were considered. In the next proposition we formulate these 
results and recall a construction from the proof of these results (the construction 
is taken from [3]). 
Proposition 4.1. 
1. The problems SYN(DFA, < L) and k-SYN(DFA, < 
NP-hard. 
2. The problems SYN{DFA, = L) and k-SYN(DFA, = 
NP-hard and co-NP-hard. 
Proof. 1. The problems SYN(DFA, < L) and k-SYN(DFA, < L) for k > 2 
belong to NP (see Proposition 3.1). 
We reduce the problem SAT to the problem 2-SYN(DFA, < L). Let the set of 
clauses C\{x\,..., xn),..., cp(x i,..., xn) over the variables x\,...,xn be an input 
L) for k > 2 are 
L) for k > 2 are 
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of the problem SAT. We are going to construct a 2-letter automaton = 
(<5,{a,6},5) and a number L. Let £ = {a,£>}, Q = {q(m,i)\i £ { l , . . . , p } , m £ 
{ l ,n + 1} U {end}. Let z € {1,. . .,p},m £ {1 , . . . ,n}, then 
q(m,i).a = | end, if xm is contained in c* without q(m + 1, i), otherwise 
q(m,i).b = | end, if ->xm is contained in Cj q(m + 1, i), otherwise 
For i £ {1 , . . . ,p}, let q(n + 1, i).a = q(n + 1, i).b = end, end.a = end.b = end. We 
put L = n. 
An example of the automaton ¿¿¿fa. is represented by the Figure 1. The action 
of the letter a is denoted by solid lines. The action of the letter b is denoted by 
dotted lines. The figure contains three columns of states. In the i-th column there 
are states of kind q{m, i) for fixed i. In any horizontal row there are states of kind 
q(m, i) for some fixed m. 
X\ V -1X2 X2 V -1X3 -1X1 V -1X3 
1 « n x 
Figure 1: Automaton ¿/¿fa for clauses xi V -1X2, X2 V -1x3, -1x1 V -1X3 
It is easy to see that the automaton s/dfa has polynomial size. It follows from 
[3] that there exists a reset word of length L for the automaton £?dfa if and only 
if there exist values of the variables x i , . . . , xp such that ci (xi , . . . , xn) = . . . = 
Cp(xi,... ,xn) = 1. Therefore, the problem 2-SYN(DFA, < L) is NP-complete. 
Let k > 2. The problem 2 - S Y N ( D F A , < L) reduces to the problem 
k-SYN{DFA, < L) with adding k — 2 new letters. Any new letter acts identically 
on the set of states. Moreover, the problem 2 - S Y N ( D F A , < L) is a partial case 
of the problem SYN(DFA, < L). Therefore, the problems SYN(DFA, < L) and 
k-SYN(DFA, < L) for k > 2 are NP-complete. 
2. The proof of the NP-hardness of the problems SYN(DFA, = L) and k-
SYN(DFA, = L) for k > 2 is the same. To prove the co-NP-hardness we should 
construct the automaton s/dfa again using the clauses c\,...,cp. Now we put 
L = n + 1. Then we ask: does the shortest reset word for the automaton ŝ dfa 
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has length L. The length of the shortest reset word for the automaton sidja is less 
or equal to L = n + 1, because there are only n + 1 rows of states and the state 
end in the automaton ¿/¿fa and every letter maps every state from the some row 
to a state from the next row or to the state end. The shortest reset word for the 
automaton sidja has length L if and only if there are no values for the variables 
xi,...,xn such that ci{x\,... ,xn) = ... = cp(xi,... ,xn) = 1. Therefore the 
problems SYN(DFA, = L) and k-SYN(DFA, = L) for k > 2 are co-NP-hard. • 
Now we consider the same problems for some subclasses of automata. It is very 
easy to prove the NP-hardness for these subclasses because the automaton s/dfa 
belongs to each of these classes. 
Proposition 4.2. 1. The problems SYN{ZERO,< L), SYN(APER,< L), 
SYN(£>-TRIV, < L), SYN(PMON, < L) are NP-complete together with the cor-
responding k-problems for k > 2. 
2. The problems SYN(ZERO,= L), SYN(APER,= L), SYN(@-TRIV,= 
L), SYN(PMON, = L) are NP-hard and co-NP-hard together with the correspond-
ing k-problems for k> 2. 
Proof. Let us prove that the DFA ¿/¿fa = (Q, {a, &}, S) is a ^-trivial, aperiodic, 
partially monotonic automaton with a zero state. Is can be easily proved that the 
state end is a zero state in the automaton ¿¡/¿fa- Therefore sfdfa is an automaton 
with a zero state. 
Now we prove that the automaton ¿¡/¿fa is partially monotonic. Let us define 
the linear order < on the set Q\{end}. We put q(mi,ii) < <7(7712,12), if ¿1 < ¿2, 
or ¿1 = ¿2 and mi < It is easily proved that if q,q' € Q\{end}, q < q' and 
a G {a, b} such that q.a end and q'.a end then q.a < q'.a. Therefore sidj a is 
partially monotonic. 
Now we prove that the automaton sidfa is ^-trivial. Let M be a transition 
monoid of the DFA ¿/¿fa- Let words u, v e E* act on the state Q as different 
transitions. This means that there is a state q € Q such that q.u q.v. It is easy 
to see that q ^ end, therefore q = q(m, i) for some m £ {1 , . . . , 71}, i € {1 , . . . ,p}. 
We put q(n + 2,i) = end for any i G {1 , . . . , p}. From the definition of the we 
have that q.u = q{m\,i) and q:v = q(m2,i) for some mi m2. Let mi < m2. Let 
us take f,g £ M. The state q.fvg is equal to q(mz,i) for some 7713 > m2 > mi. 
Hence, fvg / XuX, for any f,g € M, where A is an empty word. Therefore, 
MuM / MvM and (u. v) $ Thus, the automaton ¿¿/¿fa is ^-trivial. Every 
^-trivial automaton is aperiodic, therefore ŝ dfa is aperiodic. • 
5 Commutative automata 
Proposition. 5.1. The problem SYN(COM) can be solved in time O(knlnn), 
where n = \Q\, k = |E|. 
Proof. Let £ = {<21,..., afc}. Every synchronizing commutative DFA si with n 
states can be synchronized by a word of length n — 1 (see [10]). Whence, there 
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exists a reset word for the automaton si, containing at most n — 1 occurrences 
of the letter ai, at most n — 1 occurrences of the letter and so on. If we add 
one extra letter to a reset word then we obtain a reset word again. Moreover, the 
letters contained in a reset word can be permuted and the obtained word will be 
a reset word again. Therefore, the word w = a ™ - 1 a . . . synchronizes every 
n-state automaton with alphabet {ai , . . . , It means that \Q.w\ = 1 if and only 
if the automaton si is synchronizing. The value Q.w can be calculated in time 
0(kn Inn), using the famous idea of the fast power calculation. 
If the transformation defined by some word u is known, then for every set 
S CQ, the set S.u can be calculated in time 0(n). Let a G E. The transformation 
defined by the word a n _ 1 can be calculated in time 0(n\nn) using the fast power 
calculation. Therefore, if we already know the set Q.a" _ 1a2 _ 1 • • .ajlj1, then the 
calculation of the set (J.a™ - 1^ - 1 • • • a j ~ i t a k e s time 0(nInn). Whence, the 
set Q.w can be calculated in time O(knlnn). When all the calculations are finished, 
we should look at the cardinality of the set Q.w. If \Q.w\ = 1, then the automaton 
si is synchronizing, if \Q.w\ / 1, then si is not synchronizing. The proposition is 
proved. • 
Proposition 5.2. Let k > 1, then the problems k-SYN(COM,< L) and k-
SYN(COM, = L) can be solved in time 0(nk Inn), where n — \Q\. 
Proof. Every synchronizing commutative automaton si = (Q, E, S) with n states 
has a reset word of length at most n — 1. Let E = {ai , . . . , a* }. If we take a shortest 
reset word and place its letters in the alphabetic order, we obtain a shortest reset 
word of kind a^1 ... askk. Therefore we can search a shortest reset word among 
the words of this kind and length at most n — 1. 
If the numbers si,... ,sfc_i are fixed, then the set Q.a^a^2 ...askSx can be 
found. For fixed numbers si,...,sfc_i, the number sk can be found by the bi-
nary search as a minimal s such that IQ.dj1^2 • • • ttfctVfflfel = 1- Every set of 
the form Q.a^a?2.. • ask[and the sets Q.a^a^ ... ask (which appear during the 
binary search) can be calculated in time O(knlnn) using the fast power calcu-
lation. The number k is fixed, hence O(knlnn) — 0(nlnn). Therefore, the 
shortest reset word of language a^a3̂  ...a*k can be found in time 0(nInn) for 
every vector (si , . . . , Sk-i) with si + . . . + Sk-i < n. The number of these vec-
tors is ( n ^7 2 ) = 0(n fe_1). To find the answer, the length of the shortest reset 
word should be compared with L. The complete working time of the algorithm is 
0(nklnn). The proposition is proved. • 
Proposition 5.3. The problem SYN(COM, < L) is NP-complete. The problem 
SYN(COM, = L) is NP-hard and co-NP-hard. 
Proof. Let us consider the proof of NP-completeness of the problem 
SYN{DFA, < L) from [4] (it is called there SYNCH WORD). We prove that the 
automaton from this proof is commutative. We reduce the problem SAT to the 
problem SYN(COM, < L). Let the set of clauses 
i n)) • • • j j • • •) Xti) over the boolean variables x\,..., xn be an input 
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of the problem SAT. We are going to construct an automaton sicom = (Q, E, 5) 
and a number L such that there exists a reset word of length L for the automaton 
s/com if and only if there exist values of the variables x\,..., xn such that 
C\{x\, ... ,xn) = 1,..., Cp(xi,..., xn) = 1. 
Let ¿/com = (Q, E, 5), where Q = {vlt... ,vn,qi,... ,qp, end}, 
E = {ai,b\,... ,an,bn}, and the function 6 is the following: 
For m G {1 , . . . ,n}, vm.am = vm.bm = end, 
for j € {1, . . . ,Tl}, j m, Vm-dj = Vm.bj = vm, 
Forie { l , . . . , p } , m e { l , . . . , n } , 
_ J end, if xm is contained in c* without -> 
qi.am - j ^ otherwise 
, j end, if IS contained in & 
qi m ~ \ q i , otherwise 
For mG {1 , . . . , n}, end.am = end.bm = end. 
An example of the automaton sdcora for clauses X\V~<X2) X2V->X3 and ->xi V->X3 is 
represented by Figure 2. We put L = n. It is evident that the size of the automaton 
sicorn is polynomial with respect to the input size. 





-12:3 V X2 
02,63 / - V - . 
[end}* °i> ^>^2)03 
01,02,62,03 
Figure 2: Automaton sicom for clauses x\ V -1X2, x2 V -1x3, V -,¿3 
There is no letter which maps the state end to another state. Whence, the 
automaton s/com can be synchronized only to the state end and the states v\,..., vn 
should be mapped to the state end. Therefore, for every m e {1 , . . . , n} one of the 
letters am and bm should be used. This means that there is no reset word of length 
less than n. 
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Let there exist values of the variables x\,... ,xn such that ci(xi,..., xn) = 
1 , . . . , Cp(xi,..., xn) = 1. Consider the word w of length n where 
" * » ] = { £ ; = ; for m € {1, . . . , n}. 
For every i £ {1 , . . . ,p}, Ci(x\,... ,xn) = 1. Therefore there exists a number m 
such that xm without -> is contained in c* and xm =.1, in this case w[rn] = am\ 
or —ixm is contained in Q and xm = 0, in this case w[m\ = bm. In both cases 
qi.w[m] = end. Therefore Q.w = {end}. 
Assume that there exists a reset word w of length n for the automaton srfcom. 
For each m £ {1 , . . . , n} there exists one and only one of letters am and bm in the 
word w. We put 
_ J 1, if am is contained in w 
m [ 0 , if bm is contained in w 
If the letter am maps the state qi to the state end, then the value xm = 1 provides 
d = 1. If the letter bm maps the state д* to the state end, then the value xm = 0 
provides Cj = 1. Thus c\{x\,... ,xn) = 1 , . . . , Cp(xi,... ,xn) = 1. 
Now we prove that the automaton s/com is commutative. Let a, ¡3 £ 
• Let m £ {1, . . . , 'n}. If a $ {am,bm} and ¡3 ф {am ,bm}, then vm.a(3 = 
vm.(3a = vm, else vm.a>l3 - vm.(3a = end. 
• Let i 6 {1 , . . . ,p}. If qt.a ф end and qi-.fi Ф end, then qi.a/3 = qi-/3a = qt, 
else qi.a/3 = qi-0a = end. 
• end.aj3 = end.¡3a = end. 
Whence the automaton £?Com is commutative. 
For any synchronizing commutative automaton ¿г/ = (Q, E, 5) the length of 
the shortest reset word does not exceed |Q| — 1 (see [10]). This means that if 
L > \Q\ — 1, then for solving problem SYN(COM, < L) it is enough to check 
whether the automaton is synchronizing. It can be done in polynomial time. Thus, 
the problem SYN(COM, < L) is contained in the class NP. 
The proof of the NP-hardness of the problem SYN(COM, = L) is the same. 
Our proof of the co-NP-hardness and the proof from [4] are different (the proof 
from [4] is more complicated). To prove the co-NP-hardness we should construct 
the automaton stfcom again using the clauses C\,...,Cp. Now we put L = n+1. Then 
we ask the question: is it correct that a shortest reset word for the automaton srfcom 
has length L. The shortest reset word for the automaton sicom has length L if and 
only if there are no values for the variables x\,... ,xn such that c\(x\,... ,xn) = 
. . . = Cp(x I , . . . ,xn) = 1. Therefore the problem SYN{COM, - L) is co-NP-hard. 
The proposition is proved. • 
Thus, the problems k-SYN(COM, < L) and k-SYN{COM, = L) for a fixed 
number к > 1 can be solved in polynomial time, but at the same time the problems 
SYN(COM, < L) and SYN(COM, = L) are hard. 
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6 Automata with simple idempotents 
A construction similar to the construction of the automaton s/com can be used to 
estimate the computational complexity of problems stated for the class of DFA with 
simple idempotents. As for commutative automata, the complexity of the problems 
SYN(SIMPID, < L) and SYN\SIMPID, = L) differ from the corresponding 2-
problems. 
Proposition 6.1. The problem SYN(SIMPID, < L) is NP-complete. The prob-
lem SYN(SIMPID, = L) is NP-hard and co-NP-hard. 
Proof. We reduce the problem SAT to the problem SYN(SIMPID, < L). 
Let the input of the problem SAT is a set of clauses c\(x\,... ,xn),..., 
Cp(xi,..., xn) over the variables xi,..., xn. We are going to construct an automa-
ton s^Sid = (Q, 5) and a number L such that there exists a reset word of length 
L for the automaton siSid if and only if there exist values of the variables x\,..., xv 
such that a(xi,... ,xn) = 1,..., Cp(x i,... ,xn) = 1. 
Let siSid = where Q = {i;i,... ,vn,qi,... ,qp,u,ri,... ,rp, end}, £ = 
{ai,i>i,... ,an,bn,z,yi,... ,yp}, and the function 5 is the following: 
For m e {1 , . . . , n}, vm.am = vm.bm = u, u.am = u.bm = vm 
For j € {1 , . . . , n}, j ± m, vm.aj = vm.bj =vm 
For i € {1, . . . ,p} , m € {1 , . . . ,n}, 
if xm is contained in Cj without ->, then qi.am = ri, ri.am = qi 
else qi.am = qi, .ci7a = r 
\i ~>xm is contained in Cj, then ql.bm = r^, ri.bm = qi 
else qi.bm = qu ri.bm = u 
An example of the automaton ¿zfSid for clauses X\ V -1X2, x2 V and V -113 
is represented by Figure 3. We put L = 2n + 2p + 1. It is obvious that the size 
of the automaton ¿¡/Sid is a function with respect to the input size. The letters 
ai,..., an, b\,..., bn are permutations of the set Q, the letters z, y\,... ,yp are 
simple idempotents. Whence ŝ sid. is an automaton with simple idempotents. 
The state end can be mapped only to the state end. Therefore the automaton 
si,'aid can be synchronized only to the state end. The automaton s/Sid contains 
n + 2p+2 states. At most one state (except end) can be mapped to the state end 
under an action of one letter. The only letters that map some states to the state 
end are z,y\,... ,yp. This means that every reset word should contain at least 
n + 2p + 1 letters from the set {z,yi,... ,yp}. Furthermore, a word maps the states 
For i e { 1 , . . . ,£>}, and q&Q, q.yt = 
For M € { 1 , . . . , n } , ¿ 6 { 1 , . . . ,p}, end.am = end.bm = end.yi = end.z = end. 
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Ol, 62} Z\{ai,b2} 
E\{ai,6i} 
01,62 Q 
- ^ ß ) X j V - . x 2 
0-2, h 
—• x2 V -1X3 
£ \ { 6 i , 6 3 } 
£\{a3,i>3} 
¿1, &3 
(^3)-,Xi V -1X3 
Figure 3: Automaton for clauses x\ V -1X2, X2 V -1X3, ->xi V -1X3 
v i , . . . ,vn to the state end only if it contains a letter from every pair {am , bm} for 
TO G {1 , . . . , n}. Therefore there is no reset word of length less than 2n + 2p+ 1. 
Let there exist values of the variables x i , . . . , x „ such that ci(xi , . . . , x„) = 
.... = Cp (xj , . . . ,x n ) = 1. We construct a word w G of length 2n+2p+ 1. We 
put w[l,p + 1] = zyi ...yp. The states u,rj,... ,rp map to the state end under 
f a ifx 1 the action of the word w[l,p + 1]. We put w\p + 2] = < ! . X l _ and 
w\p + 3] = z. In this case the state v\ also maps to the state end. Let after the 
variable X\ get value, t\ of clauses cil(i), - • -, cn(tl) become true (=1 independently 
of the values of x 2 , . . . ,x„). Then we put w\p + 4,p + t\ + 3] = 2/ii(i) • • -yii(ti), 
and the states 5<i(i)> • • •,Qh(ti) m aP to the state end. In the same way, we put 
value, t2 of the clauses Cj2(j),... ,ci2({2) become true (we consider only the clauses 
been false before the variable x2 get a value). We put w\p + ti +6,p + t\ 4-¿2 + 5] = 
2/»2( 1) • ••3/i2(i2)- We repeat this process for all variables. For every variable x* a 
number. U is defined. All the clauses becomes true after all the variables get their 
values. Therefore + ... + tn = p, and the length of the word w is equal to 
2n + 2p + 1. Furthermore, Q.w = end. 
Assume that there exists a reset word w of length 2n + 2p + 1 for the automa-
ton ŝ sid- If w is a reset word,, then it contains at least n + 2p + 1 letters from 
the set {z,y\,... ,yp} and just one letter from every pair {am,bm}. The states 
qi,...,qp map to the states ri,...,rp under the action of word w, because for 
each TO G {1, . . . , n } the letter am or the letter bm is contained in w. We put 
f 1, if am is contained in w r, , Tf ,, , ,, ,, Xrn = < . .r , . , . , . , m G 11,. . . ,nl. II the letter am maps the 
J. 0, if bm is contained in w . 
state qi to r̂ , then the equality xm = 1 provides Cj(xi,... ,xn) = 1; if the letter 
bm maps the state qi to r», then the equality xm = 0 provides Cj(xi,..., xn) = 1. 
Thus all the clauses are true. 
and w\p+t-i +5] = 2. Let then the variable X2 get 
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A length of every reset word for the given synchronizing automaton si = 
(Q,E,S) with simple idempotents does no exceed 2{\Q\ — l)2 (see [11]). It means 
that if L > 2{\Q\ — l)2, then it is enough to check whether the automaton is syn-
chronizing. It can be done in polynomial time. We can check in polynomial time 
whether the word w £ £* of length L is a reset word for the automaton si. Thus, 
the problem SYN(SIMPID, < L) is in the class NP. 
The proof of the NP-hardness of the problem SYN(SIMPID, = L) is the 
same. To prove the co-NP-hardness we should construct the automaton si3id again 
using the clauses ci, . . . , cp and put L — 2n + 2p + 2. The shortest reset word 
for the automaton siSid has length L if and only if there axe no values for the 
variables x\,...,xn such that ci(xi,..., xn) = ... = Cp{x\,..., xn) = 1. Therefore, 
SYN(SIMPID, = L) is co-NP-hard. The proposition is proved. • 
Proposition 6.2. The problems 2-SYN{SIMPID), 2-SYN(SIMPID, < L) and 
2-SYN(SIMPID, = L) can be solved in time 0(n), where n = |Q|... 
Proof. Let us consider the automaton si = (Q, {a, b}, 5) and let \Q\ = n. If a and b 
axe permutations, then for n > 1 the automaton si is not synchronizing. If a and b 
axe simple idempotents, then for n > 3 the automaton si is not synchronizing too. 
All variants of the automaton for n < 3 can be easily considered in a constant time. 
Therefore, we can assume that a is a simple idempotent and 6 is a permutation. 
Let qi.a = qi for qi, q2 € Q. The permutation b can be represented as a 
product of simple cycles. If the permutation b consists of more than two cycles, 
then the automaton si is not synchronizing, because the letter a can merge states 
from at most two cycles. Let b consists of two cycles. In this case the states q\ and 
q2 should contain in different cycles C\ and C2. Moreover, if the cycle C2 consists of 
more then one state, then the automaton si is not synchronizing, because different 
states from the cycle C2 cannot be merged. In this case the automaton si looks 




Figure 4: Automaton with two cycles 
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It is not difficult to check that the word a(6a)n~2 is a shortest reset word for 
si in this case. 
Let the letter 6 act on the set Q as a single cycle. Let Q = {1 , . . . , n}, q\ = 1, 
92 = P for some p £ {1 , . . . , n}, and n.b = n — 1 , . . . , 2.6 = 1,1.6 = n. Such an 
automaton is represented by Figure 5. 
a 
a 
Figure 5: Automaton with one cycle 
For <72 = n, the automaton si is a Cerny automaton with n states described 
in [1]. Is it not difficult to obtain that if gcd(n,p) > 1 then the automaton si is 
not synchronizing. If gcd(n, p) = 1, then the word a(bp~1a)n~2 is a shortest reset 
word for the automaton si. The proof of this fact is very similar to the proof from 
[1] (in [1] it was proved that the word a(bn~1a)n~2 is a shortest reset word for the 
Cerny automaton). We skip this proof here. 
Let an automaton si be given. There exists a very simple algorithm taking 
time 0(n) and checking whether the automaton si can be represented by Figure 
4 or by Figure 5. This algorithm finds the states q\ and q2, calculates the length 
of cycles of permutation 6. If the states 91 and q2 are contained in one cycle, then 
the algorithm also finds the distance between q\ and q2 along the cycle. Finally, 
the algorithm compares one of the values a(6a)n_2 (for the case of two cycles) and 
a(6p _ 1a)" - 2 (for the case of one cycle) with the number L. The proposition is 
proved. 
• • 
Thus, the problems 2-SYN(SIMPID, < L) and 2-SYN(SIMPID, = L) can 
be solved in polynomial time, but at the same time the problems SYN(SIMPID, < 
L) and SYN(SIMPID, = L) are hard. The question about the computational 
complexity of the problems k-SYN(SIMPID, < L) and k-SYN{SIMPID, = L) 
for k > 2 is open. 
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7 Finding the length of shortest compressing 
words 
It was proved in [2] that the shortest synchronizing word for a given fc-letter cycli-
cally monotonic automaton with n states can be found in time 0(n2k). Every mono-
tonic automaton is cyclically monotonic too. Hence the problems SYN(MON, < 
L), k-SYN(MON, < L), SY N(MON, = L) and k-SYN(MON,= L) for k > 1 
can be solved in time 0(n2k), i.e. in polynomial time. But there are problems 
concerning synchronization of the monotonic DFA which cannot be solved in poly-
nomial time (if P ± NP). 
In the proof of the next proposition we use a token model of synchronization. 
Let si = (Q, E, 5) be a DFA and w G E*. Suppose that at the beginning there is 
a token on any state from Q. We apply letters of the word w step by step. The 
action of the letter a G E moves the token from the state q G Q to the state 8(q, a). 
If two tokens arrive at one state, then one of them must be removed. If after the 
action of the word w there is only one token on the set Q, then the word w is a 
reset word. If after the action of the word w there are M tokens on the states of 
the set Q, then the word w compresses the automaton si to M states. 
Proposition 7.1. 1. The problems COMP(MON,M,< L) and 
k-COMP{MON, M, <L) fork > 2 are NP-complete. 
2. The problems COMP(MON,M,= L) and k-COMP(MON,M,= L) for 
k> 2 are NP-hard and co-NP-hard. 
Proof. It can be checked in polynomial time, whenever a given word compresses a 
given DFA to M states. Hence, the problem COMP(MON,M,< L) belongs to 
NP. If we prove the NP-hardness of the problem 2-COMP(MON, M, < L) then 
the NP-completeness of the problems COMP{MON, M, < L) and 
k-COMP(MON, M, < L) for k > 2 will be proved as well. 
We reduce the problem SAT to the problem 2-COMP(MON, M, < L). Let 
the input of the problem SAT is a set of clauses c\(x\,..., xn),..., c p (x i , . . . , xn) 
over the variables x\,...,xn. We are going to construct a 2-letter automaton 
simon = (Q, {a,6},(5) and the numbers M and L such that there exists a word of 
length L compressing the automaton s/mon to the M states if and only if there exist 
values of variables xi,...,xn such that ci (x\,..., xn) = ... = Cp(xi,..., xn) = 1. 
Let E = {a,6}, Q = {q(m',i)\i G {1 ,...,p},m' G {l,2n + 2}}. Let i G 
{1, . . . ,p},m G {1, . . . ,n}, then 
(2 1 i) a — I ^ if xm is contained in Cj without 
^ _ I g(2m + l,i), otherwise 
/c\ i l f Q(2m+ 2,i , 
q(2m - 1 ,i).b= < , ' 
v I q{2m + l,i), 
q(2  + ,i) , if ->£m is contained in Cj 
otherwise • 
q{2m, i).a = q(2m + 2, i),q(2m, i).b = q(2m + 2, i). 
q(2n + 1 ,i).a = q(2n + 1, i).b = q(2n + 2, i).a = q(2n + 2, i).b - q(2n + 2,i). 
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Figure 6: Automaton stfmon for clauses x\ V -1X2, X2 V -1X3, ->xi V -1x3 
We also put M = p, L = n. An example of the automaton Mnon is represented by 
Figure 6. The action of the letter a is denoted with solid lines. The action of the 
letter 6 is denoted with dotted lines. The figure contains three columns of states. 
In the i-th column there are states of kind q(m, i) for fixed i. In any horizontal row 
there are states q(m, i) for some fixed m. 
We define a linear order < on the set Q. We put 
It is not difficult to verify that for each letter a. £ £ the transformation <5(_, a) of 
the set Q preserves <. Thus, the automaton srfmon is monotonic. The size of the 
automaton simon is a polynomial in common number of clauses and variables. 
The set Q can be represented as a table with p columns and 2n + 2 rows. In 
the i-th column K^ there are states of kind q(*,i), in the m-th row Rm there are 
states of kind q{m, *). Suppose that there is a token on every state of the set Q at 
the start of the synchronization. If some word compresses the automaton simon to 
p states, then it moves all tokens to the states q(2n + 2,1), . . . , q(2n + 2,p), i.e. to 
the 2n + 2-th row. Let some token be in the row Rm, m £ {1, • • • , 2n}. This token 
can be moved to the row Rm+2 or to the row Rm+3 under the action of some letter. 
Thus, if q £ R2 U. . . U i?2n+2 and'u; £ £*, |u;| = n, then q.w £ i?2n+2- Therefore, a 
word w of length n compresses the automaton simon if and only if R\.w = i?2n+2-
Let there exist values of the variables x\,... ,xn such that c\{x\,..., xn) = ... = 
Cp(x i , . . . ,x n ) = 1. Consider a word w of length n such that 
q(mi,i\) < q(m2,i2), if i\ < 12, or ii = ¿2 and mi < m2. 
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i a if x — w[m\ = < , ' ,f TO _ _ for m e {1 , . . . ,n}. Let i £ {1 , . . . ,p}. Let m be a I o, II xm — u 
minimal number from the set {1 , . . . ,n} such that xm = 1 and xm is contained in 
d without -i, or xm = 0 and -ixm is contained in c,. Then 
q( 1, i).to[l] = q(3, i), q(3,i).w{2] = q(5,i)... q(2m — 3, i).w[m — 1] = q(2m — l ,i) 
q(2m — 1, i).w[m] = q(2m + 2, i) 
q(2m + 2,i).w[m + 1] = q(2m + 4 . . .q(i,2n).w[n] = q(i,2n + 2) 
Therefore, R\.w '= i?2n+2 and \Q.w\ = p = M. 
Let there exist a word w € of length n such that \Q.w\ = p. In this case 
Q.w = {q(2n + 2,1),... ,q(2n + 2,p)}. We put xm = | ^ ^ J j l j • Let 
i 6 { l , . . . , p } , then q(l,i).w = q(2n + 2,i). Let us consider a token from the 
state q(l,i). If each letter of the word w moves this token from row with number 
j to row with number j + 2, then after applying the word w the token cannot 
be on the state q(2n + 2, i). Therefore, there is an rri £ {1,..., nj such that 
q(2m — 1 ,i).w[m] = q(2m + 2,i). This holds only if the variable xm is contained 
in Cj without 1 and xm = 1; or ^xm is contained in a and xm = 0. In this case 
Ci{xi, • • •, xn) = 1. 
2. The statement can be proved using the idea of the proof of the NP and 
co-NP-hardness of the problem 2-SYN(DFA). But in this case idea should be 
applied to the automaton srfmon. • 
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On Pure Multi-Pushdown Automata that Perform 
Complete Pushdown Pops 
Tomás Masopust* and Alexander Meduna* 
Abstract 
This paper introduces and discusses pure multi-pushdown automata that remove 
symbols from their pushdowns only by performing complete pushdown pops. This 
means that during a pop operation, the entire pushdown is compared with a prefix of 
the input, and if they match, the whole contents of the pushdown is erased and the 
input is advanced by the prefix. The paper proves that these automata define an infinite 
hierarchy of language families identical with the infinite hierarchy of language families 
resulting from right linear simple matrix grammars. In addition, this paper discusses 
some other extensions of these automata with respect to operations they can perform 
with their pushdowns. More specifically, it discusses pure multi-pushdown automata 
that perform complete pushdown pops that are allowed to join two pushdowns and/or 
create a new pushdown. 
Keywords: pure multi-pushdown automaton, complete pushdown pop, infinite hierar-
chy. . 
1 Introduction 
Indisputably, pushdown automata fulfill a crucial role in formal language theory. There-
fore, it comes as no surprise that this theory has introduced many variants of these automata 
(consult, for example, [1, 5, 6, 7, 8,11, 12, 14, 17,18] for more details). 
It is well-known that the family of languages accepted by pushdown automata (with 
only one pushdown) coincides with the family of context-free languages and that adding 
any more pushdown makes these automata as powerful as Turing machines. Considering 
the pushdown alphabet, it is not hard to see that any number of pushdown symbols can 
be encoded by two different pushdown symbols. However, if the pushdown alphabet is a 
singleton (more precisely, we have one pushdown symbol A, and a bottom-of-pushdown 
symbol Z, Z / A, Z appears only on the bottom of the pushdown), we obtain so-called 
counter automata or counter machines. It is known that these automata accept languages 
from a proper subfamily of the family of context-free languages if they are equipped with 
only one counter, or the family of recursively enumerable languages if they are equipped 
'Faculty of Information Technology, Bmo University of Technology, BozetSchova 2, Brno 61266, Czech 
Republic, E-mail: tomas.masopustamail.muiii.cz, medunaSfit. vutbr.cz. 
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with two or more counters (see [9]). Furthermore, the pushdown alphabet can, in general, 
contain symbols that are not in the input alphabet, i.e., symbols that will never occur as a 
part of the input. If the pushdown automata are restricted so that the pushdown alphabet 
does not contain any such symbols, we obtain so-called pure pushdown automata. Clearly, 
with respect to the cardinality of the input alphabet, pure pushdown automata with only 
one input symbol are as powerful as counter automata, whereas with two.or more differ-
ent input symbols they are as powerful as pushdown automata. Therefore, the family of 
languages accepted by pure pushdown automata with only one pushdown coincides ei-
ther with the family of languages accepted by one-counter automata, or with the family 
of context-free languages. Finally, it immediately follows from the previous explanations 
that pure pushdown automata with two or more pushdowns are as powerful as Turing ma-
chines. For an overview of multi-pushdown automata see the paper by Fischer [4] and the 
references therein. 
The present paper continues the investigations in this classical topic of formal language 
theory. More specifically, it discusses pure multi-pushdown automata that can remove 
symbols from their pushdowns only by performing a complete pushdown pop. This means 
that during a pop operation, the entire pushdown is compared with a prefix of the input, 
and if they match, the whole contents of the pushdown is eliminated and, simultaneously, 
the input is advanced by the prefix. This paper demonstrates that these automata define 
an infinite hierarchy of language families identical with the infinite hierarchy of language 
families resulting from the following grammars and automata: 
1. equal matrix languages (see Siromoney [16]); 
2. right linear simple matrix grammars (see Ibarra [10]); 
3. multi-tape one-way non-writing automata (see Fischer and Rosenberg [5]); 
4. finite-turn checking automata (see Siromoney [17]); 
5. all-move self-regulating finite automata (see Meduna and Masopust [13]). 
In addition, this paper discusses pure multi-pushdown automata that perform complete 
pushdown pops that are allowed (in some sense) to join two pushdowns and/or introduce 
a new pushdown. These operations imply another infinite hierarchy of language families 
dependent upon the number of pushdowns. 
In its conclusion, this paper formulates some open problems. 
2 Preliminaries and Definitions 
In this paper, we assume that the reader is familiar with the theory of automata and for-
mal languages (see [15]). For an alphabet (finite nonempty set) V, V* represents the free 
monoid generated by V. The unit of V* is denoted by £. Set = V* — {e}. For w£V* 
and W C V,, wR denotes the mirror image of w and occur(w, W) denotes the number of 
occurrences of symbols from W in w. Let J^REG denote the family of regular languages. 
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A context-free grammar is a quadruple G = (N,T,P,S), where N is a nonterminal 
alphabet, T is a terminal alphabet such that N n T = 0, V = N U T, S £ N is the start 
symbol, and P is a finite set of productions of the form A —• v, where A £ N and v £ V*. 
In what follows, productions from P are labeled by elements of a finite set Q chosen so 
that there is a bijection lab from P to Q. Then, Q = lab(P) = {lab(p) : p £ P} is said to 
be a set of production labels. For the brevity, we hereafter write q:A-*v£p instead of 
A —> v G P with lab(A —>v)=q. 
Let q : A —> v G P and x,y £ V*. Then, G makes a derivation step from xAy to xvy, 
written as xAy => xvy. In the standard way, we define =>m, for m > 0, and =>*. To 
express that G performs x =>m y, for some x,y £ V*, by using a sequence of productions 
<?i,<72, • • • ,<7m> we write x =>"' y [qiq2 •••<?«]• The language generated by a context-free 
grammar G is defined as L(G) = {w £ T* : S =>* w} and is said to be a context-free lan-
guage. The family of all context-free languages is denoted by J£CF-
For n > 1, an n-right linear simple matrix grammar (defined in [16] (as equal matrix 
grammars) and in [10], see also [19]) is an (n + 3)-tuple G = (N\,N2,... ,N„,T,P,S), where 
Ni,N2,...,N„ are pairwise disjoint nonterminal alphabets, J is a terminal alphabet, N = 
Ni UN2 U • • • UJV„, S g NUT is the start symbol, NOT = 0, and P is a finite set of matrix 
productions of the following three forms: 
For x,y £ (NU T U {5})*, * y provided that 
1. either x = S and \S -> y] £ P, 
2. orx = yiXiy2X2...ynXn,y = y1xiy2X2...ynXn,smd [Xi -+xu...,Xn ->jc„] G P. 
As usual, we define =>m, for m > 0, and =>*. The language generated by an n-right 
linear simple matrix grammar G is defined as L{G) = {w £ T*: S =>* w} and is said to be 
an n-right linear simple matrix language. The family of all n-right linear simple matrix 
languages is denoted by Jz?̂ . 
A programmed grammar is a quadruple G = (N,T,P,S), where N is a nonterminal 
alphabet, T is a terminal alphabet such that NOT = 0, V = NUT, S £ N is the start 
symbol, and P is a finite set of productions of the form (q : A —» v,g(q)), where q : A—> v 
is a labeled context-free production and g(q) C lab(P). 
In every derivation of G, any two consecutive steps, x=>y^>z, made by productions 
(p : A —> u,g(p)) and (q:B —> v,g(q)), respectively, satisfy q £ g(p). As usual, we define 
=>m, for m > 0, and =>*. The language generated by a programmed grammar G is 
defined as L(G) = {w £ T* : S =>* w} and is said to be a programmed language. The 
family of all programmed languages is denoted by Jzfp. 
Let D be a derivation of a string w £ V* in G of the form wi => w2 => ... wr, for 
some r > 1, where S = wi and wr = w. Set Ind(D,G) = max{occur(wj,N): 1 < i < r}. 
For w G T*, set Ind(w, G) = min{Ind(D, G): D is a derivation of w in G}. The index of G 
is defined as Ind{G) = max{Ind(w,G) : w £ L(G)}. 
1. [5->X,X2...X„], 
2. [Xi -> тп,х2 -> w2y2, ...,xn-> wnYn], 
3. [Xi -»Wi,I2^W21 . . .1X„-iW„], 
Xi £ Nh 1 < i < n; 
Wi £ T*, Xi,Yi £ Nh 1 < i < n\ 
Xi £ Ni, Wi £T*,l<i< n. 
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For L £ JSf/>, set Ind(L) = min{W(G) : L(G) = L, G is a programmed grammar}. 
Finally, let = {L £ S£p: Ind(L) < «}, for all n > 1, denote the family of all programmed 
languages of index n. 
2.1 Pure Multi-Pushdown Automata that Perform Complete Push-
down Pops 
Let n be a positive integer. A pure n-pushdown automaton that performs complete push-
down pops, an nPPDA for short, is a quadruple 
M = (Q,T,R,s), 
where Q is a finite set of states, T is an alphabet of input symbols, R C x is a set of 
rules, = J?! U ¿̂ 2 U U 
• = {(q,Pop> : q £ Q } 
• y2 = {(q,push,i,a) .q£Q,l< i<n,a£TU {c}} 
• <5*3 = {(q,new,i) :q£Q,l<i<n} 
• y4 = {(q,join, i):q£Q,2<i<n} 
and s ^ y is the start state. In what follows, we use the notation p —> q for (p, q) £ R. 
A configuration of M is a string over 
( f { $ } u { £ } ) " x ( y u { s } ) x f . 
Let \<k<n and p^q£R. We define the relation depending on the left-hand side of 
p —> q, i.e., p, as follows: 
1. $nqw, for p = i; 
2. .$w2$wi$pw^vf =>• Wjt$.. .$W2$9>v for p = (r,pop)\ 
3. Wk$.. .$w,$. ..$w\$pw . .$Wifl$.. .$wi$(jvv, for p = (r,push,i,a} and i < k\ 
4. . . $w,$.. .$wi$/?w => Wk$.. .$w,$$.. for p = (r,new,i) and i<k<n\ 
5. Wk$.. ,$w\$pw =>• $*>*$.. .$wi$<7vv, for p = (r,new,k+ 1) and k<n\ 
6 . W k $ . . . $ W ; $ W ; _ 1 $ . . ,$wi$pw => ... $ W ; W , _ i $ . . . $VV[ S^VV, /or p = (r,join,i) a n d 
i < k. 
Remark 1. Note that symbols $ denote the tops of Afs pushdowns and that the automaton 
cannot make a computational step unless there is at least one pushdown. 
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In the standard way, we define =>m, for m > 0, and =>•*. Then, the language of an 
nPPDA M is defined as 
L(M) = {w G T*: q, for some g^Y}, 
where $"sw q is said to be a successful computation ofM on w. 
Finally, for/C {1,2,3,4}, 
S?? = {¿(M) \M=(Q, T,R,S) is an nPPDA with R C (Jj^- x ( J ^ - j . 
IS/ i€l 
3 Main Results 
In this section, we demonstrate two infinite language hierarchies generated by pure multi-
pushdown automata that perform complete pushdown pops according to their pushdown 
operations and the number of pushdowns. First, however, we generalize these automata so 
that they are allowed to push a string to their pushdowns in one computational step instead 
of only one symbol or the empty string. 
3.1 Generalized nPPDAs 
A generalized nPPDA is an nPPDA M = {Q,T,R,s) with Rcy'x ,9", where is a 
finite subset of ^ U ^ U ^ U J ^ ; sets , , are as in the case of standard nPPDA, 
and <5^2 is modified so that a G T is replaced with u G T*: 
• = {(<LPushi i,u):q£Q,l<i<n,u& T*}. 
Correspondingly, the computational step is modified as follows: 
3. . .$w,-$.. .$w\$(p,push,i,u)w => Wjt$.. .$w,-«$.. for i < k. 
The other computational steps are defined as in the case of standard nPPDA. 
First, we prove that this generalization has no effect to the acceptance power of these 
automata. 
Lemma 1. Let M be a generalized nPPDA, for some n > 1. Then, there is an nPPDA, M', 
such that L(M) =L(M ). 
Informally, what M does in one derivation step, M' does in the-length-of-the-added-
string steps. 
Proof Let M = (Q, T, R, s) be a generalized nPPDA. Construct the following nPPDA M' = 
(Q',T,R',s) by the following algorithm is as in the definition in Section 2.1): 
1. Set R' = {p -> q G R: p, q G S? U {5}} and @ = Q; 
2. For each p —> (q,push,i,a\a2 • • -a^) G R with a,- G T, for i = l,...,k,k>2, add 
a) states ̂ ¿[Qj..^,¿[aj.-.at) ••• - Q'' 
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b) P~> (qala2-ak,push,i,ai) to R'\ 
c) (qa{a2...ak,push,i,aj) -> {q'a{+xik,push,i,dj+\) loR', for7= l , . . . , k - 1; 
d) for each (q,push,i,a\a2.. .ak) —> r e R, add 
, i,k , . . , J f o r r £ y , ^ o t h e r w i s e 
3. If R' has been changed, then go to step 2. 
It is not hard to see that L(M) = L(Af'). • 
3.2 Language Families 
Consider an arbitrary / C {1,2,3,4}. It is not hard to see that if 1 0 / , then = 0; such 
an automaton cannot remove $s from its configurations. Furthermore, if 1 G / and 2 # I, 
then Jif" = {e}; of course, such an automaton can remove all symbols $ but cannot read 
any nonempty input. Thus, there are only four sets of interest: {1,2}, {1,2,3}, {1,2,4}, 
{1,2,3,4}. The following two lemmas are obvious. 
Lemma 2. For all n > 1, 
I C/>tl (— cfin (— c/>n 
v- {1,2} — {1,2,3} — {1,2,3,4}' 
z - {1,2} - {1,2,4} - {1,2,3,4}' • 
Lemma 3. 2 } = ^ ^ 3 , 4 } = ^REG-
Now, consider an automaton with pop, push, and join operations. We will show how 
the join operation can be simulated by only push and pop operations without any change of 
the accepted language. Notice that the join operation applied to the ith pushdown appends 
the content of the ith pushdown to the bottom of the (i — l)st pushdown. Thus, to push a 
symbol to the 7th pushdown in this automaton, for some j > i, equals to skipping the join 
operation and pushing the symbol to the ( j + l)st pushdown. This is generalized and done 
by a sequence of the form i\i2•• -im added to states, for some m < n, where € {1,0}, 
for k = 1,...,m, and 4 = 0 if and only if the ¿̂ th pushdown has been joined. Then, the 
automaton starts with a sequence of n Is, 11... 1, in its start state, and to push a symbol to 
the ith pushdown means to push the symbol to the /th pushdown, where I is the position 
of the /th 1 in the sequence from the left. Analogously, to make the pop operation, say 
from a state with 10... 0// . . . where 2 < / < k and i; = 1, the new automaton makes I — 1 
pop operations and goes to a state with i/... Finally, to join the ith pushdown means to 
replace the ¿th 1 with 0 in the state by the push operation pushing e to the first pushdown. 
Hence, we have the following lemma. 
Lemma 4. For all n > 1, Jzf^ 2} = 
Corollary 1. For all n> 1, = Jz^2 4} C ^ L 2 3 } C ^¿¿¿y 
As far as the 2 3j language families are concerned, n > 2, we only know the fol-
lowing result. 
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Theorem 1. For all n>2, Jz?̂  2} c Jz?{" 2 3}. 
Proof. Let L = {akbk : k > 1}. Clearly, L e -S?{21]2}. Ibarra [10, Theorem 4.7] showed that 
L* 2j, for m > 1. To prove this theorem, we show that L* € 2 3}-
The automaton starts with the initial configuration $$sakbkw, for some w G L*. Then, it 
simultaneously generates ak and bk in the first and the second pushdown, respectively, i.e., 
the configuration is of the form bk$ak$pakbkw, for some p € Y . Then, the automaton pops 
the first pushdown (reading ak from the input) and creates a new one on the second position, 
i.e., its configuration is $bk$qbkw, for some q e S?. Then, it pops the first pushdown again 
(reading bk from the input) and creates a new pushdown, i.e., the configuration is $$rw, for 
some r € , / . Thus, the cycle can be repeated. The formal proof is left to the reader. • 
Corollary 2. J? l h 2 3 } - (X=i / ». 
In the following two sections, language families 2j and Jzfj" 2 3 4j are discussed. 
Note that most of the questions concerning language families Jzfj" 2 3j are open (see the 
last section for more details). 
3.3 Language Families Jzij" 2j 
First, let us give an example. Note that in case n = 2, this example shows that the language, 
L, from the proof of Theorem 1 is in Jz?2j 2j as stated there. 
Example 1. Consider an nPPDA M = ( < ? } , {aua2,.. .,a„},R,s) with R having the fol-
lowing rules: 
1. 5 —• (q,push,l,ai), 
2. (q,push,i, ai) ~* {<liPush,i+l,ai+\), for i = 1,... — 1, 
3. (q,push,n >««) (q,push,l,ai), 
4. (iq,push,n ,an) (q,pop), 
5. (q,pop) -> (q,pop). 
Then, L(M) = {akla^...ak:k> 1}. 
In the following, we prove that the power of nPPDAs with push and pop operations is 
precisely the power of «-right linear simple matrix grammars. First, however, notice that 
any such automaton, M, has the property that there is precisely n pop operations in any of 
its successful computations; clearly, the automaton has to pop n pushdowns and no new 
pushdown can be created. Moreover, we can prove that there is an equivalent automaton, 
M', such that in any successful computation of M', no pop operation precedes a push 
operation. To show this, let M' simulate M but if M pops the pushdown, M' skips the pop 
operation and increases the number of pop operations skipped so far recorded in its state. 
Thus, in any time, M' knows the number of pop operations applied in the corresponding 
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computation of M, say k,0<k< n. Then, if M pushes a symbol to the ¡'th pushdown, M' 
pushes this symbol to the (i + Jt)th pushdown. Clearly, M' finishes (pops all its pushdowns 
one by one) only if M has performed n pop operations. 
Lemma 5. Let n> 1 and L G Jif^ 2}- Then, there is an nPPDA, M, such that L(M) = L 
and its sequence of operations applied during any successful computation, starting from s, 
is of the form 
s, push i, push2,..., pushk, pop \, pop2 ,...,popn 
for some k> 1, pushi G &2. for alli=\,...,k, and popj G for all j = 1 , . . . , n. 
Proof. This immediately follows from the previous arguments and the fact that if there is 
no push operation in the successful computation, then we can push £ to the first pushdown, 
i.e., for some state t, push\ = {t,push,\,£). • 
Lemma 6. For all n> 1, 2] C 
Proof. Let M = (Q,T,R,s) be an nPPDA with R C ( ^ U Sty x (^1 satisfying 
the condition from Lemma 5. Clearly, without loss of generality, we can assume that 
popi = pop2 = •••= popn = {r,pop), for some r € Q. Thus, J?\ = {{r,pop)}. 
Let G = (Ni,...,Nn,T,P,SG) and set N1 = U^ 2 ) x 0'}> f o r a11 ' = 1 Set 
P = {5C -> ((r,pop),l){{r,pop),2)... ({r,pop),n) : (r,pop) e y{}. 
If q —» p £ R is of the form 
1. (t,push,i,a)(r,pop), add 
[((r,pop), 1) -> (q,l),...,((r,pop),i) ->a(q,i),...,({r,pop),n) {q,n)\ toP\ 
2. (r,push,i,a) —> (t,push,j,b), add 
[(p,l) -> (<?, 1), . . . , (p,i) i),...,(p,n) (q,n)\ toP\ 
3. s —> p, add 
[(p,l) ->e,...,{p,i) - *e , ...,{p, n) -»£] to P. 
Note that M starts with s —> p, continues with p —> q followed by the application of 
a rule of the form p —» (r,pop), for some p,q £ S^i, and finishes with (r,pop) —* {r,pop) 
applied «-times. Denote the sequence of applied rules by s,p\,... ,pk,pop\,... ,popn, 
for some k > 1. Then, G simulates M by the following sequence of productions: the 
initial production (simulating all n pop operations) followed by a sequence of productions 
p'k,... ,p[,s', where p'k is constructed from p^ as in 1, p\ from p,- as in 2, for all i = 
1,... ,k— 1, and s1 from i as in 3. • 
Lemma 7. For all n>l,S?gC Jf{"l 2}. 
Proof. Let n > 1 and G = (Ni,...,Nn,T,P,S) be an n-right linear simple matrix gram-
mar. Construct the following generalized nPPDA M = (Q,T,R,s), where Q = {(x, m): x € 
N1.. .Nn, m G P] U {5} and R is defined as follows: • 
1. For a = Xi.. .Xn € N1...Nn and m = [Xi -> wi,... ,X„ -> w„] G P with w,- G T*, for 
all i = 1,2,... ,n, add i —»((a,m),push, l,wf) to /?; 
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2. For a=Xi.. ,Xn, fi = Y\.. ,Yn£ N\.. .Nn, and m' = —> v\X\ , . . . , y„ —> v„Xn] £ P, . 
add ((a,m),push,n,w%} —> ((j3,m'),push,l,Vi) to/?; 
3. For a = Y\.. ,Yn e N\.. ,Nn and m[i + 1] = Yi+\ —> v,+1XJ+1 (m[/] denotes the ith 
element of m) with v;+i £ T* and X,+i e NU {e}, for all i= 1,...,«— 1, add 
{(a,m),push,i,vf) —> ((a,m),push,i+l,vf+l) to/?; 
4. For a = Xi.. .Xn, if there is [S -> Xi.. .Xn] £ P, add 
((a,m),push,n,v%) —• {S,pop) to /?; 
5. Add (S,pop) -> (S,pop) to /?. 
Clearly, M simulates the derivation of G bottom-up and what G does in one derivation step, 
M does in n steps. Then, according to Lemma 1, the proof is complete. • 
The following theorem presents the main result of.this section. 
Theorem 2. For all n> 1, Jz?{"L2} = 
Proof. This immediately follows from the previous two lemmas. • 
Corollary 3. For all n> 1, Jzf{"12} C Jfffy. 
Proof This follows from the previous theorem and Theorem 2.3 in [10]. • 
3.4 Language Families J?", 2 3 4y 
The following lemma shows that any language accepted by an nPPDA can be generated by 
a programmed grammar of index n+ 1. 
Lemma 8. For all n> 1, -S?{"12 34} Q 
Before the formal proof of the lemma, we provide some explanations to the construc-
tion. Informally, to an nPPDA M, we construct a programmed grammar, G, of index 
n+ 1 so that the ¿th nonterminal of G, which is of the form {A,-,£}, 1 < k < n+1, is as-
sociated with the /th pushdown. Specifically, if the current content of M's pushdowns is 
c2ci$b2bi$a2ai$ (corresponding to a string a\a2b\b2cic2), then the sentential form of Gis 
of the form (Ai,4)aia2(A2,4)£>ii>2(A3,4)cic2(A4,4). Then, the pop operation is simulated 
so that 
(Ai,4)aia2(A2,4)fcifc2(A3,4)cic2(A4,4) 
is replaced with 
AIA20I ,3)b ib 2 (A 2 ,3)CIC 2 (A 3 , 3 ) . ' 
The push operation pushing a onto the second pushdown, i.e., c2ci$b2i>ia$a2ai$ corre-
sponding to a string aia2ab\b2c\c2, is simulated by replacing 
(Ai,4)a1a2(A2,4)feifc2(A3,4)cic2(A4,4) 
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with 
(Ai, 4)ai a2 (¿2,4)abi ¿>2 (A3,4)ci c2 (A4,4). 
The operation introducing a new, say the first, pushdown, i.e., c2ci$b2bi$a2ai$$, is simu-
lated by replacing 
(A i,4)aia2 (/12,4)^1^2 (A3, 4)CIC2(A4, 4) 
with 
(Ai, 5) (A2,5)ai a2 {A3,5}bi b2 (A4,5)ci c2 (A5,5). 
Note that the previous first pushdown is the second from now on (till the other change). 
Finally, the join operation of the first and the second pushdown (by a state of the form 




The formal proof of Lemma 8 follows. 
Proof. Let M = (Q, T,R,s) be an nPPDA. Construct the following programmed grammar 
G = (N, T, P, S), where JV = g x { l , . . . , n + l } and P is constructed as follows. 
Set f{r) = { i : r - > ( £ R}, and g(f(r)) = \JPe/(r) g{p) (the definition of g(p) follows). 
1. For any rule s —• p GR, add 
a) (5 —> (Ai,n+ 1)(A2,«+1)...(An+.i,n-F l),g(p)) intoP; 
2. For all p G y and 1 <l<n + l, add 
a) ([PJ,p] : (Ai,/) - £,{[/,2,1,p] : [/,2,l,p] e lab(P)})-, 
3. For all p&y1 U^4 and 1 < i,l < n+ 1, i > 2, add 
a) (¡/,i,l,p): (Ai,l) (A,_i,/),{[/,('+ l,/,p]}), for i < /; 
b) ([/ , / , / ,p] : (A„l) -> (A,^,!),{[-,1,1,p)})-
4. For all peyi U^4 and 1 < i,l < n+ 1, / > 2, add 
a) ([—,i,l,p\: (Ai,l) —> (A,-,/ — 1 ) , { [ - , / + l,/,p]}), for/ < /— 1; 
b) ( I — , / — : <A,_i,/> — 
5. For all pG y 2 and 1 < 1, / < n +1 , add 
a) ([i,l,p]: (A,-,/) ->(A^Oa^C/Cp))); 
6. For all e and 1 < 1,1 < n+1, i < n, add 
a) ([*,i,M,p]: (Aul) (A i +i , /) ,{[*, '+ U,i,p]})> for i < l\ 
b) ([*,/,l,i,p): {A,,I) (A;+i,/),{[n,i+ l,/,p]}); 
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7. For all p G 1 < / < n+1 and 1 < i < n+1, add 
a) ([n,i,l,p] : (A-,,I) —> (A,_i,/)(A,•,/),{[+, 1,/,/?]}); 
8. For all p G 3*1 and 1 < /, I < n + 1, add 
a) ([+,i,l,p]: (Ai,l) —»(A,,Z+1), {[+,« +1,/,/»]}), for / < / + 1; 
b) ([+,/ +1,1,p]: (A,+ul) - (A /+1 , / + l),g(/(p))); 
9. For a l l € c5*4 and 1 <i,l<n+ 1, add 
a) (|j,i',/,p] : <A,-,0 -> W = { [ / , / + l.Z.p]}) if i < I, W = { [ - , 1 ,l,p}} 
otherwise. 
depends on p as follows: 
p=(r,pop): g(p) = {[p,l,p) : [p,l,p] G Zafc(^)}; 
p = (r,push,i,a): = {[*',/,/>]: [i,/,/?] G lab(P)}; 
p = (r,new, i): g(p) = {[*,i,l,i,p]: [*,i,/,i,p] G lab(P)}\ 
p = (rJoin,i): #(/?) = {[j,M,i>]: € lab(P)}. 
Consider a configuration W£$...$W2$vfi$/?w of M and the corresponding sentential 
form of G, i.e., ((Ai,fc + l)wi{A2,fc + l)w2 . . . (Ak,k+ l)wk(Ak+uk+ l),g(p)). If p = 
(r,pop), G simulates the computational step as follows: 
((Ahk+l)wl{A2,k+l)w2...(Ak,k+l)wk(Ak+l,k+l),{[p,k+l,p}}) 
=> (wl{A2,k+l)w2...(Ak,k+l)wk(Ak+1,k+l),{[/,2,k+l,p}}) 
(w1(A1,k + l)w2...{Ak-Uk+l)wk{Ak,k+l),{[-,l,k+l,p}}) 
(wl(Auk)w2...(Ak_x,k)wk(Ak,k),g{f{p))). 
If p = (r,push,i,a), G simulates the computational step as follows: 
({Al,k + l)wl...{Ai,k+l)wi...{Ak,k+l)wk{Ak+uk+l),{[i,k+l,p}}) 
((Ai,fc+ l)w,.. . (Ahk+l)aWi...(Ak,k+ l)wk(Ak+l,k+l),g{f(p))). 
If p = (r, new, ¿), G simulates the computational step as follows: 
((Ai,k + l)vv!... w,-_i (A/,k + l)wi... wk{Ak+i,k + 1), {[*, i,k + 1, i,p]}) 
(...wi-l(Ai+l,k+l)wi...wk(Ak+2,k+l),{[n,i+l,k+l,p}}) 
=> (... w(_i (A,-, k + 1} (A,+1, k+l)wi...wk (Ak+2,k + 1), {[+, 1, k + 1, p\}) 
'=»*+2 ((Ai,k + 2)wi...wk(Ak+2,k + 2),g(f(p))). 
If p = (r,join,i), G simulates the computational step as follows: 
({Auk + l)wl...Wi-i{Ai,k+l)wi...wk(Ak+l,k+l),{\j,i,k+l,p}}) 
=> (...(Ai-Uk+l)wi-iWi{Ai+l,k+l)wi+l...,{\/,i+l,k+l,p}}) 
(... (AM , k+ 1 )wi-lWi(Ahk+ l)wi+l...wk(Ak,k+l),{[-,\,k+\,p}}) 
((Auk)wi...(Ai-l,k)wj-iwi(Ai,k)...wk(Ak,k),g(f(p))). 
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As any derivation of G simulates a computation of M, we have L(M) = L(G). • 
The next lemma shows that any language generated by a programmed grammar of 
index n is accepted by an (n + 1)PPDA. 
Lemma 9. For all n> 1, if/? C J S ? ^ 4}. 
The main idea of the proof is to simulate a derivation of a programmed grammar, G, 
of index n by a generalized (n + 1)PPDA, M, so that what G generates to the right of the 
rewritten nonterminal, say AwxBwjCw-} => AwiB' uw2Cws, M pushes to its corresponding 
pushdown, W3 $w>2 If G generates a siring, v, to the left of the rewritten nonter-
minal, say Aw\Bw2Cw^ =>• AW\VB"W2CW2, then M creates a new pushdown just before 
the pushdown corresponding to the rewritten nonterminal, wf SwfSSwf $, pushes Vs to the 
new pushdown, W3 $W2 and joins the two pushdowns, wf S w f B y this, 
M puts Vs to the bottom of the pushdown. In case of the first pushdown, the join operation 
is replaced with the pop operation. The formal proof follows. 
Proof. Let G = (N, T, P,S) be a programmed grammar of index n, for some n > 1. Con-
struct a generalized (n+ 1)PPDA M = (Q,T,R,s) as follows. 
1. Set Q = (lab(P) U {+} ) x \Jk<nNk x {0,1,... , w-f 1}, for m = max{£ : A w G 
P, occur(u,N) = k}\ 
2. For all p : A —> u\B\uiB2 • • • ukBkuk+x G P, where «,• G T* and Bj G N, for all i = 
l , . . . , f c+l , ] = 1,...,k, k >0 , and for all (+, aA/?,0) G Q, where a, ¡5 eJV*, and 
/ = occur(aA,N), add the following to R: 
• s—> ((+,S,0),push,l,e), 
({+,aA(i,0),push, l,e) {{p,aB{ ...Bkp,k+ \),push,l + k- 1 
• ((p,aBi...Bkj5,k+l),push,l + k-l,u%+l) 
{(p, aBi...Bkp,k),push, l + k — 2,u%), 
• ((p,aBi.. .Bkp,k),push,l + k-2,u%) 
((p, aBi...Btf, k - 1),push, I + k - 3, >, 
• ((p,aBl...Bkp,2),push,I,wf) -»((p,aBi • • • Bkp, 1),new,I), 
• ((p,aBl...Bkp,l),new,l) {{p,aBi...Bkp,\),push,l,u1), 
• if/ = l,add 
- ((p, B{... Bkp, 1) ,push, 1,w*) -> ({p, B{... Bkj3,0) ,pop), 
- {(p,Bi...Bkp,0),pop) -> ((+,Bl...Bkp,0),push,l,e), 
• if I > 2, add 
. - ({p,aBx...Bkp,\),push,l,4) ({p,aBl...Bkp,0),join,l), 
- {(p,aBi...Bkp,0),join,I)->((+,aBi...Bkf5,0),push,l,e). 
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We have proved that L(M) = L(G), where M is a generalized (n +1 )PPDA. The proof 
now follows by Lemma 1. • 
Let n> 1. Analogously as in [2, Theorem 3.1.7], we can prove that the language 
7 1 - 1 Ln = {b(a'b) : / > 1} e 
Lemma 10. For all n> 1, Lne 2 3 4j. 
Informally, the automaton has n pushdowns and each but the one of them contains 
a'ba', for some i > 1. Thus, two symbols a are put to a pushdown - one to the top and one to 
the bottom. Finally, the symbol b is pushed to the bottom of all n — 1 pushdowns, i.e., they 
contain the string a'ba'b. Obviously, by the operations new and pop, ba'b can be simulated 
and compared with the prefix of the input symbol by symbol during the computation. Thus, 
the automaton has read ba'b, and the content of each of n — 1 pushdowns is a'ba'b, i.e., the 
automaton has accepted the string ba'b(a'b)2<-n= b(a'b)2n~]. 
Proof. If n = 1, the proof is trivial; just push ba'b to the pushdown. Thus, let n > 2 and 
M = (Q,{a,b},R,s) be an nPPDA, where Q = {0 ,p ,q,r ,s , t , f } , and R is constructed as 
follows. 
Phase 1. 
1. i —> {Q,push,\,b), 
2. (0,push, 1,b) —»(0,^pop), 
3. (0,pop) —> (p,push, 1 ,b), 
4. f o r 2 < ! < n - l , 
4a. (p,push,i,b) —• (p,push,i+ 1 ,b), 
4b. {p,push,n— \,b) —* {q,new, 1), 
Phase 2. 








r,join,i) —» {s,push,i,a), i > 2, 
r,join,n) (q,new, 1), 
r,join,n) -> (t,new, 1), 
3. 
t,new, 1) —> (t,push,\,b), 









(q,pop) (s,push, 1,a), 
for 1 <i<n, 
(,s,push,i,a) —> (r,new,/+ 1), 
(r,new,i+ 1) —> (r,push,i+ l,a), 







12. for2 <i<n, 
t,new,i) —> (t,push,i,b), 
t,push,i,b) —> (t,join,i), 
t,join,i) —> (f,new,i+1), 
I
/,new,n+l) (f,pop), 
f,pop) -> (/,pop>. 
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Phase 1 reads b from the input and pushes b to n — 1 pushdowns. Phase 2 repeatedly 
reads a from the input and pushes a on the top and to the bottom of all n — 1 pushdowns. 
Phase 3 reads b from the input and pushes b to the bottom of all n — 1 pushdowns. Finally, 
Phase 4 pops all n — 1 pushdowns. Clearly, ba'b has been read from the input and each of 
n — 1 pushdowns contains ba'ba'%, where the top of the pushdown is on the right. Thus, 
we have L(M) = LN. • 
Corollary 4. For all n > 1, C J ^ + ' j ^ . 
Proof. The inclusion follows from Lemma 9 and the strictness from Lemma 10. • 
The following corollary summarizes the power of nPPDAs known so far. 
Corollary 5. For all n> 1, C c J (̂"+223 4}. 
Proof. It follows immediately from Lemmas 8 and 9, and the previous corollary. • 
Analogously, we can prove that for all n > 2, 
Kn+l = {a*ai:.ai+l:k>l}£j?{\23A}, 
which proves the following result. 
Corollary 6. For all n> 2, Jz?̂ , 2} c J^", 2 3 4}. 
Proof. Ibarra [10, Theorem 2.3] proved that Kn+\ g = 2}. • 
Note that by the trick pushing the content of one pushdown to the bottom of the other, 
we can prove that for all n > 1, K2n-i € Jzij" 234}-
4 Conclusion 
In this paper, we discussed two variants of pure multi-pushdown automata that perform 
complete pushdown pops and proved two infinite language hierarchies they characterize 
with respect to the number of pushdowns. The following theorem summarizes the results 
of this paper. 
Theorem 3. 1. XREG = i?{\i2} = S f ^ > = = S f ^ . 
2. For all n>2, ^"¡^ = -̂ {1,2,4} c -̂ {1,2,3} - -̂ {1,2,3,4}-
3. For all n > 1, Jz?{"| 2} C J i f f y . 
4. For all n > 1, C 
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Moreover, note that by Corollary 3.4 in [3], Corollary of Lemma 3.1.5 in [2], and 
Corollary 5, any language L € U~=i 234} o v e r a one-letter alphabet is regular. 
On the other hand, this paper does not answer the question of whether the inclusions 
if" , 2 3 4jC i f 3 4 j , n > 1, and - 234}' w > 2, are proper or not. How-
ever, we conjecture that these inclusions are proper. Furthermore, one of the interesting 
questions concerning this is whether the language 
Mn = {w" :w£{a,b}*} 
is in 4}' f°r n — This is of interest because if M„ is not in i f 3 4j, then it 
implies that 
1. Mn e i f f 1 2 } n (iffl!2)3,4} - -̂ 172,3,4}) a n d that 
o c/>n rf c/m—\ 
Z" {1,2} fc-^{1,2,3,4}' 
as it is not hard to see that Mn € if" ( 2y Another interesting question is whether the 
language Kn+\ e if|" 2 3} because if this is not true, then it implies Jzf", 2 3j C if" j 234}' 
for n > 2. Finally, the following question is of interest from the viewpoint of descriptional 
complexity: what is the power of pure multi-pushdown automata that perform complete 
pushdown pops with respect to the number of states? 
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Kleene Revisited by Suschkewitsch 
Jean-Marcel Pallo* 
Abstract 
The aim of this paper is to generalize to nonassociative concatenation the 
well-known property that the family of left-linear languages is exactly the 
family of regular languages. For this purpose, we introduce -à generalized 
Kleene star operation. 
1 Introduction 
It is well-known that the family of left-linear languages is exactly the family of 
regular languages. This classical result comes from the formal languages theory, 
which has been developed over free monoids generated by alphabets and equipped 
with an associative concatenation. 
The purpose of this paper is to generalize this statement to the case where the 
concatenation is no longer associative [13, 14, 15]. The theory of quasigroups 
[9, 12, 17, 20] is originated from a certain idea of Suschkewitsch [25], which idea 
we use here for this goal. Given a group (G,*), Suschkewitsch observed in 1929 
that the proof of Lagrange theorem does not make any use of the associative law: 
X*(Y*Z) = (X*Y)*Z. This law can be replaced by his more general postulates, 
A and B namely. Postulate A of [25] can be written as: for all A,B G G there is a 
unique C G G such that for all X € G we have (X * A) * B = X * C. The element 
C depends upon the elements A and B only and not upon X. If we denote C by 
A o B, i.e. (X * A) * B = X * (A o B), it is easy to prove that o is associative. It 
has been shown recently in [19] by the author that Postulate A is a particular case 
of the concept of relative associativity introduced by Roubaud [21]. 
Suschkewitsch also considers a special case of Postulate A which is however more 
general than the associative law. He states his Postulate B as: for all B G G there 
is a unique BG G such that for all X, Y G G we have X*(Y*B) = (X*Y)* B. The 
elements B and B depend only upon each other.. Every B is completely defined 
by the corresponding B and conversely. Using Postulate B, it has been shown in 
[7] that each left-linear language defined with a nonassociative concatenation is a 
pseudo-regular language, i.e. it can be written by using a generalized Kleene star 
operation. 
•Université de Bourgogne, Département d'Informatique, BP 47870, ¡21078 DIJON-Cedex, 
France, E-mail: palloau-bourgogne.fr 
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The converse property (pseudo-regularity implies left-linearity) is established in 
this paper via a new method. To do this, we are lead to define the inverse — of the 
operation ~ of Suschkewitsch. Certain coherence problems arise. Then the original 
groupoid M (i.e. the monoid without associativity) has to be embedded in a larger 
one. It is absolutely necessary to check that this embedding creates no additional 
weak associative relation in M, as for example ((xy)(zt))(uv) = (x(yz))((tu)v). 
Afterwards a pseudo-Kleene star operation is defined as a generalization of the 
standard Kleene star over the monoid. Then we show that the family of left-
linear languages defined with a nonassociative concatenation is exactly the family 
of pseudo-regular languages using this new star operation. 
Another approach consists of considering trees in place of words, since the notion 
of a tree strongly reflects nonassociativity. A huge amount of literature relies upon 
this concept [6]. 
2 Notations and definitions 
Let V = {a,b,c,d...} be an alphabet, i.e. a finite nonempty set of letters. We 
denote by M = M(V) the free groupoid over V equipped with a nonassociative 
concatenation •. The symbol • will be omitted as long as no confusion is possi-
ble. To write words of M, parentheses cannot be omitted due to nonassociativity: 
x(yz) (xy)z. By A we denote the empty word of zero letters. The set of all 
non-empty words over V is denoted M + . 
To the finite alphabet V, we associate the (infinite) set V which is the set of letters 
of V with as a superscript an arbitrary number of symbols — and 
We denote by M. = M{V) the free groupoid over V equipped with the nonasso-
ciative concatenation •. Let us define M+ = M(V) — {A}. Since M C M, a 
word in M is called a real word. We call a word of M. — M a metaword. Given 
w £ M, we denote by |w| the length of w, i.e. the number of letters of V in w, 
each letter is counted as many times it occurs. Let us denote by M n the set of 
words such that |WJ| = n. For example, w = ((ab)(cd))(e(bdj) £ M7 is a real word 
/ / — ~ ~ — 
and w = (e( a c))((a b ) c) £ is a metaword. The skeleton of a word 
w £ M is defined as the real word sk(w) obtained by cancelling all the occurrences 
of the symbols — and The free word of w £ M. is defined as the word f(w) ob-
tained by cancelling all the occurrences of the symbols —, ( and ). For example, 
sk(w ) = (e(ac))((ab)c) and f(w ) = eacabc. 
We call a left (respectively right) word any word where all the open (respectively 
close) parentheses occur at the beginning (respectively at the end) of the word. For 
example, (((((a b) c)b)a) c) is a left word and (a (b(a (c(a d)))) is a right word. 
A weak associative equality of order n is an equation of the form w = w where 
w , w € Mn. For example, a(b(c(de))) = ((ab)c){de-) is a weak associative equal-
ity of order 5. A weak associative equality is called real if the two words of the 
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equality Eire real, i.e. there is no occurrences of — and ~ inside the two words. 
Definition 1. We define the Suschkewitsch algebra S = S(M) as the extension of 
M with unary operations — and ~ such that the following properties hold for all 
P,Q,RGM+: 
' (PQ)R = P(QR) 
P(QR) = (PQ) R 
rvJ 
< ~ — 
P = P =P 
PQ=PQ 
. PQ=PQ 
We will establish later that no real words in S are forced to collapse by the five 
previous axioms. 
3 Preliminary results 
Definition 2. Let us define the relation —> on S as the smallest preordering, invari-
ant with respect to —, ~ and i.e. if P —> Q then P—>Q, P—>Q and PR —> QR, 
RP —> RQ for all R € M. and satisfying for all P,Q,R G M+: 
P(QR) - (PQ) R 
Lemma 1. We have AB —» CD iff either (1) 
J A C 
\ B-+D 
or there exists S € M+ such that (2) 
{ B —> S D 
1 AS^C 
Proof. The conditions are obviously sufficient since AB —* A(S D) —• (AS) D= 
(AS)D -» CD. 
For proving the necessity, let us consider A, B,C, D e M+• We define the relation 
-< on A4: AB -< CD, iff conditions either (1) or (2) are verified. 
-< is reflexive and invariant with respect to — a n d •. Let us prove the transitivity 
of -<, i.e. if AB -< CD and CD -< EF then we have AB -< EF. Among the four 
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cases to study, we only detail the following one. 
If there exist S,T S M+ such that 
f B S D 
[ AS ^ C 
and 
i £ > - > T F 
\ CT->E 
then there exists U € such that 
i B^UF 
| AU E 
Indeed, U = S T verifies: B S D -»• S(T F ) -> ( 5 T) F = U F and 
AU = A{S T ) ( A S ) T = (AS)T CT —*'E. • 
Remark 1. The rewrite relation —> is convergent because it is well-known that 
the rewriting system x(yz) (xy)z is convergent. Thus any word w has a unique 
normal form denoted by l(w) which is a left word. 
Lemma 2. If A, B,C,D £ M.+, assume that: 
(1) AB —> CD, 
(2) AB is a real word, 
(3) CD is a left word, 
(4) there exists S € A4+ such that B —> S D and AS —> C-
Then we can always choose S as a real word. 
Proof \D\ = 1 i.e. D e V since CD is a left word. \B\ > 2 since |S| > 1. Thus we 
can write B = B\B2- If \B2\ = 1, then B2 = d S V and we can choose D =d and 
S = B\ which is a real word. If |£?2| > 2 and if d is the last letter of B2, we can 
write B2 - (B2,fc(- • • (B2,3(B2t2(B2ad)k. Then 
B2 = (B2ik(... {B2,3{B2t2B2A)k~l d and 
B = BiB2 = (Bi(B2tk(... (B2t3(B2i2B2A)k d • We can choose 
~fc+i 
S = (Bi(B2tk(... (B2t3(B2t2B2A)k and D =d . Thus 5 is a real word. • 
Lemma 3. The following rewriting system : 
(Rl) (xy)z x{y z) 
(R2) x 

























\ y x(yz) 
(xy)~z 
• ! Rs 




Figure 1: Three convergent critical pairs of • 
(RS) X X 
(R4)xy ~^xy 
(R5) xy ~^xy 
is convergent. Thus any term t has a unique normal form which is a right word 
denoted by r(t). 
Proof. Termination is easily proved because is included in the Knuth-Bendix 
ordering. We choose as precedence relation — • and as weights wgt(-) = 
wgt{~) = 0 and wgt(•) = 1. The superposition of (Rl) on (Rl), of (Rl) on 
(R4) and of (Rl) on (R5) determines three critical pairs which are convergent: see 
Figure 1. Thus this rewriting system is convergent [1, 10]. Normal forms are right 
words. • 
4 Nonassociativity 
Definition 3. Given w G M.n, let us call associahedron ASn{w) the diagram which 
is obtained from w by applying all possible —> and —> relations. 
See for example the associahedron AS$({x{y(zt)))u) in Figure 2. 
Theorem 1. For all n and w 6 M.n, the associahedron ASn(w) is coherent, i.e. 
there are no w ,w 6 ASn(w) such that w w and sk(w ) = sk(w ). Therefore 





Figure 2: The associahedron AS5((x(y(zt)))u) 
there exist in ASn(w) unique words l(w) and r(w) which are respectively left and 
right words. 
Proof. If n = 4, the property holds for the five pentagons: see Figure 3. By 
induction on n, suppose that for n > 5 and for some v £ Mn we have in ASn(v): 
w = AB —» w = C D and w = AB —> w = C D with = Jw | = | = n, 
w ^ w and sk(w ) = sk(w ). Then we obtain sk(C ) = sk(C ) and sk(D ) = 
sk(D ). We apply Lemma 1. 
If A C', B D' and if A -> C", B -> D" then we have < n-1, |B| < n - 1 
and by the induction hypothesis C — C and D = D since sk(C ) = sk(C ) 
and sk(D ) = sk(D ). A contradiction follows since w ^ w . 
If A C', B D', suppose that there exists S" £ S+ such that B —» S" D" and 
AS" -v C". Therefore we-have |JB| = \D'\ = |S"| + \D"\ and |D'| = \D"\ because 
sk(D ) — sk(D ). A contradiction follows since w ^ X. 
Now let us assume that there exist S', S" G M+ such that B —> S' D', AS' —> C1', 
B 5 " D", AS" C". If D' ± D" then we have l(D') ^ l(D") by induction 
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because \D'\ < n - 1 and \D"\ < n - 1. Then B 5' £>'-> l{S')l(D') and 
B 5 " £>"—> l(S")l(D"). We have sk{l(S')l(D')) = sk(l(S")l(D")) but 
l(S )l(D ) / l(S")l(D") because'Z(-D') ^ /(£)"). Thus, a contradiction follows. 
Therefore we obtain £>' = D" = D, B l(S')D, B -» l(S")D. Since sk{l{S')D) = 
sfe(/(5")I>) and |B| < n - 1, we deduce by induction that Z(S')D = 1{S")D, i.e. 
/(5 ) = Z(£ ). Now let us consider the following diagram: 
C «- AS1' A/(5') = <- A5" ^ C". 
The induction hypothesis can be applied because \C'\ — \C | < n — 1. Then 
sk{C ) = sk(C ) implies C = C and a contradiction holds. The existence of l(w) 
(respectively r(w)) is proved using Lemma 1 (respectively Lemma 3). • 
Remark 2. The associahedrons ASn(w) endowed with the relation —> are lattices 
for all n and w £ M„. This is an immediate consequence of the fact that the 
skeleton of ASn(w) is the well-known n-th Tamari lattice. Tamari lattices have 
been extensively studied for algebraic and combinatorial purposes. A number of 
references on this subject is available in [18]. 
{x: 
((»»)=) t 
Figure 3: The five associahedrons of size 4 
Theorem 2. The embedding of M. into S is faithful. 
Proof. Let us prove that the embedding of M. into S does not create any weak real 
associativity equality of order n, that is whatever n one cannot find two real words 
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w ,w £ M.n such that w = w and sk(w ) ^ sk(w ), when applying the five 
relations of Definition 1. 
If n = 4, the property holds for the five pentagons: see Figure 3. By induction on 
n, suppose that for n > 5 there exist two real words w = A B ,w = A B £ A4N 
such that w = w with sk(w ) ^ sk(w ). Following Lemma 3: r(w ) = r(w ) = v.-
In ASn(v) there exists a unique left word CD such that A B —» CD and A B —> 
CD. Since CD is a left word, we have \D\ — 1. We apply Lemma 1. 
If A' -*C,B'.~* D, A" C, B" -* D, then we have \A'\ = \A"\ = \C\ = n - 1 
and the diagram A —» C <— A with A and A real, contradicting the induction 
hypothesis. 
If A' —> C, B —> D, suppose that there exists S" £ M+ such that B" —> S" D 
and A S —> C. Since |Z)| = 1 and B real, then D is a real word, i.e. D = d £ V 
and thus B" —> S" d- If the arrow is applied to a real word, we can obtain 
letters with superscript ~ only. Hence, a contradiction follows. 
Suppose now that there exist S ,S" £ M+ such that B' —> S' D, A'S' —> C, 
B' —> S D, A" S' —> C. Following Lemma 2, since B and B" are real words, 
we can choose S and S as real words. Then we have A S C <— A S with 
A S and A S which are real words. Since \A S | = \A S | = |C| = n — 1, we 
can apply the inductive hypothesis and we obtain A S = A S . Hence A = A 
and S' = S" = S. The diagram B' S D<— B" follows. Since |B'| < n - 1, the 
induction hypothesis holds and then B = B . • 
5 Catalan sequences 
Definition 4. If w £ Mn is a real word, the left word l(w) which is the normal 
form of w contains only ~ symbols and no — symbols. If f(w) = X\X2.. .xn, we 
thus can write l(w) = (n_1xix2) x3 1) 2)...) xn " 2). The sequence L(w) = 
(l\,l2, • • •, ln-2) is called the left-sequence ofw £ M.n. 
Lemma 4. If w £ Mn and w £ Mm with L(w ) = (llt l'2,..., and 
L(w ) = (/j, l2, • • •, lm-2)> then the left-sequence of the concatenation ofw and 
w" is L(w'w") = (l[,l'2,...,in_2,0,l,l'i + 1,4' + l , - - - , C - 2 + l)-
Proof. If f(w ) = x\x2--.xn and f(w ) = 2/13/2 •••2/m, then we have: l(w ) = 
l' l l" l" 
(n _ 1xix2) x3 . . . Xn "~2) and l(w") = (m_12/i2/2) ¿3 1 ) • • • J/m Therefore we 
can write: 
l' I l" l" 
w'w" = (n~1XiX2) X 3 2 ) . . . X n "~2)(m~1yiy2) ¿3 1 ) • • • Vm ""*) 
l' I l" l" 1 
( n Z i X 2 ) £ 3 1 ) ; - - X n " ~ 2 ) ( m _ V № ) ¿3 1 ) ••• Vm ) 
( " + ^ ^ 2 ) x h . . . xnl'"-2)r-3yiy2) m") • • • y^.LC-3+1) - • • • -
I I l" 1 
( n + m - 2 x1x2)x31)...xn"~2)y1)y2)y31 ) . . . ym ^ ) = l{w'w"). • 
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Theorem 3. An integer sequence (¿¿)i<i<n-2 is the left-sequence of a word of M.n 
iffh e {0,1} andfor a llie [l,n — 3]: 0 < li+1 <h + 1. 
Proof The proof comes by induction on n using Lemma 4. • 
The five left-sequences of the words of are {00,01,10,11,12}. The fourteen 
left-sequences of the words of are in lexicographic order: 
{000,001,010,011,012,100,101,110, 111, 112,120,121,12-2,123} 
The left-sequence characterized just above is exhausted among the 66 Catalan sets 
in [24, p. 222] where it is denoted by (u). The right-sequence of w defined from 
the right word r(w) has been studied in [7] and appears in [24, p. 222] under the 
notation (s). 
6 Rational formal power series 
We use the classical notations on formal power series described in [2, 11, 22]. 
Given a semiring A, we denote by -4[[<S]] the set of formal series 
s = ^^ < s,a > a . 
<?es 
where < s,<r >£ A. 
The sum of two series is defined in the classical manner. The product s = s s is 
defined by < s,a > = < s ,a >< s ,a > if a = cr a and < s,a > = 0 otherwise. 
s € A[[S]] is proper if the coefficient of the right unit A (i.e. the constant term of 
s) vanishes: < s, A > = 0. 
In this case, the series 
s * = A + s + s s +(s s) s +((s s) s) s +(((s s) s) s) s +... 
is defined. We have also 
s* = A + s + s s +s(s s ) + s(s( s s )) + s(s( s ( s s ))) + ... 
Definition 5. We call s* the pseudo-Kleene star of the series s £ «4[[iS]]. 
Lemma 5. Let r,s £ -4[[<S]] with s proper. Then the unique solution u of the 
left-linear equation u — r + us is the series u = rs*. 
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Proof. One has s* = A + s* s whence rs* = r + r(s* s) and rs* = r + (rs*) s = 
r + (rs*)s. Conversely, from u = r + us it follows that u = r + (r + us)s = 
r + rs -)- (us)s = r + rs + u(s s) and inductively u = r(A + s + s s +(s s) s 
-f . . . + (ns s) s ) . . . ) s) + u(n+1s s) s) . . . ) s). Thus going to the limit, one gets 
u = rs* since s is proper. • 
7 Kleene theorem 
Definition 6. A formal series is pseudo-rational if it is an element of the smallest 
subset iiai[[iS]] o/^4[[5]] containing S and closed for the sum, product and pseudo-
Kleene star operation *. • 
Definition 7. A left-linear system of order N with pseudo-rational coefficients is 
a system of the form 
Ui — r̂  -f- ^ ^ UjSij 
1 <j<N 
with 1 < i < N where all ri: sitj € i?ai[[<S]].. 
Theorem 4. The components of the N-tuple solution of a left-linear system with 
proper pseudo-rational coefficients are pseudo-rational series. Conversely, a pseudo-
rational series can be obtained as a component of a N-tuple solution of such a 
system. 
Proof. The proof is done by induction on N. According to Lemma 5, the solution 
of u = r + us is u = rs* which is a pseudo-rational series since r, s € i?ai[[(S]]. 
In a system of order N, un is rationally computed from Ui,U2...., u i and the 
induction hypothesis is applied. 
Conversely, let us prove that the components which are solutions of left-linear sys-
tems with pseudo-rational coefficients verify the conditions of Definition 6. Let us 
denote by u\ (respectively ttj) the first component of the iV-tuple solution (respec-
tively N -tuple solution) of a system S (respectively S ): 




where all G i?ai[[<S]]. 
It is easy to exhibit a system which admits as solution CjUi + c[ u\ with c\, c'j G A. 
Now, let Ui= u'̂ ui. Then 
u1ui = u1ri+ Ul(Ujsi,j) 
1 <j<N 
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and 
U^Ui = u^i + (uiuj)^j 
l<j<N 
A i A 
Thus u\= WjUi is the first component of the iV-tuple solution of the system S: 
A A ' » A • „ . - r 
s :Ui= U\Ti + uj si,j>1 ̂  1 ̂  N 
l<j<N 
To conclude, let iii= u\ui. Then 
u\ui = u\Ti + Ui(UjSitj) 
l<j<N 
and 
u\ui=u\ri+ ^ (ulUj)^ 
l<j<N 
Thus uj= u\u\ = u\ — A is the first component of the iV-tuple solution of the 
v 
system S: 
V y ^—i v 




Theorem 4 characterizes a-la-Kleene pseudo-rational series defined with a nonas-
sociative concatenation. The key point in the proof of Theorem 4 is the fact that 
— and ~ are mutually inverse operations. The axiom (xy)z = x(y z) allows to 
factor out r in the solution of the equation u = r + us and therefore to obtain 
u = rs* where s* is defined in terms of —. The converse axiom x(yz) = (xy) z 
allows to show that products and stars of solutions of left-linear systems are yet 
solutions of certain other left-linear systems that can be computed in terms of 
The embedding of the original groupoid into the Suschkewitsch algebra creates no 
weak associative relation. It means that this embedding is faithful. 
Theorem 4 is a generalization of the famous Kleene theorem, one of the corner-
stones of theoretical computer science. See also [8, 23] for linear languages, [3] for 
clock languages, [26] for oo-languages, [4] for a Conway-like approach and [5] for 
binoid languages. 
If A has the additional structure of a ring (i.e. subtraction is allowed), let us define 
on -<4[[<S]] the bracket: [s,i] = s t —t s. We can easily verify that the Jacobi 
identity holds: [s, [t, u]] + [t, [u, s]] + [u, [s, t]] = 0. This remark could be the starting 
point of a later study. 
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